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Abstract
Valid interpretation of preclinical animal models in immunology-related clinical challenges is important to solve
outstanding clinical needs. Given the overall complexity of the immune system and both species- and tissue-specific
immune peculiarities, the selection and design of appropriate immune-relevant animal models is, however, not following a
straightforward path. The topics in this issue of the ILAR Journal provide assessments of immune-relevant animal models
used in oncology, hematopoietic-, CAR-T cell- and xenotransplantation, adjuvants and infectious diseases, and immune
privileged inflammation that are providing key insights into unmet human clinical needs.
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Animal models are imperative for studies relating to immunology-
related problems because the immune system is a highly
complex network of different cell types, secreted cytokines,
chemokines, and other humoral factors that function in an
organ- or tissue-dependent context that is virtually impossible
to emulate by in vitro studies. Given the large number of
cells, transcription factors, and genetic pathways involved from
activation to regulation and execution of immune-mediated
effectors, the differences between animal species are highly
relevant for each and every animal model used for translational
studies of clinical immunology-related problems. In line with
this, there is a constant debate about the relevance and
predictive or translational value of immunology-related research
in rodents [1–3] and reproducibility of results obtained from mice
and other research models is also a well-publicized concern [4,5].
These translational challenges eventually lead to premature
clinical trials with current estimates of probability of success of
a clinical trial ranging from a minimum of 3.4% for oncology to
a maximum of 33.4% for infectious disease vaccines [6].

In this special issue of the ILAR Journal, the contributors
provide assessments of immune-relevant animal models from
small to large that are providing key insights into unmet clinical
needs for the advancement of human health. Each article out-
lines the current state of the art and provides deeper insights
into a few selected animal models with the most promise to

translate into a better understanding and treatment of clinical
immunology-related problems.

Mice have been instrumental animal models for the enor-
mous advancement of immunological understanding over the
last decades. The comprehensive review by Radaelli et al [7] pro-
vides an updated summary of immune-relevant mouse strains
and stocks as well as mutations and experimental interventions
to induce specific perturbations of the immune system. Careful
informed selection and use of the numerous mouse models
will further improve the translational utility, validity, and repro-
ducibility of research in mice.

The prospects of treating cancer by appropriate activation
of the patient’s own immune system is both appealing and
highly promising, with cancer immunotherapy being named
“breakthrough of the year” by the journal Science in 2013. How-
ever, relevant animal models with high translational validity for
the human clinical setting are scarce. Overgaard et al [8] high-
light the special opportunities in use of spontaneous tumors in
dogs and experimental cancer models in pigs to study different
phases of cancer immunoediting in immunocompetent large
animal hosts.

Although animal models in mice and dogs have been invalu-
able in the development of effective treatment of malignant
and nonmalignant hematological disorders by hematopoietic
cell transplantation, there are still significant clinical needs to
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address. In the contribution by Graves et al [9], animal models in
mice and dogs are reviewed for their potential to solve the most
important areas of concern in disease relapse and graft-versus-
host disease in hematopoietic cell transplantation treatment.

Adoptive transfer of engineered chimeric antigen receptor
(CAR)-T cells is a promising therapy for treatment of cancers and
chronic viral infections where immunity relies on cell-mediated
effector mechanisms. Preclinical studies to predict efficacy and
safety of new CAR-T cell developments are not easy to translate
to the human clinic. In this context, Migliorini et al [10] review
preclinical investigation of CAR-T cells in different humanized
mouse models, in dogs where immune and nonimmune system
networks are intact, and in nonhuman primate animal models
with optimal translational relevance to humans for safety eval-
uations.

Platt et al [11] discuss successes and failures in xenotrans-
plantation including how immunity functions as a barrier for
xenograft acceptance and outlines how the new developments
in genetic engineering of pigs have contributed to dramatic
improvement in the outcome of experimental xenografts in
nonhuman primates. The advances in stem cell research has
further spurred the development of reverse xenotransplantation
where human stem cells are transplanted into a pig host and
undergo development and maturation to mature cells, or a tissue
or an organ, before being transplanted back as an allograft into
the original human donor.

Advances in vaccine development rely on the selection
of antigenic targets for the adaptive immune response and
how these antigens are delivered and presented for the
immune system. For inactivated and subunit vaccines targeting
infections where a more complex immune response than
the antibody titer is needed, the adjuvant formulation of the
vaccine may thus decide the efficacy of the induced antibody
response. Schmidt et al [12] review methods for assessing
humoral and, more difficultly, cell-mediated adjuvant efficacy
and function in animal models. They further highlight examples
where immune responses in mice poorly correlate with human
immune responses and discuss how detailed characterization
of cellular subset responses in mice may translate to humans.

To understand the interplay between infectious agents and
both innate and adaptive host immune responses, appropriate
animal models for the individual infectious agents must also
be carefully selected. Starbæk et al [13] review virus receptor
distribution and host anti-viral protein responses in different
animal models for the studies of Influenza A virus with a special
focus on pigs because they, in contrast to mice and ferrets,
have high target and face validity being naturally infected with
the same virus subtypes and with a display of similar clinical
symptoms.

Another important infectious disease demonstrating the
poor translational value of rodent models is enterotoxigenic
Escherichia coli infections. Liu and Gi [14] investigate the suitabil-
ity and significance of the pig model to explore mechanisms
of nutritional supplements on gut health with an emphasis on
resistance to enteric enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli infections in
young children in lower income countries.

The eye, like the brain and uterus in pregnancy, is considered
an immune-privileged site where immune-mediated inflam-
mation is normally greatly reduced to protect from the conse-
quences of inflammation. Ocular tolerance is lost in dry eye and
uveitis. In the review by Gilger [15], common immune-relevant
models of dry eye and uveitis are described with an overview
of the immuno-pathogenesis of each disease and evaluation of

models from small to large animals. For translational models of
immune-mediated ocular disease in humans, there are naturally
occurring large animal models, equine uveitis and canine dry
eye, that have promise to translate into a better understanding
and treatment of noninfectious immune-mediated ocular dis-
eases in humans.
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Abstract
In 1989 ILAR published a list and description of immunodeficient rodents used in research. Since then, advances in
understanding of molecular mechanisms; recognition of genetic, epigenetic microbial, and other influences on immunity; and
capabilities in manipulating genomes and microbiomes have increased options and opportunities for selecting mice and
designing studies to answer important mechanistic and therapeutic questions. Despite numerous scientific breakthroughs
that have benefitted from research in mice, there is debate about the relevance and predictive or translational value of
research in mice. Reproducibility of results obtained from mice and other research models also is a well-publicized concern.
This review summarizes resources to inform the selection and use of immune relevant mouse strains and stocks, aiming to
improve the utility, validity, and reproducibility of research in mice. Immune sufficient genetic variations, immune relevant
spontaneous mutations, immunodeficient and autoimmune phenotypes, and selected induced conditions are emphasized.

Key words: biomedical research; experimental conditions; genetic background; genetic variation; immune system diseases;
inbred strains; mice

Introduction
The main advantages of using mice in research include (1) their
small size and very prolific nature, (2) the numerous commonali-
ties existing between mice and humans in terms of physiology
and pathobiology, (3) the well-characterized genomes and
immune responses, and (4) the availability of advanced tech-
nologies for genetic and other experimental manipulations.1,2

Despite the advantages, there is ongoing controversy surrounding
the reproducibility and translatability of mouse models of dis-
ease.3–5 Given the immune diversity within the human popula-
tion, a perfect model relevant to all humans may be neither an
achievable nor a reasonable expectation. However, it is possible
to strive for relevant and reproducible translational models and
to expect experimental designs to address specific research

questions. Criticisms of mouse models (mouse blaming) are not
always justified. Many factors contribute to study outcomes and
reproducibility. These include genetic diversity; microbial, hus-
bandry, and other environmental factors; experimental interven-
tions; etc.2 Increasing the awareness of the immunobiological
variations among inbred mice and their substrains as well as
other factors that may impact immune responses in mice will
help improve both the validity and reproducibility of mouse-
based research. Attention to these aspects is warranted in experi-
mental design, data interpretations, and reporting of research on
immunity, disease, and therapeutic interventions.6,7

This review aims to provide a useful compendium of re-
sources and references for those investigators who seek to
familiarize themselves with key concepts of mouse immunology
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and translate those notions into the experimental setting. The
most relevant sources of immune diversity of the laboratory
mouse are here emphasized with a focus on immune sufficient
genetic variations, immunologically relevant spontaneous muta-
tions, autoimmune phenotypes, and selected induced immune
deficiencies.

Mouse Nomenclature
Accurate mouse nomenclature is mission critical to scientific
communication.8–10 Nomenclature “rules” for mice genes, strains,
and substrains were recommended by scientists to the scientific
community in the 1940s and 1950s. The first committees on stan-
dardized genetics nomenclature11 and on standardized strain
nomenclature for mice12 included Nobel laureate George Snell.
Early publications provided guidelines for gene and strain nomen-
clature, a list (database) of strains and substrains, and a list (data-
base) of abbreviations for the researchers or institutions
maintaining the mice.12 The list of abbreviations became the “lab-
oratory codes” (lab codes) that are currently curated by ILAR
(http://dels.nas.edu/global/ilar/lab-codes) and are available to pro-
ducers and researchers at no charge. The lab code identifies the
mouse source and becomes part of its name. The 1963 revision
includes a listing of named genes, including histocompatibility al-
leles for many of the common strains. Subsequent committees
updated the guidelines and included lists of inbred strains, sub-
strains, and known genetic variants.13–19 These publications are
enlightening regarding the history and research use of contempo-
rary mouse strains. They indicate recognition by the scientific
community of the research implications of genetic and pheno-
typic variations, and reflect scientists’ concerns for accurate
communication in published research. In 1972, a recommenda-
tion was published for standardized nomenclature for outbred
stocks of laboratory animals of various species.20 These recom-
mendations gained traction for mice and rats, but far less for
other species. Current gene nomenclature “rules” for mice
(International Committee on Standardized Genetic Nomenclature
for Mice: http://www.informatics.jax.org/mgihome/nomen/
strains.shtml), rats (Rat Gene Nomenclature Committee: https://
rgd.mcw.edu/nomen/nomen.shtml), and human genes (HUGO
Gene Nomenclature Committee: http://www.genenames.org/)
are available online. Guidance for mouse strains, genes, alleles/
mutations as well as tutorials and assistance can be ac-
cessed from Mouse Genome Informatics Nomenclature sites
(http://www.informatics.jax.org/mgihome/nomen/gene.shtml).
Recommendations for reporting animal research include correct
nomenclature because it communicates key research-relevant ele-
ments of the strain or substrain history and genetics, genetic modi-
fications, backcrossing or intercrossing, and other information.21–23

Inbred Mouse Strains: Immune Relevant
Genotypes and Phenotypes
The immune sufficient common inbred mouse strains are
genetically well characterized, with genome projects on more
than 30 strains.24,25 Divergent susceptibilities of inbred strains
to infections, diseases, and tumor rejection were recognized
early in strain development. Characterization of these varia-
tions has exposed research-relevant Th1 or Th2 biases, diver-
sity in major histocompatibility complex (MHC) haplotypes,
natural killer (NK) cell repertoires, hemolytic complement
(complement component 5 or C5) activity, and toll-like receptor
(TLR) function, among others.7,26,27 Table 1 and Supplementary
Table 1 summarize some of the well-characterized immune

relevant variations among immune sufficient common inbred
mouse strains. Investigations on how penetrance and expres-
sivity of immune phenotypes vary across different genetic
backgrounds have enabled the discovery of key strain-related
genetic modifiers that specifically enhance or suppress the
manifestation of immunological disorders. This genetic source
of diversity can be ultimately ascribed to a number of possible
genetic alterations/variations including polymorphic alleles,
unique quantitative trait loci (QTL) intervals, or specific haplo-
types.28–36 The influence of the inbred genetic background per-
vades many if not all the experimental contexts considered in
this review.

Immune Relevant Variations Among Substrains

Substrains with quite similar names harbor important genetic
(and other) variations that are increasingly recognized.55,74–76

C57BL/6N and C57BL/6J substrains diverged in 1951, so acquisition
of mutations among colonies inbreeding at different sites is
unsurprising. As illustrated in Table 2, some immune relevant
genetic variations among C57BL/6 substrains include a Nlrp12
mutation in C57BL/6J mice and a Dock2 mutation in C57BL/6NHsd
mice from certain colonies.55,77 The Nlrp12 gene primarily controls
neutrophil chemotaxis in response to bacterial invasion. C57BL/6J
mice carry a missense, loss of function mutation (Nlrp12C57BL/6J)
and are more susceptible to certain bacterial infections compared
with other C57BL/6 substrains harboring the wild-type Nlrp12
allele.55,73 More concerning may be when mutations arise within
a substrain (of the same name) with colonies maintained at dif-
ferent sites. The Dock2Hsd mutation was revealed when reduced
splenic marginal zone B cells and increased numbers of CD8+ T
cells were identified in C57BL/6NHsd (and derived mutant mice)
relative to other C57BL/6N mice.77–79 Subsequently, Envigo tested
their mice and reported that this mutation (Dock2Hsd) was present
in 6 of their 19 C57BL/6NHsd colonies (http://www.envigo.com/
assets/docs/c57-customer-communication-2-final-9jun16.pdf).
Many research programs maintain in-house colonies of geneti-
cally engineered animals and “wild-type” background strains that
warrant genetic quality assurance (QA) testing and breeding strat-
egies to minimize effects of random mutations and genetic drift.
(https://www.jax.org/jax-mice-and-services/customer-support/
technical-support/breeding-and-husbandry-support/colony-
planning; https://www.taconic.com/quality/genetic-integrity/
colony-management/).

Influence of Genetic Background

Influences of background strain(s) warrant consideration when
working with spontaneous or genetically engineered mutations.
Many genetically engineered mice (GEM) have mixed or unde-
fined genetic backgrounds that can affect research results.
When spontaneous or experimentally induced mutations are
transferred congenically from the line of origin onto a different
(generally inbred) background strain, penetrance and expressiv-
ity of the phenotype may be positively or negatively affected by
the recipient genome as well as by remnants of the “donor”
genome (i.e., chromosomal regions flanking the mutant allele
included in the congenic interval).87–90

In immunodeficient strains, genetic and phenotypic contri-
butions from background strains have research implications
that may not be well known to those who are new to working
with these mice. An internet search for commercially available
immunodeficient mice bearing the Prkdcscid (scid) or Foxn1nu

(nude or nu) mutations returns more than 20 strains of each on
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inbred or non-inbred backgrounds, some with quite similar
names but with immune variations relevant to their genetic
backgrounds (and with quite different costs that can influence
purchasing decisions).91–93 Variation in “leakiness” in scid mice

on different genetic backgrounds is a well-known example.
Leakiness refers to the tendency of scid mice to produce some
functional B and T cells as they age and are increasingly exposed
to environmental antigenic stimuli. Under similar experimental

Table 1 Selected Immune Relevant Genetic Variations in Common Inbred Mouse Strains

Gene symbol

Mouse strain Ahr Ctse Hc Il2 Il12b Mx1 Mx2 Naip5 Nlrp Nlrp12 Oas1b Sirpa Slamf Slc11a1 Tcrb-v8 Tlr4 TH-bias

A/J b-2 N/A Hc0 N/A N/A Ø S R N/A Ø N/A N/A R N/A N 2

AKR/J d N/A Hc0 N/A N/A Ø N/A R N/A Ø N/A N/A R N/A N 1

BALB/c b N N N/A N/A Ø R S N/A Ø L29V 2 S N N 2

CBA b-2 N/A N/A N/A N/A Ø N/A S N/A Ø N/A N/A R N/A N 1

C3H/HeJ b-2 N N N/A N/A Ø N/A S N/A Ø N/A N/A R N/A Lps-d 1

C3H/HeN b-2 N/A N N/A N/A Ø N/A N/A N/A Ø N/A 1 R N/A N N/A

C57BL/6 b-1 Ø N N N Ø R R V Ø N 1 S N N 1

C57BL/10ScCr N/A N/A N N/A N Ø N/A N/A N/A Ø N/A N/A S N/A Lps-del 1

DBA/1J b N/A N N/A N/A Ø N/A N/A N/A Ø N/A N/A S N/A N 1

DBA/2J d N/A Hc0 N/A N/A Ø N/A R N/A Ø N/A 2 R N/A N 2

FVB/N FVB/NJ N/A N/A Hc0 N/A N/A Ø N/A S N/A Ø N/A N/A N/A Ø N N/A

MRL/MpJ N/A N/A N m1 N/A Ø N/A N/A N/A Ø N/A 2 N/A N/A N N/A

NOD/ShiLtJ N/A N/A Hc0 m1 N/A Ø N/A R N/A Ø S 2 R N/A N N/A

NZB d N/A N N/A N/A Ø N/A N/A N/A Ø N/A 2 R N/A N N/A

NZW N/A N/A N N/A N/A Ø N/A N/A N/A Ø N/A 2 S N/A N N/A

NZM2410 N/A N/A N N/A N/A Ø N/A N/A N/A Ø N/A 2 N/A N/A N N/A

SJL/J d N/A N m1 P Ø N/A N/A N/A Ø N/A N/A R Ø N 1

SWR d N/A Hc0 N/A N/A Ø N/A S N/A Ø N/A N/A R Ø N N/A

129 d N N N/A N/A Ø R S N/A Ø N/A N/A R N N 1

Ahr (aryl hydrocarbon receptor) activates expression of phase I and II metabolizing enzymes (e.g., Cyp450) and is important in cellular growth and differentiation; b1,

b2 and b3 alleles are considered metabolically responsive alleles not linked to autoimmunity whereas d alleles are metabolically nonresponsive and associated with

autoimmune susceptibility.37–40

Ctse (cathepsin E) plays a role in antigen processing for MHC class II.41

Hc (hemolytic complement) plays a role in innate immune responses; Hc0 mice are null for this allele.42,43

Il2 (interleukin 2) is a key immune signaling cytokine; Il2m1 allele has a hypoactive polymorphism in the Il2 gene.44

Il12b (interleukin 12b) polymorphisms (P) have been associated with autoimmune disorders in humans.45–47

Mx1 and Mx2 (MX dynamin-like GTPase 1 & 2) play a role in viral resistance; in most inbred mouse strains, these are not expressed.48,49

Naip5 (NLR family, apoptosis inhibitory protein 5) plays a key role in early innate immune responses mediated by the inflammasome; allelic polymorphism deter-

mines susceptibility to intracellular bacteria (Naip5Lgn1s = sensitive, Naip5Lgn1r = resistant).50–52

Nlrp (nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-like receptors aka NOD-like receptor proteins) has a key role in pathogen-associated molecular patterns

detection.53

Nlrp12 (NACHT, LRR and PYD domains-containing protein 12) has an important role in inflammasome and activation of caspase 1; it also controls neutrophil che-

motaxis in response to bacterial invasion.54–56

Oas1b (2’-5’ oligoA synthetase family 1b) plays a role in innate immunity to eliminate viral RNA; most inbred mouse strains carry the susceptibility allele that en-

codes for a nonfunctional protein.57

Sirpa (signal-regulatory protein alpha); in BALB/c mice it has a single polymorphism in the IgV domain (L29V), which enhances binding to human CD47, decreas-

ing macrophage phagocytosis; in NOD mice, the increased affinity for human CD47 is driven by a deletion of 2 amino acids in domain 1.58,59

Slamf [signaling lymphocytic activation molecule (SLAM) family] plays a role in self-tolerance;60 haplotype 2 is associated with autoimmune susceptibility.61–63

Slc11a1 [solute carrier family 11 (proton-coupled divalent metal ion transporters), member 1] transporter that regulates iron homeostasis and impacts on the abil-

ity to control intracellular pathogens by phagocytes.64

Tcrb-V8 (T cell receptor beta, variable 8) plays a role in auto-immune disease susceptibility; in some strains, this is not expressed and is associated with increased

susceptibility to autoimmune disease.65–67

Tlr4 (Toll-like receptor 4) has a role in innate immune responses, in particular responses to LPS;68–70 the mutant alleles Tlr4Lps-d and Tlr4Lps-del are not functional.

Th-bias; mice have TH-1 and TH-2 biases in their immune responses.71,72

N/A, no data; N, wild type (normal); NOD, nonobese diabetic; Ø, not expressed nonfunctional or hypofunctional gene product; P, polymorphism; R, resistance poly-

morphism; S, sensitive polymorphism; V, variable.
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conditions, leakiness is greater on the C57BL/6 and BALB/c back-
grounds, low on the C3H/HeJ background, and very low on the
nonobese diabetic (NOD) background.93 Genetic factors contribut-
ing to “less sensitivity” to antigenic stimuli (and therefore less
leakiness) include TRL4 deficiency in the C3H/HeJ mouse and
impaired MHC-dependent antigen presentation in the NOD/ShiLtJ
mouse.94,95 Especially relevant to human xenografts, NOD mice
possess a unique signal-regulatory protein alpha (Sirpa) polymor-
phism with higher affinity for the human CD47 that results in a
sustained “don’t-eat-me” signal and improves engraftment of
human cells in NOD-scid and NOD-scid-derived mice.58

Autoimmune-susceptible strains develop spontaneous auto-
immune disorders such as immune-mediated (Type 1-like) dia-
betes and systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)-like conditions.
The proclivity to develop experimentally induced autoimmune
conditions, such as experimental autoimmune encephalitis
(EAE) and collagen-induced arthritis (CIA), is also greatly influ-
enced by the mouse’s genetic background.31,96–99 The NOD mouse
model for Type 1 diabetes (T1D) (e.g., NOD/ShiLtJ and NOD/
MrkTac mice) is characterized by the development of a T cell-
mediated immune response to pancreatic islet proteins (including
insulin and chromogranin) similar to humans with T1D.100–102

Their diabetic phenotype is polygenic with a significant contri-
bution, as in humans, by their MHC polymorphisms.44,103–105

NOD mice have a unique MHC class II lacking expression of I-
Eα and I-E surface protein, and expressing I-Ag7MHC class II
allele that is structurally and functionally similar to the
human T1D susceptibility allele, DQ8.106,107 Other contributors

to the autoimmune phenotype include a hypoactive variant of
their IL-2 gene (Il2m1), Sirpa and Cd93 polymorphisms, lack of
C5 (conferred by homozygosity for Hc0), and absence of com-
plement factor H-related protein C (CFHR-C).43,44,105,108–110

Genetic and phenotypic variations among the NOD substrains
have been identified.111

Spontaneous lupus-like conditions in mice are associated
with mutations such as Faslpr and Yaa and are influenced by
genetic background.28–36 Inbred strains that spontaneously
develop lupus-like conditions include MRL/MpJ, BXSB/MpJ, NZB,
NZW, NZBWF1 (aka NZB/W), NZM2410, and Palmerston North
(PN/nBSwUmabJ).112,63,113,114

MRL/MpJ inbred mice are autoimmune prone and spontane-
ously develop an autoimmune phenotype as they age. A sponta-
neous mutation in the Faslpr gene in this strain resulted in the
substrain MRL/MpJ-Faslpr, which develops signs of autoimmunity
much earlier in life than the parent MRL/MpJ strain.115–118 MRL/
MpJ-Faslpr mice have a short lifespan (>50% mortality by 6
months old). They develop lymphoproliferative disease, immune
complex glomerulonephritis, lupus-like skin disease, arthritis,
and vasculitis.115,120–123 It has been demonstrated that onset and
severity of symptoms associated with the Faslpr mutation is
strain dependent. For example, the Faslpr mutation results in a
lymphoproliferative disease that on MRL/MpJ background is
more severe than on the C57BL/6J background, but less severe
than on the C3H/HeJ background.28,29,31,124 In contrast, immune
complex pathologies including glomerulonephritis, vasculitis,
and arthritis are more severe and initiate earlier with the Faslpr

Table 2 A Few B6 Substrains and Genetic Variations

B6 Substrain Source Dock2 Nlrp12 Nnt Snca Mmrn1 Crb1

J

C57BL/6J Jackson N Ø Ø N N N
C57BL/6Ja Charles River N/A N/A Ø N N N
C57BL/6JOlaHsd Hsd/Envigo N/A N/A N Ø Ø N
C57BL/6JRccHsd Hsd/Envigo N/A N/A N N N N
C57BL/6JBomTac Taconic N/A N/A N N N N
C57BL/6JRj Janvier N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

N

C57BL/6ByJ Jackson N N/A N N N Ø
C57BL/6NHsd Hsd/Envigo Some Ø N/A N N N Ø
C57BL/6NRj Janvier N N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
C57BL/6NCrl Charles River N N/A N N N Ø
C57BL/6NTac Taconic N N/A N N N Ø
C57BL/6NCr NCI N/A N N/A N/A N/A N/A

References 77–79 55,73 80,81 82–84 82–84 85,86

Adapted/updated from https://www.envigo.com/resources/data-sheets/envigo-68-c57bl6-enhanced-technical-data-sheet_screen.pdf

Dock2 = the protein encoded by this gene belongs to the CDM protein family. It is specifically expressed in hematopoietic cells and is predominantly expressed in

peripheral blood leukocytes. The protein is involved in remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton required for lymphocyte migration in response to chemokine signaling. It acti-

vates members of the Rho family of GTPases, for example RAC1 and RAC2, by acting as a guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) to exchange bound GDP for free GTP.

Nlrp12 = This gene encodes a member of the CATERPILLER family of cytoplasmic proteins. The encoded protein, which contains an N-terminal pyrin domain, a

NACHT domain, a NACHT-associated domain, and a C-terminus leucine-rich repeat region, has an important role in inflammasome and activation of caspase 1, it

also controls neutrophil chemotaxis in response to bacterial invasion.

Nnt = nicotinamide nucleotide transhydrogenase; this gene encodes an integral protein of the inner mitochondrial membrane. The enzyme couples hydride

transfer between NAD(H) and NADP(+) to proton translocation across the inner mitochondrial membrane.

Snca = alpha synuclein; one in a family of structurally related proteins that are prominently expressed in the brain, particularly in areas associated with learning

and adaption. The exact function of alpha synuclein is not yet known.

Mmrn1 = multimerin 1; multimerin 1 is a stored platelet and endothelial cell adhesive protein that shows significant conservation. In vitro, multimerin 1 supports

platelet adhesion and it also binds to collagen and enhances von Willebrand factor-dependent platelet adhesion to collagen.

Crb1 = retinal degeneration 8; the rd-8 mutation is due to a single base pair mutation in the CRB1 gene. This gene when mutated in humans is linked to macular

degeneration and other age-related vision loss. Mice with this mutation are nearly blind by the time they are 8 weeks of age.

N/A, no data; N, wild type (normal); Ø, not expressed, nonfunctional or hypofunctional gene product.
aJ mice distributed by Charles River in EU
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mutation on the MRL/MpJ background than on either the C57BL/
6J or the C3H/HeJ background. Predisposition to the development
of autoimmune and/or lymphoproliferative lesions in these
strains has been mapped to a number of possible other genetic
variations.28–36 Interestingly, when compared with C57BL/6J and/
or C3H/HeJ mice, the MRL/MpJ strain harbors diverse polymorphic
alleles, unique QTL, or specific haplotypes that render this back-
ground more susceptible to autoimmune manifestations.28–32 As
an example, low to no expression of CFHR-C in MRL/MpJ may
contribute to the immune hyperresponsiveness typical of this
strain.109

BXSB/Mp mice are a recombinant inbred (RI) strain originating
from a cross between a C57BL/6J female and a SB/Le male,
also developed by Murphy125,126 in his work on autoimmune
conditions (lab code Mp). They develop a lupus-like disorder
that is accelerated in males and is attributed primarily to the
Y-associated autoimmune accelerator locus (Yaa) of the SB/
Le male founder. Yaa is a 4-mb translocated region from
the X chromosome that includes multiple genes, among
which Tlr7 seems to be the major contributor to the pheno-
type.127–129

NZB mice develop a variety of autoimmune phenotypes
characterized by hypergammaglobulinemia with elevated cir-
culating autoantibodies (including anti-DNA antibodies and
anti-thymocyte antibodies), Coombs positive hemolytic ane-
mia, and immune complex glomerulonephritis. NZB mice also
manifest a lymphoproliferative disorder involving the B1 subset
of B cells. This condition progresses to lymphoma/leukemia,
with similarities to human familial chronic lymphocytic leuke-
mia.130–134 NZW mice develop autoantibodies and glomerulone-
phritis, with a female predisposition.135 F1 hybrid offspring of
NZB females and NZW males (also referred to as NZB/W)
develop a life-limiting autoimmune condition characterized by
high levels of antinuclear antibodies, hemolytic anemia, pro-
teinuria, and progressive immune complex glomerulonephritis
that is more severe in females.136–138 NZB/W autoimmune phe-
notypes map to multiple susceptibility loci, including Sle, Lbw,
and Wbw loci and polymorphisms in Tnf, Nkt2, and Cd93, and
are linked to a low to no expression of CFHR-C.110,111,139

NZM2410 mice (New Zealand Mixed strain 2410, e.g.,
NZM2410/J https://www.jax.org/strain/002676) derive from NZB/
W backcrossed to NZW mice then selected for lupus-like
nephritis deaths and inbred. They bear the NZW histocompati-
bility haplotype H2z (Ku, Au, Sz, Dz). Males as well as females
develop autoimmune glomerulonephritis at an early age, and
this strain has been especially useful in mapping lupus suscep-
tibility loci.138,140–142

Important Spontaneous Mutations
Supplementary Table 2 gives a comprehensive overview for most
of the well-known murine immune relevant mutations that
exhibit Mendelian inheritance. Historically, identification of the
genetic basis for spontaneous Mendelian (monogenic) phenotypes
was attained via forward genetics approaches to confirm that the
heritable trait (phenotype) maps to a specific locus. Additional
molecular investigations, including sequencing, are applied to
define the mutation further.88,143 An advantage of forward genet-
ics is the relatively unbiased approach that requires no assump-
tions or hypotheses regarding the molecular basis of the trait or
phenotype. An historical and illustrative example in immunology
is the characterization of TLR4, first recognized as the main sen-
sor for lipopolysaccharides (LPS) thanks to studies conducted on
the spontaneously TLR4 deficient C3H/HeJ mice, and closely

related TLR4 sufficient substrains.95 A null mutation Tlr4lps-del

mapping to the same site was identified later in the C57BL/10ScCr
substrain of the C57BL/10 mouse and is now available as C57BL/
10ScNJ.144,68 Similarly, the role of Foxp3 as an essential transcrip-
tion factor for the development of regulatory T cell (Tregs) was
first revealed via the analysis of mice with the spontaneous scur-
fy mutation (Foxp3sf).145

Hereditary immune deficiencies related to spontaneous reces-
sive scid, Lystbg (bg or beige), and Btkxid (xid) mutations have been
valuable in the study of orthologous conditions in humans and
other animals.146 The scid and nu (nude) mutations have been
especially important for their utility in studying engrafted human
tissues in the context of xenotrasplantation experiments.147

Hereditary hyperimmune or autommune conditions related
to spontaneous recessive Faslpr (lpr, lymphoproliferation) and
Faslgld (gld, generalized lymphoproliferative disease) mutations
in an important cell death pathway have also been informative.
Mice homozygous for either mutation develop lymphoprolifera-
tive and autoimmune phenotypes. The (recessive) lpr mutation
at the Fas locus compromises the FAS-mediated apoptosis
pathway.115,123,148,149 The (recessive) gld point mutation is in
the Fas ligand (Fasl) locus, and homozygosity for this mutation
also compromises FAS-mediated apoptosis. The gld mutation
arose spontaneously in C3H/HeJ mice, resulting in the C3H/HeJ-
Faslgld substrain.150,151

Interactions Among Mutations
Table 3 summarizes genetic and phenotypic characteristics
of some of the widely used mice that carry multiple sponta-
neous immune relevant mutations. Before the advent of
modern genetic engineering capabilities, interbreeding to
combine multiple hereditary disorders was used to study
phenotypic manifestations of gene interactions and to over-
come limitations of the single mutation models, particularly
in mice used for xenotransplantation experiments.89 As an
example, scid-beige mice homozygous for both the Prkdcscid

and Lystbg alleles were generated to combine the impaired B
and T cell development of the Prkdcscid mouse with the defec-
tive NK cell function associated with the Lystbg mutation.
These mice are not only severely immunodeficient, but they
also lack the “leaky” phenotype of the Prkdcscid animals. The
cooperation between the 2 mutations remarkably improves
xenotransplantation compared with the single mutation in
the Prkdcscid mouse.152,153

Combinations of multiple mutations have proved useful in
understanding the epistatic interactions among immune rele-
vant genes. Double-mutant mice homozygous for both Faslpr

and the Foxn1nu are an example. The congenital T cell defi-
ciency that characterizes the Foxn1nu mutation is sufficient to
abolish the autoimmune and lymphoproliferative phenotype
associated with the Faslpr allele. This finding was consistent
with the significant abrogation of the phenotype achieved by
neonatal thymectomy in MRL/MpJ-Faslpr/J mice, and provided
early support for the hypotheses regarding the T cell depen-
dence of the Faslpr-associated autoimmune and lymphoproli-
ferative condition.89,154–157 Other important immunodeficient
models featuring combinations of spontaneous and induced
mutations along with specific strain-related immune variations
are further discussed in a companion article by Simons and col-
leagues in the present issue of the ILAR Journal and include the
well-known NSG and NOG mice. Both models carry a slightly
different targeted mutation of Il2rg combined with the Prkdcscid

mutation on different NOD inbred sublines.
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Table 3 Overview of Immunologically Relevant Mouse Models that Combine Multiple Spontaneous Mutations

Allelic
combination

Background
strain/s

Phenotype References

Faslgld/Faslgld

Btkxid/Y
C3H/HeJ Btkxid decreases the severity of B cell manifestations associated with Faslgld including

hypergammaglobulinemia, generation of anti-DNA autoantibodies and systemic
immune-complex disease; no impact on T cell dependent Faslgld phenotype and
lymphadenopathy.

89

Faslpr/Faslpr

Btkxid/Y
MRL/MpJ Btkxid decreases the severity of B cell manifestations associated with Faslpr

including hypergammaglobulinemia, generation of anti-DNA autoantibodies
and systemic immune-complex disease; no impact on T cell dependent Faslpr

phenotype and lymphadenopathy.

89,158,159

Faslpr/Faslpr

Foxn1nu/Foxn1nu
C57BL/6J Foxn1nu prevents the development of Faslpr-induced lymphadenopathy,

unregulated B cell activation, hypergammaglobulinemia, anti-DNA
autoantibodies and systemic immune-complex disease (a similar effect is
obtained via neonatal thymectomy confirming the T cell dependency of Faslpr

phenotype).

89,154–156

Faslpr/Faslpr

Prkdcscid/Prkdcscid
MRL/MpJ; C.B-17 Faslpr rescues the developmental deficit of thymic T cells associated with Prkdcscid;

no effect on the B cell deficit caused by Prkdcscid.

160

Faslpr/Faslpr

X/Yaa
MRL/MpJ; C57BL/6J Yaa causes accelerated onset and increased severity of Faslpr-induced

autoimmune condition and lymphadenopathy.

161,162

Foxn1nu/Foxn1nu

Lystbg/Lystbg
C57BL/6J; N:NIH(S) Lystbg contributes defective NK cells to the T cell-deficient background associated

with Foxn1nu; reduced NK cell activity does not seem to impact on the
engraftment rate and growth of xenotransplanted human tumor cell lines.

89,163

Foxn1nu/Foxn1nu

Btkxid/Y or Btkxid/Btkxid
N:NIH(S) Defective T (Foxn1nu) and B (Btkxid) cell function and/or maturation; spectrum of

the immune abnormalities is very similar to the one characterizing Prkdcscid

mutants; severe depletion of both B and T cell domains in the spleen and
lymph nodes; limited production of immunoglobulins; females showing high
incidence of both lymphomas and ovarian granulosa cell tumors.

89,164–166

Foxn1nu/Foxn1nu

Lystbg/Lystbg

Btkxid/Y or Btkxid/Btkxid

N:NIH(S); KSN Defective T (Foxn1nu), NK (Lystbg) and B (Btkxid) cell function and/or maturation; high
incidence of multicentric lymphoblastic lymphoma; compared to single Foxn1nu

mutants, improved engraftment rate and growth of xenotransplanted human
tumor cell lines.

89,167,168

Dh/Dh+

Foxn1nu/Foxn1nu
N:NIH(S) Combined athymia and asplenia; defective T cell maturation and function;

reduced B cell number; hypogammaglobulinemia; increased incidence of
spontaneous mammary tumors compared to single-mutant founder lines.

89,169

Lystbg/Lystbg

X/Yaa
SB/Le Lystbg attenuates severity and progression of Yaa-linked autoimmune condition

resulting in prolonged survival and lack of immune complex
glomerulonephritis; possible role of Lyst in B cell development and activation.

89

Btkxid/Y
X/Yaa

BXSB Btkxid prolongs survival and decreases the severity of B cell manifestations
associated with Yaa including immune complex glomerulonephritis,
hypergammaglobulinemia, autoantibody levels and lymphoid hyperplasia.

170

Prkdcscid/Prkdcscid

Lystbg-J/Lystbg-J
C.B-17 Defective T, B (Prkdcscid) and NK (Lystbg) cell function and/or maturation; reduced

level of B cell leakiness; possible role of Lyst in B cell development and
activation.

152,153

Prkdcscid/Prkdcscid

Hrhr/ Hrhr
SCID Hairless
Outbred (Crl:SHO)

Impaired B and T cell development (Prkdcscid) associated with diffuse hair loss/
alopecia (Hrhr).

171

Foxp3sf/Foxp3sf

Foxn1nu/Foxn1nu
129/RI; BALB/c Foxn1nu prevents the development of Foxp3sf-induced autoimmune disease

including anemia, multisystemic immune/inflammatory cell infiltrates,
hypergammaglobulinemia, lymphadenopathy and splenomegaly (a similar, but
less potent, effect is obtained via neonatal thymectomy confirming the T cell
dependency of Foxp3sf phenotype).

172,173

Foxn1nu/Foxn1nu

Map3k14aly/Map3k14aly
BALB/cAJcl;
C57BL/6J

Athymia combined with lack of secondary lymphoid organs including lymph
nodes, splenic white pulp, Peyer’s patches and isolated lymphoid organs;
severe immunodeficiency with impaired humoral and cell- mediated immune
responses; preserved intestinal γδ-IEL subset; confirmation that thymus and
secondary lymphoid organs are not an essential requirement for the
development of γδ-IEL.

174

IEL, intraepithelial lymphocytes; NK, natural killer.
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Table 4 Induced Immunodeficiencies (Intended Experimental Interventions)

Inducers Possible Effects on the Immune and Other Systems References

Physical: irradiation

γ rays and X rays Suppression of bone marrow resulting in marrow atrophy and pancytopenia. 182,237–244

High dose: decreased splenic and thymic weights; loss of cortical thymocytes; decreased
splenic CD4+ and CD8+ T cells; decreased circulating CD3+ cells.

Chronic low dose: prolonged life span in mice homozygous for the lymphoproliferation
spontaneous mutation (Faslpr); increased CD4+ cells; suppression of IL6 and IL17, and up-
regulation of Tregs in CIA mice; suppression of pro-inflammatory cytokines, reduction of
CD8+ T cells, and induction of Tregs in murine EAE model.

Other: acute radiation syndrome and death in Prkdcscid mice and Prkdc dxnphmice (both are
highly susceptible to ionizing radiations); radiation induced-thymic lymphoma in both male
and female mice on a C57BL/6 background and NFS mice; radiation induced-myeloid
leukemia in male RF mice (RF/J, RFM) and male CBA mice (CBA/Ca, CBA/Cne, CBA/H);
induction of persistent oxidative stress in murine intestinal epithelium with potential for
neoplastic transformation by heavy ion radiations; radiation-induced cataract; increased
osteoclast activity and bone loss; radiation nephropathy.

α and β particles Release of DAMPs; activation of DCs; systemic and long-lasting T cell-mediated antitumor
response in tumor-bearing mice; efficacy of α and β emitter-labeled monoclonal antibodies
against fungal infections in mice.

245–247

Other: radiation nephropathy.

UVB Immunosuppressed contact hypersensitivity (Xpa deficient mice); inhibited intra-tumor
migration of NKs and CD8+ T cells (Xpa deficient mice); depressed delayed hypersensitivity
in immunized mice; enhanced contact hypersensitivity and skin graft rejection in mice with
dermal Langerin+ DCs.

248–254

Narrowband (NB)-UVB: increased intestinal Tregs, and decreased severity of inflammatory
lesions in mouse models of allogeneic GVHD.

UVA High dose: increased IFNγ, IL12, and heme oxygenase; inhibited increment of IL10 from UVB
exposure.

255–258

Medium dose: NO-mediated depletion of epidermal Langerhans cells; impaired development
of skin memory CD8+ T cells in a mouse model of contact hypersensitivity.

Chemical agents

Endogenous and exogenous
glucocorticoids

Direct and receptor-mediated immunosuppression: attenuated DC activity; decreased DC
number (apoptosis, tissue redistribution); enhanced inflammation; thymic atrophy
(decreased DP thymocytes); dampened T cell activation (interference with TCR signaling);
suppressed responses of TH1 and TH17 cells; reduced immunoglobulins.

259–265

Other: osteopenia, decrease in bone formation rate and mineral apposition rate in skeletally
mature and young mice; osteoporosis in CD-1 mice (mouse model of glucocorticoid-induced
osteoporosis); cleft palate in A/J mice.

Cyclophosphamide (CYP;
Cytoxan)

Direct immunosuppression: depletion of CD8+ resident DCs in murine spleen and lymph
nodes, with subsequent decrease in Treg suppressive function; neutropenia; depletion of
suppressor or regulatory T cells in diabetic NOD mice.

266–273,200

Other: enhanced antitumor efficacy by promoting proliferation/activation of adoptively
transferred B and T cells after CYP-induced lymphodepletion in mice; reduced diversity of
the fecal microbiota; hemorrhagic cystitis in C57BL/6 and DBA/2 mice; chronic cystitis in
DBA/2 (CYP model of bladder pain syndrome); short root lengths and early apical foramen
closure during molar root development in ICR mice; suppressed osteoblastogenesis and
osteoclastogenesis in C57BL/6 male mice.

5 FU Direct immunosuppression: depletion of MDSCs, and stimulation of TH17 cells, IL17
production by CD4+ T cells, and tumor growth; no altered levels of circulating B, T, and NK
cells.

207,208

Tacrolimus (FK506) Receptor-mediated immunosuppression: immunosuppressive effects on CD4+ T cells; marked
tumor-promoting effect (topical tacrolimus) with decreased CD4/CD8 ratio; reduced
inflammation in models of allergic rhinitis, conjunctivitis and arthritis.

211–215

Other: nephrotoxicity.

Cyclosporin A (CsA) Receptor-mediated immunosuppression, reversible inhibition of T cell proliferation and
proinflammatory immune reactions; blockage of all the changes resulting from intercellular
signaling and cross-talk between DCs to T cells.

209,210

Continued
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Induced Immunodeficiencies
The mouse immune system can be modulated (regulated or
disrupted) intentionally (and unintentionally) through experi-
mental interventions such as exposures to irradiation, chemi-
cal compounds, microbial organisms (including virus,
bacteria, and their toxins), or biological agents as well as
through surgical manipulations. Immune suppression by
these means has been especially useful in experiments of en-
grafted tissues or tumors and to study the immune response
against specific infections or neoplasms. Examples from the
major categories of intended experimental interventions to
induce specific perturbations of the mouse immune system
are summarized in Table 4.

Ionizing and Ultraviolet Radiation

Ionizing radiation is a historically important method to sup-
press or ablate immunity. The peculiar vulnerability of the he-
matolymphoid tissue to ionizing radiation results in extensive
lymphoid depletion and sustained myeloablation. For this rea-
son, ionizing radiation remains an important immunosuppres-
sive intervention allowing the engraftment of xenotransplants/
allotransplants, including, for example, tumors or human hae-
matopoietic stem cells for the generation of mice with human-
ized immune system.175,176 Sensitivity to irradiation has been
linked to the capacity to repair radiation-induced DNA double-
strand breaks. Immunodeficient mice harboring the Prkdcscid al-
leles are particularly radiosensitive due to the scid mutation

Table 4 Continued

Inducers Possible Effects on the Immune and Other Systems References

Rapamicin Receptor-mediated immunosuppression:
Inhibition of mTOR: suppressed T cell activation, proliferation, and development of FoxP3+
cells; suppression of DC maturation, B cell activation, neutrophil chemotaxis and uptake of
antigen by APCs.

274,275

Other: increases lifespan.

Busulfan; Treosulfan Direct immunosuppression:
Busulfan: highly myelosuppressive, minimally immunosuppressive; diminished NK cell
activity; late-stage (residual) bone marrow injury; stimulation of neuroinflammation
through MCP-1.

276–280

Treosulfan: high persisting myeloablation in BALB/c mice; more effective depletion of splenic
B and T cells.

Physical: Surgical

Thymectomy Thymectomy (post-natal day 2-5): autoimmune hemolytic anemia, thyroiditis, gastritis,
oophoritis, orchitis, and prostatitis at puberty due to lack of Tregs.

232

Splenectomy Systemic immune unresponsiveness; absence of tolerance after ocular injections of antigen in
F4/80-deficient mice; retardation of tumor growth in melanoma-bearing mice.

281–285,236

Biological agents

Anti-thymocyte globulin (ATG) Depletion of naïve T cells; less effective on memory T cells in NOD mice. 283,229

Prevention of autoimmune encephalomyelitis through expansion of myelin antigen-specific
Foxp3+ Tregs in a murine EAE model.

β-1,3-Glucan Increased IL2, TNFα, IL17, IFNγ, and lymphocytes in mice treated with aflatoxin B1. 284

CpG oligodeoxynucleotides In murine models of infections: TH1 cytokine expression, activation of DCs, NK, and B cells.
Combined therapy with monoclonal antibodies: increased NK cell activity.

Bacterially derived ADP-
ribosylating enterotoxins

CT toxin produced by Vibrio cholera: secretion of TH2 cytokines, maturation of DCs, generation
of Th2 and regulatory T cells, active suppression of TH1 responses.

230,285,291

LT enterotoxin from E. coli: mixed TH1/TH2 immune response.

Anti-lymphocyte serum (ALS) Long-term abrogation of autoimmunity in overtly diabetic NOD mice. 286

Monoclonal antibody (mAb)
therapy

Anti-mouse CD20 mAbs: depletion of mature B cells; reduction of CD4+ T cells, but
maintainance of the interactions, functions, and migration of DCs and CD4+T cells;
unaffected CD8+ T cell reactivity; absent release of inflammatory cytokines with effects on
T cells.

287–289

Anti-mouse CD4 mAbs: depletion of CD4+ T cells; expansion of CD8+ T cells with an effector
phenotype and of tumor-reactive CD8+ T cells; compromised anti-tumor immune memory.

Anti-mouse CD8 mAbs: depletion of CD8+ T cells; decreased infiltration of CD4+ cells,
neutrophils, and macrophages; downregulation of IL1β, IL6, TNFα, CXCL1, CCL2 and up-
regulation of IL4 in a mouse model of wound healing.

APCs, antigen-presenting cells; CIA, collagen-induced arthritis; CT, Cholera toxin; DAMPs, damage-associated molecular patterns; DCs, dendritic cells; DP, double pos-

itive; EAE, experimental autoimmune encephalitis; GVHD, graft-versus-host disease; LT, heat labile toxin; MCP-1, monocyte chemoattractant protein 1; MDSCs,

myeloid-derived suppressor cells; NK, natural killer cell; NO, nitric oxide; Tregs, regulatory T cells.
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that affects repair of radiation-induced DNA double-strand
breaks.177,178 Susceptibility to irradiation varies among mice,
with strains such as the C57BL/6, A/J, and C3H/HeMs being
highly resistant and other strains such as BALB/c being highly
sensitive.177,179 A hypomorphic Prkdc allele (Prkdcdxnph), identi-
fied in BALB/c strains, seems to have an important role in BALB/
c susceptibility to ionizing radiation.178,180,181 Some detail on
irradiation tolerance, variations, and dosage protocols is avail-
able from the sources of mice that are commonly irradiated
(https://www.taconic.com/taconic-insights/oncology-immuno-
oncology/rodent-irradiation-considerations.html; https://www.
jax.org/jax-mice-and-services/find-and-order-jax-mice/most-
popular-jax-mice-strains/immunodeficient-mouse-and-xenograft-
host-comparisons). In addition to considering strain sensitivity
when determining radiation dosage, calibration of the irradia-
tor is also important, as there is considerable decay over time
and actual dosage may differ between studies or between
irradiators.

Immune-suppressive effects of high-dose γ-irradiation are
well known.182 High-dose γ-irradiation differentially affects the
diverse populations of mouse lymphocytes with B cells recog-
nized as more radiosensitive than T cells.183 Repeated low-dose
gamma irradiation also has profound immunomodulatory ef-
fects and is linked to a robust Th2 skewing that may mitigate
autoimmune conditions that are dependent on a Th1 response.
Suppression of pro-inflammatory cytokine production, reduced
CD8+ CTLs, and up-regulation of Tregs also have been demon-
strated in certain experimental conditions, including CIA and
EAE.184

Overwhelming infections remain an important cause of mor-
tality of irradiated experimental animals and clinical patients.
Mice with defective adaptive immunity including nude, scid and
NOD scid mice can effectively control common opportunistic
agents such as Pseudomonads, until myeloablative effects of irra-
diation or other interventions eliminate their innate immunity as
well.185 Effects of ionizing radiation on other tissues, and on
developing or proliferating cells, influence morbidity and mortal-
ity of research mice. Radiation impact on developing brain, bone,
eyes and teeth as well as on heart, lung, kidney, may complicate
interpretation of disease or death related to rejection, GVHD, or
other research endpoints.186–195

Ultraviolet (UV) radiation effects on local skin immunity are
especially relevant to research on photocarcinogenesis or
inflammatory skin conditions.196–198 Effects vary with dose,
duration of exposure and wavelength composition.196–198 UV
radiation primarily affects adaptive immunity, and has been
used to induce and promote skin photocarcinogenesis, and to
modulate the immune response in diverse experimental immu-
noinflammatory conditions of the skin.196–198

Chemicals

Experimental use of chemicals also has been and remains an
important method to suppress or ablate immunity. Examples
including metals, aromatic hydrocarbons and other environmen-
tal contaminants, and antimicrobial agents are summarized in
Table 4. Alkylating agents that affect chromosomal DNA through
formation of phosphodiesters and DNA-DNA crosslinks, are
widely used. Cyclophosphamide (CYP), a cytotoxic alkylating
agent used in the treatment of neoplastic and autoimmune dis-
eases, is also exploited to induce neutropenia in the context of
infectious disease studies.199 Mice with impaired granulocyte pro-
duction and/or leukocyte function secondary to CYP are more
prone to develop systemic disease upon experimental infection

with environmental opportunists such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa
or Cryptococcus neoformans.200,201 CYP has both immunomodula-
tory and immunosuppressive effects.202 Immunosuppression in
mice appears to result from the induction of apoptosis in acti-
vated B and T cells as well as NK cells.203 At low doses, CYP may
enhance immune responses to tumor antigens attributed, at least
in part, to suppression of Tregs.204 Similarly, the alkylating agent
busulfan is used as conditioning regimen to enhance engraftment
of xenotrasplanted hematopoietic stem cells.205,206 Other impor-
tant agents include 5-fluorouracil (5FU), which selectively de-
pletes tumor-associated myeloid-derived suppressor cells
(MDSCs) promoting the activation of tumor-specific CD8+ T
cells.207,208 Calcineurin inhibitors (CNI), such as tacrolimus and
cyclosporine A, directly inhibit Tregs function, by inhibiting pher-
ipheral Tregs generation, and less directly by limiting IL2 produc-
tion, in preventing transplant rejection and to treat a variety of
autoimmune conditions.209–215 Glucocorticoids are important clin-
ically and experimentally for their anti-inflammatory and immu-
nosuppressive effects.216

A variety of experimental interventions including hor-
mones, antimicrobials, nanoparticles, etc., have immunomodu-
latory effects that may not be intended or expected, especially
by investigators who are new to using them in mice. For exam-
ple, estrogens (and synthetic estrogens such as diethylstilbes-
trol) and androgens have immunosuppressive effects that affect
both adaptive and innate immunity.217–220 Nanoparticles, usually
studied as a drug delivery method or biomedical imaging tool
(e.g., metallic nanoparticles), are typically taken up by macro-
phage/monocyte cells and may act either as immunostimulants
or as immunosuppressants and may have additional immune ef-
fects related to imaging methods such as MRI or μCT.221 The un-
ique physicochemical characteristics of nanoparticles influence
their interactions with host’s immune system and determine the
overall immunotoxicologic profile.222,223

Biologics

Biologics with immune modulating properties have been
exploited in the experimental context to target specific func-
tions of the mouse immune system and achieve definite pre-
clinical endpoints.

Antibody-mediated depletion of cell lineage-specific immune
effector cells has been used to delineate their roles in innate and
adaptive immunity, in rejection, GVHD, and other condi-
tions.216,224–226 Anti-thymocyte globulin (ATG), is another impor-
tant immunosuppressive agent that specifically depletes T cells
from peripheral blood and lymphoid organs in NOD mice; it is
also used in the modulation of graft rejection and autoimmune
disorders in mice.227,228 Glucans, CpG oligodeoxynucleotides
(CpG ODN) and bacterial enterotoxins have been used as prophy-
lactic or therapeutic interventions to modify immune responses
to infections or vaccination, or to counteract effects of immuno-
toxic agents (see Table 4).229,230

Surgical

Thymectomy or splenectomy are the traditional surgical meth-
ods to alter immunity. Thymectomy in neonatal or adult ani-
mals has profound effects on T cell development and continues
to be an important procedure in studies of T cell ontogeny, tol-
erance and education. Neonatal thymectomy experiments
offered early evidence of the existence of Tregs as these mice
develop autoimmune disease shortly after the removal of thy-
mus.231 Thymectomy is also used to investigate the dynamics
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of extrathymic T cell development.232 However, mice exhibit a
relatively high frequency of functional thymic tissue in ectopic
locations, especially in close proximity to the thyroid gland
(also known as cervical thymus). While ectopic thymi may be
small, they can be confounding source of T cells. They are re-
ported to be more common in NOD and BALB/c mice compared
to C57BL/6 mice.232,233

Splenectomy has been used to study the role of the spleen
in infectious disease, peripheral antigen tolerance, and tumor
growth.234 In cancer, some splenectomy studies implicate the
spleen in promoting tumor antigen tolerance.234,235 while
others demonstrate a role of the spleen in maintaining an
effective antitumor immune response and prevention of meta-
static disease.236

Induced Autoimmune and Hyperimmune
Conditions
Autoimmune diseases arise when there is poor control of self-
reactive lymphocytes and cytokine production, or disrupted
regulatory T cell and effector T cell balance. While underlying
genetic polymorphisms predispose to immune hyperrespon-
siveness, manifestation of disease often requires additional
triggers such as microbial infections, dysbiosis, or tissue dam-
age. Once initiated, cytokines participate in disruptions of
immune tolerance by altering the balance between T-effector
functions and T-suppressor functions.290–292 Strain-related var-
iations in innate and adaptive immunity affect penetrance,
onset and severity of disease.7,27,89,293,294 Modifiers such as
Slamf-haplotype 2 seem relevant to autoimmunity in MRL/MpJ
mice and not so relevant on other backgrounds such as BALB/
c.60–62 The complexity of autoimmune conditions in mice has
many parallels with human and, because of a more granular
characterization of strain genetics, may have much to offer to
our understanding of the human conditions and interventions
for them.295,296 Two examples are discussed here.

Rheumatoid Arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is an immune-mediated destruction
of the synovial lining of the joints, with devastating effects on
underlying cartilage and bone. Susceptibility to the induction of
rheumatoid arthritis-like conditions in mice, using type II
collagen-induced arthritis (CIA) or proteoglycan-(aggrecan)-
induced arthritis (PGIA), depends on multiple susceptibility al-
leles and QTL.96,297,298 The disease in mice and in humans is
polygenic and complex. MHC H2 subtypes seem to have more
impact on CIA than on PGIA susceptibility, and PGIA suscepti-
bility is influenced by multiple genes.96,298,299 Strains expressing
the H-2q and the H-2r haplotypes are most susceptible to CIA.
DBA/1 (H-2q) are sensitive to CIA but insensitive to PGIA. BALB/
c (H-2d) mice are not so susceptible to CIA but are highly sus-
ceptible to PGIA.96,297,299 In contrast, DBA/2 (H-2d) are resistant
to arthritis induction by either method, implicating roles for
strain associated modifier genes.299,300 Non-MHC QTL associ-
ated with susceptibility to CIA and/or PGIA localize to regions
on mouse chromosomes 2, 3, 7, 15, and 19 that contain multiple
candidate genes with known immune functions.299

Multiple Sclerosis

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory demyelinating
disorder with a spectrum of disease manifestations. While
disease is associated with certain genetic polymorphisms,

environmental triggers as well as sex hormones have roles in dis-
ease development.290,301 A spontaneous mouse model of MS has
not been identified. But various aspects of MS are recapitulated by
experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), classically
induced “actively” by immunization with immunodominant
myelin epitope components in combination with immunosti-
mulants, or induced “passively” by adoptive transfer of preac-
tivated myelin-specific T cells into naïve mice.98,302–305

EAE in mice was first reported in 1975, and the SJL/J and C3H/
HeJ strains were identified as susceptible strains.98,294,302–304,306

SJL/J mice are used to model features of relapsing-remitting MS,
and their susceptibility is associated with several polymorph-
isms, including hyper-responsive IL12 and hypo-active IL2 and
IL4.67,306,307 Additionally, C57BL/6, DBA1, and C3H/HeJ strains
also are sensitive to induction of EAE.98,294,308

GEM models such as transgenic mice bearing human TCR
and T cells targeting myelin-specific antigens (e.g., myelin basic
protein) have been informative,309 as has immune-mediated
demyelination associated with infections by Theiler’s Mouse
Encephalitis Virus, a Picornavirus, in susceptible SJL/J and resis-
tant C57BL/6.310–312 Demyelination with certain strains of
Mouse Hepatitis Virus (MHV), a coronavirus, has been used to
model features of MS in susceptible C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice.
This is primarily a virus-mediated cytolytic phenomenon, and
SJL/J resistance is attributed to their spontaneous mutation in
Ceacam1, whose protein product is an important receptor for
neurovirulent MHV strains.313–315

Other Immunomodulators and Unintended
Experimental Consequences
Environmental Factors

Table 5 summarizes examples of immune effects of common
environmental factors including husbandry conditions, micro-
biota, as well as effects caused by experimental or therapeutic
interventions. These examples illustrate why reporting of envi-
ronmental and husbandry conditions and specifics of experi-
mental or therapeutic interventions is warranted in scientific
publications. Microenvironment refers to the immediate physi-
cal environment surrounding the animal such as the cage, pen,
or stall. Macroenvironment refers to the physical environment
of the secondary enclosure (e.g., a room, a barn, or an outdoor
habitat).323 A multitude of factors in the microenvironment and
macroenvironment can be stressors. Stressors activate the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, in turn increasing circu-
lating glucocorticoids. In mice, corticosterone is the primary
stress-induced glucocorticoid. Corticosterone elevations (and
corticosterone-mediated lymphocytolysis) are expected with
stressors such as adverse environmental conditions, shipping,
handling, social stresses, noise, vibration, etc.317–319 Responses
to stressors also vary with mouse strains.320,321

Caging
Common contemporary caging options are open top, static mi-
crosiolators (filter top cages), and individually ventilated caging.
Suspended wire caging is less common today but may be scien-
tifically justified to prevent coprophagy and ingestion of drugs
or metabolites in feces. Individually ventilated caging is
increasingly available with advantages in terms of barrier pro-
tection of the animals, lower bioburden, and cage changing fre-
quency and with concerns in terms of microenvironment
temperature, humidity, wind, and dust. Temperature, vibration,
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Table 5 Other Immunomodulators, Including Unintended Immune Consequences of Husbandry and Environmental Factors, Clinical and
Experimental Interventions

Immunomodulators Possible Effects on the Immune and Other Systems References

Environmental factors

Housing conditions

Caging Individual ventilated cages (compared to static microisolator caging): decreased bioburden
and risk of intercage infection spread; increased cold stress; decreased circulating
leukocytes; decreased intracage ammonia levels and correlated nasal pathology.

322–325

Bedding Experimentally relevant parameters influenced by the type of bedding: higher
intracage ammonia levels with reclaimed wood pulp bedding; corncob bedding
associated with decreased efficiency of feed conversion in mice fed a high-fat diet;
hepatotoxicity associated with vermiculite and unbleached pulp from pine and
eucalyptus; hepatic and mammary carcinogenesis associated with aromatic red
cedar bedding; altered estrogen signaling mainly due to BPA residues; corncob
bedding associated with increased aggressivity and social stress in females;
drastically lower endotoxin levels and bioburden associated with paper bedding.

323,342,352–357,366

Single or group housing and
social stressors

Group housing: negative social events associated with lower lymphocyte
proliferation; lower level of antigen-specific IgG; granulocytosis; lymphopenia,
higher predisposition to tumor development and progression, huddling associated
with amelioration of cold stress.

326–330

Individual housing: decreased antibody production; worsened allergic skin reaction;
increased cold stress.

Environmental enrichment Reduced stress levels; reduced oxidative stress; enhanced NK antitumor functions;
enhanced macrophage chemotaxis and phagocytosis; improved capacity to clear
systemic microbial infection; enhanced lymphocyte chemotaxis and proliferation;
increased lifespan.

331–336

Temperature and humidity Thermoneutral housing temperature (26°–34°C): reduced tumor formation, growth
rate and metastasis due to increased CD8+ T cells; reduced myeloid-derived
suppressor cells and Tregs.

327,328,337–341,473–476

Sub-thermoneutral housing temperature (20°–26°C): suppressed immune responses;
increased therapeutic resistance of tumor and GVHD severity; suppressed myeloid
cells function; alternative activation of macrophages.

Elevated humidity: increased bioburden; high ammonia levels due to expansion in
urea-converting microflora.

Environmental noise and vibration Altered tumor resistance; immunosuppression; reduced body weight; reduced
fertility.

348–351,477

Inappropriate handling; untrained
personnel

Increased risk of infection associated with inappropriate PPE and insufficient
sterilization of equipment; pain, discomfort and stress associated with frequent/
improper handling.

316

Altered light-dark cycle Suppressed immune response; decreased splenic T cells; continuous illumination
associated with decreased CD8+ and CD4+ cells in thymus and lymph nodes.

343–345

Dim lights Elevated nighttime light exposure in male mice associated with worsened
inflammation and weight gain under high-fat diet regimen.

478

Diet and water modifications

Caloric restriction Immune effects: reduced H2O2, TNF α, IL6, IL2, IL10, NO, IFNγ; decreased macrophage
activation; impaired NK cell function; reduced IgA in small intestine and serum
IgG.

363,478–483

Other effects: increased lifespan; reduced age-related morbidities.

Protein-energy malnutrition Impaired proliferation CD8+ T cells; modulation of intestinal IgA responses to
rotavirus; increased duodenal γδ IELs; increased production of jejunal
proinflammatory cytokines in response to bacteria.

484–486

Prolonged fasting (48–120 h) Stress response due to activation of hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis; thymic
atrophy (apoptosis of cortical DP thymocytes).

487

High-fat diet (in C57BL/6 mice) Suppression of delayed hypersensitivity; altered intestinal microbiota with
stimulation of mucosal immunity; altered systemic metabolomes; inflammation
of adipose tissue with release of adipokines, cytokines, and chemokines, and
propagation of a chronic inflammatory state (inflamobesity).

488–490

Continued
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Table 5 Continued

Immunomodulators Possible Effects on the Immune and Other Systems References

Chlorella vulgaris supplementation CYP-treated mice: reinstated lymphocyte proliferation and macrophage phagocytic
activity; stimulation of IL2, IL12, TNFα, IFNγ, NK cell cytotoxicity; decreased splenic
necrosis.

491

Polyunsaturated fatty acids
supplementation

Dietary DHA and AA associated with improved allergen-induced dermatitis as
consequence of increased FoxP3+ T cells, elevated IL10, and decreased TNFα.

492

Water acidification Switch from normal tap water to acidified water associated with severe and long-
lasting stress.

343

Nutritional deficiencies

Zinc deficiency Thymic atrophy (loss of DP thymocytes); accelerated lymphopenia with loss of
antibody and cell-mediated responses; decreased number of pre-B cells, better
survival for pro-T cells and mature DP and CD8+ T cells; increased myeloid lineage
in bone marrow.

493–496

Vitamin A deficiency Decreased ILC3 and antibacterial responses; compensatory expansion in IL-13-
producing ILC2 and increased anti-helminth responses; intestine devoid of CD4+
and CD8+ T cells; lower salivary IgA levels and increased serum IgG response in
mouse model of influenza; decreased mucosal antigen-specific IgA responses.

497–499

Vitamin D deficiency VDR-deficient mice: increased mature DCs in skin draining lymph nodes; decreased
Th1-cell responses and induction of IL10-producing Tregs.

500

Diet and water contaminations

Estrogenic endocrine-disruptors Isoflavones (genistein): thymic atrophy; suppression of delayed hypersensitivity;
decreased splenic NK cells; decreased IFNγ in response to bacterial infection.

365,366,501–503

Mycotoxins (aflatoxins, deoxynivalenol, zearalenone): elevated IgA and IgE; kidney
mesangial IgA deposits; polyclonal activation of IgA secreting cells; IgA
autoantibody.

BPA (cages, water bottles): lupus-like syndrome (C57BL/6 mice); allergic airway
disease (BALB/c mice).

Halogenated aromatic
hydrocarbons (PCDFs;PCDDs)

Contaminated food and bedding: inhibited innate and adaptive immune responses;
atrophy of lymphoid organs; TCDD targets thymic lymphoblasts.

364,504,505

Metals (As, Cd, Pb, Hg, Se) Complex immune-modulating effects (immunosuppression and
immunostimulation).

504,506

As: decreased DCs in mediastinal lymph nodes of influenza A-infected C57BL/6
mice.

Microbial status, pathogens, and biosecurity

MHV MHV-3-infected C57BL/6: impairment of pre-B cells maturation and B cells functions. 507–509

A59-infected BALB/c: transient lymphocyte apoptosis in the thymus.
MHV-JHM-infected BALB/cByJ: functionally altered CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, and APCs.

Sendai virus Interference with macrophage and their phagocytic activity, NK cells, and T and B
cell function; increased isograft rejection.

507,510–513

MNV Lethal infection in mice deficient for STAT1 and IFN receptors; alteration of
immune/inflammatory parameters in diverse mouse models including Mdr1a
deficient animals infected with Helicobacter bilis interfering with dendritic cell
function and cytokine responses; infection of wild-type mice associated with mild
intestinal inflammation, splenic red pulp expansion, and white pulp activation.

514–516

MuHV-1 Loss of splenic T and B cells; interference with key coordinating role of DCs;
functional impairment of macrophages and loss of response to cytokines; altered
responses to mitogens, antigens, increased allograft rejection, delayed type
hypersensitivity responses, and clearance of other pathogens; formation of anti-
cardiac autoantibodies.

440,517–520

MuHV-3 Thymic necrosis (specific targeting of CD4+ T cells in newborn mice); autoimmune
gastritis in BALB/c and A strain; autoimmune oophoritis and production of
antibodies to thyroglobulin.

413,440,521

MPV Suppressed proliferation (spleen, popliteal lymph node), increased proliferation
(mesenteric lymph node) in ovalbumin-primed mice; altered alloreactive T cells

522,523

Continued
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Table 5 Continued

Immunomodulators Possible Effects on the Immune and Other Systems References

and abnormal CD8+ T cell rejection of tumors and skin allografts (BALB/c);
rejection of syngeneic grafts.

MVM MVM: oncolytic, cytotoxic, replicative cancer inhibitor; deregulation of the Raf
signaling cascade.

415,524

MVMi: depressed myelopoeisis in neonatal BALB/c; depletion of hemopoietic
precursors, leukopenia, and compensatory erythropoiesis in adult and neonate
SCID mice.

Murine retroviruses Insertional mutagenesis (with reintegration of endogenous retroviruses or
transposition of retroelements): immune relevant mutation such as Foxn1nu, Lepob,
Faslpr.

439–443,448,525–529

Endogenous retroviruses in pancreatic islets: contribution to immune-mediated
insulitis NOD mice.

LP-BM5-infected C57BL/6 mice: lymphadenopathy, splenomegaly;
hypergammaglobulinemia; T and B cell dysfunctions; late appearance of B cell
lymphomas; opportunistic infections.

LCMV LCMV disease: all pathological alterations following infection are immune-mediated;
prototype for virus-induced T-lymphocyte-mediated immune injury and for
immune complex disease; protection from LCMV-induced disease conferred
through immunesuppression; noncanonical type I IFN signaling responsible for
lethality in LCMV-infected Stat1 deficient mice.

530–532

MHV-68 Experimental infections of laboratory mice to study the pathogenesis of human
lymphoproliferative disorders associated with EBV.

422,426–430

Bacteria Mortality/morbidity (sepsis) in immune deficient mice: Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
Klebsiella spp., E coli; potentially any bacteria in severely immunocompromised
mice.

375,378,381,440,451,533

Abscesses: Staphylococci, Pasteurella pneumotropica.
Skin disease/morbidity: Corynebacterium bovis, Staphylococci.
Mycoplasma arginini: suppurative arthritis in Prkdcscid mice inoculated with
contaminated cell lines.

Fungi Pneumocystis murina: respiratory disease and mortality in immunodeficient mice. 378,381,534–536

Candida spp.: recent reports associated with immune deficiency/suppression and or
use of antimicrobials.

Biosecurity in immunodeficient
mice

High risk of Pneumocystis carinii infection in T cell-deficient mice including Foxn1nu,
Prkdcscid mice and immune impaired GEMs; immunodeficient traits in mutant mice
masked by the immune/inflammatory response associated with chronic γ-
herpesvirus infection; MNV infection in Atg16l1-deficient mice associated with
Paneth cell abnormalities; murine papillomavirus associated with proliferative
lesions at the mucocutaneous junctions of Foxn1nu mice; mousepox recrudescence
following immunosuppression and transmission to naïve mice.

375,400,537–540

Biosecurity: contaminated
biologicals

Rodent pathogens (latent infections): contaminated serum with mousepox. 378,410,434,451,452,541

Human pathogens: contaminated human cell lines (humanized mice and patient
derived xenografts mice).

Mycoplasma arginini: suppurative arthritis in Prkdcscid mice (contaminated cell lines).

Modulation of the microbiome SFB associated with the development of IL17 and IL22-producing CD4+ T cells (TH17
cells) in the intestinal lamina propria of germ-free mice.

386,387,405,406

Tritrichomonas muris: associated with elevated TH1 response in the cecum of naive
WT mice and accelerated colitis in Rag1-deficient mice after T cell transfer.

Drugs administered for clinical or experimental purposes

Tamoxifen-inducible Cre/loxP
system (Cre-ERT2)

Estrogen-dependent and -independent tamoxifen immunomodulatory effect; shift
from a TH1- to a TH2-mediated immune response.

458,459

Tetracycline/doxycycline-inducible
Tet-Off/Tet-On system

Doxycycline-dependent modulation of immune and inflammatory functions
including allotransplant rejection, response to LPS, neutrophil chemotaxis;
tetracycline/doxycycline-induced dysbiosis.

461,462,472

Nitrosamines, nitrates, nitrites
(mutagens, carcinogens)

DMN: suppression of both humoral and cell-mediated immunity. 542–544

ENU: lymphoma (AKR/J, C58/J, C57BL/6J, NOD/LtJ); myeloid malignancies (SWR/J,
DBA/2J); thymic lymphoma with/without K-ras mutations.

TMP-SMX TMP-SMX alone: no effect on hematopoiesis or immune cell functions. 545

Continued
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and microbial burden (discussed further below) are among the
variables with expected immune effects.322–325

Housing density
Co-housing or group housing of mice is practical and economi-
cal with compatible animals that do not fight and kill each
other before study endpoints. Single housing can be required,
especially for male mice to survive to study endpoints. Co-
housing vs single housing effects on stress and immunity vary
with strain, sex, and other conditions.326–329

Enrichment
Enrichment for shelter, nesting, and gnawing have variable ef-
fects that are often associated with strain, sex, and other condi-
tions. In general, provision of nesting material helps to reduce
the level of stress and influences positively several immune
parameters including NK cell antitumor functions.331–336

Temperature humidity
Current temperature recommendations for mouse housing of
22–26°C are below the mouse thermoneutral zone of 30–32°C.

Table 5 Continued

Immunomodulators Possible Effects on the Immune and Other Systems References

TMP-SMX synergized with zidovudine: anemia, thrombocytopenia, lymphopenia,
and neutropenia, decreased splenic macrophages, suppressed AC-dependent T
cell responses.

Ivermectin Immunomodulation of T-helper cells; decreased recruitment of immune cells and
cytokines in a model of asthma; unintended activation of tamoxifen-regulated Cre
fusion protein in T cells.

460,546,547

Estrogens (for engraftment of
estrogen-dependent tumors)

Increased splenic neutrophils (estrogen-treated C57BL/6 mice); enhanced IFNγ
expression; thymic atrophy (DERKO mice); myelosuppression (decreased
pluripotent hematopoietic stem cells).

501,548–552

Synthetic estrogens (DES): altered thymic T cell differentiation through interference
with positive and negative selection processes in prenatally exposed mice;
functionally defective NK cells and increased tumor susceptibility in neonatally
exposed female mice.

Other: increased trabecular bone mineral density, fat reduction and increased
uterine weight (DERKO mice); fibro-osseous lesions (bone marrow replacement by
fibrovascular stroma (KK/HlJ and NZW/LacJ female mice).

Androgens (for engraftment of
androgen-dependent tumors)

Androgen stimulation: thymic involution resulting from decreased colonization of
bone-marrow-derived stem cells; loss of thymic epithelial cells; thymocyte
apoptosis; inhibition of CD4+ T cell differentiation through upregulation of
phosphate Ptpn1; erythroid hyperplasia.

553–556

Castration: enhanced CD8+ T cell vaccine response to prostate-specific antigens.

Streptozotocin Early lymphopenia in both blood and spleen; relative increased Tregs in spleen,
peripheral blood, and lymph nodes; delayed islet and skin allograft rejection.

557

NPs Suppression of systemic humoral immunity (multi wall carbon nanotubes);
inhibition of T cell-mediated immunity (iron oxide NPs, fuellerene 60);
myelosuppression (Sb2O3, Co, ZnO, TiO2 NPs); allergic reactions (Ag NPs); anti-
inflammatory activity and inhibition of cellular responses induced by IL1B (citrate-
coated gold NPs).

558–563

Other experimental interventions

Cre/loxP Activation of STING antiviral response by endonuclease activity of Cre recombinase. 457

CRISPR-Cas9 Adaptive immune response against Cas9. 458,459

Tetracycline/doxycycline-inducible
Tet-Off/Tet-On system

Apoptotic response in activated lymphocytes resulting from DNA binding by
tTA/rtTA.

464

Classical reporter molecules Increase in the CTL response against transplanted eGFP-expressing leukemia cells in
BALB/c mice; IFNγ response to the dominant CTL epitope of Luc, with consequent
restricted growth and metastatic activity of the reporter-labelled tumor cells in a
mouse model of mammary adenocarcinoma; antigen specific activation of T cells
to the reporter gene β-galactosidase, with loss of transgene expression.

465–470,564,565

AA, arachidonic acid; AC, accessory cell; BPA, Bisphenol A; CTL, cytotoxic T lymphocyte; CYP, cyclophospharmide; DCs, dendritic cells; DERKO, double ER knockout

mice; DES, diethylstilbestrol; DP, double positive; DHA, docosahexaenoic acid; DMN, dimethylnitrosamine; EBV, Epstein-Barr virus; eGFP, enhanced green fluorescent

protein; ENU, N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea; GVHD, graft-versus-host disease; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; IELs, intra-epithelial lymphocytes; ILC3, type 3 innate lym-

phoid cells; ILC2, type 2 innate lymphoid cells; LCMV, lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus; Luc, luciferase; MHV, mouse hepatitis virus; MHV-68, murine gammaher-

pesvirus 68; MNV, murine norovirus; MNM, minute virus of mice; MPV, mouse parvovirus; MuHV-1, murid herpesvirus 1 (mouse cytomegalovirus); MuHV-3, murid

herpesvirus 3 (mouse thymic virus); NKs, natural killer cells; NPs, nanoparticles; PPE, personal protective equipment; rtTA, reverse tetracycline-controlled transactiva-

tor protein; SFB, segmented filamentous bacteria; TCDD, 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzodioxin; TMP-SMZ, trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole; Tregs, regulatory T cells; tTA,

tetracycline-controlled transactivator protein; VDR, vitamin D receptor.
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The “mild” cold stress caused by standard sub-thermoneutral
housing temperatures affects immune responses, tumor growth,
and other experimental outcomes. Huddling and nest building
are methods of behavioral thermoregulation used by mice under
cold stress. Recommended relative humidity is 55%± 10%.
Humidity levels vary with type of caging, season, and geographic
location. Higher humidity is associated with increased levels of
ammonia and bioburden with severe impairment of respiratory
mucosal immune response and increased risk of opportunistic
infections, respectively.327,328,337–342

Illumination (Light)
Circadian and light effects on immunity are recognized in many
species, including humans and mice. Albino animals have high-
er light sensitivity, and a number of common mouse strains are
blind with retinal degeneration but still exhibit responses to
light and light cycles.343–345 Dysregulation of circadian rhyth-
micity in mice induces a generalized proinflammatory mac-
rophage activation and exacerbates diet-induced systemic
insulin resistance and glucose intolerance. A balanced circa-
dian rhythm is also critical to maintain immune homeostasis
via the immunoregulatory activity of the neurohormone
melatonin.346,347

Noise vibration
While a number of common mouse strains are deaf or become
deaf with age, hearing mice perceive and respond to sounds
outside of human ranges. Noise and vibration are shown to
cause stress, induce corticosterone, and negatively affect repro-
duction.348–351

Bedding
While contemporary commercial contact bedding materials
tend to be far more standardized with more quality control and
freedom from contaminants than previously, contaminants
with potential effects on research outcomes can still occur in
bedding material. Dust, ammonia levels, fungal spores, phy-
toestrogens, and endotoxins in bedding also have implications
for diverse research. Regional variation among bedding mate-
rial has implications for various research areas, including
immunology, with corncob bedding more available in the
United States than in the European Union and other sites, and
with hardwoods, cellulose, or paper being other common op-
tions. The relative palatability of or preference for a bedding
over the intended diet may affect consumption of the
diet.323,352–357

Diet
Contemporary commercial research diets also are far more
standardized with more quality control than previously, and
nutritional deficiencies are unlikely on contemporary commer-
cial diets. Nutritional requirements for mice, including ade-
quate levels of nutrients,358 minerals,359 and vitamins,360 exist
as do guidelines for contaminants in laboratory rodent
diets.361,362 Possible contaminants with immunomodulatory ef-
fects include industrial chemicals (e.g., PCBs, PCDDs, and
PCDFs), pesticides (e.g., DDT), metals, nitrosamines, endocrine-
disrupting compounds, and mycotoxins. However, contami-
nants are identified in contemporary diets and are a concern
for biomedical research and regulatory toxicology.363,364

Endocrine-disrupting phytoestrogen-rich ingredients, espe-
cially soy and alfalfa, as primary protein sources are expected

in natural ingredient (aka grain-based or cereal-based) diets.
Phytoestrogens are recognized to have influences on rodent
reproduction, immunity, cardiovascular, neoplastic, and other
conditions.365,366 Animal byproducts, bone meal, and fish meal
are used in many natural ingredient diets and are a source of
nitrites and nitrosamines.363,367

Poor reporting of research-relevant diet factors such as dif-
ferences between purified and natural ingredient diets have at-
tracted attention and concern recently.10,358,368 Research diets
are frequently provided ad libitum to rodents on shorter term
studies. Diet restriction in long-term studies usually improves
survival and reduces neoplastic, kidney, inflammatory, and
other lesions.369–371

Water
Contemporary water sources and delivery methods frequently
include reverse osmosis, filtration, hyperchlorination, acidifica-
tion, or some combination of these, delivered by water bottles,
glass, or various plastics, tinted or untinted, and/or automated
watering systems.

Acidification became a common practice for research ro-
dents to control opportunistic bacteria (especially P. aeurogino-
sa) causing morbidity mortality in immune-deficient rodents
that were further immunosuppressed by irradiation that fur-
ther compromised or eliminated their innate immunity. Water
treatments including administered drugs can affect water con-
sumption and have immune or other effects that warrant re-
porting in publications.343,372–374

Husbandry and Biosecurity
Special husbandry needs of immunodeficient mice are largely
related to protection from agents that may cause morbidity and
mortality. Such agents may be harbored by clinically “healthy”
immune sufficient mice, or possibly by human handlers, and
may be transferred by common equipment and other fomites.
Proximity to immune sufficient mice or to any mouse cohort
with different microbial status warrants special procedures and
policies for sanitation and sterilization of caging, feed, water
and other materials, sequence of animal handling, and micro-
bial surveillance. GEM models may also manifest unexpected
immunodeficiencies.375 Immunomodulatory effects by com-
mon agents (Table 5) demand that immune relevant research
must pay greater attention to microbial exclusion lists and defi-
nition of the specific pathogen free (SPF) status in the vivarium
as well as in reporting. Use of the term SPF requires specifica-
tion of the excluded agents.316,376–378

Some of the most concerning opportunistic agents in con-
temporary immunodeficient mice, such as Staphylococcus xylosus,
Corynebacterium bovis, and Pneumocystis murina, are fairly com-
mon and usually subclinical in immune sufficient mice.379–384

(see also Table 5)

Microbiota and Microbiome

Autochthonous (commensal and symbiotic) microbiota
Systemic and mucosal immunity in mice are influenced by the
intestinal flora (microbiota).27,375,385 The intestinal microbiota
are important to effective mucosal immunity and to immune re-
sponses beyond the gut. As an example, segmented filamentous
bacteria (SFB) have been identified as an important antigenic
stimulus in inducing Th17 responses, and murine Th17 re-
sponses are blunted in mice that lack SFB.395 Also SFB are shown
to influence neuroinflammation in EAE models, diabetes
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susceptibility in NOD mice, and development of autoimmune
arthritis in some models.387–390 SFB normally colonize the distal
small intestine of infant mice and decline with the maturation
of the mucosal barrier and local IgA levels.391 In mice with defi-
cient adaptive immunity or Ig production, or mice specifically
deficient in IgA, SFB persist with expanded distribution through-
out the small intestine.392,393 SFB are difficult to propagate
in vitro and have not been included in the standardized commu-
nities of intestinal microbiota (e.g., Altered Schaedler flora) spe-
cifically maintained in some sources of laboratory mice to
uniform the influence of microbiota on the experimental condi-
tions. In this context, SFB are not expected in immune deficient
mice from certain commercial vendors that maintain the mice
in isolators with defined or highly restricted flora.394,395

Strain-associated and vendor-dependent differences in
the gut microflora of laboratory mice have been identified
and are implicated in variability in research results (see
Table 5).378,385,396–400 Flora with more Bacteroides spp. and
Parabacteroides spp. such as Parabacteroides distasonis may
mitigate DSS-induced colitis.401 Mice of similar strains but
from sources with more simplified or restricted microbiota,
lacking SFB, have quite different dendritic cell profiles and
Th17 responses.402 In several immune relevant GEM includ-
ing IL10, T cell receptor alpha, and IL2 knockout mice, intesti-
nal inflammation also is substantially influenced by
intestinal microbiome.403,404 Enteric protists are common in
mice (but usually excluded from commercial sources) and
also have been shown to influence Th17 and Th1 responses
as well.405,406 The microbiota or autochthonous microflora of
research animals are increasingly recognized as highly
research relevant. The restricted microflora of naïve mice
from reputable commercial sources have been presented as a
research concern, but their well-characterized microbiota
also represent an opportunity for this area of immune rele-
vant research.407–408

Allochthonous (noncommensal) agents
Morbidity, mortality, and other adverse or confounding effects of
infectious agents on research have led to great effort and expense
toward microbial definition and exclusion by commercial sources
of mice and for quarantine and surveillance by research pro-
grams to protect animals and research from infections.410

Immune deficient mice are notoriously susceptible to disease and
death from pathogens and opportunists. The same agents in
immune sufficient mice may result in subclinical infections or a
spectrum of disease phenotypes that are influenced by genetic
background, age, sex, and other factors. But any agent detected
by an immune system can be expected to elicit an immune
response, or “immunomodulate.” Table 5 summarizes examples
of microbial effects on immunity and particular concerns for
morbidity andmortality in immune deficient mice.411,412

Viruses with selective tropisms for immune cells include
some of the murine parvoviruses, herpesviruses, and retroviruses.
Many of the parvoviruses infecting mice are lymphocytotropic,
altering both CD4+ and CD8+ T cell-mediated responses during
acute infection.378,413,414 Although long-term immune effects may
not be identified with natural infections by some parvoviruses,
significant immunomodulation is well documented with infection
by others (Table 5).378 Parvoviruses replicate in actively dividing
cells and are studied as oncolytic agents in combined anti-cancer
therapies.415 Several mouse parvoviruses were identified origi-
nally as contaminants in biological materials such as tumor cell
lines. They remain among the most common agents identified in

research mice, pet store and feral mice, and biological materials.
Despite the usual absence of clinical signs in parovirus-infected
mice, these agents should be especially concerning in immune
relevant and cancer studies.409,416–420

Although mouse herpesviruses are not expected in contempo-
rary research colonies, mice are host to several lymphocytotropic
herpesviruses that are reported in pet store and feral mice.421,422

Mouse thymic virus infection in newborn mice causes thymic
necrosis, with selective targeting of T cells, and transient immuno-
suppression.413 This agent or a close relative was recently classified
under the genus Roseolovirus similar to human roseoloviruses.423,424

Murine cytomegalovirus is used to model human cytomegalovirus
infection and targets hematolymphoid tissues and salivary glands.
Disease manifestations vary with the genetic background.425

Occult (seronegative) murine cytomegalovirus infection has been
shown to affect responses to allografts.426

Murine gammaherpesvirus 68, a natural pathogen of bank
voles, is related to human gamma herpesviruses Epstein-Barr
virus (EBV) and Kaposi sarcoma-associated herpesvirus and is
used to study the pathogenesis of gammaherpesviruses in
experimentally infected mice. However, Mus musculus ssp. are
not the natural host, and horizontal transmission between lab-
oratory mice is not expected.422,426–430 EBV is a human B-
lymphotropic gamma herpesvirus that infects more than 90%
of the human population. Human infections are subclinical
(latent) when effectively controlled or can result in infectious
mononucleosis or malignancies such as Burkitt’s lymphoma,
nasopharyngeal carcinoma, Hodgkin’s lymphoma, and post-
transplant lymphoproliferative disorders. Immunodeficient and
humanized mice have been informative preclinical tools for
studying the pathogenesis of some of the conditions associated
with EBV.431–433 EBV-induced post-transplant lymphoproliferative
disorders are also increasingly recognized to complicate research
with human patient derived xenografts in severely immunode-
ficient mice434–436 and may be amenable to suppression of human
lymphocyte proliferation in the donor tissue.437,438

Exogenous retroviruses and active endogenous retroviruses
have lymphocyte tropisms and roles in immune modulation
and lymphoproliferative conditions as well as in mammary car-
cinogenesis, sarcoma development, and lymphomagenesis.
Exogenous horizontally transmitted retroviruses have been
eliminated from commercially available mice but are identified
in wild mice. Insertional mutagenesis with reintegration of
endogenous retroviruses or transposition of retroelements has
resulted in spontaneous mutations including some immune
relevant ones such as Foxn1nu, Lepob, and Faslpr.439–441 Mice in-
fected with LP-BM5 (defective) murine leukemia virus develop
murine acquired immunodeficiency syndrome and have been
widely used as a preclinical model to study the pathogenesis of
human retroviral infections (Table 5).442,443 Lifelong expression
of viral proteins encoded by endogenous retroviruses/retroele-
ments may be responsible for most of the spontaneous
immune-mediated conditions observed in some inbred strains
during aging, including glomerulonephritis and polyarteri-
tis.440,444 Strain-specific variations in the composition and
activity of endogenous retroviruses/retroelements and immune
response against retroviral antigens also play a role in the sus-
ceptibility of specific mouse backgrounds to experimental auto-
immune conditions including SLE and T1D.445–448

While the parvoviruses, herpesviruses, and exogenous ret-
roviruses have been eliminated from commercial sources of
contemporary laboratory mice because of disease or other con-
founding effects on research, recent interest in the “normal”
immunity of wild or pet store mice may render these agents, as
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well as historically important mouse disease problems and
zoonotic concerns, more relevant.449,450

Biological Materials

Biological materials, including transplantable tumors, cell lines,
serum, embryos, and gametes, can harbor a diversity of mouse
viruses (parvoviruses, ectromelia virus, MHV, lactose dehydroge-
nase elevating virus, and retroviruses), human viruses, and bacte-
ria, notoriously the Mycoplasmas.420,451,452 They therefore
represent a substantial concern as a source of pathogens and
microbial confounders, especially in studies that involve immuno-
deficient rodents. Reporting recommendations plead for QA of cell
lines: genetic QA (authentication to confirm the identity of the cell
lines), and microbial QA (to assure freedom from pathogens).453–456

Unintended Consequences of Genetic Engineering
Strategies

Genetic engineering strategies have immune effects that may
have unintended or unexpected consequences for diverse
research areas.

Cre/loxP-based DNA recombination technology is used for
conditional (tissue-specific) gene targeting. The endonuclease
activity of Cre recombinase, including the “illegitimate” target-
ing of the numerous pseudo-loxP sites across the mouse
genome, results in the strong induction of an antiviral
response. This is due to the recruitment of the specific cytosolic
DNA sensor stimulator of interferon genes (STING), concurrent
with Cre-dependent DNA damage and the accumulation of
cytoplasmic DNA fragments. Given the primary role of STING
in the activation of antiviral immune pathways (including
type-I IFN), Cre expression can impact multiple immune para-
meters in Cre/loxP-based mouse models. Appropriate Cre-only
controls may help in distinguishing signal from noise.457

The tamoxifen-inducible Cre/loxP system (Cre-ERT2) allows
site- and time-specific gene targeting in the mouse. Tamoxifen
has immune relevant effects, as well as toxic and genotoxic ef-
fects. The estrogen-dependent and -independent effects of tamox-
ifen have been demonstrated to promote a shift from a Th1- to a
Th2-mediated immune responses. Such effects can especially
impact allergy and autoimmune models involving activation of
Th1-mediated immunity (e.g., EAE and some SLE models).458,459

Recently, oral ivermectin treatment has been specifically linked to
the unintended activation of Cre-ERT2 system in T cells.460

Tetracycline-controlled transcriptional activation (Tet-
Off/Tet-On) systems allow site-specific, reversible, and dose-
dependent control of gene expression in mice. Doxycycline (a
tetracycline derivative) is administered or withdrawn to reg-
ulate target gene expression. Doxycycline in mice interferes
with and modulates immune and inflammatory responses
relevant to allotransplant rejection, response to LPS, and
neutrophil chemotaxis, among others.461–463 Recent works
have also unveiled the effect of doxycycline on murine gut
microbiota and how the resulting dysbiosis might affect the
immune response in diverse experimental settings.461–463

DNA binding by tetracycline/doxycycline-controlled Tet-
transactivator (tTA) and its reverse is apparently sufficient to
induce apoptosis in activated lymphocytes. These findings
indicate that a major experimental bias exists in the use of
the Tet-On/Off system for lymphocyte targeting as the
approach may (1) limit the extent of the adaptive immune
reaction and (2) favor the outgrowth of apoptosis-resistant
subpopulations of lymphoid cells.464

Expression of fluorescent or enzymatic reporters driven by
gene-specific regulatory elements is used to study in vivo or
ex vivo activity and distribution of specific molecular targets or
mutant alleles in GEM models. However, an increasing number
of studies show that reporters can be highly immunogenic.
Indeed, response of the mouse immune system against classi-
cal reporter molecules (including enhanced green fluorescent
protein, luciferase, and β-galactosidase) has been demon-
strated. The inherent immunogenicity of reporter gene’s pro-
ducts depends on different factors including the mouse’s
background strain as well as level of expression and tissue dis-
tribution/accumulation. It is therefore extremely important to
consider carefully any potential variable associated with the
use of genetic reporter systems for immunological studies in
mice.465–470

Even the most recent and sophisticated strategies for
genome editing, including the revolutionary CRISPR-Cas9 sys-
tem, have demonstrated experimental caveats influencing the
immune system. In addition to the potential immunogenicity
of viral vectors in viral delivery systems, human and mice have
demonstrated preexisting adaptive immunity to Cas9 homolo-
gues expressed by common bacteria such as Staphylococcus
aureus and Streptococcus pyogenes. The inherent immunogenicity
of Cas9 is a concern not only for the preclinical application of
the CRISPR-Cas9 system, but also for its potential clinical use
as gene therapy strategy.471,472

Future Directions in Mouse Immunology
Human Surrogate/“Avatar” Approaches

Options to take advantage of humanized mice and other ani-
mals to study human derived immune elements in nonhuman
surrogates are reviewed elsewhere. These present a diversity of
opportunities for better understanding of human disease con-
ditions as well as a number challenges that also may be infor-
mative if approached critically and scientifically.431,566,567 For a
comprehensive overview on this topic, readers are encouraged
to consult the contribution from Simons et al. in the present
issue of the ILAR Journal.

Genetic Approaches

Options to take advantage of the spectrum of mouse genetic
and immune diversity include factorial study design and
Collaborative Cross (CC)-derived RI strains and Diversity
Outbred (DO) mice. In a factorial study design, significance can
be achieved with relatively small “n” from several strains
selected for informative differences in immune relevant geno-
types and phenotypes.568,569 Recognizing that an inbred strain
represents an intentionally limited fraction of the spectrum of
genetic variability of laboratory mice not designed or suited to
model immunological endpoints at a population scale,570,571

the CC-derived RI strains represent the genetic variability
across the 7 major families of mice and offer fairly new options
for dissecting genetic and molecular mechanisms of immunity
and disease.572,573 The CC is a mouse reference population with
high allelic diversity constructed by a breeding strategy that
systematically outcrosses 8 founder strains, followed by
inbreeding to obtain new RI strains. Five of the 8 founder
strains are “classical” laboratory strains including 129S1/SvImJ,
A/J, C57BL/6J, NOD/ShiLtJ, and NZO/HlLtJ. Three founder strains
are “wild-derived”: CAST/EiJ, PWK/PhJ, and WSB/EiJ. Currently
available CC RI lines are distributed through consortia (e.g.,
http://csbio.unc.edu/CCstatus/index.py) and public repositories
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(e.g., https://www.jax.org/strain/027296). Since their inception,
partially inbred CC mice have been characterized and com-
pared for the identification of deviant immune traits or pheno-
types. They have provided opportunities to study the evolution
of complex genetic interactions.573 The application of immuno-
genomics and immunonogenetics techniques on CC mice has
identified QTLs, polymorphic regions, and candidate genes that
control mouse immunodiversity572 and have contributed to our
understanding of susceptibilities to SARS coronavirus, West
Nile virus, and Aspergillus fumigatus.574–577 DO mice (https://
www.jax.org/strain/009376) were developed by random out-
cross matings of 160 CC RI lines, and the breeding strategy of
continued random matings is designed to maximize their
genetic diversity.578–581 The genetic heterogeneity of DO mice
far exceeds that of genetically undefined mice, termed “out-
bred,” that derive from the Swiss branch of the mouse family
tree (e.g., CD-1, CFW, ICR, ND4, NMRI, SW) originating from
Clara Lynch’s original 9 albino mice brought to the United
States from Switzerland in 1926. The genetic heterogeneity and
heterozygosity among these mice is more limited and varies
with their source.582,583 While the literature is still fairly limited
on CC RI strains and the derived DO mice, these represent
translational research tools that take advantage of mouse
genetic variability to identify disease mechanisms, select novel
drug targets, and discover associated biomarkers.

Microbial Approaches

There is recent interest in the use of genetically and microbially
“wild-like” mice as a more human like or human relevant strat-
egy.3,4,6,450,573,584 The studies make relevant and useful points
about the naïve immune systems of “clean” C57BL/6 mice
recently received from microbially restricted commercial
sources. However, many mice bred in house in research institu-
tions are not quite so naïve or microbially restricted.378,585–587

Undefined or incompletely defined microbiota of pet store or
feral mice raise concerns for infection related morbidity, mor-
tality, and unpredictable experimental confounds as well as
biosafety concerns related to zoonotic agents. Advances in gno-
tobiotics and microbiota characterization offer opportunities
for defined and strategic approaches that will deliver important
insights to immune modulation by autochthonous and al-
lochthonous microflora.385,409,449,450

Conclusions
Mice have had important roles in advancing the field of
immunology and fostering the development of new diagnos-
tic and therapeutic avenues. Recognition of intrinsic and
extrinsic contributors to immune phenotypes is crucial for
the selection of more relevant and reproducible mouse mod-
els and generation of robust translational data. Known con-
tributors can be intentionally used or intentionally avoided
in the experimental system. Accurate reporting of animals
and study conditions is mission critical to communicating
biomedical research. Well-designed and reported research in
mice has much to offer to our understanding of immunity
and important diseases of humans and other species.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary material is available at Institute for Laboratory
Animal Research Journal online.
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Abstract
The immune system plays dual roles in response to cancer. The host immune system protects against tumor formation via
immunosurveillance; however, recognition of the tumor by immune cells also induces sculpting mechanisms leading to a
Darwinian selection of tumor cell variants with reduced immunogenicity. Cancer immunoediting is the concept used to describe
the complex interplay between tumor cells and the immune system. This concept, commonly referred to as the three E’s, is
encompassed by 3 distinct phases of elimination, equilibrium, and escape. Despite impressive results in the clinic, cancer
immunotherapy still has room for improvement as many patients remain unresponsive to therapy. Moreover, many of the
preclinical results obtained in the widely used mouse models of cancer are lost in translation to human patients.

To improve the success rate of immuno-oncology research and preclinical testing of immune-based anticancer therapies, using
alternative animal models more closely related to humans is a promising approach. Here, we describe 2 of the major alternative
model systems: canine (spontaneous) and porcine (experimental) cancer models. Although dogs display a high rate of spontaneous
tumor formation, an increased number of genetically modified porcine models exist. We suggest that the optimal immuno-
oncology model may depend on the stage of cancer immunoediting in question. In particular, the spontaneous canine tumor
models provide a unique platform for evaluating therapies aimed at the escape phase of cancer, while genetically engineered
swine allow for elucidation of tumor-immune cell interactions especially during the phases of elimination and equilibrium.

Key words: cancer immunoediting; canine cancer models; comparative oncology; immunotherapy; porcine cancer models;
translational immunology

Introduction
Cancer has recently surpassed cardiovascular diseases as the
leading cause of death worldwide.1 The increasing cancer
incidence combined with the emergence of improved therapeutic
strategies has driven research into fields such as how the immune

system influences cancer development and progression. The term
immunosurveillance has traditionally been used to describe how
the immune system can protect the host from tumor develop-
ment.2 However, because immunocompetent individuals still
develop tumors, the hypothesis of immunosurveillance being a

© The Author(s) 2018. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the National Academy of Sciences.
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fully protective mechanism is challenged.3 It has become well-
recognized that the interplay between tumor cells and the immune
system is extremely complex, and the ability of tumor cells to
avoid immune destruction has been included as an official hall-
mark of cancer.4 Cancer immunoediting describes a complex inter-
play in which the immune system not only protects against cancer
but also induces tumor-sculpting mechanisms leading to reduced
immunogenicity of tumor cell variants.5,6 The concept of cancer
immunoediting is composed of 3 phases: elimination, equilibrium,
and escape7,8 (Table 1). The kinetics by which each of the 3 cancer
immunoediting steps occurs is speculated to differ between tu-
mors, with aggressive tumors accelerating faster through these
phases.8,9

The elimination phase encompasses the original concept of im-
munosurveillance, where the innate and adaptive immune sys-
tems collaborate to destroy the developing tumor.6,10 Although
more work is needed to fully elucidate the mechanisms behind
this antitumor immunity, it is known to be partly mediated by
release of cytotoxic granules from CD8+ T cells and Natural Killer
(NK) cells in addition to cytokine release from CD4+ T cells and
Natural Killer T (NKT) cells11 (Table 1). A more detailed mechanism
behind the elimination phase has been proposed by Dunn et al
(2002).6 In brief, the tumor becomes invasive when reaching a size
that requires a distinct blood supply controlled in part by the pro-
duction of angiogenic proteins.12 Such invasive growth results in
small disruptions in the adjacent tissue, thereby inducing inflam-
mation, which leads to intratumoral infiltration of innate immune
cells like dendritic cells (DCs), NK cells, NKT cells, γδ T cells, and
macrophages. Upon recognition of tumor cells, these innate
immune subsets produce interferon (IFN)-γ, which can induce
tumor cell death by antiproliferative and apoptotic mechanisms.
Moreover, these innate immune cells produce chemokines with
the capacity to limit blood vessel formation. Tumor cell debris is
then taken up by DCs, which migrate to the draining lymph node
and induce tumor-specific CD4+ T helper cells and tumor-specific
CD8+ T cells. Finally, these activated T cells home to the tumor,

where the CD8+ T cells in particular mediate antitumor activities.6

If the immune system succeeds in completing this phase, the host
is cleared of cancer with no clinical symptoms or progression to
the additional editing stages6,10 (Table 1).

However, as well as protecting the host, antitumor immunity
can also induce tumor-sculpting mechanisms resulting in tumor
editing.5,8,13,14 Consequently, tumor cell variants with increased
capacity to avoid immune recognition can develop, thereby enter-
ing the equilibrium phase (Table 1). This is a dynamic equilibrium
that can last for several years and is believed to be the longest of
the 3 phases.6,8,15 Several underlying molecular mechanisms at the
genetic and epigenetic level have been suggested to contribute to
reduced immunogenicity of cancer cells during the equilibrium
phase. In particular, increased genetic instability, reduced Major
Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) class I expression, and defective
antigen processing have been implicated in reducing tumor immu-
nogenicity and facilitating tumor escape.8,10,16–23 Enhanced secre-
tion of immunosuppressive cytokines by tumor cells, increased
induction of regulatory T cells, and tumor insensitivity towards
IFN-γ have also been reported as important factors24–27 (Table 1).

After a prolonged suboptimal immune response, selected
tumor cell variants with reduced immunogenicity can become
insensitive to immune recognition resulting in uncontrolled tumor
growth. This is referred to as the escape phase,6–8,28 and the tumor
is now capable of proliferating in a fully immunocompetent host
environment (Table 1), although the degree of immune cell infil-
tration still affects the prognosis of the patient.29–31 Additional
work is required to fully understand the complex interplay
between cancer and the immune system, highlighting the need
for animal models appropriately mimicking the human situation.
Different animal models can provide unique insights into the dis-
tinct immunoediting stages (elimination, equilibrium, and escape)
of cancer progression and empower cancer researchers to ratio-
nally combine various modeling systems necessary to generate
high-value and translationally relevant immunobiologic data from
future research investigations.

Table 1 Common Immunological, Tumoral, and Clinical Characteristics of Cancer Immunoediting

Phase Immunological Characteristics Tumor Characteristics Clinical Characteristics

Elimination Active immunosurveillance. Initial infiltration of
tumors with DCs, NK cells, NKT cells, γδ T cells,
and macrophages. Production of IFN-γ and
chemokines. Recruitment of adaptive immune
cells followed by antitumor reactivity mediated
by CD8+ T cells, NK cells, CD4+ T cells, and NKT
cells.

High expression level of MHC class I, efficient
antigen processing, and presentation of tumor
antigens to T cells. Production of angiogenic
proteins, tissue disruption, and induction of
inflammation.

No clinical symptoms.
Potentially full
regression of the
developing tumor.

Equilibrium Dynamic equilibrium between the tumor and the
immune system. Anti-tumor immunity
remains present.

Expansion of tumor cell variants with reduced
immunogenicity. Lowered MHC class I
expression and increased genetic instability
and avoidance of immune recognition.
Enhanced secretion of immunosuppressive
cytokines. Increased induction of Tregs and
insensitivity towards IFN-γ.

The longest of the three
phases, which may last
for several years.

Escape Suppression of antitumor immunity and/or lack of
recognition. T cells impaired by inhibitory
cytokines and checkpoint molecules, limitations
in nutrient availability, metabolic competition,
reduction of oxygen levels, and increase in
lactate production by the tumor cells.

Defective antigen processing and reduced
antigen presentation to T cells. Insensitivity to
immune recognition. Immunosuppressive
tumor microenvironment.

Uncontrolled tumor
growth in an
immunocompetent
host.

References.6–11,13–20,22,24–28

Abbreviations: DC, dendritic cell; NK cell, natural killer cell; NKT cell, natural killer T cell; MHC, Major Histocompatibility Complex; Treg, regulatory T cell.
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Mouse Models of Immuno-Oncology
Syngeneic Mouse Models

For many years, mice have been the most commonly used ani-
mal model for immunological research and have provided a
crucial elucidation of complex immunological pathways.32–35

This in part reflects mice displaying reduced genetic variability,
short generation intervals, easy maintenance, and the large
number of commercially available reagents.32,36 In cancer
immunology, the most widely used mouse models involve
inoculation of histocompatible (syngeneic) tumor cell lines into
recipient mice, often of C57/BL6 or BALB/c background.34,37,38

These syngeneic tumor models offer several advantages includ-
ing reproducible tumor growth and simplicity in measuring
tumor development over time, especially if the tumor cells are
inoculated subcutaneously.33,34,39 However, the off-site (hetero-
topic) injection of tumor cells in the subcutaneous tissues
largely fails to recapitulate the normal microenvironment in
which most tumor cells develop, and hence the operative
mechanisms of immunosurveillance are likewise artificial.
Additionally, the tumor cell lines tend to grow aggressively
post injection, which causes studies to be terminated within
a relatively short time due to ethical considerations and tempo-
rally constrains the time allowed for trafficking of immune
cells and the natural development of antitumor immunity.
Furthermore, the tumor cell lines differ in their intrinsic immu-
nogenicity; therefore, the resulting tumor microenvironment
often does not represent what is seen in human patients.40,41

Orthotopic implantation is administration of a given tumor
cell line into the relevant tissue for that specific tumor. In con-
trast to subcutaneous injection, orthotopic implantation has
been shown to better recapitulate the tumor biology, tumor
environment, and disease progression.42 In particular, the early
steps of metastasis and angiogenesis have been modelled more
appropriately using orthotopically implanted tumors.42–45

Moreover, orthotopically implanted tumors have provided a
valuable system for evaluation and understanding of check-
point inhibition in various preclinical cancer models.46–48 To
date, several types of orthotopically implanted tumor models
have been established amongst others, including transplanta-
tion in the brain (GL261 cells),49 the mammary fat pad (4T1 and
EMT6 cells),50,51 intrasplenic (Panc02 cells),52,53 and in the blad-
der (MBT-2 cells).54 Overall, these models may serve as more
clinically relevant systems, although the technicality of trans-
planting the tumor cells is more complex and labor-intensive
compared to subcutaneous administration.42

Genetically Engineered Mouse Models

Although syngeneic mouse models are immunocompetent,
they do not offer the opportunity for directly testing human
targets. For this reason, syngeneic models are increasingly re-
placed by genetically engineered mouse (GEM) models, human
xenograft, and patient-derived xenograft models.39 An almost
unlimited number of GEM models exist, with those for cancer
research purposes typically produced through deletion, muta-
tion, or overexpression of genes known to be crucial for cellular
transformation and malignancy.55 GEM models are very useful
for studying the effect of specific mutations on tumor progres-
sion in an immunocompetent host.55–58 By changing the
genetic profile of these mice, it is possible to introduce muta-
tions resulting in conditional expression/overexpression or
loss/gain of function of genes known to be involved in transfor-
mation and tumorigenesis.55,58 Moreover, tissue-/organ-specific

targeting of the mutation or targeting to specific developmental
stages during disease progression are valuable research tools
for understanding the complex mechanisms underlying trans-
formation and malignancy.55,59

Despite this, GEM models often fail in mimicking the complex-
ity of human tumors that are often driven by stochastic genomic
instability.55 Some mouse models of cancer appear to be driven by
homozygous mutations, whereas human cancers are most likely
heterozygous with a functional wild-type allele. As such, the
knockout of specific genes or pathways in GEM models may fail to
recapitulate the chaotic manner in which malignant transforma-
tion occurs during spontaneous tumor development in human
cancer patients. Although no ideal animal model can fully recapit-
ulate the stochastic nature of human tumorigenesis, certain strate-
gies have been developed to generate GEM models with more
heterogeneous tumors of clinical relevance. Such approaches
include, for instance, single-cell knockouts to achieve sporadic loss
of gene expression and subsequently in vivo mosaics59,60 as well
as chemical- or UV-induced models, which can result in heteroge-
neous tumors arising from a multistep process.61,62

Xenograft Models and Humanized Mice

Xenograft models, which involve the transplantation of human
cancer cell lines, or patient-derived tumor cells in the case of
patient-derived xenograft models, into immunodeficient mice
represent another commonly used mouse model for cancer
research.63–65 These models offer a unique tool for testing anti-
cancer drugs targeting human proteins in mutated cancer
as well as individualized and patient-specific treatments.55

Moreover, engraftment of surgically resected tumor biopsies
into these immunodeficient mice allows for an in vivo system,
where interactions between, for instance, tumor cells and stro-
mal cells can be evaluated.65 Xenograft models undeniably add
valuable knowledge to the research field; however, they are
fairly expensive and labor intensive.66,67 Also, the arising tumor
is not exposed to any immune-mediated pressure due to the
lack of an endogenous immune system.

To address the limitations associated with using an immu-
nodeficient host, humanized mice have been developed. These
mice are either genetically engineered to carry human genes57

or developed through engraftment of human immune cells into
an immunodeficient host.68–71 Notably, humanized mice have
provided an important tool for obtaining knowledge within the
field of checkpoint inhibitors targeting, for instance, cytotoxic
T-lymphocyte–associated antigen 4 (CTLA-4), programmed cell
death-1 (PD-1), and programmed death ligand-1 (PD-L1).72

Moreover, therapies combining chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)
T-cell therapies with checkpoint inhibition have been tested in
humanized mice.73,74 Despite this, humanized mice are often
on the Il2rg−/− background; they lack both lymph nodes and
Peyer’s patches,75–77 which are major secondary lymphoid or-
gans necessary for mature DCs to interact and potentially acti-
vate naïve T- and B-lymphocytes. As such, humanized mice are
devoid of key organized immune microenvironments critical to
initiating robust immune responses. Furthermore, humanized
mice are challenged in their capacity to restore MHC class I and
II-selecting elements, which are crucial for shaping the T-cell
repertoire.78

It is becoming increasingly recognized that mice often poorly
mimic human diseases, even when sophisticatedly manipulated
with genetic techniques.79,80 An ideal animal model for cancer
research should preferably be fully immunocompetent to prop-
erly mimic human immune responses.39,81 Although some mouse
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models are immunocompetent, they often still display a very nar-
row MHC class I representation due to inbreeding. Consequently,
this might result in unrepresentative results when compared to
outbred animals and humans.32 Overall, no perfect animal model
capable of fully recapitulating the complexity of human disease
exists. Mouse models have indeed provided the field of immuno-
oncology with invaluable insight, but there remains a need for
large animal models encompassing a fully competent immune
system, which may function as a link between murine studies
and the clinic. Given their comparable body size and metabolic
physiology to human beings, as well as their well-annotated gen-
omes, canine and porcine models of human cancer are uniquely
situated to serve as excellent comparative tumor models.

Canine Models Of Immuno-Oncology
Cancer in pet dogs is common and has been reported as a lead-
ing cause of death in aging dogs, accounting for greater than 1
in 4 deaths.82,83 As cancer in dogs occurs spontaneously and
displays similar characteristics to many specific human tumor
histologies, canine models are becoming more widely used in
preclinical cancer research.84–86 Representative of this research
opportunity, in 2003 the National Cancer Institute’s (NCI)
Center for Cancer Research established the Comparative
Oncology Program to facilitate and support the design, sponsor-
ship, and execution of translational trials in pet dogs to test
novel anti-cancer drugs prior to human clinical trials.87 There
are several advantages unique to canine models that were rec-
ognized and leveraged to expedite novel drug development ulti-
mately slated for human usage. Because dogs are companion
animals, they often live together with humans; therefore, they
are exposed to the same environmental risk factors and might
to a certain extent have a diet similar to humans.88,89 As with
humans, a correlation between spontaneous tumor incidence
and age is found in dogs.90 Additionally, from an evolutionary
point of view, dogs are more closely related to humans than
mice91,92 and share more similar physiologic and immunobiolo-
gic traits. Lastly, the high degree of homology in the human
and canine genome makes analysis of DNA damage as well as
epigenetic changes during tumor development and progression
more facilely traceable and possible in outbred dogs.91,93,94

Recently, several canine tumor histologies have been intensely
studied using molecular cytogenetic techniques such as compara-
tive genomic hybridization, oligonucleotide arrays, fluorescence
in situ hybridization, and gene expression profiling. Based upon
these genomic investigations, several conserved genetic similari-
ties have been identified between canine and human tumors,
including DNA copy number variations, structural chromosome
aberrations, and differential gene expression patterns.95–107 These
findings of shared genetic perturbations associated with distinct
tumor histologies in both dogs and human beings further support
the potential value of pet dogs with certain types of naturally oc-
curing tumors as a unique model system for human-relevant
cancer research. Importantly, canine tumors believed to be
immunogenic including osteosarcoma, lymphoma, urothelial
carcinoma, mammary gland carcinoma, melanoma, and
brain cancers have been the primary focus of most genomic-
based investigations.95–97,99,100,102,104–107

The Canine Immune System

The canine immune system demonstrates a close homology to
the human counterpart,108–110 and many of the same immune
markers have been validated in the canine species. Because

tumors in pet dogs arise in an immunocompetent host, canine
models enable the design of experiments that elucidate the
complex interplay between cancer cells and the immune system
as well as the natural progression of malignant transformation
under the evolutionary pressures exerted by host immunosur-
veillance. Using human antibodies toward T-cell markers, it is
now possible to distinguish canine activated T cells and central
memory T cells by flow cytometry,110 thus providing an impor-
tant tool for vaccine research purposes. Adding to the strength
of dogs to cancer vaccine research is their recognized breed-
specific restriction in MHC expressions,111–113 thereby allowing
cancer researchers to focus efforts on “high-value” neoantigen
discovery most likely to elicit potent cytotoxic T-cell responses.
Despite being limited in scope to date, some studies have evalu-
ated tumor immune cell infiltrates in canine cancer models.
Flow cytometric analysis has shown the presence of both CD4+

and CD8+ tumor infiltrating lymphocytes within canine mam-
mary tumors.114 Another study using dogs with metastatic le-
sions showed an increased CD4/CD8 T-cell ratio, which also
correlated with decreased survival rate.114 In studies of canine B
cell lymphoma, a worse prognosis was found in dogs with
increased representation of tumor-associated macrophages,
myeloid-derived suppressor cells, and regulatory T cells,115–117

and cytotoxic T-cell-mediated killing of autologous lymphoma
cells has been demonstrated in vitro.116 Collectively, these pre-
clinical and clinical findings provide strong support for including
the canine species as an immune competent model system for
immuno-oncology research.

Immunotherapy Research Using Canine Models

Leveraging the immune system to fight cancer can take many dif-
ferent, yet synergistic, strategies that engage the cellular players
comprising the innate and/or adaptive immune systems.
Classically, innate immune cells including neutrophils, mar-
crophages, and NK cells can be activated through engage-
ment of diverse cellular receptors with cognate ligands of
exogenous (pathogen associated molecular patterns) or
endogenous (alarmins) nature, while cells of the adaptive
immune system including B and T lymphocytes can be acti-
vated by primed antigen presenting cells. In addition, elicit-
ing adaptive antitumor immunity can be mediated by both
active and passive immunotherapeutic interventions such as
vaccines and monoclonal antibodies, respectively. As immu-
nobiologic reagents and therapeutics have become more
readily available, many of these different approaches for
stimulating both innate and adaptive systems, either pas-
sively or actively, have been investigated in pet dogs with
cancer and a nonexhaustive list of example strategies are
summarized in Table 2, with some of the most recent strate-
gies further described below.

For immunotherapy purposes, canine tumor models offer a
very powerful research tool. As monoclonal antibodies blocking
CTLA-4, PD-1, and PD-L1 have provided impressive results in
the clinic, it is desirable to have a preclinical animal model ex-
pressing these molecules. CTLA-4, PD-1, and PD-L1 expression
have all been shown in a variety of canine solid and hematopoi-
etic tumors.118–123 In fact, the PD-1/PD-L1 pathway in dogs is
associated with T-cell exhaustion, as often reported for hu-
mans.119 Due to limitations in commercially available canine re-
agents, detailed studies with checkpoint inhibitors in dogs
remain preliminary in scope and nature; however, early evidence
demonstrates that blockade of PD-1/PD-L1 can lead to enhanced
T-cell proliferation and cytokine release.120,122,123 Whether these
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observed immunobiologic activities will be adequate to produce
robust clinical benefit in a substantial fraction of treated pet dogs
remains to be determined, yet early results indicate some mea-
surable immunobiologic activity against specific solid tumors
including oral melanoma and soft tissue sarcoma.120

Most recently, genetically engineering of CAR T cells has
been heralded as an immunologic breakthrough for the man-
agement of pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia in human
beings.124,125 Although this genetic manipulation technology re-
mains in its infancy for veterinary medicine, CAR T cells have
shown promising results in dogs as a proof-of-concept for the
management of both hematopoietic (B-cell lymphoma) and
solid (osteosarcoma) tumors.126,127 Therefore, pet dogs might in
the future serve as an important model in elucidating the
design of treatment regimens that maximize therapeutic bene-
fit yet minimize adverse events often observed upon CAR T-cell
therapy.128

The establishment of active adaptive immunotherapy through
tumor vaccination strategies remains a priority in human cancer
patients. Although preventative vaccines against hepatitis B virus
and human papillomavirus have dramatically decreased the inci-
dence of hepatocellular and cervical cancers, respectively,129,130

the utility of therapeutic cancer vaccines remains limited. In 2010,
the FDA approved sipuleucel-T (Provenge), a vaccine that utilizes
tumor lysate-loaded dendritic cells to activate the immune system
against castration-resistant prostate cancer,131,132 and to date this

remains the only approved therapeutic cancer vaccine in people.
In terms of cancer vaccine trials in dogs, whole tumor cell lysate
vaccines have been tested either as combination therapy or
stand-alone treatment.133–135 Most notably, in 2007, a xenogeneic
DNA vaccine (Oncept) targeting the human tyrosinase protein was
the first therapeutic vaccine to be approved for treatment of
canine oral melanoma.136,137 Although considered the first of its
kind, the definitive immunostimulatory potential and clinically
benefit derived from this xenogeneic DNA vaccine strategy would
be substantially bolstered through the conductance of a large,
prospective, randomized phase III clinical trial in pet dogs. In
addition, canine vaccine trials targeting telomerase reverse tran-
scriptase, heat-shock proteins, and the human vascular endo-
thelial growth factor protein have been performed.92,136,138

Notably, these trials all share the aim of treating cancer in dogs
rather than using the canine tumor models as a link between
rodent studies and human clinical trials. However, at least 2 ex-
amples exist that seek to leverage the pet dog as a comparative
tumor model for the development of immunotherapeutic strate-
gies to be employed in human cancer patients. First, a Listeria
monocytogenes vaccine strategy has been evaluated in pet dogs
with osteosarcoma, and initial results support the generation of a
potent adaptive immune response translating into substantive
improvements in overall survival time.139 Second, a DC-based
vaccine in combination with IFN-γ administration has been dem-
onstrated to improve the clinical outcome in tumor-bearing dogs,

Table 2 Strategies for Stimulating the Innate and Adaptive Immune System in Pet Dog Cancer Models

Immune Arm Immunotherapeutic
Strategy

Specific Methodology Tumor Type Reference

Innate
Innate immune cell
activation

Localized radiation and autologous NK cell
intratumoral transfer

Osteosarcoma 229

Modulation of
immune signaling

Localized radiation, TLR activation, and indolamine-
2,3-Dioxygenase inhibition

Melanoma, STS 230

Macrophage
activation

Liposome MTP-PE infusion Osteosarcoma 200

Adaptive (passive)
Exogenous cytokine
therapy

Intravenous liposome-DNA complexes with
interleukin-2 gene

Osteosarcoma 231

Inhalation therapy with liposome interleukin-2 Osteosarcoma 232

Intralesional interleukin-2 Urothelial carcinoma 233

Intratumoral interleukin-2 Transmissible venereal
tumor

234

Monoclonal
antibody therapy

Ex vivo PD-L1 blockade to mitigate T cell exhaustion Various solid tumors 119

In vitro PD-1 blockade to induce TIL activation STS, adenocarcinoma 122

In vivo PD-L1 blockade in cancer-bearing dogs Melanoma, STS 120

Adaptive (active)
Adoptive transfer of
T cells

Autologous T cell transfer following cytokine activation B cell lymphoma 235

Autologous lymphokine-activated T cell transfer Melanoma, others 236

Genetically-modified
T cells (CAR-T)

Generation of CAR-expressing T cells specific to HER2
epitope-in vitro

Osteosarcoma 237

Generation of CAR-expressing T cells specific to CD20 B-cell lymphoma 127

Vaccination HER2-targeting Listeria monocytogenes vaccination Osteosarcoma 139

Adenovirus DNA-electro-gene-transfer targeting dog
telomerase reverse transcriptase

B-cell lymphoma 238,239

Lipoplexes with HSV-TK and canine INFβ; tumor extract
vaccine + cytokines

Melanoma 240

Xenogeneic human tyrosinase DNA vaccine Melanoma 241

Abbreviations: CAR, chimeric antigen receptor; NK, natural killer; PD-1, Programmed cell death-1; PD-L1, Programmed death-ligand 1; STS, soft tissue sarcoma; TIL,

tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte; TLR, Toll-like Receptor.
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thereby supporting the use of canine models for preclinical test-
ing of human anti-cancer therapies.140

Despite the many benefits of canine cancer models, their use
for therapeutic cancer vaccine development has a number of
important drawbacks. The low number of known canine tumor
antigens,138 the increasing ethical regulation of experiments on
companion animals,89 and the limited number of commercially
available reagents undeniably make canine translational
research more difficult.90 Although dogs are more outbred than
mice, modern dog breeds are the results of line inbreeding, thus
questioning whether canine models can properly mimic human
heterogeneity.36 Therefore, although canine models provide
some important advantages over murine models, there is still a
need for alternative large animal cancer models, and the most
robust investigations will likely be derived from the utilization of
a panel of animal models.

Porcine Models of Immuno-Oncology
Pigs are valuable models for studying immune responses toward
infections.141–143 Moreover, porcine models are becoming increas-
ingly used for human biomedical research and as unique research
tools for surgical procedural training.144–146 The advancement in
using porcine models is due to the high degree of homology in
anatomy, physiology, size, cell biology, key metabolizing en-
zymes, genetics, and epigenetics between pigs and humans.147–157

In addition, the life-span of the pig also offers an opportunity to
monitor and characterize disease development and progression
over a human-relevant amount of time.36,149,158 Importantly for
cancer research, porcine somatic cells, consistent with human
cells, suppress telomerase activity in most tissues, which is then
reactivated during tumorigenesis.159,160

Although mice are closer to humans phylogenetically, pigs
and humans share a higher similarity in protein structure.161 A
detailed comparison of immune-related genes across several spe-
cies revealed that pigs are more closely related to humans at the
immunome level than mice.141 In addition, the number of
species-unique immune-related genes is considerably lower in
pigs than in mice.141 Using orthology preservation analysis of the
immunome, the authors found 188 genes shared across humans,
mice, and pigs. When evaluating species-unique immune-related
genes, humans and pigs showed 37 and 16 genes, respectively. In
contrast, 174 genes relating to various immunological pathways
were found to be present only in the mouse,141 clearly indicating
crucial differences in the immune system between rodents and
larger animals, including pigs and humans. Recently, the same
authors compared the inflammasome across humans, pigs, and
mice. Here, they clearly showed a murine expansion in the num-
ber of 7 different pattern recognition receptors compared to the 2
other species analyzed.161 For instance, mice displayed 57 differ-
ent receptors belonging to the NK cell receptor subfamily of the
C-type lectin superfamily, whereas only 24 and 23 were found in
the human and porcine system, respectively.161 As NK cells are
crucial players of mediating antitumor immunity and limiting
tumor metastasis,162,163 such differences need to be taken into
account when interpreting immuno-oncology research.
Combined, these data support the notion that preclinical results
obtained in porcine models have several advantages compared to
rodent models.

The Porcine Immune System

Overall, the porcine immune system comprises the same
immune cell populations as demonstrated in humans.143,164 For

instance, the porcine Treg population expresses markers similar
to the human population, namely CD4, CD25, and FoxP3.165,166

However, some important differences do exist between the por-
cine and the human immune system. Porcine peripheral blood
comprises a large number of γδ T cells, representing up to 50% of
the total blood lymphocyte population in young animals.167 In
contrast, the representation of γδ T cells in human peripheral
blood sampled across the world is less than 10%.168 Although the
functional properties of γδ T cells are not fully understood, it is
suggested that these cells display both cytolytic activity and
capacity to perform antigen presentation.165

Another notable difference is that the porcine T-cell pool com-
prises a large proportion of CD4+ T cells coexpressing the CD8α
homodimer in peripheral tissues.169,170 In pigs, these CD4+CD8α+

T cells are defined as an activated/memory CD4+ T-cell popula-
tion recognizing antigens in the context of MHC class II.165,171 As
this CD4+ T-cell population expresses the CD8α+ homodimer,
expression of the CD8β molecule is commonly used to define por-
cine cytotoxic T cells.164,165 In addition, the lymphocyte migration
pattern differs slightly between pigs and humans due to the por-
cine lymph nodes being structurally inverted.172 Consequently,
porcine lymphocytes, similar to humans, enter the lymph node
via L-selectin+ high endothelial venules. However, porcine T and
B cells leave the lymph node by directly entering the blood stream
via high endothelial venules rather than migrating out via the
efferent lymph as in humans.172,173 Despite the increased repre-
sentation of CD4+CD8α+ T cells in porcine peripheral blood and
the inverted lymph node morphology, there are currently no indi-
cations of these differences resulting in any significant functional
differences between the human and porcine immune system.173

The porcine MHC molecule is commonly referred to as the
swine leukocyte antigen (SLA). As pigs are largely outbred com-
pared to rodents, fully immunocompetent porcine models display
a high MHC class I allelic diversity with the number of known al-
leles continuously expanding with improved typing methods and
growing interest in swine for biomedical research.174,175 In partic-
ular, the development of a Next Generation Sequencing-based
SLA-typing approach has allowed a fast identification of ex-
pressed SLA class I molecules,174 thereby allowing selection of
MHC-matched animals to be used for instance in a vaccine proto-
col or other immunological assays.

Immunotherapy Research Using Porcine Models

Although pigs have provided valuable findings for infectious dis-
eases, porcine models have had limited use thus far in experi-
mental oncology. The 2 most common cancer types found in pigs
are lymphosarcoma and melanoma.176 Porcine skin is very simi-
lar to human skin both in terms of morphology and functional
characteristics,177 providing a unique model for studying skin
cancers like melanoma. For many years, the Sinclair minipig and
the melanoblastoma-bearing Libechov minipig (MeLiM) model
have been the 2 most commonly used porcine spontaneous mela-
noma models, although the underlying genetic changes resulting
in the melanoma development are not well understood.176,178

Despite this, a study in the MeLiM model has contributed to a bet-
ter understanding of melanoma progression and identified
RACK1 as a potential marker of malignancy in human mela-
noma.179 In recent years, porcine severe combined immunodefi-
ciency models have also been developed.180–185 As in the rodent
equivalents, porcine porcine severe combined immunodeficiency
animals lack T and B cells, allowing them to be used for xeno-
transplantation studies including engraftment of human tumor
and immune cells.
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Genetically Engineered Porcine Models

To expand the use of pigs in experimental oncology, several
genetically modified porcine models of human cancer have
been developed. By overexpressing the human GLI2 gene, it
was possible to develop a model with basal cell carcinoma-like
lesions.186 In addition, colorectal cancer187,188 and breast can-
cer189,190 models have been developed, although these animals
either lacked in vivo tumor development or displayed lethality
issues. Modification of either the tumor suppressor gene TP53
or the oncogene KRAS has enabled the development of porcine
models giving rise to various cancer types. Mutational silencing
of the TP53 tumor suppressive pathway is observed in approxi-
mately 33% of human cancers.191 Such mutations in the TP53
gene are often associated with increased cell proliferation, sur-
vival, invasiveness, and metastasis.192 The porcine models
express the TP53R167H dominant negative mutation, which is
equivalent to the frequently observed TP53R175H mutation in
humans.191,193 Upon expression of TP53R167H, the pigs develop
both lymphoma and osteogenic tumors.194

Furthermore, the RAS gene is mutated in approximately 25%
of all human cancers, with KRAS being the most commonly
mutated isoform.191 The RAS protein is a GTPase driving cellu-
lar proliferation, and oncogenic RAS especially promotes pro-
growth, proangiogenic, and antiapoptotic signals.195 Specifically
for KRASG12D, this oncogenic activating mutation promotes
metastasis in human pancreatic cancer in part by downregulat-
ing E-cadherin.196 Although histopathology is yet to be deter-
mined, a porcine model with inducible KRASG12 has been
developed.194 Upon xenotransplantation, in vitro- transformed
porcine mesenchymal stem cells expressing both the TP53R167H

mutation and the KRASG12D mutation have successfully estab-
lished tumors in immunodeficient mice.197 However, the only
transgenic pig combining both the TP53R167H dominant negative
mutation and the KRASG12D oncogenic activating mutation is a
model known as the Oncopig.191 The expression of the 2 muta-
tions is under control of a CAG promoter. Due to the internal
ribosome entry site element, bicistronic expression of the
mutated transgenes, KRASG12D and TP53R167H, is possible.
Because every cell in the Oncopig has this expression construct,
the model enables induction of a broad range of cancer types
upon exposure to Cre recombinase.191

In vivo induction of sarcomas with regional leiomyosarco-
mas has been shown upon intramuscular, testicular, and sub-
cutaneous injection of adenoviral vectors encoding Cre
recombinase into Oncopigs.191 Successful in vitro transforma-
tion of 11 different Oncopig cell lines has been established, as
described in detail elsewhere.36 Although limited in scope,
some immunological characterization of the Oncopig intratu-
moral landscape has been performed. Using immunohis-
tochemistry, infiltration of CD3+ cells was shown in Oncopig
hepatocellular carcinoma.198 A more detailed and T-cell-
focused evaluation of the immunological landscape in Oncopig
sarcomas was recently performed, where pronounced T-cell
infiltration to the tumor site was demonstrated (Overgaard
et al, 2018, submitted). The tumor microenvironment was espe-
cially enriched with cytotoxic and activated immune cells.
This, in conjunction with RNA-seq analysis revealing elevated
gene expression of the immunosuppressive molecules CTLA4,
PDL1, and indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase 1 in tumor tissue, supports
the use of this transgenic porcine model for evaluation of the
complex interplay between the tumor and the immune system
of the host.

Ongoing and Future Translational
Opportunities
Efforts are made to promote a One Health approach to evaluate
new treatment options for cancer in canine animal models
through the Comparative Oncology Trials Consortium at NCI as a
major clinical trial hub across Northern America (United States
and Canada). Further, a group of Academic Veterinary Teaching
Hospitals in the United States/Canada recently established the
Comparative Brain Tumor Consortium to improve the knowledge,
development of, and access to naturally occurring canine brain
cancers, specifically glioma, as a model for human disease.199

Supporting the merits for the NCI’s (Comparative Oncology Trials
Consortium and Comparative Brain Tumor Consortium) transla-
tional efforts, existing evidence for the value of pet dogs with can-
cer in expediting anticancer drug development are multiple.
Perhaps the best example for pet dogs to be included in the new
drug or biological agent development path is mifamurtide, which
is liposome encapsulated MTP-PE.200 Although the data packet for
mifamurtide was deemed insufficient for FDA approval, the
European Medicines Agency was convinced of mifamurtide’s
activity and in 2004 approved its use for the treatment of high-
grade, nonmetastatic, resectable osteosarcoma in human beings.
In addition to mifamurtide, other investigational agents that
included pet dogs with cancer in the pathway towards investiga-
tional new drug designation and human Phase I clinical trials
include GS-9219, KPT-335, and PAC-1.107,201–205

Given the immune competency of pet dogs with cancer, and
underscoring the unique and valuable potential of large animal
models in cancer research, the NCI recently launched a request
for proposals to support canine clinical studies evaluating the
feasibility and activity of immunotherapeutic agents and novel
drug combinations such as immune modulators, molecular tar-
geted agents, chemotherapy, and/or radiation.206 Clinical stud-
ies will be accompanied by laboratory correlative studies that
seek to describe, characterize, and understand the cellular and
molecular mechanisms that determine the antitumor response
(or lack of response) in dogs with spontaneous tumors.
Specifically, the spontaneous tumor types that have been delib-
erately targeted as comparative for immunotherapeutic devel-
opment include lymphoma,92,98,207,208 osteosarcoma,95,97,209–212

mammary gland cancer,106,107,213,214 brain cancer,199,215–217 mel-
anoma,218–220 and transitional cell carcinoma221,222 (Table 3).

Complementing spontaneous tumor models in pet dogs, the
development of genetically modified pigs has allowed for several
tumor types to be studied in these large experimental animal mod-
els. In particular, basal cell carcinoma,186 colorectal cancer,187 breast
cancer,189,190 soft-tissue sarcoma,191,223 hepatocellular carcinoma,198

pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (Principt et al., 2018, submitted),
lymphoma,193 and osteosarcoma193,197 (Table 3) are among the
tumor types that are currently in focus. However and as previously
mentioned, both the colorectal cancer187,188 and breast cancer189,190

models currently either lack in vivo tumor development or display
issues with lethality. Although there are obvious ethical problems
in development of genetically modified pet animals for cancer stud-
ies, several genetically modified swine have already been developed
to study cancer development as outlined above. With the emer-
gence of precision gene editing tools, such as CRISPR/Cas9 or
TALEN technologies, the potential for development of point-
mutation models as well as single and multiplexed recombinants
using homology-directed repair is a real and accessible option for
development of new complex cancer models as well as complex
comorbidity models.149
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Because cancer is not one disease and different tumor types
require specific treatment strategies,224 a “one size fits all” uni-
versal animal model for preclinical testing or studying the com-
plex pathways of tumor/immune cell interactions does not
seem realistic. With the concept of cancer immunoediting in
mind, it could be suggested that different large animal models
should be used for evaluating the different phases of cancer im-
munoediting. For instance, and although complete histological
regression of human melanoma lesions is a rare occurrence lim-
ited to relatively few case studies,225 melanoma remains one of
the human tumor types most commonly displaying spontane-
ous regression.226 Interestingly, lesions of porcine melanoma
models display a high tendency of spontaneous regression, with
the MeLiM model showing complete clearance in up to 96% of
the cases.227,228 From this, it could be speculated that porcine
models with their apparant efficient antitumor immunity pro-
vide a unique model for studying both the elimination and equi-
librium phases of cancer. In contrast, the spontaneous canine
tumor models with well-established, long-term tumors provide
a platform for studying and testing immunotherapeutic agents
aimed at the escape phase of cancer. By those means, pigs and
dogs have the potential to contribute very differently to some of
the unmet clinical needs within immuno-oncology.

Despite the growing interest in large animal models for bio-
medical research, a major limitation to distributing the use of
both canine and porcine models for immuno-oncology lies
within the reduction in funding provided for veterinary immu-
nological research. Although the large animal models presented
here offer promising in vivo systems for testing human anti-
cancer therapies, they are labor-intensive, time-consuming, and
expensive compared to rodents. Moreover, large animal models
encompass additional challenges relating to housing, ethical
regulation, and breeding difficulties as well as a limited number
of commercially available reagents. For this reason, there is a
need for specific calls addressing the continued development of
immune relevant large animal cancer models, which will also
secure a continued expansion of both the canine and porcine
immunological toolboxes in addition to training of translational
onco-immunologists. In conclusion, porcine and canine cancer
models may complement unmet aspects of oncology research,
but these large animal models should not replace the broad
selection of mouse models, which continuously provide valuable
knowledge to the research field. Instead, canine and porcine
models offer a crucial link between mice and men; thus, choosing
the appropriate combination of animal models for immuno-
oncology research might increase the success rate when translat-
ing preclinical findings to the clinic.
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Abstract
Since its inception in the 1950s, hematopoietic cell transplantation (HCT) has become a highly effective clinical treatment
for malignant and nonmalignant hematological disorders. This milestone in cancer therapy was only possible through
decades of intensive research using murine and canine animal models that overcame what appeared in the early days to be
insurmountable obstacles. Conditioning protocols for tumor ablation and immunosuppression of the recipient using
irradiation and chemotherapeutic drugs were developed in mouse and dog models as well as postgrafting
immunosuppression methods essential for dependable donor cell engraftment. The random-bred canine was particularly
important in defining the role of histocompatibility barriers and the development of the nonmyeloablative transplantation
procedure, making HCT available to elderly patients with comorbidities. Two complications limit the success of HCT:
disease relapse and graft versus host disease. Studies in both mice and dogs have made significant progress toward
reducing and to some degree eliminating patient morbidity and mortality associated with both disease relapse and graft
versus host disease. However, more investigation is needed to make HCT more effective, safer, and available as a treatment
modality for other non-life-threatening diseases such as autoimmune disorders. Here, we focus our review on the
contributions made by both the murine and canine models for the successful past and future development of HCT.

Key words: canine; cell; hematopoietic; model; murine; preclinical; transplantation

Introduction
Hematopoietic cell transplantation (HCT) is a widely used therapy
for malignant and nonmalignant hematological disorders.1,2

Hematopoietic stem cells correct nonmalignant hematopoietic dis-
orders such as immunodeficiency diseases and anemias as well as
allow clinicians to use more aggressive marrow-toxic irradiation
protocols for the treatment of hematological malignancies. More

than 70 years of studies in animal models have been essential for
achieving success in human patients and will be necessary to
refine the procedure to minimize toxicity and improve outcomes.

Researchers concluded from early experiments that protec-
tion from lethal irradiation was due to humoral factors rather
than engraftment of donor cells.3–6 In 1956, three independent
groups (Rijswijk Radiobiology Lab, the Netherlands; Harwell
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Radiochemistry Labs, UK; and Oakridge National Labs, USA)
provided clear evidence that a cellular mechanism was respon-
sible for the rescue of mice from the lethal effects of irradiation
of irradiation.7 The cellular hypothesis gained indisputable
acceptance following a series of critical studies showing that
recipient mice given stem allogeneic marrow were protected
from lethal irradiation and were tolerant to donor skin grafts.8,9

These studies clearly indicated that living cells and not
humoral factors are responsible for recovery following lethal
irradiation. These early experiments laid the groundwork for
therapeutic HCT.

Further experiments using mice with established leukemia
showed that mice survived longer after irradiation when given
an injection of homologous (allogenic) versus isologous bone
marrow.10,11 This was the first demonstration of an immune-
mediated control of hematopoietic malignancy known as the
graft-versus-leukemia (GVL) or graft-versus-tumor (GVT) effect.
However, animals receiving allogenic HCT (allo-HCT) eventu-
ally succumbed to a wasting disease, presumed at the time to
be malnourishment from radiation-damaged intestinal
tissue.11,12

Translation of initial HCT studies in mice to human patients
was disappointingly unsuccessful. Although an initial human
study of six cases demonstrated the safety of marrow trans-
plantation, only transient engraftment was observed and only
in one patient.13 HCT in patients with refractory leukemia, in
which the donor was an identical twin, resulted in successful
donor hematopoietic cell engraftment; however, the patients
ultimately relapsed, indicating a lack of GVL response.14 These
studies were a clear indication that matching of donor and reci-
pients was necessary for engraftment, yet some genetic differ-
ence was required for donor targeting of tumor cells. The first
persistent allograft was described in 1965 in a patient with leu-
kemia; however, the patient eventually died from secondary
syndrome, which was most likely chronic graft-versus-host dis-
ease (GVHD).15

Clinical trials for patients with hematological malignancies
were failing due to premature application of results from
murine studies to human clinical trials. In 1970, this opinion
was further substantiated in a report covering 200 patients
treated with HCT for hematological diseases in which all reci-
pients had died of either graft failure, GVHD, infections, or
disease relapse.16 More knowledge surrounding what was
required for successful engraftment and tumor targeting was
necessary.

In subsequent years, researchers directed their attention
toward identifying alternative animal models that would better
predict results in the clinic. Research using large animal mod-
els, primarily dogs, supplemented research using inbred mice.
The focus was on conditioning regimens, matching of donor
and recipient pairs, and GVHD prophylaxis. Studies in these
large animal preclinical models were successfully translated to
the clinic as effective treatment protocols for malignant and
nonmalignant hematopoietic diseases.

Future studies are especially required to address two major
problems: disease relapse and nonrelapse mortality. Once these
issues are firmly under control, allo-HCT may result in better
survival of patients with hematological disorders and be of
medical benefit for less life-threatening diseases such as auto-
immune disorders and solid organ/tissue transplantation.17

The purpose of the current report is to describe the role of ani-
mal models, primarily the mouse and dog, in the successful
development of allo-HCT protocols and their potential in future
research efforts towards unresolved issues.

Current Clinical Need
Traditional myeloablative pretransplant conditioning involves
high-dose total body irradiation (TBI) and/or chemotherapy to
reduce the patient’s tumor burden before HCT and suppress
the host immune system to prevent rejection of the donor
graft. These myeloablative protocols are generally only accept-
able in younger patients or older patients with limited comor-
bidities. This is particularly confounding, since hematological
malignancies often occur in older patients; the median age for
acute myelogenous leukemia and non-Hodgkin lymphoma range
from 65 to 75 years. Studies in the dog model established a regi-
men of reduced-intensity, non-myeloablative conditioning and
postgrafting immunosuppression that reduces allo-transplant-
related toxicities and maintains donor cell engraftment.18

A recent review of 1092 patients with advanced hematologic
malignancies given non-myeloablative conditioning with fludara-
bine and 2 cGy TBI followed by a human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-
matched related or unrelated HCT showed an overall 5-year
relapse mortality rate of 18% to 60%, depending on risk of relapse.
Most relapse occurs within the first 2 years and depends on the
disease and disease burden.19,20 A combined analysis of other
reduced intensity conditioning (RIC) and non-myeloablative regi-
mens yielded similar results, with a 43% average rate of relapse
(range, 22–65%). A phase III trial by the Blood and Marrow
Transplant Clinical Trials Network comparing myeloablative and
RIC regimens showed that progression-free survival was signifi-
cantly lower in the RIC arm of the study (47.3% vs. 67.8% in mye-
loablative arm).21 These data suggest that reduced intensity
regimens may not be sufficient in all patients for achieving dis-
ease remission. Increasing the intensity of the conditioning regi-
men to reduce the incidence of relapse would be too toxic for
patients with high comorbidities and unnecessary for a majority
of the patients. Therefore, less toxic means for reducing relapse
need to be identified.

In the Blood and Marrow Transplant Clinical Trials Network
study described above, the primary cause of death in the mye-
loablative arm was GVHD (52%). In the analysis described by
Storb et al.,19,20 43% of related recipients and 59% of unrelated
recipients developed grade II-IV acute GVHD, and the cumula-
tive incidence of both acute and chronic GVHD was 75%.
Overall, the 5-year nonrelapse mortality was 24%, and the
majority (20.2%) were associated with GVHD. Specifically, 16%
of patients died from complications related to either acute
GVHD alone or from acute GVHD progressing to chronic GVHD,
and an additional 4.2% died with de novo chronic GVHD. In this
analysis, acute GVHD conveyed no additional beneficial GVL/
GVT effect but significantly increased the hazard ratios for both
nonrelapse mortality and the incidence of chronic GVHD,
which increased from 25% to close to 50%.20

A number of reports showed significantly higher rates of
chronic GVHD with peripheral blood HCT compared to marrow
transplant, most likely due to higher numbers of lymphocytes
contained in the peripheral blood graft.22–29 Conversely, when
the number of transplanted lymphocytes was reduced by
in vitro or in vivo T-cell depletion (anti-thymocyte gamma glob-
ulin, alemtuzumab, post-HCT cyclophosphamide),30,31 the rates
of chronic GVHD declined significantly. However, the benefit
from decreasing the incidence of chronic GVHD is offset by sig-
nificantly increased relapse rates in patients with hematologi-
cal malignancies.

Reduced-intensity regimens have the benefit of lower toxic-
ity and are appropriate for a greater number of patients.
However, the risk of relapse is significant, and therefore,
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reduced-intensity regimens need to be improved to effectively
treat the malignancy and prevent relapse without increasing
the risk of acute or chronic GVHD. However, myeloablative ap-
proaches remain effective in a number of situations, thereby
necessitating new approaches to prevent and treat GVHD.

Animal Models
Once HCT was successful in the first human patients, a long his-
tory ensued in which studies in preclinical animal models
played a key role in reducing toxicity and improving patient out-
comes. Studies in mice and canines focused on MHC typing32–37

and pretransplant conditioning regimens such as TBI,38–45 chem-
ical immunosuppression,46–48 and radioimmunological abla-
tion.49,50 Other critical studies evaluated hematopoietic stem cell
dosage,51–54 post-transplant immunosuppression,18,55–61 preven-
tion of graft failure and disease relapse,62–65 and nonrelapse
mortality, primarily acute and chronic GVHD.66,67

Mice are unquestionably the most cost-effective research
animal model. Mice require little laboratory space, are easily
maintained and handled, and antibodies specific to a wide vari-
ety of cellular antigens are abundantly available. Mice are small
and, therefore, efficiently dosed on a mg/kg basis with costly
early phase development drugs and biologicals. Mice are genet-
ically well defined and are ideal research animals for genetic
manipulation to study pathways and mechanisms. Mice also
facilitate study of a wide variety of hematopoietic disease mod-
els, including murine hematopoietic tumors and human tumor
xenografts in immune-deficient models.

Weaknesses of the murine HCT model are well documen-
ted.68 Early HCT studies in mice did not translate well to the
clinic. Mice have a short life span, making long-term engraft-
ment studies impossible. Although specific strains of mice can
mimic various individual aspects of the GVHD syndromes seen
in humans, GVHD studies in mice fail to reproduce the full
spectrum of the disease (see below). A single stem cell can
repopulate a mouse immune system,69 but repopulation of
human and dog hematopoietic systems has always been poly-
clonal.70 Mice are generally maintained under gnotobiotic con-
ditions, and thus, the impact of complex microbiota on the
murine immune system is largely absent.

Large animals, primarily dogs, and to some lesser extent
nonhuman primates, have been used to supplement studies
using inbred strains of mice. Dogs are superior to mouse mod-
els for HCT for several reasons. Dogs are particularly well-
suited due to their mixed genetic background as a result of
long-term random breeding in the laboratory setting. Dogs dis-
play phenotypic diversity and longer life spans compared to
mice.71 Dogs used in experimental research are not raised
under gnotobiotic conditions, and therefore they are subject to
similar immune conditions imposed by intestinal microbiota
following HCT as are humans.72,73 Dogs also possess a relatively
short gestation period (average 63 days) and have large-sized lit-
ters, allowing for successful studies evaluating matching for
MHC antigens, known as dog leukocyte antigens (DLA).
Importantly, DLA class I and II genes simulate HLA matching for
donor and recipient pairs.74,75

Canine and human CD34+ marrow cells possess similar
in vitro and in vivo characteristics.76 Although nonhuman pri-
mates are also similar to human in many respects, dogs are easier
to handle, less expensive to purchase and maintain, and lack vir-
ulent primate pathogens transmissible to humans. Importantly,
successful canine HCT studies in DLA-matched donor and recipi-
ent pairs with postgrafting immunosuppression reestablished a

sense of confidence that HCT for aplastic anemia and hematologi-
cal malignancies could be successful in patients.34,77

However, the dog model does have limitations. Antibodies
directed against dog hematopoietic cell antigens are not as
common as those for mice and nonhuman primates. Dogs are
more expensive to purchase and house compared to mice but
are less expensive than nonhuman primates. Currently, dogs
are not as amenable to knock in/knock out studies as are mice.
However, both dogs and primates have been used effectively in
stem cell gene therapy.70 Additional comparisons between the
three species are described by Stolfi et al.78 Table 1 lists the
suitability of mouse, dog, and nonhuman primate for a variety
of HCT characteristics described above.

Disease Relapse
Disease relapse, or progression of the underlying malignancy,
remains a critical cause for failure of allogeneic HCT in the clin-
ical setting.19 GVL and GVT effects are the result of an active
immune process involving donor T cells and, likely, donor NK
cells. Postgrafting immune suppression for GVHD prevention
and slow development of the donor immune system contribute
to limited donor GVL/GVT activity early after transplant.20

Increasing the intensity of the conditioning regimen to reduce
tumor burden would increase regimen-related toxicity in medi-
cally infirm patients. New approaches to reduce tumor burden
and boost donor immune cell function are needed to overcome
the problem of relapse.

Animal Models

Mouse models for disease relapse after HCT have the advan-
tage that a large number of transplantable tumors exist that
are specific to various strains of mice. These tumors often
show genetic instability and can be injected into mice with
intact immune systems before HCT. However, mouse tumor
models often do not share characteristics with human tumors
such as latency period, biology of metastasis, or clinical out-
come to new therapies.79 Many of the murine hematological
tumor cell lines have been extensively cultured in vitro and
have become highly sensitive to chemotherapy and alloreactive
T cell targeting.78 In contrast, most human tumors have
adopted means of avoiding immune recognition and resisting
chemotherapy. Spontaneous murine hematological tumors
have been developed, such as murine chronic myelogenous
leukemia after transfecting marrow cells with BCR/ABL,80 and
can be viewed as a more appropriate model for development of
therapeutic interventions for disease relapse.

Dogs develop lymphomas, sarcomas, and melanomas.78

Cancers in companion dogs share histological features with
human tumors such as tumor growth over time, tumor hetero-
geneity, disease relapse, and metastatic microenvironment
characteristics.81 The obvious deficiency in using animals with
spontaneous tumors is the difficulty in conducting controlled
randomized studies in a timely manner. However, several re-
ports have been published describing HCT treatment of lym-
phoma in companion dogs.82–84

Genetic modification of canine hematopoietic stem cells
prior to transplant opens up the possibility of generating leuke-
mia in vivo. Two dogs transplanted with autologous genetically
modified donor CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells overexpressing
HOXB4 developed myeloid leukemia within approximately 2
years.85 Moreover, accidental transfusion of trace numbers of
cells from one of these dogs into two immune-suppressed dogs
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resulted in development of myeloid leukemia in both ani-
mals.86 These studies indicate that generating canine models
of leukemia are possible and may provide a model for investi-
gating GVL and relapse.

Cell-Based Targeting of Tumors

One approach to treating disease relapse with low risk of toxic-
ity is with post-transplant donor lymphocyte infusion (DLI)
and/or cytokine therapy to boost the anti-tumor effect of donor
immune cells.87 Weiss and colleagues used co-infusion of BCL1
cells, a B-cell leukemia cell line, with T-cell-depleted donor
bone marrow after lethal irradiation to establish a model of
minimal residual disease for evaluating the effect of DLI and
cytokine therapy.88 A low level of disease (104 BCL1 cells) was
eliminated with IL-2 alone or cells alone, yet a higher level of
disease (105 BCL1 cells) required DLI and IL-2 to eliminate the
leukemia.

In a mouse model of acute myeloid leukemia, mice were
infused with leukemia cells prior to irradiation and transplant
with bone marrow and spleen cells from syngeneic, congenic,
and allogeneic donors.89 At a tumor burden of 105 mouse model
of acute myeloid leukemia cells, transplant with allogeneic
cells was curative, yet congenic transplant was unsuccessful.
Mice receiving post-transplant IL-2 in addition to congenic
transplant were able to eliminate the tumor, suggesting cyto-
kine therapy after reduced intensity or non-myeloablative
transplant could stimulate the GVL/GVT effect without increas-
ing GVHD.

In dogs, non-myeloablative preconditioning followed by a DLA-
identical marrow transplant and postgrafting immune suppres-
sion results in stable mixed hematopoietic chimerism.18 Targeting
host hematopoietic cells with the aim to increase donor chime-
rism can act as a surrogate for studying GVL activity and preven-
tion of disease relapse. Infusion of donor lymphocytes after
establishing stable mixed chimerism in dogs failed to increase
donor chimerism, even with the addition of a 2-week course of IL-
2 to stimulate proliferation.90,91 If the donors were first sensitized
to minor histocompatibility antigens by a recipient-to-donor skin
graft, DLI resulted in a rapid shift to full donor chimerism, clearly
demonstrating a graft-versus-host effect.90,92 Recently,93 sensitized
female dogs to male antigens using adenovirus constructs encod-
ing sections of SMCY and the entire SRY genes. After female-to-
male non-myeloablative transplants, male antigen-sensitized DLI

from the female donor caused a shift in donor chimerism in two
of three male recipients.

Adoptive immunotherapy with natural killer (NK) cells has the
potential to reduce tumor burden without increasing the risk of
GVHD. Transplant of expanded donor NK cells in addition to mar-
row and spleen cells in a mouse model of leukemia improved sur-
vival compared to controls and resulted in less severe GVHD,
suggesting NK cells may be able to reduce tumor burden.94 A trial
in human patients in which a single dose of NK cells is added to
non-myeloablative haploidentical transplant with post-transplant
cyclophosphamide showed potential for improved progression-
free survival at 2 years, indicating further study and optimization
is merited.

Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) engineered T cells have
yielded impressive results in the treatment of B cell malignan-
cies and afford a novel approach towards preventing disease
relapse. These results have been achieved using CD19-
specific,95–97 CD20-specific,98 or CD30-specific99 CAR-T cells for
treating B cell malignancies. In a study of 30 children and
adults diagnosed with ALL, 90% achieved complete remission
of their disease.96 Development of this technology depended on
validation in primarily murine tumor models. Long-term sur-
vival was established in nude mice bearing NIH3T3 cells ex-
pressing human ERBB2 antigen.100 Second- and third-
generation CAR constructs containing costimulatory molecule
signaling domains were also validated in murine models.101,102

Validation of CAR-T cell efficacy is also possible in dog spon-
taneous tumor models. Canine T cells can be expanded ex vivo,
transfected with a CD20-ζ targeting domain, and used to treat
dogs with relapsed B cell lymphoma. In a study by,103 three in-
jections of CAR-T cells into a dog with relapsed B cell lym-
phoma were safely tolerated and led to transient anti-tumor
effects. The advantage of using the dog as a model for CAR-T
cell development/validation is that a spontaneous tumor repli-
cates the complexities of the tumor microenvironment of
human B-cell neoplasia and is considered a relevant and pre-
dictive model for the development of therapies for the treat-
ment of non-Hodgkin lymphoma.104–106

Antibody-Based Targeting of Tumors

Antibody-radionuclide conjugates can specifically target toxic
radiation to the tumor and reduce off-target effects of TBI.
Historically, iodine-131 and yttrium-90, which are both β-parti-
cle-emitting isotopes, have been used in the majority of

Table 1 Comparison of suitable features for animal model HCT development

Mouse Canine Nonhuman primate

Early contributions to HCT 3 3 1
Comparable cell surface receptors (mAb) 1 1 2
Reduced-intensity conditioning 1 3 1
Multilineage chimerism 1 3 3
Clinical translation 1 3 3
Genetic relevance 1 2 3
Metabolic similarity 1 2 3
Genetic manipulation studiesa 3 2 2
Acute GVHD modeling 3 3 1
Chronic GVHD modeling 1 3 1
Cost 3 1 1
Accessibility 3 2 1

Suitability is based on the overall contribution of the species to each criterion and is on a scale of 1 to 3, with 3 being the greatest.
aIncludes knock in-out studies and gene transfer experiments.
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radioimmunotherapy preclinical and clinical studies.107

Radioimmunotherapy using yttrium-90-anti-CD22 in conjunc-
tion with unconjugated anti-CD20 IgG successfully cured 80%
of nude mice grafted with the human B-cell lymphoma,
Ramos.108 Use of both isotopes has been described in hundreds
of clinical trials that attest to their efficacy for the treatment of
hematological and solid malignancies. One potential advantage
of using beta- and gamma-emitting radionuclides is that the
path length of radiation is long (0.8–11.3mm, respectively), re-
sulting in a “cross-fire” effect against non-antigen-bearing
tumor cells. However, the long path length may also result in
targeting of nonmalignant “bystander cells.” Moreover, iodine-
131 and yttrium-90 both have a long half-life of 2.5 and 8 days,
respectively, and low energy emissions of 0.7 and 2.3MeV,
respectively.

Alternatively, radioimmunoconjugates using alpha emitters
such as astatine-211 and bismuth-213 possess a short half-life
(7.2 hours and 1 hour, respectively) and a limited path length
(0.04–0.06mm), thereby limiting off-target effects. Moreover,
they have a high energy transfer (5.9MeV and 8MeV, respec-
tively) and are expected to more effectively eliminate target
cells. A bismuth-213-labeled antibody specific to Thy-1.2 specif-
ically eliminated a Thy-1.2 + EL-4 murine tumor cell line
in vivo.109 A bismuth-213-labeled anti-CD45 antibody adminis-
tered at 3.3mCi/kg provided sufficient preconditioning for sta-
ble donor hematopoietic engraftment in a DLA-identical canine
model of allo-HCT.110 However, the widespread use of bismuth-
213 is precluded by high cost and limited availability.

Orozco and colleagues111 showed that astatine-211 was able
to substitute for bismuth, showing that astatine-labeled anti-
CD45 antibody improved the median survival time of mice bear-
ing leukemic cells in a dose-dependent manner, indicating the
potential in reducing tumor burden prior to transplant. Similar
to the results seen with bismuth-213, astatine-211-labeled anti-
CD45 was able to substitute for TBI conditioning in a DLA-
identical HCT model.112 Seven of eight dogs conditioned for
transplantation with 155 to 165 μCi/kg of the astatine-211 immu-
noconjugate developed long-term donor chimerism. Collectively,
these studies suggest that administering radioimmunoconju-
gates may be appropriate for reducing tumor burden and
improving relapse rates without adding toxicity or impairing
donor immune recovery.

GVHD
In human patients GVHD is broadly defined as either acute,
occurring within 100 days, or chronic, which develops 100 days
and beyond after transplantation, with the disease lasting up to
several years. The two syndromes differ in their clinical presen-
tation. Acute GVHD typically manifests with a systemic syn-
drome of weight loss, diarrhea, skin rash, and high mortality. Up
to 80% of patients given HLA-identical allo-HCT develop acute
GVHD.66 Chronic GVHD presents as an autoimmune condition
with systemic fibrosis and the production of auto-antibodies.113

Both diseases are induced by donor T cells, and the targeted tis-
sues are primarily the skin, intestinal tract, lung (chronic GVHD),
and liver.

GVHD was first described as “secondary disease,” a wasting
syndrome that occurred following transplant. Decades of pre-
clinical work in both mice and canine models clearly demon-
strated that this syndrome is the result of donor T cells
attacking host tissues.114–124 The ability to match donors and
recipients based on HLA typing reduces the risk of GVHD, yet

fatal GVHD can develop still develop, presumably as a result of
minor histocompatibility antigen mismatches.34,125–131

Animal Models of Acute GVHD

Mouse models of acute GVHD generally involve myeloablative
conditioning using a lethal dose of irradiation (600–1300 cGy, de-
pending on the strain), followed by transplant of H-2 incompati-
ble bone marrow supplemented with donor lymphocytes, either
splenocytes or lymph node T cells. The result is a systemic dis-
ease that normally affects the GI tract, liver, and skin and is
lethal between 10 and 30 days after transplant. Sensitivity to
radiation dose is dependent on the strain such that B6 mice are
more resistant to radiation than BALB/c, and F1 progeny are
more resistant than parental strains.132

Murine models of acute GVHD include MHC-mismatched
models, minor histocompatibility antigen (miHA)-mismatched
models, and xenogenic models. The most common MHC-
mismatched model of acute GVHD is a transplant from C57/Bl6
(H2b) donors to Balb/c (H2d) recipients. Parent-to-F1 transplants
using C57Bl/6 parental donors also generate acute GVHD; how-
ever, not all parental strains are able to induce acute GVHD,
and disease development depends on irradiation. Interestingly,
transplant from C57/Bl6 (H2b) parental donors to recipients
with mutations in MHC I (B6.C-H2bm1) and/or MHC II (B6.C-
H2bm12) demonstrated that a mismatch in both MHC class I and
class II is required for development of acute GVHD, suggesting
that both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells are involved in disease
induction.133

The miHA-mismatched models also rely on pretransplant
irradiation, typically ranging from 600 to 1000 cGy. Either CD4+
or CD8+ T cells can contribute to disease pathology in the
miHA-mismatch setting. Many of the models display systemic
disease, but there is variation. For example, a transplant from a
B10 (H2b) donor to a BALB.b (H2b) recipient generates acute
GVHD without any skin involvement. Xenotransplant of human
peripheral blood mononuclear cells into immune-deficient
mice results in systemic disease. Immune-deficient mice
require a lower dose of irradiation, typically 200 to 300 cGy de-
pending on the strain. It is a CD4+ T cell-dependent model, as
human APCs are required to process mouse antigens and T cell
recognition of MHC molecules is restricted by species.

Mouse models of acute GVHD represent a controlled experi-
mental system that allows analysis of single variables.
However, humans exhibit genetic and phenotypic diversity,
varied exposure to microorganisms, and variation in health sta-
tus that all can affect outcomes. Mice are generally housed in
specific-pathogen-free conditions; however, the microbiome
has the potential to contribute to the generation of intestinal
GVHD and may determine severity.

Exposure to a radioactive source, such as 137Cs, is typically
used as conditioning in mouse models of HCT. For human pa-
tients, a linear accelerator is typically used to generate and
emit high-energy x-rays, which penetrate deeper into tissue for
TBI. Moreover, unlike in mouse models, conditioning in human
patients varies in intensity from non-myeloablative to myeloa-
blative, depending on age, disease status, and comorbidities,
and may involve chemotherapy and/or TBI. Moreover, post-
grafting immune suppression as GVHD prophylaxis is rarely
used in mouse models yet is standard of care in human pa-
tients. Postgrafting immune suppression will impact onset of
GVHD and tumor progression.

The dog model uses more clinically relevant conditioning regi-
mens46–48,134 and postgrafting immune suppression with such
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individual agents as methotrexate (MTX), cyclosporine (CSP) aza-
thioprine, succinyl acetone, and tacrolimus alone56,58–60,135 or in
combination.56,60,136,137 Studies in the nonhuman primate HCT
model generally rely on conditioning and postgrafting immuno-
suppression.138–140 Early studies in dogs demonstrated that suc-
cessful marrow grafts in lethally irradiated dogs results in graft
versus host reactions.141 Once serotyping was established to deter-
mine histocompatibility, consistent GVHD is induced in dogs
using myeloablative TBI followed by transplant of marrow from
mismatched and unrelated dogs.142 The tissues targeted and the
resulting pathology closely resemble human acute GVHD.143,144

Preventing and Treating Acute GVHD

Dogs given CSP after a DLA-mismatched and unrelated trans-
plant had a lower incidence of GVHD, yet a significant number
failed to engraft.145 The combination of MTX and CSP was most
effective for delaying onset of acute GVHD and permitted stable
engraftment.145,146 A similar synergism was observed when MTX
was combined with another calcineurin inhibitor, tacrolimus.60

The effectiveness of the combination of CSP and MTX was con-
firmed in randomized, phase III studies in humans.147,148

Mycophenolate mofetil (MMF), an inhibitor of DNA synthe-
sis, appeared no better than MTX, CSP, or tacrolimus for pre-
venting GVHD in dogs.137 However, MMF showed synergism
when combined with CSP and proved very effective both in
enhancing engraftment after non-myeloablative conditioning
and in controlling acute GVHD.18,137 A further canine study
showed that rapamycin (sirolimus) could be substituted for
MMF in combination with CSP.149 MMF/CSP or MMF/tacrolimus
is now widely used for human allogeneic HCT after reduced-
intensity conditioning regimens and represents the current
state-of-the-art in that setting.150

If acute GVHD develops, corticosteroids are the first and most
effective treatment option.151 However, steroids have a number of
undesirable side effects, and GVHD can become steroid-refractory,
prompting a number of studies to find new means of treating the
disease. Studies in mouse models showed that IL-11, IL-1β antago-
nists, TNFα antagonists, and IL-6 antagonists successfully treat
acute GVHD.152–158 However, clinical trials in humans were unsuc-
cessful and, in the case of IL-11 therapy, generated adverse side ef-
fects that resulted in unexpectedly high mortality.159–164 In these
cases, the mouse models of acute GVHD were unable to predict
outcomes in human patients. More recent studies in mouse mod-
els have identified HDAC inhibitors and JAK1/2 inhibitors as
potential treatment options.165–167 Studies in human patients are
promising. Vorinostat, an HDAC inhibitor, reduces the severity of
acute GVHD,168,169 and ruxolitinib was able to achieve a complete
response rate of 46.3% in patients with steroid-refractory acute
GVHD.170

Costimulatory Blockade

Blocking costimulatory molecules required for activation and
expansion of T cells is predicted to be effective in abrogating
pathogenic T cell responses after allo-HCT. Costimulatory mol-
ecule blockade has been investigated as a means to prevent or
treat GVHD in mouse models.171–175 Following myeloablative
allo-HCT, selectively blocking CD28 and ICOS, but not CTLA4,
prevented acute GVHD in mice more effectively than blocking
either CD28 or ICOS alone.

Blocking the CD28 costimulatory signal in the dog model
with human CTLA4-Ig, in combination with MTX/CSP immuno-
suppression, increased survival and resulted in a lower

incidence of GVHD.176 Currently, abatacept (human CTLA4-Ig)
is in clinical trials as GVHD prophylaxis. Directly targeting CD28
with an anti-CD28 mAb while leaving the coinhibitory pathway
of CTLA-4 intact has been proposed.177 Our lab produced an
anti-CD28 mAb with in vitro antagonistic activity.178 However,
injection of the anti-CD28 mAb into normal dogs produced a
“cytokine storm” analogous to that seen in human volunteers,
suggesting that anti-CD28 Fab or Fab constructs without cross-
linking ability may be superior for human applications.179

Animal Models of Chronic GVHD

The murine models used to study chronic GVHD have shorter
disease onset periods of 14 to 49 days, and disease manifesta-
tions are restricted in organ involvement. It is rare to recapitu-
late all chronic GVHD disease manifestations in a single mouse
model. Transplant from C57/Bl6 (H2b) donors to recipients with
mutations in MHC I (B6.C-H2bm1) resulted in mild chronic
GVHD, whereas transplant into mice with mutations in MHC II
(B6.C-H2bm12) resulted in severe systemic chronic GVHD,133,180

suggesting that CD4+ T cells are the main contributors to dis-
ease pathology.

Mouse models of chronic GVHD are varied. The scleroder-
matous models typically involve lethal irradiation followed by
an miHA-mismatched transplant, and the resulting disease is
primarily TH2-dependent fibrosis of the skin.181 The autoanti-
body/lupus-like models are generally parent-to-F1 MHC-
mismatched transplants and may or may not involve TBI. The
most common model is a DBA/2 (H2d) to B6D2F1 (H2b/d) trans-
plant, which results in lymphadenopathy, splenomegaly, and
autoantibody production.

Some models claim multi-organ involvement; however, the
disease is normally restricted to a small number of tissues. A
DBA/2 (H2d) to BALB/c (H2d) transplant results in production of
autoantibodies and scleroderma.182 A C57/B6 (H2b) to B10.Br
(H2k) transplant results mainly in bronchiolitis obliterans, but
mild pathology was detected in oral mucosa and autoantibo-
dies detected in the liver.183

In contrast, fibrosis in human chronic GVHD can be sys-
temic or pleiotropic, the repertoire of autoantibodies is more
diverse, and lymphadenopathy and splenomegaly do not occur.
Nephritis in human GVHD is rare but common in mouse model.
Therefore, murine models of chronic GVHD do not adequately
recapitulate the human disease.

Dogs conditioned with 8.5 to 9.2 Gy of total body irradiation
followed by infusion of marrow from DLA-nonidentical litter-
mates and postgrafting immunosuppression with MTX devel-
oped two distinct clinical forms of GVHD.143 The median onset
for acute GVHD was 13 days after transplant, while the chronic
form developed at a median of 124 days after transplant. This
temporal relationship recapitulates the human clinical condi-
tion better than does the mouse model.

The canine chronic GVHD model was not pursued at this
time because investigators believed that solutions to treating
the disease would be identified clinically. This assumption did
not materialize, and chronic GVHD has remained a major prob-
lem in humans that is difficult to treat. Recently, we described
a protocol in which dogs, conditioned with 9.2 Gy TBI and
transplanted with DLA-mismatched unrelated marrow and buf-
fy coat cells followed by postgrafting immunosuppression with
MTX and CSP, developed de novo chronic GVHD, the clinical
course of which resembled chronic GVHD seen in human.184

Moreover, the target organs in the canine model (skin, liver,
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gastrointestinal tract, and lungs) exhibited the same pathology
as that observed in the human condition.185

Treating Chronic GVHD

Compared to acute GVHD, the mouse model of chronic GVHD
has provided few insights into treatment options.67 The recent
characterization of the canine model of chronic GVHD opens
up the possibility of testing new drugs and biomolecules and
investigating the role of the costimulatory pathways. Specifi-
cally, ICOS was upregulated on CD3+ cells within the blood,
lymph nodes, and spleen in dogs affected by chronic GVHD,
providing a potential target for therapy.186 Administration of an
antibody specific to canine ICOS resulted in a temporary remis-
sion of chronic GVHD symptoms and a significant prolongation
in survival from the onset of the disease compared to control
dogs.119

Accessibility and Acceptability
Mice are more accessible for study than dogs. Small animal vi-
varia are common at most major research institutions and
large academic institutions. Canine and nonhuman primate vi-
varia have limited access. Special needs must be met for large
animals such as treatment rooms, surgical suite(s), and kennels
designed to humanely serve the dog’s or the primate’s needs.
Sterile technique, surgical methods, and anesthesia are on par
with that used in hospitals. For total body irradiation, a costly
linear accelerator or linear accelerator is commonly used for an
external beam radiation source for large animals, while for
mouse irradiation, a far less expensive cesium irradiator in a
shielded container can easily suffice.

A veterinarian is required for both small and large animal
care, as are highly trained technical staff for caring, handling,
and treating large animals. Protocols for experimental testing
for large animals are exceedingly detailed and require investi-
gators comply with strict regulations that ensure humane care
and treatment of the animals. A great deal of the investigators’
time is required to comply with the institutional animal care
and use committee forms and validation processes. These is-
sues have been recently examined and a need for consolidation
and revamping of current practices suggested.187 Overall, the
cost and space required have a great impact on the accessibility
of conducting large animal studies versus small animal studies.

Acceptability is an issue for any animal experimentation
required in the testing of new therapeutic approaches for HCT.
There are levels of pain that must be addressed and mitigated
with the proper anesthesia and analgesia so that suffering is
eliminated. The dog models have special concerns to research-
ers and the public, as dogs are companion animals while mice
are generally not. It is important to note that what has been
learned in the laboratory for HCT using the canine model has
been returned to general dog healthcare by making available to
dog owners the procedures for treating canine hematological
and solid malignancies.82–84,188,189 Further education of the pub-
lic with regards to the benefit of the appropriate use of animal
models is essential for acceptability.

Overview and Next Steps
There are limitations to any animal model used for evaluating
new drugs and protocols for clinical translation. The complexity
of the MHC of different species and how it relates to environ-
mental conditions, tumor heterogeneity, drug pharmacokinetics,

and intensity of conditioning regiments all play a part in transla-
tion of therapies to the clinic. Nevertheless, animal models pro-
vide a critical role in drug and protocol development between
in vitro testing and clinical application from perspectives of tox-
icity, pharmacology, and efficacy. As in all studies, investigators
should keep in mind that selection of the appropriate animal
model for studies in HCT should be based on past performance
of the model and not on availability/accessibility or lowest cost.

Both the murine and canine models have been invaluable in
making HCT a highly successful therapy for the treatment of
malignant and nonmalignant hematopoietic disorders. Despite
tremendous success, two important areas of concern remain:
disease relapse and GVHD. Undoubtedly, both mouse and dog
will continue to contribute toward elucidation of these two
problems.

In regards to disease relapse, the murine model will have sig-
nificant impact in the development of next-generation CAR-T
cells using human tumor xenografts in NOD/SCID or humanized
mice. Dog HCT models with spontaneous or HOXB4-transformed
hematopoietic cells85 can better replicate the human condition
for testing new CAR-T cell safety and efficacy. Natural killer
cells, used to supplement/replace T cells in HCT or in adoptive
immunotherapy following relapse, require further vetting in
mouse and dog HCT models for their attractive GVT effects with-
out inducing GVHD.190,191 Again, the canine model can be used
provided the appropriate mAbs are developed for NK cell selec-
tion and expansion ex vivo.

GVHD also remains a significant complication to successful
HCT. Only recently has there been reported a protocol for reli-
ably inducing chronic GVHD in dogs that recapitulates all the
manifestations of the disease seen in the human setting.
Continued investigation into the application of costimulatory
molecule blockade to chronic GVHD and especially steroid
refractory GVHD needs to be tested in the canine HCT model.

Another important factor in looking forward is to extend to
the animal models proteomics and genomic approaches that
are widely applied to human systems. Identification and func-
tion of candidate molecules that are under investigation should
bear close similarity between the two species so that mechanis-
tic analyses and translations to the clinic can be properly
made.192–194
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Abstract
The cellular immunotherapy field has achieved important milestones in the last 30 years towards the treatment of a variety of
cancers due to improvements in ex-vivo T cell manufacturing processes, the invention of synthetic T cell receptors, and
advances in cellular engineering. Here, we discussmajor preclinical models that have been useful for the validation of
chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-T cell therapies and also promising newmodels that will fuel future investigations towards
success. However, multiple unanswered questions in the CAR-T cell field remain to be addressed that will require innovative
preclinical models. Key challenges facing the field include premature immune rejection of universal CAR-T cells and the
immune suppressive tumor microenvironment. Immune competent models that accurately recapitulate tumor heterogeneity,
the hostile tumormicroenvironment, and barriers to CAR-T cell homing, toxicity, and persistence are needed for further
advancement of the field.

Key words: CAR-T cells; preclinical models; solid tumors; translational research

Introduction
Chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) are synthetic T cell recep-
tors composed of an extracellular single-chain variable frag-
ment (scFv) derived from the variable heavy and variable light
domains of a given antibody, fused to transmembrane and
intracellular signaling domains, which are derived from com-
ponents sufficient for activation of the native T cell receptor.
Clinical manufacturing of CAR-T cells involves the collection
of autologous lymphocytes (which are usually obtained from

the peripheral blood by leukapheresis), activation, and expan-
sion with agonistic antibody-coated beads and cytokines, cell
transduction with retroviral virions carrying the CAR, an
expansion phase, and finally reinfusion into the patient. The
advantages of CAR-T cells to other cellular approaches are
(1) MHC-independence, (2) in cis costimulatory and activation
activity, and (3) expanded targets for tumor recognition that
go beyond peptide detection to include recognition of post-
translational modifications of surface proteins and lipids.
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Human CAR Clinical Successes in Leukemia/
Lymphoma

Since the first concept of engineering CAR-T cells,1,2 continuous
improvements, optimizations, and joint partnerships between
the pharmaceutical industry and academia have led to success-
ful multicentric phase II trials, where heavily pretreated pa-
tients with various hematological tumors experienced benefits
of tumors response, improvement to quality of life, and overall
survival. Pediatric B cell malignancies (young adult/pediatric
leukemia (B-ALL)) were first targeted with CAR-T cells specific
for a B cell lineage marker CD19.3–5 Thereafter, anti-CD19 CAR-
T cells were evaluated in adult patients with high-grade diffuse
large B cell lymphomas previously refractory to standard thera-
pies.6 As examples of the therapeutic potency, adult patients
with diffuse large B cell lymphomas and follicular lymphoma
experienced over 80% response rates and long-lasting remis-
sions, even in patient populations with predicted overall sur-
vival not longer than a few weeks with existing standard
management. These compelling findings led the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration to grant the approval for Kymriah–tisa-
genlecleucel and Yescarta-axicabtagene in August and October
of 2017, respectively.

Cellular Therapies for the Treatment of Infectious
Diseases

The therapeutic potential of cytotoxic T cells is not limited to
only malignancies, but significant impacts are also possible for
the treatment of viral infections. Immunocompromised pa-
tients post allogeneic stem cell or cord transplant develop
potential life-threatening viral infections, most notably due to
cytomegalovirus (CMV). Catherine Bollard and colleagues pro-
vided proof of safety and efficacy of adoptively transferred
donor-derived, virus-specific T cells in preventing viral infec-
tions post transplant.7,8 In fact, this research allowed the isola-
tion of MHC class I restricted CMV-specific T cell clones from
related donors that recognize structural proteins of the virus,
such as CMVpp65. As a result, naïve T cell transfers from sero-
negative healthy donors were able to provide long-term CMV/
EBV-free protection.9,10

The development of gene-edited autologous CD4 T cells for
adoptive transfer showed promise as well for the treatment of
aviremic HIV patients undergoing active antiretroviral thera-
pies.11 In first efforts to reduce the expression of CCR5, the
major co-receptor responsible for HIV cellular entry, research-
ers provided ex-vivo CD28 costimulation of patient T cells
before adoptive transfer, which showed improved CD4 T cell
functionality and persistence in HIV-infected patients.12 The
advent of gene editing technology, such as zinc finger nu-
cleases (ZFNs) and now CRISPR/Cas9, has provided cellular en-
gineers the ability to permanently disrupt genes of therapeutic
interest. Tebas et al treated 12 aviremic patients with ZFN-
modified autologous CCR5-negative CD4 T cells. One single
infusion of 10 billion cells, in which 10% to 28% were ZFN-
modified, allowed safe interruption of antiretroviral therapies
with a significant decrease in HIV viral load in the peripheral
blood and sustained CD4 T cell counts.13 This technology could
also be applied to other cellular receptors that are necessary for
viral entry, such as CXCR4.

Both virus-specific and gene-edited T cell therapies have
been explored in different clinical settings, and demonstrable
responses provide much promise for their future development
and use in the coming years.

Human CAR Clinical Challenges

The aforementioned trials uncovered information about the
toxicity profile of this new class of therapy. For anti-CD19
CAR-T cell therapy, an expected side effect is B cell aplasia,
which is due to the elimination of all cells expressing CD19, a
pan-B cell marker that is not tumor specific. This side effect
was observed in preclinical, syngeneic mouse models evaluat-
ing the efficacy of anti-CD19 CAR-T cells. However, other side
effects observed clinically were unexpected, including cyto-
kine release syndrome (CRS), macrophage activation syn-
drome, and transient and fatal neurotoxicities.

Cytokine Release Syndrome
CRS is a complex, potentially life-threatening phenomenon that
involves hypotension, acute vascular leak, high fever, consump-
tive coagulopathy, and sometimes organ failure with hepatic,
renal, cardiac, dermatologic, and GI dysfunctions or acute respi-
ratory distress. These clinical manifestations require intensive
care management in the acute phase (generally within the first
week after CAR-T cell infusion), pressor support for hypotension,
intubation and ventilation support for respiratory distress, anti-
IL-6 agents, and high-dose steroids.3,14 The imputability of IL-6
as the hallmark cytokine in CRS was described after comparative
cytokine analysis with clinical biomarkers established its predic-
tive value for CRS in a cohort of 51 patients treated with
Kymriah.15 Unmodified, endogenous macrophages, more than
CAR-T cells, secrete high concentrations of IL-1 and IL-6 and are
considered responsible for the occurrence of CRS. Preclinical
data suggest IL-1Rα blockade may be a potential therapy to pro-
tect anti-CD19 CAR-T patients from CRS.16,17

Tocilizumab, the first humanized monoclonal antibody
counteracting IL-6, received FDA approval in 2017 for the treat-
ment of CRS. It was initially used as an immunosuppressing
agent in various autoimmune diseases, such as rheumatoid
arthritis,18 systemic juvenile arthritis, or giant cell temporal
arteritis. By blocking the IL-6 receptor, tocilizumab abrogates
CRS but may also increase the level of circulating IL-6. For that
reason, siltuximab, which binds soluble IL-6, has been used in
CAR-T trials for brain tumors and has the advantage of not
relying on brain penetration for effectiveness.19

Macrophage Activation Syndrome
Macrophage activation syndrome (MAS) derives from the uncon-
trolled proliferation of lymphocytes and mature macrophages
typically seen in autoimmune disorders. Accompanying markers
are pancytopenia, high levels of bilirubin and creatinine, ferriti-
nemia, low fibrinogen, and bone marrow hemaphagocytosis.20

Management of MAS symptoms in CAR-T cell patients is the
same as CRS.21 Interestingly, recent preclinical evidence impli-
cated the proinflammatory cytokine IL-18 in the pathogenesis of
MAS using a genetically engineered mouse model, which opens
new opportunities for biomarker prediction and therapeutic tar-
geting.20,22 Better CAR-T cell expansion and persistence corre-
lates with durable antitumor activity, and this desirable feature
can be facilitated by engineering CAR-T cells to constitutively
secrete IL-18.23 However, thorough preclinical evaluation of this
next-generation CAR-T approach and its potential to induce MAS
is needed before translation into clinical investigation.

Neurotoxicities
Neurotoxicities observed in the anti-CD19 CAR-T cell trials varied
from clinical manifestations of confusion, loss of consciousness,
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ataxia, aphasia, and epilepsy to critical clinical encephalopathy
(CAR-T cell related encephalopathy syndrome) and acute brain
edema. Initial pathophysiological interpretation of these neuro-
logical symptoms implicated heavy trafficking of T cells into
the brain14,24 and/or passage of inflammatory cytokines (mainly
IL-6) through the blood brain barrier as contributing factors.25,26

Recent evidence identified CNS endothelial activation through
secretion of integrin and angiopoetin-2, which triggers enhanced
pericyte activation and endothelial permeabilization, as major
mechanisms for initiation of the fatal neurotoxicities after CD19
CAR-T cell therapies.27 This event mediates local destruction of
the blood brain barrier, which may explain the bleedings and
edema observed in the clinic.

The causative role that a variety of factors related to CAR-T
cell treatment play in the induction of neurotoxicity still re-
mains to be elucidated. These factors include CAR-T cell inter-
action with bystander cells, such as microglia or endothelial
cells, the recruitment of endogenous T cells, the cytotoxic cyto-
kines responsible for neuronal disruption, and the contribu-
tions of the CAR costimulatory domain or the targeted antigen.

Antigen Escape.
The eradication of target-expressing tumor cells is the ulti-
mate objective of CAR-T cell therapy. This event is usually
achieved in the context of the B-cell malignancies by anti-
CD19 CAR-T cells.3,14,28,29 However, antigen escape following
CAR-T cell therapy has been a frequent occurrence in patients
and has been demonstrated by 2 different mechanisms. First,
heterogeneous populations of tumor cells may exist in which
the targeted antigen is not ubiquitously expressed, and tar-
geted depletion of antigen-positive cells allows enrichment of
antigen-negative cells after CAR-T cell therapy. This type of
relapse may also include tumor cells expressing alternative
splice variants of the targeted antigen, resulting in the expres-
sion of truncated protein.30 The second mechanism of antigen
escape are epigenetic or posttranslational modifications that
result in phenotype switching, as reported after CD19 CAR-T
cells31 or antibody-drug conjugate therapy.32 To overcome
antigen escape, it will be necessary to develop bi- or multi-
directional CAR platforms.

On-Target and Off-Target Toxicities.
On-target toxicity refers to toxicity against healthy tissues bear-
ing the targeted antigen. Besides the expected B-cell aplasia
that occurs after CD19-directed CAR-T cell therapy, the most
cited T cell immunotherapy-related examples of on-target tox-
icity are fatalities that occurred after treatment of patients with
melanoma and esophageal cancer with a transgenic TCR T cell
therapy targeting MAGE-A3,33 which triggered a fatal necrotiz-
ing leukoencephalopathy, or a fatality that occurred after the
treatment of a colon cancer patient with a third-generation
CAR targeting ERBB2 (Her2/neu), which recognized low-level
Her2 expression in the lungs and caused pulmonary distress,
alveolar damage, and multiple organ failure.34 In both cases,
high-affinity binding by the TCR or the CAR may have allowed
recognition of very low-level target expression in the brain and
lung to trigger these toxicities. A critical feature to consider in
the design of variable domains of TCRs and the scFv domain
for CARs is the target affinity. When scFv affinity is increased
in certain CAR molecules, very low levels of antigen expression
in normal tissues can trigger CAR-T cell stimulation and may
potentiate life-threatening inflammation and damage, such as
encephalitis caused by a high-affinity anti-GD2 CAR.35

Off-target toxicity is not due to the expected cytotoxic effect
of CAR-T cells upon target recognition but on cross-reactive
binding to a mimotope,36 which is an epitope that mimics the
binding site of the targeted epitope.37,38 To date, these have
only been demonstrated for TCR-engineered T cells and not for
CAR-T cells, but it may also be possible for CAR scFvs to recog-
nize unintended targets. For more details of the reported on-
target and off-target toxicities by engineered T cell therapies,
the reader can refer to the following references.39,40 The field is
rapidly evolving with multiple novel safety switch constructs to
mitigate these toxicities in the future.41

Preclinical Investigation Of CAR-T Cells In
Mouse Models
The Declaration of Helsinki, which outlines the ethics for medical
research in humans, states that investigation of new therapeu-
tics must be based on “adequate laboratory and, as appropriate,
animal experimentation.” To this end, animal models (primarily
mouse models) have been instrumental in the preclinical investi-
gation and development of CAR-T cell therapies. However, there
are both advantages and disadvantages with each model, and
these have determined what we have been able to learn about
CAR-T cell therapies throughout preclinical development. As will
be addressed later, the field is now generating new models for
investigating some of the toxicities associated with CAR-T cells
that occurred unexpectedly in human patients and were not pre-
dicted from preclinical models. Here, we will review the animal
models that have been used for CAR-T cell development and the
benefits and deficits of those models.

Immunocompetent (Syngeneic/Transgenic) Mice

Inbred, immunocompetent mice have been useful for investigat-
ing the efficacy of CAR-T cells against a specific antigen.
However, low protein homology between murine and human
tumor-associated antigens is a limitation for translation of
murine-specific CAR-T cells into human clinical trials. Similarly,
murine anti-CD19 CAR-T cells demonstrated aplasia of both nor-
mal splenic B cells and κ-light chain positive 38c13 murine lym-
phoma cells in C57BL/6 mice when mice were sacrificed and
observed 63 days post T cell infusion.42 Unfortunately, engi-
neered murine T cells do not demonstrate substantial persis-
tence in immune competent mice; this persistence can be
enhanced through lymphodepletion or whole body irradiation of
the mice prior to T cell infusion. One explanation for the differ-
ence in the in vivo persistence of human and mouse CAR-T cells
may be a polymorphism in the cytoplasmic tail of CD28, which is
required for CD28-induced NFκB activation in human T cells and
is deficient in mouse T cells.43 This polymorphism is often also
included in the cytoplasmic tail of murine CAR-T cells and may
influence the lack of T cell persistence observed in immunocom-
petent mouse models. Importantly, immunocompetent mouse
models have also provided evidence of antigen spread, where
EGFRviii-targeting CAR-T cells eliminated EGFRviii-positive gli-
oma cells, and cured mice were protected from tumor growth
after rechallenge with EGFRviii-negative glioma cells.44 These
data demonstrate that CAR-T cells, at least in mice, can enhance
the host immune response against additional tumor antigens
after an initial cytolysis by engineered T cells.

A strategy to evaluate targeting of human tumor-associated
antigens in syngeneic models is the generation of transgenic
tumor cell lines or transgenic mice. For example, in the first
animal model investigating CAR-T cells against a tumor-
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associated antigen, Hwu and colleagues inoculated C57BL/6
mice with 1 million cells of the mouse sarcoma line 24JK that
has been transduced to express human alpha-folate receptor
through intravenous injection.45 The mice were treated 3 days
later with a single dose of 27 million murine lymphocytes that
were either nontransduced or retrovirally transduced with a
CAR transgene targeting human alpha-folate receptor and
9 doses of IL-2. Eight days after T cell infusion, the average
number of lung tumors in the mice was significantly reduced if
the mice were treated with alpha-folate receptor targeting
CAR-T cells compared with mice treated with nontransduced T
cells (13 tumors per mouse vs 195 tumors per mouse). In a
more recent model, Pennell and colleagues utilized a transgenic
mouse model expressing human CD19 in a lineage-restricted
manner and demonstrated that murine CAR-T cells targeting
human CD19 cause B cell aplasia and acute toxicities.46 The
benefit of this model, although not utilizing human T cells that
may outperform the function of murine T cells in vivo, is the
evaluation of targeting a human antigen in the context of nor-
mal organismal expression; this allows researchers to investi-
gate both the efficacy of the CAR-T cells and any potential
toxicology. As a reminder to readers, acute toxicities of anti-
CD19 CAR-T cells were first observed clinically and not in pre-
clinical models.

An under-utilized preclinical model that falls in the category
of immunocompetent mice are genetically engineered mice that
develop spontaneous, autochthonous tumors. In this regard,
induction of tumorigenic transgenes, such as KRASG12D, or loss
of tumor suppressors, such as TRP53, with either the injection of
a virus producing Cre recombinase47 or under the control of a
tissue-specific Cre, such as Pdx1-Cre,48 can give rise to large lung
or pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas in immunocompetent
mice. The speed of tumor formation in these models may not
accurately reflect tumorigenesis in humans because recombi-
nase activity induces multiple tumor-initiating cells at the same
time, but the autochthonous growth of the tumor(s) allows in-
vestigators to study extratumoral factors that inhibit immuno-
therapy, such as neovascularization and stromal involvement.
These models have been used to evaluate treatment with trans-
genic mesothelin-specific TCR-expressing murine T cells49 but
have yet to be utilized to study CAR-T cell efficacy and toxicities.
A beautiful synergy may come later in the generation of sponta-
neous, autochthonous models with transgenic expression of
human tumor-associated antigens.

Immunocompetent mice can also be useful to model the
synergistic effect of therapeutic combinations, such as immune
checkpoint blockers, conventional targeted therapies, or classic
anti-mitotic drugs, which may enhance the efficacy of CAR-T
cells50 and can only be modeled in hosts with intact immune
systems.

For detailed listing of advantages and drawbacks of this
model in a broader context of cancer immunology, the reader
can refer to the following reference.51

Immunodeficient (Xenograft/PDX) Mice

Immunodeficient mice provided the majority of preclinical data
of CAR-T cells prior to translation into human clinical trials.52,53

Immunodeficiency allows sufficient engraftment of xenotrans-
planted tumor cells and lymphocytes without great potential
for rejection by the host immune system, given that these mice
lack either some or almost all adaptive immune cell popula-
tions. These models have allowed for comparison of human
CAR-T cell persistence in mice, and differences observed

between CAR signaling variants have been upheld in human
clinical evaluations.54 The most utilized mouse model in this
regard is the genotype NOD, Prkdcscid (loss of function mutation
of the prkdc gene responsible for the defective recombination of
the heavy/light chain of the B cell receptor and alpha/beta chain
of the TCR), and Il2rgnull (knockout of IL2 receptor common
gamma chain) (NSG). NSG mice lack T cells, B cells, and NK cell
function but also bear defective dendritic cells, macrophages,
and multiple cytokine/chemokine signaling pathways.55 An
alternative model of immunodeficiency is SCID beige (Prkdcscid,
Lystbg-J). SCID beige mice have severe B and T cell lymphopenia,
inferior NK cell activity compared with other SCID mice, but
functional monocytes and macrophages. This last feature has
proved useful to study CRS.16,56 In these models, CAR-T cell
activity induces endogenous macrophages to produce IL-6; prior
macrophage depletion ameliorates acute toxicity and IL-6 pro-
duction. Previous studies of CRS were conducted using NSG
mice,57 which have maturation and functional defects in the
myeloid lineage and an impaired response of recipient’s mono-
cytes and macrophages to IL-1 and IFNγ stimulation. Moreover,
Giavridis et al suggested that CAR-T cells activate the monocyte
lineage compartment through a variety of cell surface receptors,
such as the CD40 antigen, and cytokines, such as IFN-γ, macro-
phage inflammatory protein 1α, and granulocyte macrophage
colony stimulating factor.16 This cell-cell interaction in turn trig-
gers inducible nitric oxide synthase in macrophages responsible
for IL6 and IL1 secretion.

Xenografts allow researchers to evaluate the efficacy of CAR-T
cells targeting human tumor-associated antigens utilizing the
engraftment of either human tumor cell lines or freshly resected
tumor samples, known as patient-derived xenografts (PDX). PDX
models are thought to increase the xenografted tumor complex-
ity, because the tumors may also include cellular and physical
components of the TME.58 However, progressive replacement of
the TME by murine inflammatory and stromal cells, murine cyto-
kines, chemokines, and angiogenic structures may significantly
alter the original tumors in these models.59

Humanized Mice

Immunodeficient animal models are limited in their ability to
interrogate interactions between the innate and adaptive arms
of the immune system. In this regard, humanized mouse mod-
els, reconstituted with human CD34+ cells in their simplest for-
mat, can overcome these obstacles. More complex humanized
models involve genetic modification of the mouse strains to
allow secretion of human cytokines, such as the MISTR and
MISTRG mice, that facilitate better engraftment of innate
immune cells from normal hematopoeisis.60 In recent work,
CAR-T cells produced from peripheral blood lymphocytes of
humanized mice generated acute toxicities that phenocopy the
CRS seen in clinical trials leading to identification of the best
model of CRS to date.17 Anti-CD19 CAR-T cells, developed from
humanized mice, were infused into either nonhumanized (no
myeloid cells) or humanized (high number of myeloid cells)
mice. Only the humanized mice developed severe CRS, and
ablation of monocytes in these mice through treatment with
anti-CD44v6 CAR-T cells prevented the development of CRS,
confirming the critical role of monocytes and macrophages as
IL-6/IL-1 secreting cells of origin.

An important concern for clinical translation of significant
preclinical findings is the inability of traditional mouse models
to properly determine the safety of anti-human cytotoxic T cell
therapies. Infamous cases of unpredicted toxicities include, but
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are not limited to, a fatal lung toxicity and multiple organ
failure reportedly due to a Her2-28BBz CAR,34,61 previously
investigated in SCID mice, and a case of neurotoxicity with the
MAGE-A3 TCR-T cell therapy,33 which was not predicted during
the preclinical development of the TCR in HLA-A*0201 trans-
genic mice. These unfortunate and unpredicted events demon-
strate the potential irrelevance and unreliability of safety data
stemming from mouse studies. Similarly, mouse models can
overestimate the efficaciousness of potential therapeutics,
which may be due to the use of common, homogenous human
cell lines that do not recapitulate the heterogeneity of sponta-
neous tumors, as already extensively described.62 Also, the
immune environment of the immunocompromised or human-
ized mice may lack significant value due to missing adaptive
and innate interactions, as mentioned previously in the discus-
sion of CRS modeling in immunodeficient mice. Additionally,
the scale of work in mice is daunted by the inability to acquire
and manufacture large quantities of cells from leukapheresis,
which can be performed in large animal models such as dogs
and nonhuman primates (NHPs).

The value of a model is limited by what the model can
deliver. To infer important information about CAR-T cell biol-
ogy and to improve the efficacy and safety of these therapies,
we must ask better questions and develop better models.
Simply put, the road to future CAR therapies cannot be solely
paved by additional mouse models.

Preclinical Advancements Of CAR-T Cells from
Dog Models
Until recently, mouse models have not provided researchers
with the ability to demonstrate and interrogate CRS or neuro-
toxicities from CAR-T cells. Additionally, it is still difficult to
model on-target, off -tumor toxicities due to a lack of significant
tumor-associated antigen protein homology between mice and
humans and the absence of relevant transgenic mouse models.
Lastly, the sterile and controlled environment of experimenta-
tion in mice provides data for CAR-T cell efficacy only in the
context of specific effector-to-target ratios and on tumor bur-
dens with limited variance; this limited scope of disease does
not fully represent the variation of disease presentation in hu-
mans. These limitations require the identification of more rele-
vant preclinical models to investigate cancer immunology. The
potential benefits of developing better models are reduction in
clinical research costs and increased correlation between posi-
tive results in preclinical experimentation and success in
human clinical trials. For this reason, we and others believe that
immunocompetent pet dogs with spontaneous tumors provide
a parallel patient population of high relevance to study cancer
immunology and cellular immunotherapy. This concept has
been supported by field leaders63,64 and was reinforced at the
U.S. National Academy of Medicine’s National Cancer Policy
Forum held in 201565 and in 2017 by the inclusion of canine can-
cer immunotherapy clinical trials and correlative studies in the
Cancer Moonshot Initiative.

Dogs frequently develop spontaneous cancers, with an inci-
dence rate of 5300 per 100 000 canines, a rate approximately
10 times higher than humans.66 Unlike mice, dogs represent an
outbred population, although pronounced breed dispositions to
certain cancer types exist, most likely due to selective inbreed-
ing for desired phenotypic traits. Malignancies that occur spon-
taneously in canines include lymphoma; hemangiosarcoma;
osteosarcoma; soft tissue sarcomas; melanoma; mammary,
prostate, and squamous cell carcinomas; urothelial carcinoma;

and glioma. Many of these tumors share the same histologies,
oncogenic driver mutations, or chromosomal translocations as
their human counterparts.67–70 They also exhibit similar clinical
and biological behavior to human patients, including chemore-
sistance, recurrence, and metastases, providing a parallel patient
population in which to evaluate the ability of genetically engi-
neered cells to safely provide durable remissions or cures.
Furthermore, canine tumors frequently exhibit an immune sup-
pressive microenvironment with regulatory T cells, myeloid-
derived suppressor cells, and tumor-associated macrophages
serving to inhibit natural and induced antitumor immunity71–76

Importantly, environmental cues and the microbiome are also
shared between humans and their pet dogs,77 and these factors
may influence tumor initiation, progression, and response to
immune therapy.78 Finally, current treatments for canine can-
cers include chemotherapy, radiation therapy, and surgery, pro-
viding a parallel system for evaluating combination therapies
that accurately reflect those that could be employed in the
human clinic. Together, these findings indicate that the pet dog
is relevant for the study of tumorigenesis, the safety and efficacy
of immune-directed therapies, and the identification of correla-
tive biomarkers that together may serve to inform human clini-
cal trial design. Historically, canines were important in the
validation of haploidentical hematopoietic stem cell transplan-
tation, which is extremely relevant to the progression of allo-
genic and “universal” CAR-T cell approaches.79–82

Pioneering marrow-grafting studies in canines led by E. D.
Thomas and colleagues were instrumental in the progress
achieved for the treatment of leukemias in the clinic. This
model provided invaluable insights on the metrics of success
for allogeneic marrow transplant engraftment. In fact, histo-
compatibility typing in the dog with the detection of dog leuko-
cyte antigen and successful marrow engraftment between dog
littermates led the way for bone marrow transplantation in hu-
mans with donor-recipient–matched HLA.83–86

Moreover, the practical details of marrow pheresis, isolation,
cryopreservation protocols,87 conditioning regimes,88 and graft
versus host reactivity prophylaxis (methotrexate, anti-thymocyte
serum)89,90 used in the clinic have been possible thanks to
research in dogs.

In summary, research on large animals, and importantly ca-
nines, has explained how the immune system can accept or
reject grafts and also demonstrated the curative potential
against malignancies, which has paved the way for modern era
cancer immunotherapy.

Advantages of Dogs Over Mice

Canine cancer patients provide the opportunity to study acute
toxicities of CAR-T cells in the spontaneous tumor setting and
in the presence of an intact immune system. Functional interac-
tions between the adaptive and innate immune compartments
have been necessary to demonstrate CRS in mice; however,
these were models that were developed in retrospect. Canines
provide the opportunity to study these toxicities in relevant
clinical settings where immune and nonimmune system net-
works are intact. Furthermore, specialists in clinical veterinary
medicine and veterinary pathology provide expert clinical and
pathological evaluations of canine patients and patient biopsies
providing better recognition of adverse effects. For example,
evaluation of canines using clinical motor and sensory tests
together with advanced MRI imaging and CSF/brain biopsy can
be performed to identify CAR-T–related neurotoxicity. Lastly, as
mentioned above, the protein homology of tumor-associated
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antigens between canines and humans in some cases allows
the utilization of cross-reactive scFvs to determine efficacy and
safety in a clinically relevant large animal model.91–94

Anti-Tumor Activity and Rejection of RNA CAR-T Cells

In recent proof-of-concept studies, canine T cells were expanded
ex vivo with manufacturing platforms that mirror clinical
expansion of human T cells and electroporated with mRNA
encoding for a canine CAR targeting CD20.91 The resulting anti-
CD20 canine CAR-T cells demonstrated selective target recogni-
tion and specific lysis of tumor cells. Infusion of autologous
CD20 targeted mRNA CAR-T cells in a dog with spontaneous
lymphoma temporarily stunted tumor growth. However, the
development of Canine Anti-Mouse Antibodies occurred, pre-
sumably directed against the murine anti-canine CD20 scFv,
recapitulating a key mechanism of CAR-T cell rejection that has
also been reported in humans following repeated injections of
mesothelin-specific CAR-T cells.95 These findings have fueled ef-
forts to humanize CAR scFv components to overcome this
obstacle. Similar strategies to develop canine scFvs to enhance
durable persistence of CAR-T cells in canines are also underway.

Challenges to Advance the Model

Despite these first encouraging results, practical hurdles still
exist for canine CAR-T cell production that must be overcome.
First, genetic engineering of canine T cells is less developed
than for human T cells, and transduction with lentiviral vectors
in canine cells must be optimized. Canines are not known to be
susceptible to lentiviral infection, unlike humans, NHPs, and fe-
lines, and it may be important to investigate whether resis-
tance mechanisms exist in canine T cells. Similarly, there is a
requirement to develop new reagents for both correlative stud-
ies and translational studies in canines; for instance, anti-
human and anti-mouse CD19 antibodies do not cross-react
with canine CD19 and canine-specific CD19 monoclonal antibo-
dies are not commercially or publically available.

Preclinical Advancements Of CAR-T Cells From
NHP Models
The NHP is a unique model that provides high translational rel-
evance to humans for safety evaluations because of significant
protein homology, but primates are most commonly used as a
late-stage validation step of investigation. For example, a cross-
reactive CD171-specific CAR-T cell therapy was tested in a rhe-
sus macaque trial to evaluate possible toxicity after infusion of
high-dose CAR-T cells (which would not be administered in hu-
mans). The limitation of this advanced model for CAR-T cell
evaluation is the inability to assess antitumor efficacy, because
most NHP models are deficient of tumor.

Model of Neurotoxicity and Cytokine Release Syndrome

Another example of the modeling CAR-T cell-induced neuro-
toxicity and CRS was recently performed by Taraseviciute and
colleagues in NHP.26 In these experiments, rhesus anti-CD20–
specific CAR-T cells were infused into rhesus macaques (n= 3)
and the macaques were observed for B cell aplasia and symp-
toms of acute toxicities. Post infusion, the macaques presented
neurological symptoms similar to those observed in humans
and exhibited CRS characterized by elevated serum levels of IL-
6, IL-8, IL1RA, MIG, and CXCR11. This study provided new infor-
mation that CAR-T–induced neurotoxicity is associated with

high concentrations of IL-6, IL-2, and granulocyte macrophage
colony stimulating factor in the cerebral spinal fluid and an
increased T cell migration in the brain parenchyma.

Other Tissue-Specific Toxicities

An advantage in using NHP as a preclinical CAR-T cell toxicology
model is the conservation of homology with many cell surface
markers. For example, Berger et al investigated the orphan tyrosine
kinase receptor (ROR1) as a potential target for ROR+ malignancies
and treated 2 healthy rhesus macaques with second-generation
CAR-T cells with an equal ratio of CD4 and CD8 cells. The infusion
of this autologous T cell product demonstrated a lack of toxicity,
notably in the pancreas and adipocytes where low levels of
ROR1 expression is observed, even at supra-therapeutic doses.96

Persistence

In a SHIV model of viral infection, pigtail macaques were treated
with hematopoietic stem cells transduced with CAR targeting the
viral envelope protein gp120.97 The engineered T cells exhibited
long-term persistence, accumulation in lymphoid tissues,
decreased viral load, and increased CD4/CD8 ratios in the gut.
These effects were attributed to increased engraftment of the en-
gineered progenitor cells. It is assumed that persistence in these
NHP models will be predictive of responses in human trials given
the evolutionary conservation. Respective to CAR-T cells derived
from peripheral blood T cells, there are several factors that are
thought to affect the in vivo persistence, including exhaustion,
memory phenotypes, and lymphodepletion strategies. Many of
these factors have been investigated in mouse models and will
likely be evaluated in dogs in the future. Berger and colleagues
have developed several NHP models to also address questions per-
taining to exhaustion and function of adoptively transferred T
cells, the potential benefit of T cell memory enrichment, as well as
the impact different preconditioning regimens have on T cell per-
sistence, albeit in the absence of spontaneously arising tumors.98

T Cell Expansion

Ex vivo T cell expansion in primates has been studied mainly
for its application for HIV treatment. Various protocols allow
the expansion of large numbers of autologous T cells,99,100 and
the development of such methods is crucial for implementa-
tion of further trials in primates. Using the rhesus macaque
model, researchers recently reported testing the function,
expansion, and persistence of gene-edited CD33-knockout
CD34+ cells.101 The authors treated 2 healthy macaques and
demonstrated feasibility of HSPC mobilization, apheresis, autol-
ogous gene-edited T cell transplantation, and total body irradi-
ation with rigorous clinical and biological follow-up.

Despite the informative resource of the NHP research, there
are several obstacles to consider that make broad application of
this model difficult. First, accessibility to NHP is restricted to a
few centers and their maintenance and housing are expensive.
Also, given the potential for high grade toxicities, such as CRS
and neurotoxicity, post adoptive transfer of genetically modi-
fied T cells, the need for specialized veterinary intensive care is
crucial. Finally, the lack of spontaneous tumors in primates is a
major obstacle to the study of therapeutic efficacy. The latter
point is a major difference with the dog model, which has a
high incidence of spontaneous liquid and solid tumors, as men-
tioned previously. As a result, the NHP model remains highly
demanding in terms of resources, expertise, and availability
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and provides little prediction of translational expectations out-
side of high-level safety data.

Conclusions
A variety of preclinical models exist for the investigation of CAR-T
cell efficacy and safety profiles, including mouse models, sponta-
neous dog models, and NHP models. Unfortunately, the lack of
appropriate models to study CAR-T cell side effects was not fully
recognized prior to the first-in-human studies, and improved pre-
clinical models were developed in retrospect. There remain many
challenges in this rapidly growing field, which include the absence
of models to interrogate the mechanisms of persistence and rejec-
tion of gene-edited “universal” CAR-T cells. Development and vali-
dation of models that enable relevant investigation of CAR-T cell
homing and penetration into solid tumors, the inhibitory effects of
the TME on CAR-T cell function and survival, and in vivo CAR-T
cell metabolism will go a long way to accelerating the translation
of new and improved next-generation CAR-T cell therapies into
the human clinic. In the personal opinion of the authors, clinical
studies in canines with spontaneous tumors add an additional
immune competent preclinical model for CAR-T cells and present
the best opportunities to gain relevant efficacy, toxicity, and correl-
ative data for rapid translation into human trials (Figure 1).
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Abstract
For more than a century, transplantation of tissues and organs from animals into man, xenotransplantation, has been
viewed as a potential way to treat disease. Ironically, interest in xenotransplantation was fueled especially by successful
application of allotransplantation, that is, transplantation of human tissue and organs, as a treatment for a variety of
diseases, especially organ failure because scarcity of human tissues limited allotransplantation to a fraction of those who
could benefit. In principle, use of animals such as pigs as a source of transplants would allow transplantation to exert a
vastly greater impact than allotransplantation on medicine and public health. However, biological barriers to
xenotransplantation, including immunity of the recipient, incompatibility of biological systems, and transmission of novel
infectious agents, are believed to exceed the barriers to allotransplantation and presently to hinder clinical applications.
One way potentially to address the barriers to xenotransplantation is by genetic engineering animal sources. The last 2
decades have brought progressive advances in approaches that can be applied to genetic modification of large animals.
Application of these approaches to genetic engineering of pigs has contributed to dramatic improvement in the outcome of
experimental xenografts in nonhuman primates and have encouraged the development of a new type of xenograft, a
reverse xenograft, in which human stem cells are introduced into pigs under conditions that support differentiation and
expansion into functional tissues and potentially organs. These advances make it appropriate to consider the potential
limitation of genetic engineering and of current models for advancing the clinical applications of xenotransplantation and
reverse xenotransplantation.

Key words: adaptive immunity; clinical xenotransplantation; gene editing; innate immunity; molecular incompatibility;
nonhuman primate; reverse xenograft; transgenic pig; xenotransplantation; zoonosis

Introduction
Few, if any, subjects of research and fields of medical practice
provoke as much excitement and as much controversy as xeno-
transplantation. The excitement stems from the prospect that
lethal and debilitating diseases might be conquered by replacing
sick or damaged organs with healthy organs using an inexhaust-
ible supply provided by animals and from progressively improv-
ing results of experimental xenotransplants, some surviving for

a year or more, suggesting that xenotransplantation could soon
emerge from the laboratory and enter (actually reenter) the
clinic.1–3 The controversies stem from the limited supply of
human organs that impels consideration of xenotransplanta-
tion, from the apparent need to introduce human genes into the
germline of animals to facilitate acceptance of foreign tissue
grafts, and from fears about yet-unknown organisms that might
originate from the clinical application of xenotransplantation.

© The Author(s) 2018. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the National Academy of Sciences.
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Below we summarize the rationale for pursuing xenotrans-
plantation, the obstacles to success, and recent advances in
overcoming those obstacles. We deliberately avoid consider-
ation of fundamental advances that are not pertinent to practi-
cal applications. These advances may prove the most enduring
legacy of research in xenotransplantation, but they distract
from addressing such questions as what advances are needed
for application xenotransplantation in preference to alternative
therapies. We emphasize the evolution of technologies of
genetic engineering, as they might be applied to the animals
that likely would serve as sources of xenografts. We do so not
to focus on or endorse particular genetic manipulations but
rather to provide a sense about how problems yet undetected
will be approached, that is, by modifying source of a graft in
preference to treating a patient. We also focus on the ways ani-
mal models provide sound inference about what would occur if
the tissue or organ from an animal were transplanted into a
patient and on some of the ways animal models might misin-
form about the likely outcome of xenografts.

Definitions

Xenotransplantation refers to the deliberate transfer of living
cells, tissues, or organs from individuals of one species to indivi-
duals of another. Cells, tissues, or organs so transferred are called
xenografts.4 Allotransplantation/allograft refers to transfers
between individuals of the same species. An isograft refers to a
transplant between genetically identical individuals, an autograft
to a transplant from an individual to itself. The term “heterograft”
was previously used to refer to xenografts and the term homo-
graft to allograft, but in some instances heterograft was applied
to both xenografts and allografts. Today, xenotransplantation is
usually taken to refer more narrowly to the transplantation of
cells tissues or organs from animals into humans or to animal
models that represent such clinical transplants. There is also inter-
est in what we shall call “reverse xenotransplantation” (Figure 1)
or the transplantation of human cells and tissues into animal
hosts for the purpose of either expanding the human cells or
developing humanized tissues and organs. The term xenotrans-
plantation is not usually applied to accidental exchanges of living
cells between species or to infestations by parasites. Xenogeneic
cells introduced into animals to investigate properties of the
transferred cells (eg, cancer cells implanted in immunodeficient
mice) and devitalized structures such as xenogeneic heart valves
are sometimes called xenografts, but these applications are not
commonly taken to represent xenotransplantation. Here we shall
summarize the current understanding of the biological barriers to
xenotransplantation of cells, tissues, and organs of animals into
humans and the extent to which these barriers are represented
in models commonly used today. We will also briefly consider
reverse xenotransplantation as it applies to large animals models.

Insights from Early Experiences in Xenotransplantation

Clinical xenotransplantation (and allotransplantation) of skin
has been performed throughout history. The skin grafts were
usually to provide covering of burn or traumatic wounds (to
prevent excess loss of water, scar formation, etc.).5,6 Skin allo-
grafts taken from amputated limbs or cadavers were found to
remain in place for days to weeks but most often failed with
time. Skin xenografts, sometimes used when human skin was
not available, were usually reported to behave like allografts,

effectively covering wounds for days and sometimes weeks but
also ultimately failing.5,6 Although some claimed that xenografts
were comparable to allografts, the impression emerged that xe-
nografts were less enduring than allografts and allografts
between unrelated individuals were less enduring than allo-
grafts between closely related individuals. In contrast to allo-
grafts and xenografts, autografts usually survived permanently.
Microscopic examination of skin xenografts, allografts, and auto-
grafts also suggested relatedness of the transplant and the recip-
ient determined histologic integrity.7,8 These experiences,
however, did not deter use of xenogeneic skin as temporary cov-
ering for wounds in the past and proposals for such use
today.9,10

The experience in transplanting organs within and between
species was quite different. Development of techniques to
allow the surgical joining of the cut ends of blood vessels (the
vascular anastomosis) sparked attempts to transplant intact or-
gans.11,12 The first “successful” vascularized kidney allografts
were performed in dogs in 1905.13,14 These successes led almost
immediately to several attempts to use the technique to treat
patients with kidney failure. Because it was not then clear that
human organs could be obtained even from deceased indivi-
duals (because some reasoned that the presence of living cells
during the hours after death precluded ethical harvesting of
human organs), the first clinical kidney transplants were per-
formed using kidneys harvested from pigs and sheep.13,15 One
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Stem Cells
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Human Cells

Or Human Stem Cells

Mature

Human Cells, Tissues

Or Organ Harvested from Pig
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Reverse
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Figure 1 Reverse xenotransplantation. The term “reverse xenotransplantation”

is used to refer to the transplantation of human cells into animals. Reverse

xenotransplantation has been explored as an approach that might be used to

expand a population of mature human cells or to coax the differentiation of

human stem cells to generate mature human cells, or a tissue or organ for

transplantation as an autograft into the individual who provide the original

human cells. The figure illustrates several examples of reverse xenografts.

As one example, mature cells such as fibroblasts might be harvested from an

individual with organ failure. The fibroblasts would be converted to induced

pluripotent stem cells. These stem cells would be treated to begin tissue or

organ-specific differentiation and then transplanted into a mature pig or the

undifferentiated stem cells might be transplanted into a fetal pig. In the mature

or fetal pig, the stem cells would undergo further differentiation and begin

organogenesis. Depending on the organ or tissue needed, the maturing human

cells, tissue, or primordial organ would be harvested from the pig and then im-

planted into the individual with organ failure. Reverse xenotransplantation

might offer biologically more efficiently and less costly ways to use stem cells

for replacement of tissues and organs. Not illustrated in the figure but dis-

cussed in the text are various genetic changes that might be introduced in pigs

to facilitate engraftment and differentiation of human cells.
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of these first clinical xenografts did not function, the other issued
a few drops of urine and then it too ceased to function. These re-
sults and presumed failure of a clinical kidney allograft widely re-
ported to have been performed16 discouraged all but a few
experimental attempts at clinical kidney transplantation. In the
1960s, when immunosuppressive agents had been developed,
transplantation resurfaced as a potential approach to treatment
of failure of the kidneys, liver, and heart.17,18 In that era, as
before and since, availability of human organs was considered
the preeminent limitation to the application of transplantation
for treatment of disease. On a few particularly urgent settings,
animals—monkeys or chimpanzees—in lieu of humans were
used as the source of organs for transplantation.19,20 With the re-
cipients receiving immunosuppressive agents then available,
most clinical kidney xenografts from chimpanzees functioned
for ~2 months and one functioned 9 months; clinical kidney xe-
nografts from baboons functioned days to weeks (Table 1).

The early experiences in experimental and clinical xeno-
transplantation within and between species fueled some contro-
versies that are still unsettled and pertinent for models and
potential clinical applications of xenotransplantation today. One
controversy concerned the cause of graft failure. Some believed
allografts and xenografts, particularly cancers but also normal
tissues, evoke immune responses that destroy the trans-
plants.21,22 Others believed that biochemical incompatibilities
between individuals within a species and between different spe-
cies, but not immunity per se, cause the failure and destruction
of grafts.8 Today we understand that immunity was then and is
still the main obstacle to successful transplantation between dif-
ferent individuals, and the clinical practice of transplantation
today is predicated on the continuous provision of immunosup-
pressive agents (and on availability of antimicrobial agents to
address toxicities imposed by immunosuppression).

Although immunity is the most important barrier to suc-
cessful transplantation, it is not the only barrier. Despite the
availability of powerful and highly effective regimens of immu-
nosuppression, up to one-half of all allografts ultimately fail
over time. Which grafts are likely to fail and why some fail and
some persist are subjects of intense research. One possibility is
that the diversity of individuals within species and between
species creates incompatibilities that are not amenable to
immunosuppression, and it is these that determine the fate of
grafts. Below we shall discuss emerging evidence that when
immunosuppression is optimized, properties of organ trans-
plants other than antigens and properties of recipients other
than the capacity to respond to antigens may determine
whether and how well an organ transplant functions. Modeling
these determinants especially in large animals poses a consid-
erable challenge but also an opportunity because it presently
represents the main cause of failure of grafts.

Rational and Applications for
Xenotransplantation
Organ Failure

Transplantation is the preferred treatment for severe failure of
the heart, kidneys, liver, and lungs. Although organ transplan-
tation can dramatically reverse the pathophysiology of organ
failure, the impact of organ transplantation on public health is
limited by a severe shortage in the supply of human organs
available for transplantation (Figure 2). The limited supply of
human organs and tissues for transplantation remains the pre-
eminent rationale for developing xenotransplantation as an
alternative to allotransplantation. Advances in therapeutics
and preventative medicine might decrease the incidence of
organ failure and lessen the demand for organ transplantation
for a period of time after advances are introduced. However,
advances in medicine that affect longevity are likely to eventu-
ally increase the prevalence of organ failure owing to increased
prevalence of diseases of aging. For example, increased atten-
tion to blood pressure, cholesterol, and lifestyle and the advent
of statins undoubtedly helped to limit the prevalence of cardiac
disease and accentuated the relative contribution of cancer
among causes of death.23 But, as advances in cancer treatment
further increase longevity, heart and kidney failure will take on
renewed significance. Accordingly, we speculate that advances
in medicine and public health ultimately increase the preva-
lence of diseases of aging, including failure of the heart and
kidneys, and hence the potential impact of xenotransplanta-
tion.24,25 Xenotransplantation might also find favor in cultures
that eschew organ donation and in areas that lack the infra-
structure needed to support use of artificial organs. We can
also imagine that lower costs we expect to be associated with
xenotransplantation could fuel some demand.

Models for Evaluating Impact of Transplantation for
Organ Failure

Organ failure significantly affects the outcome of clinical trans-
plantation, increasing the risk of infection, early graft failure,
and other complications. Unfortunately, few if any of the pre-
clinical (ie, large animal) models used to investigate transplan-
tation faithfully represent this impact. Generally, healthy
animals with or without acute organ failure are used to repre-
sent conditions that over periods of months or years eventuate
in organ failure. These relatively healthy recipients of organ
transplants bypass comorbidities, such as atherosclerosis,
chronic changes in vascular resistance, kidney disease, autoim-
munity, cancer, etc. that limit the success of organ allotrans-
plantation. However, the limitations of animal models used to

Table 1 Experience in Clinical Xenotransplantation of the Kidneya

Source (Author) Number Outcome Reference

Chimpanzee (Reemtsma) 12 1 immediate failure
11 function 2–9 months
Infection, not rejection, caused most deaths

294

Baboon (Starzl) 6 Function 10 days–2 months
2 functioning but failing xenografts removed when allografts available; 2 fully
ceased function; 2 rejected; 2 regrafted, the regrafts failing at death from sepsis.
1 death from pneumonia, 1 from multiple pulmonary emboli

20

aAdapted from127 and references listed.
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study application of allotransplantation for treatment of organ
failure have not hindered preclinical testing of novel drugs and
regimens for clinical allotransplantation, and there is no reason
to think the experience in xenotransplantation will differ.
However, the absence of models representing acute and
chronic failure of the liver and insulin dependent (type 1) dia-
betes have slowed development of therapies in general and
could particularly limit testing the efficacy of xenotransplanta-
tion as a treatment for these conditions. For example, after
experimental xenotransplantation of the liver, incompatibilities
between the complement and coagulation systems of the liver
of the foreign species appear to amplify (rather than resolve)
insufficiencies in these systems caused by liver failure. As a
result, xenotransplantation of the liver in animal model sys-
tems is quite difficult physiologically. However, patients with
liver failure often have baseline insufficiencies of complement
and coagulation systems, and treatments used to secure sur-
vival of experimental xenografts could be more toxic than
experimental work would suggest. In treatment of autoimmune
diabetes, xenogeneic islets conceivably could pose a lower or
higher hurdle to success; if residual “autoimmunity” did not
target xenogeneic islets the hurdle would be less, if heighted
inflammation associated with xenotransplantation amplifies
autoimmunity the impact could be greater if epitopes were
similar between species. In the absence of suitable models, the
impact of xenotransplantation on liver failure and diabetes
might thus be difficult or impossible to predict.

Preemptive Transplantaion

Rapid advances in diagnostics, including molecular profiling,
genomics, and molecular imaging, expand the opportunities to
detect disease before clinical manifestations appear and to iden-
tify individuals at high risk for development disabling or lethal
disease. These diseases include cardiac malformations and ar-
rhythmias, inherited defects and deficiencies of metabolic path-
ways of liver and other organs, and cancer of various types.
Identification of individuals with incipient or early-stage disease
encourages consideration of preemptive therapies, including
transplantation. The benefits versus risks of early diagnosis and
the weighing of preemptive therapy versus “watchful waiting” are
topics of great interest in medicine. Although preemptive trans-
plantation is practiced,26,27 practice and investigation of benefits
versus risks is limited for the most part to kidney transplantation
for which living donors can provide organs.28,29 Obviously,

xenotransplantation would make it possible to introduce pre-
emptive transplantation of other organs and other settings. For
investigation of xenotransplantation as a preemptive therapy,
physiologically normal recipients, such as those used today,
likely provide a reasonable model.

Metabolic Disease

Transplantation of the liver, hepatocytes, pancreas, or islets is
performed to correct metabolic diseases. Investigation of xeno-
transplantation for these conditions has focused mainly on
immunological hurdles, and for that purpose physiologically nor-
mal recipients provide a reasonable model. Some metabolic dis-
eases have been modeled in mutant mice; however, weighing the
potential efficacy versus risks of allo- or xenotransplantation ver-
sus other therapies requires development large animal models.

Genetic Engineering for Xenotransplantation
Rationale

One important and sensational rationale for xenotransplanta-
tion and reverse xenotransplantation (Figure 1) is the opportu-
nity to engineer the genome of the animal used as the source
of the transplant or the host for human cells. Genetic engineer-
ing of pigs was first proposed for suppression of complement-
mediated injury30,31 and later for eradication of antigen.32 The
first transgenic pigs generated for this purpose expressed
human complement regulatory proteins at low levels but still
evaded the immediate complement-mediated injury thought to
preclude clinical xenotransplantation.33 During the 20 years
since then, genetic engineering of pigs has been appreciated as
a key strategy for advancing xenotransplantation toward clini-
cal practice (see Tables 2 and 3 and34 and1 for examples).
Genetic engineering of the sources of xenografts potentially de-
creases the need to administer toxic agents to recipients and, if
modifications are stably represented in the germline, allows
the extension of favorable characteristics by breeding rather
than by manipulation of individual animals. Before the ratio-
nale for specific manipulations of the genome is discussed, it is
helpful to consider some merits and limitations of approaches
used to modify the genome of large animals that could be used
as sources of xenografts or as hosts for human cells (Table 3).

Approaches to Genetic Engineering of Large Animals

Genetic engineering of pigs for xenotransplantation initially
relied on pronuclear injection of DNA constructs in early zy-
gotes and was restricted to gain-of-function modifications
(see35 for review). These approaches were costly and inefficient
and could not be used for targeted inactivation of genes. Thus,
although complement might be suppressed by expressing het-
erologous complement regulatory proteins, suppression of anti-
gen production depended on expression of proteins that could
hinder (via competition for substrate) synthesis of the carbohy-
drate of interest.36

Still, the possibility of directly targeting the synthesis of
antigenic targets was enabled when the seminal work of
Smithies and Cappechi37,38 proved homologous recombination
could introduce mutations in precise regions of the genome
and set the stage for gene targeting. This advance and suc-
cesses in generating gene “knock out mice” sparked the first
proposals to target the enzyme responsible for the synthesis of
the carbohydrate antigen that had been identified as the initial
target of immunity in xenotransplantation.32,39 However, the
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Figure 2 The shortage of human organs for transplantation. Displayed are the
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low efficiency of homologous recombination precluded targeting
of genes in mature animals or embryos. One potential avenue to
targeting of genes in animals was to perform gene targeting and
selection in embryonic stem (ES) cells in culture and then intro-
duce the manipulated ES cells into primitive embryos, that is,
generating germline chimeras, some of the offspring of which
transmit the trait to subsequent generations.40,41

Availability of ES cells of mice enabled the generation of
lines of gene-targeted mice that have played an essential role
in biomedical research. The advances in mice spurred efforts
to generate ES cells that could be used for gene targeting in
large animals, especially pigs.42,43 However, despite over 20
years of research in many laboratories worldwide, no ES cell
line that could be used for generating gene-targeted pigs was
found. As a result, generation of complex transgenic pigs for
xenotransplantation was slow and limited to a few research
groups.

In 1997, however, Wilmut and Campbell44 reported that
nuclei of somatic cells from sheep removed and inserted into
an enucleated egg underwent full reprogramming and could
generate a living animal (Dolly), the cells of which, including
the germ cells, had the chromosomal DNA of the somatic cell.
Thus, somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) could generate ani-
mals, cloned from a mature cell, and genetic modification of
animals might be undertaken without ES cells or the inefficien-
cies of microinjection of DNA.

This approach was soon applied to other mammalian spe-
cies, including swine.45 The ability to generate offspring from
somatic cells meant that ES cells could be bypassed and living
animals generated after genetic modification of the somatic
cells in vitro. SCNT thus had a major impact in pig transgenesis
and xenotransplantation because it enabled the generation of
the first α1,3-galactosyltransferase knockout pigs.46 The combi-
nation of conventional homologous recombination and SCNT
allowed the generation of multiple transgenic pig lines (re-
viewed in47); however, the low rate of recombination in somatic
cells48,49 limited the progress that could be made in developing
complex transgenic animals.

The application of zinc finger nucleases (ZFN), transcription
activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) and clustered regu-
larly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)-Cas9 to gene
editing in cultured cells provided the efficiency and specificity
needed to generate complex genetic changes. The 3 systems
increased rates of targeted modification several orders of magni-
tude beyond conventional homologous recombination. Even
biallelic inactivation and targeted insertions/gene replacements
were now achievable at high efficacy (reviewed by50,51). The fre-
quency in both cases can range between 10% and 80%, making
identification of the correct event a simple task. With these
tools, multiple groups have now reported the ability to simulta-
neously generate mutations in more than one locus.52–55 These
technologies also allow gene replacement and knock-in (placing

Table 3 Approaches to Genetic Modification of Animals for Xenotransplantation

Method Target Cell Selectable Marker NHEJ HDR Reference

Pronuclear injectiona Zygote No 0.9% No 301

Random insertion and SCNT Somatic cell Yes 10−3–10−4 No 302,303

Conventional HR and SCNT Somatic cell Yes 10−3–10−4 10−5–10−7 46,73,304

Gene editing and SCNT Somatic cell No 1–50% MA
1–30% BA

2–5% 73,305 b

Gene editing and direct embryo injection Zygote No 10% MA
100% BA

3–80% 76,78,306

Abbreviations: BA, biallelic; HDR, homology directed repair; HR, homologous recombination; MA, mono-allelic; NHEJ, nonhomologous end-joining; SCNT, somatic cell

nuclear transfer.
aEfficiency per embryo injected and transferred (combination of 20 projects).
bOf the many manuscripts in this area, those selected report results in multiple loci using multiple targets/loci and as such represent what can be expected.

Table 2 Some Outcomes of Experimental Pig Organ Xenografts in Nonhuman Primatesa

Target of Genetic Modification Outcome (Survival) Reference

Ag C Reg Coag & Hemost Reg

Heart Xenograft (n)
6 α1,3GT KO Hu CD46 Hu TM 159–945 days 295

5 α1,3GT KO Hu CD46 42–236 days 295

8 α1,3GT KO 23–179 days 296

Kidney xenograft (n)
1 α1,3GT KO Hu CD46

Hu CD55
Hu TM
EPCR
CD39

136 days 297

5 α1,3GT KO Hu CD55 6–133 days 298

5 24–229 days 299

7 α1,3GT KO 18–83 days 300

Abbreviations: Ag, antigen; C, complement; Coag & Hemost Reg, coagulation and hemostasis regulation; α1,3GT KO, α1,3-galactosyltransferase knockout; Hu, human;

TM, thrombomodulin transgenic; EPCR, endothelial protein c receptor transgenic.
aThe table shows results from the references cited. Most recipients were baboons. Recipients received various regimens of immunosuppression, some designed to

induce tolerance. Some recipients were treated with cobra venom factor to inhibit complement. The results should not be taken to indicate the genetic modifications

were mainly responsible for the results but rather to indicate range of responses observed. The significance of this range is discussed in the text.
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a gene into a preselected genomic region).56,57 CRISPR-Cas9, in
particular, has shown wide applicability and ease of use.50 Initial
concerns regarding high frequency of off target effects (OTE) per-
sist but may be addressed in part by generation of Cas9 enzymes
with greater fidelity58 and in part by improvement in approaches
to detecting OTE.59 Still, the impact OTE on the functioning of
organ xenografts could be subtle, and the possibility should be
considered when genetic manipulations fail to achieve expected
improvements in outcome, as later discussed.

Gene Editing Applied to Pigs

The gene editing technologies have been applied to pigs. The
initial gene-edited pigs were generated using ZFN,60,61 includ-
ing development of IL2RG KO pigs,62 but high costs and com-
plex rules of assembly and target selection limited its wide
applicability. The advent of TALENs51,63 and novel assembly
methods64 enabled rapid application of the technology to
pigs.65–69 However, CRISPR-Cas9, with its simplicity of use and
lower costs, rapidly eclipsed ZFN and TALENs as the method
of choice for generating transgenic pigs. Since then, multiple
gene-edited pigs have been generated using CRISPR-cas9 com-
bined with SCNT.70–74 A recent search of Pub Med yielded >60
reports, including several for xenotransplantation.75

The CRISPR-Cas9 system is now being used to rapidly modify
pigs by direct injection in zygotes. For reasons still unclear, the
efficiency of gene editing in zygotes is even higher than the effi-
ciency in somatic cells, sometimes yielding frequencies of 100%
bialleic modification and even multi locus modification.76–78

Although zygotic injection results in very effective gene editing,
the use of SCNT makes it possible to carry out multiple rounds of
mutations in pigs without the need for breeding and increases
the ability to generate multi-transgenic animals carrying both
gene inactivation and gene replacements. Use of SCNT drastically
reduces generational intervals and costs associated with breeding
multi-transgenic animals where independent segregation can
lead to complex litters. In pigs, genetically modified fetuses ob-
tained at day 32–42 of gestation can be used for the next round of
modification. We have successfully performed 3 sequential SCNT
rounds yielding viable offspring (J. Piedrahita, unpublished
observations), and other groups have performed 6 rounds in
cattle and 25 rounds in mice.79,80 Thus, the combination of
CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing of somatic cells, direct injection into
zygotes and SCNT allows the rapid and efficient generation of
essentially any genetic modifications needed in pigs.

Reverse Xenotransplantation
Rationale

Xenotransplantation of human cells to animals (Figure 1),
“reverse xenotransplantation,” has been envisioned as a way to
generate and expand human cells, tissues, and organs for trans-
plantation.81–83 Reverse xenotransplantation offers certain obvi-
ous advantages, histocompatibility, and physiologic compatibility
of the human cells upon return to the stem cell source. As we en-
visioned it, stem cells from an individual needing transplantation
(or stem cells generated from differentiated cells or nuclei that
after transfer to an egg would be reprogrammed to yield stem
cells) might be introduced into fetal animals, the microenviron-
ment of which would coax differentiation or development into
mature immunodeficient animals and in these environments the
human stem cells might differentiate and grow to human primor-
dia. The primordial could be harvested and implanted in the

individual from whom the stem cells were generated and
undergo organogenesis. For some purposes, for example, to gen-
erate hepatocytes, islets, or hematopoietic cells, the human stem
cells would be allowed to fully differentiate in the animal host
whereupon the mature cells or tissues could be harvested and
transferred to the patient. Generation of human stem cells, trans-
fer to fetal animals, and differentiation and development in the
xenogeneic hosts has been accomplished and extensively studied
in mice (humanized mice).84–87 Although essential to progress in
many fields, humanized mice will not be considered here. We
shall consider the status of transplanting human cells into large
animals (humanized pigs) for generation of sizable masses of
human cells, tissues, and organs that for clinical purposes might
be transplanted into humans.

Seminal work in sheep demonstrated that human hematopoi-
etic stem cells administered to the fetus establish multi-lineage
hematopoietic chimerism.88–90 However, reverse xenotransplan-
tation in pigs would offer certain advantages, including cost,
multi-parity, and the large body of knowledge regarding biological
barriers to engraftment. However, experience in human-pig
reverse xenotransplantation is quite limited. Human stem cells
transferred to fetal pigs have been shown to contribute to forma-
tion of some nephrons in kidney, segments of skin, and to the thy-
mus91 and hematopoietic system.91–93 Mature pigs generated from
these fetuses have some human T cells selected and matured in
the chimeric thymus that can generate human restricted re-
sponses to antigen.93 The potential of reverse xenotransplantation
to address clinical problems, however, remains to be determined.
Application could well depend on optimizing the sources and
types of human cells, the approach to delivery (eg, devising ap-
proaches to deliver cells to mature rather than to fetal pigs), and
on minimizing hurdles posed by immunity and biological incom-
patibility. Below we discuss some of the model systems in which
progress is being made.

Intra-Uterine Stem Cell Transplantation (IUSCT) to
Achieve Xenogeneic Engraftment

The first approach used for delivery of human cells to animals
involved IUSCT. Introduction in utero averts rejection and pro-
vides a more nurturing microenvironment. Sheep were initially
preferred as hosts for IUSCT because the fetus would tolerate
manipulation and the size made surgical intervention easier.
Transplantation of allogeneic hematopoietic stem cells early in
gestation of wild-type sheep fetuses yielded sustained multi-
lineage hematopoietic chimerism.90,94 The approach was used
for other types of stem cells.95–97 However, engraftment was
quite low (<1%), making this model impractical.88,89

As mentioned, size, anatomic, genetic, and physiological sim-
ilarity to humans and extensive information already assembled
about zoonosis and compatibilities make the pig a more attrac-
tive host for IUSCT intended to have clinical applications. Thus,
others92 and we93,98 successfully performed IUSCT, introducing
human hematopoietic stem cells in porcine fetuses and detect-
ing mature progeny years after birth. The introduction of human
stem cells in the porcine fetus facilitated development of toler-
ance by the host.93 Still application of IUSCT in pigs was limited
by the low level of human cell engraftment.

Although the IUSCT host animals exhibited immune toler-
ance, engraftment is potentially limited by innate immunity
(NK cells), a niche that is less than optimally supportive of
xenogeneic cells and incompatibility of growth factors between
species. Some of these hurdles can be overcome by delivering
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more human cells to the fetus, by administering human growth
factors with the transplant, and/or by depleting some of the
porcine cells that compete with the transplant for growth fac-
tors. In mice, success has been most readily achieved by
genetic engineering (see99–101 for review), and that is the
approach others and we have pursued in pigs.

Genetic Engineering to Achieve Xenogeneic
Engraftment

An absolute requirement for engraftment of human cells in
other individuals of the same or disparate species is suppres-
sion or elimination of adaptive immunity. This barrier was
minimized by using the fetus at a gestation that precedes
development of mature lymphocytes, particularly T lympho-
cytes, as a recipient of foreign cells, introduced by IUSCT, as
described above. However, to avoid IUSCT, foreign cells could
be introduced into animals that were immunodeficient. For
decades mice with naturally arising immunodeficiency, such as
nude mice, have been used to harbor and study malignant
human cells.102 However, full and enduring engraftment of nor-
mal cells was never achieved. Hence, with the advent of genetic
engineering, efforts were made to more completely remove
immune barriers to engraftment posed by NK cells and adap-
tive immunity. The greatest success achieved by targeted dis-
ruption of IL2RG and either RAG-1 or RAG-2 (see103 for review).
In addition to averting innate and adaptive immunity, optimal
and enduring engraftment of human cells in mice was
achieved by providing human growth factors (eg, IL-3, hM-CSF,
GM-CSF, thrombopoietin) and a phagocytosis suppressor SIRP-α
(see104 for review) and by limiting the competition of murine
stem cells (see105 for review) or mature cells.106

For reasons discussed above, we and a few others have begun
to use genetic engineering to generate immunodeficient pigs as
potential hosts for reverse xenografts. Transgenic IL2RG−/y pigs
exhibit some features of X-linked severe combined immunodefi-
ciency syndrome, including marked decreases but not complete
absence of T cells and NK cells in peripheral blood and spleen
(~2.3% of normal) but normal B cell numbers.62,107 The pigs
accept grafts of semiallogeneic but not human hematopoietic
stem grafts and therefore are not likely to prove useful for
reverse xenotransplants. RAG-1−/− and RAG-2−/− transgenic pigs
have a hypoplastic thymus and significantly decreased numbers
of T cells and B cells in the circulation and in spleen, although
some CD3 + cells, likely NK cells, are detected in spleen.68

Biallelic RAG-2−/− pigs have been reported to have a phenotype
similar to that of pigs deficient in both RAG-1 and RAG-2 and to
accept transplants of human induced pluripotent stem cells,
developing teratomas, and transplanted allogeneic trophoblast
cells.108 Whether the pigs would accept normal cells remains
unknown. Pigs with targeted biallelic disruption of genes encod-
ing RAG-2 and IL2RG have been reported.78 As might be ex-
pected, the pigs have a ~100-fold decrease in circulating T cells
and B cells but a small decrease in NK cells, reflecting some
residual IL2RG function and inability to clear norovirus. Whether
the pigs accept foreign grafts is unknown.

We have generated pigs with targeted disruption of RAG2,
RAG1, and IL2RG (J. Piedrahita, unpublished observation). The
pigs accept allogeneic stem cells and in so doing reconstitute
the immune system. The pigs also accept xenogeneic cells;
however, our experience indicates, perhaps not surprisingly,
that hurdles beyond innate and adaptive immunity limit xeno-
geneic engraftment. We expect advances in gene editing

discussed above will allow us to overcome this limitation in the
near future.

Animal Species as Sources of Xenografts
Nonhuman Primates

When transplantation was introduced into clinical practice at a
few academic centers and donated organs were scarce, xeno-
transplantation was seen as a reasonable alternative “in certain
rare circumstances”17 and nonhuman primates, because of tax-
onomic and physiologic proximity to humans, were used as the
source of most organs used for clinical xenografts.19 Nearly all
of the xenografts functioned at least briefly, but none provided
enduring support and all patients died either because of infec-
tion or rejection of the transplant. The results of some renal xe-
nografts from nonhuman primates to human patients are
summarized in Table 2.

Certainly better results and perhaps enduring function could
be achieved today. Yet, nonhuman primates have been excluded
as potential sources of organs in part for reasons of ethics, but
especially because nonhuman primates are too scarce to have
any meaningful impact on the shortage of human organs. There
is also concern that transplantation might convey lethal infection.
Furthermore, although tissue physiology of nonhuman primates
may resemble that of humans, the smaller size of chimpanzees
and monkeys limit the physiologic impact the organs would have
as xenografts in mature humans. On the other hand, nonhuman
primates are commonly used to model human xenograft recipi-
ents, as discussed below.

Pigs

During recent decades the pig has received universal acclaim
as the preferred source of xenografts.30,109,110 Pigs are plentiful
enough to fulfill any conceivable need. Early in life the size of
pigs overlaps with human. Pigs can be genetically engineered
and owing to sizable litters, readily bred, as described below.
Because pigs have long existed in proximity to humans, the
susceptibility of infectious diseases and potential for transmis-
sion to humans is understood well enough to formulate
detailed approaches to screening and prevention.111,112 As dis-
cussed below, experience and investigation have also tempered
some concerns that use of pigs in xenotransplantation might
generate exotic microorganisms.3

Because present interest focuses almost exclusively on pigs as
sources of tissues and organs for clinical xenotransplantation,
modeling of clinical xenotransplantation today also generally uses
pigs as a source and primates as recipients. Therefore we shall
focus mainly on xenografts in which pigs are used as a source. Still,
experimental xenografts between various combinations of species
(eg, guinea pig-to-rat, rat-to-mouse, pig-to-dog) have contributed to
the body of knowledge about xenotransplantation. Where appropri-
ate, we shall refer to these models without offering detailed review.

Biological Barriers to Xenotransplantation
Introduction

The biological barriers to xenotransplantation include the
immune response of the recipient against the graft, physiological
and biochemical incompatibility between the graft and the recipi-
ent, and the potential for transmission of infection between the
graft and the recipient and the consequences thereof including
potential generation of novel microorganisms.113–116 Although
typically these barriers are investigated independently, sometimes
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using divergent models, the elements of the barriers intersect in
origin, pathogenesis, and manifestations (Figure 3). For example,
ischemia-reperfusion injury associated with transplantation of a
pig organ into a nonhuman primate incites activation of comple-
ment, the control of which is thwarted by incompatibility of com-
plement regulatory proteins.117 At the same time natural
antibodies of nonhuman primates directed against Galα1-3Gal39

and antibodies others directed against neoantigen on ischemic
cells118 increase the extent of complement activation,119 which in
turn amplifies B cell120 and T cell121,122 responses to foreign anti-
gens. The inflammatory and immune environment associated
with ischemia-reperfusion injury and innate immunity modifies
the physiology of parenchymal cells and endothelium, potentially
effacing control of viral latency123,124 but also potentially circum-
scribing infectious agents in the recipient or carried with
graft.125,126 The intersection of immunity, physiologic incompatibil-
ity, and infection underscore the importance of taking account of
the limits of simplified experimental systems, such as cell cultures
and small animals, in predicting the impact of the various barriers
as they would be manifest in swine-to-human transplants.

Immunity as a Barrier

The immune response of the recipient to a xenograft has been
considered the most daunting barrier to xenotransplantation.
The importance of the immune barrier emerged from repeated
failures to achieve permanent engraftment organs from
between disparate species, such as pig organs in nonhuman
primates.127 Recent reports of long-term (>1 year) survival of
some heterotopic cardiac xenografts and kidney xenografts
might suggest, however, that the hurdle posed by immunity

can be overcome and clinical trials might soon commence.1,3,128

These promising results were achieved, however, using immu-
nosuppressive agents and regimens more severe than those
typically used for clinical transplantation. We briefly discuss
some aspects of the immunology of xenotransplantation perti-
nent to animal models currently used and some of the limita-
tions inherent in those models. More detailed reviews of the
immune response to xenotransplantation can be found in other
publications.129–131

Innate Immunity
Xenotransplantation potentially recruits every facet of innate
immunity through the response to ischemia-reperfusion injury
and through recognition of the graft as “foreign by natural anti-
bodies, complement, and phagocytes (Figure 3). The 2 processes
are truly synergistic because each compromises resistance to
the other and each promotes smooth muscle contraction,
amplifying ischemia (Figure 3). Both are further amplified by
relative ineffectiveness of controls of complement, coagulation,
and platelet activation. Hence the barrier posed by innate
immunity is particularly significant in xenotransplantation.

Complement
The most dramatic example of dysregulation of innate immu-
nity is the early pathogenic impact of activation of the comple-
ment system. Complement can be activated by one or more of
the several distinct initiating mechanisms: (1) the classical
pathway, typically initiated by binding of complement-fixing
antibodies; (2) the alternative pathway, typically initiated gen-
eration of C3b and association with factor B exceeds the control
exerted by circulating (factor H) and membrane associated
(CD46) complement regulators; (3) the lectin pathway, initiated
by the binding of mannose binding lectin or ficolin with
mannose-binding lectin associated serine proteases 1, 2, and/or
3; and (4) the properdin pathway, initiated by the binding of
properdin directly to a target. These canonical pathways belie a
much larger number of mechanisms that can initiate the com-
plement cascade (eg, antibodies bound to a surface can activate
the alternative and/or properdin pathway, and C1q can attach
directly to injured cells).

Upon reperfusion of organ xenografts (or introduction of
xenogeneic tissue into blood132–134) ischemia-reperfusion injury
and binding of xenoreactive antibodies activates the comple-
ment system. The extent and the kinetics of complement activa-
tion are governed at key steps by regulatory proteins in blood,
such as factor H; on cell membranes, such as CD46, CD55, and
CD59;135,136 and by the condition of cell surfaces.137 Some com-
plement regulatory proteins may function more effectively in
homologous than in heterologous systems,30,117,138,139 although
some have challenged this concept based on work using isolated
cells.140 Although challenges to the concept of homologous
restriction of complement are welcome, heterologous comple-
ment has always appeared more active than homologous com-
plement cell lysis assays.141 More to the point, observation
obtained over decades in transplanting organs between various
combinations of disparate species (and hence the principle of
in vivo veritas) provides compelling support for the importance
of species specificity of complement regulation. For example,
heart and kidney xenografts from pigs into unmanipulated non-
human primates invariably undergo hyperacute rejection trig-
gered by anti-Galα1-3Gal antibodies, the concentrations and
functions of which resemble isohemagglutinins,142 leading to
activation of complement. In contrast, ABO-incompatible
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Phagocyte activation

Platelet activation

Shedding of HS
Loss of barrier

Loss of C regulation

Loss of oxidant control

Neoantigen expression

Endothelium

Ischemia-Reperfusion

Anti-Galα1–3Gal Ab binding

C activation

Phagocyte activation

Platelet activation

Innate xenoreactive immunity

Shedding of HS
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Loss of C regulation

Loss of oxidant control
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Ab MAC Phagocyte
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Figure 3 Integration of pathogenesis of ischemia-reperfusion injury with patho-

genesis injury caused by xenoreactive antibodies and xenoreactive phagocytes.

Ischemia reperfusion injury and innate immunity directed at xenografts con-

verge to amplify complement-mediated early graft injury. Activation of comple-

ment (C) by ischemia (through several pathways) and/or by xenoreactive

antibodies increases the amount and kinetics of membrane attack complex

(MAC) assembly, which increases membrane injury. C activation generates C3a

and C5a, which activate leukocytes and C3bi, thereby tethering phagocytes to

endothelium. C activation also causes smooth muscle contraction, decreasing

blood flow and increasing the extent and duration of ischemia. C activation

causes shedding of heparan sulfate (HS) from cell surfaces, compromising bar-

rier functions; impairing regulation of complement, coagulation, and platelet

activation; and hindering control of oxidants. Leukocytes, platelets, and endo-

thelial cells release proteases that expose neoantigen on endothelium, height-

ening the reaction. Ischemia and innate immunity also amplify adaptive

immunity (not shown).
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allografts rarely undergo hyperacute rejection.143 Consistent with
this concept, expression of small amounts of human complement
regulators in transgenic pigs can prevent this type of rejection,33

and pigs developed as sources of organs for xenotransplantation
often incorporate one or more transgenes for expression of such
proteins.34

Perhaps more important than the cell-associated comple-
ment regulators is factor H, a plasma protein that regulates the
alternative pathway of complement (by facilitating dissociation
C3bBb complexes and by acting as a co-factor for factor
I-mediated cleavage of C3b). To exert its function, factor H at-
taches to acidic moieties on cell surfaces (eg, heparan sulfate
and sialic acid), and it is the interaction with cells surfaces that
may limit the activity of the protein on foreign surfaces.144 If
factor H fails to control complement on surfaces (eg, rat factor
H fails on guinea pig cell surfaces), immediate and severe
complement-mediated injury, that is, hyperacute rejection, en-
sues.145 Fortunately, human (and nonhuman primate) factor H
regulates human complement on porcine cells and hence this
limitation is not often discussed. However, factor H might steri-
cally compete with properdin (a protein that promotes the
alternative complement pathway)146,147 and other proteins for
binding to cell surfaces, and it is conceivable that novel mix-
tures of proteins in xenograft recipients could hinder the regu-
lation of complement.

Natural Antibodies
The natural antibodies of greatest interest in xenotransplantation
are natural antibodies specific for Galα1-3Gal.148,149 Galα1-3Gal is
the product of a galactosyltransferase (α1,3-galactosyltransferase)
that is produced by New World monkeys and lower mammals,
including the pig, but not by humans, apes, and Old World mon-
keys.150 Mammals lacking Galα1-3Gal produce natural antibodies
specific for that saccharide, much as humans lacking blood group
substances A or B produce isohemagglutinins directed at the cor-
responding substances.142 When a porcine organ is trans-
planted into a nonhuman primate with natural antibodies
specific for Galα1-3Gal, the binding of those antibodies triggers
immediate, complement-mediated rejection of the organ119

and (if immediate rejection is avoided) antibody-mediated
rejection (also called acute vascular rejection).151 The impor-
tance of antibodies specific for Galα1-3Gal in xenotransplanta-
tion led to the generation of pigs with targeted (α1,3-
galactosyltransferase) (Gal KO pigs).152,153 It should be noted,
however, that the ability of anti-Galα1-3Gal to trigger immedi-
ate rejection and even antibody-mediated rejection depends
very much on failure of complement regulation, as the pres-
ence of even low level of human complement regulatory pro-
teins in a xenograft thwarts immediate rejection33 and
temporary removal of natural antibodies against blood groups
prevents hyperacute and antibody-mediated rejection.154

Human natural antibodies against structures other than
Galα1-3Gal might initiate rejection of xenografts.155 The signifi-
cance of these natural antibodies in xenotransplantation re-
mains uncertain because the antibodies have been studied in
systems in which antibody interaction with Galα1-3Gal cannot
occur (eg, when Gal KO organs are transplanted into nonhuman
primates). Some of the antigens might be “neoantigen” pro-
duced in the absence of α1, 3-galactosyltransferase and some
antigens might be recognized by natural antibodies of only a
fraction of nonhuman primates and humans. Therefore, it is
difficult to know a priori whether targeting of the correspond-
ing glycosyltransferases will confer more benefit than harm.

Still another type of natural antibody, the polyreactive anti-
body, could have an effect on xenotransplants. Polyreactive anti-
bodies recognize multiple antigens, as the name indicates,
including autoantigens and are produced by a distinct subset of B
cells.30,156 Polyreactive antibodies have been implicated in the
pathogenesis of ischemia-reperfusion injury.118,157 In this setting,
the antibodies can attach to neoantigen formed by degradation or
oxidation of normal molecules or to antigens exposed by injury of
cell membranes. Polyreactive antibodies also can initiate the
repair of injured cells and tissues158–160 and thus potentially bene-
fit a transplant.154 Polyreactive antibodies bind xenogeneic to
endothelial cells in culture and can be found in xenografts.161

What impact polyreactive antibodies have on the fate of xeno-
grafts is unknown, but it is not unreasonable to think that impact
is exaggerated over the effect exerted in allotransplants161 and
the “autoreactivity” of the antibodies should be considered when
in evaluation of the specificities in serum.162

Cellular Innate Immunity
Leukocytes (natural killer cells, macrophages, neutrophils, and
T cells), platelets, fibrocytes, and other cells are found in
inflammatory reactions of every type, including those observed
in xenografts. These cells are thought to participate in the
innate immune reactions that accompany ischemia and surgi-
cal disruption of tissues and acute and chronic rejection of
transplants,163–166 modifying the functions of endothelial cells,
especially in transplants.167–169 Cellular elements can recognize
foreign or injured-autologous cell surfaces and products
released from cells (eg, agonists of inflammatory receptors) and
initiate the ensuing reactions, or cellular elements can be re-
cruited to inflammatory reactions begun by other recognitive
systems (eg, responses to binding of Ab or activation of comple-
ment). Cellular elements can also play a tangential role in path-
ogenesis (eg, severe complement-mediated injury can destroy
an organ whether or not inflammatory cells are present).
Although effector and regulatory pathways and specific cellular
interactions are often identified in cell culture systems, the
contribution of cells to pathologic processes must be ascer-
tained in vivo, typically by use of animal models. For example,
foreign NK cells rapidly bind to and kill or activate foreign
endothelial cells, including xenogeneic cells167,170–172; yet NK
cells do not evidently cause early injury of porcine organs
transplanted into nonhuman primates but rather might con-
tribute to chronic vascular injury.173

Inflammatory reactions associated with xenotransplantation
appear to be greater than those typically seen in ischemia-
reperfusion injury or in allogeneic transplant reactions. Whether
interactions between macrophages, NK cells, and other cells and
xenografts initiate or cause that increase or whether these inter-
actions merely reflect greater tissue damage caused by antibo-
dies, complement, etc. is not entirely clear. However, some of the
pathways that constrain cellular interactions in autologous sys-
tems fail in allogeneic and especially in xenogeneic systems. For
example, NK activity is suppressed by interaction of inhibitory re-
ceptors with classical or nonclassical MHC class I, but porcine
MHC class I (and some allogeneic MHC class I) fail to interact with
these inhibitory receptors.174,175 Macrophage activity is sup-
pressed in autologous systems by interaction of signal regulatory
protein (SIRP)-alpha, with CD47, expressed by nearly all cells.176

Failure of these interactions increases interaction and effector
activity of NK cells and macrophages with xenografts.130 As
potential solutions to the incompatibilities, pigs have been
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genetically engineered to express transgenes for human HLA-E
and human CD47.177–179

Adaptive Immunity
More than 100 years have elapsed since Ehrlich and Morgenroth
showed that foreign cells elicit abundant antibody responses,180

Nuttall181 showed that those responses recognize multiple deter-
minants, and Fleisher182 observed a more intense “leukocytic
reaction” in xenografts than in allografts. Still, the rapidly
destructive impact of innate immunity and biological incompati-
bilities generated by admixing of cells of disparate species left
some uncertainty about the dimensions of the barrier to xeno-
transplantation posed by adaptive immunity, particularly cell-
mediated immunity.127 Long-term survival of porcine organs in
nonhuman primates is presently pursued by genetic engineering
to minimize the impact of innate immunity (ie, use of pigs defi-
cient α1,3-galactosyltransferase and expressing human comple-
ment regulatory proteins) and by administration of regimens of
immunosuppressive agents more severe than those typically
used in clinical transplantation. Because innate and adaptive
immunity intersect (eg, complement activation promotes B cell
responses) and because both innate and adaptive immunity
induce thrombosis, coagulation, and inflammation, advances in
survival of experimental xenografts have been realized through
use of combinations of intense regimens of immunosuppression
(to suppress adaptive immunity) and genetic engineering to
efface innate immunity, thrombosis, coagulation, etc. However,
as clinical application of xenotransplantation approaches, it will
be important to determine whether less intrusive regimens of
immunosuppression can be employed. Identifying the model(s)
that can reliably and efficiently evaluate immunosuppression for
clinical xenotransplantation thus should be a key objective in the
field.

Cell-Mediated Immunity
Isolated xenogeneic proteins and intact cells elicit cell-
mediated immunity in humans and animals. Because the num-
ber of foreign peptides in xenogeneic antigens exceeds the
number in allogeneic antigens, one might expect cellular
immune reaction to the former would be especially robust.
Therefore, it was striking, to say the least, when in vitro analy-
ses of T cell responses to xenogeneic cells revealed profound
limitations of cell-mediated responses.183,184 These limitations
mainly resulted from incompatibility of cytokines and co-
recognition receptors between species under conditions that
minimized the impact of recognition of foreign peptides pre-
sented with self-MHC (ie, mixed leukocyte cultures, which pref-
erentially detect responses of naïve T cells to intact foreign
MHC but not de novo responses to foreign peptides).185 The ob-
servations raised the possibility that cell-mediated immunity
to xenografts might be vulnerable in ways that allogeneic re-
sponses are not. Consistent with that possibility, work in mice
revealed that antibodies against CD4 suppress T cell responses
to and cellular rejection of xenografts.186 Subsequent investiga-
tion revealed that anti-CD4 antibodies, engineered to block co-
recognition but not to deplete CD4+ T cells, induce tolerance to
xenogeneic protein.187 Today, most work in xenotransplanta-
tion employs agents such as anti-CD154 and anti-CD40 that
disrupt co-stimulation more broadly.188 The toxicity of these
broadly active agents will probably encourage a revisiting of
less severe approaches or the possibility of inducing tolerance.

For reasons described above, immunosuppressive regimens
for xenotransplantation are commonly investigated using

nonhuman primates as recipients of porcine xenografts.
Although nonhuman primates probably offer a more stringent
model of the cellular immune barrier to xenotransplantation
than small animals, including “humanized”-mice, nonhuman
primates also potentially can mislead. One problem is that non-
human primates might develop immunity to “humanized”
antibodies or to human proteins expressed as transgenes in pig
organs. If such immunity blocks the action of immunosuppres-
sive agents, rejection could ensue or higher doses or more
severe regimens might be needed to sustain the graft. For this
reason, selection of the optimal and least intrusive immuno-
suppressive regimens for swine-to-human xenotransplantation
might prove futile in nonhuman primates and might rather
depend on analysis in early clinical trials.

One potential avenue that might be optimally tested first in
nonhuman primates is the induction of tolerance. Some have
argued that successful application of xenotransplantation
might depend on devising approaches for the induction of
immune tolerance.188–191 Depending on the approach and regi-
men used, tolerance might well be extended to human proteins
expressed in a xenograft and to “humanized” agents used for
tolerance induction or maintenance.

As xenotransplantation approaches clinical application, the
emphasis of research will almost certainly shift from prevent-
ing and treating acute rejection to the promoting of long-term
function and avoidance of chronic disease of the graft and such
comorbidities as cancer and cardiovascular disease. Toward
that objective, it will be important to consider whether manip-
ulation of the recipient and/or genetic engineering of swine
modify cell-mediated immunity in ways that promote or hin-
der long-term function and well-being. As only one example,
consider the impact of transgenic expression of human CD46
in a swine organ to control activation of complement in the
graft.192,193 CD46 facilitates the proteolytic action of factor I on
C3b, generating C3d, among other fragments, which can amplify
the effector activity of cell-mediated immunity.122 Therefore,
if efforts to decrease the intensity of immunosuppression
and/or to induce tolerance fail, there might be reason to revisit
the approaches used to control complement. For reasons
given above, pig-to-nonhuman primate models are best suited
if not essential for testing the impact of genetic engineering in
xenotransplantation.

Humoral Immunity
There is general appreciation that elicited antibody responses
might limit the success of xenotransplantation. In the absence of
immunosuppression, all xenografts and nearly all heterologous
proteins elicit T cell-dependent B cell responses. The specificity,
concentration, and avidity of antibody responses to xenotrans-
plantation in immunosuppressed nonhuman primates have been
the subject of a few reports.194–197 However, the full range of anti-
body responses in xenotransplant recipients is incompletely
understood at best. Given the successes achieved by targeting the
α1,3-galactosyltransferase gene, there might be some temptation
to catalogue the specificities of elicited antibody responses to
xenotransplantation. Hopefully, consideration of the potential
diversity of these responses and the variation in specificities
likely to be found between recipients will build resistance to such
temptations.

Several obstacles hinder investigation of elicited antibody re-
sponses to xenotransplantation. Natural antibody responses to
Galα1-3Gal and other antigens can increase after transplantation,
possibly owing to inflammation, making these responses more
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difficult to distinguish from de novo responses. Another obstacle,
and one that also impairs full understanding of donor-specific
antibody responses in allotransplantation, is that a functioning
graft, especially an intact organ graft, can absorb enormous
amounts of antibody and the antibodies so absorbed will be of
the highest affinity and specific for the antigens of greatest den-
sity.198–200 Hence, the antibodies remaining in the serum do not
necessarily represent the antibodies of greatest importance.201

Another obstacle is that antibodies and complement bound to
healthy cells can be taken up and processed, impairing the ability
of immunopathology to detect early stages of injury. These pro-
blems are potentially overcome by investigation of B cell
responses.201

Some antibody responses to xenotransplantation may induce
antigen-specific pathophysiology. Human kidney allotransplant
recipients with the X-linked Alport syndrome (mutant gene en-
coding collagen type IV alpha 5 chain) sometimes produce anti-
bodies against the wild-type collagen in the transplant, leading
to antiglomerular basement membrane nephritis.202 Similarly,
human kidney transplant recipients sometimes produce antibo-
dies against angiotensin receptor allotypic variants, evoking
malignant hypertension.203 In principle, all kidney xenograft re-
cipients are at risk for producing antibodies directed against the
swine homologues of these or other pathophysiologically signifi-
cant targets. Thus, antibody-inhibitors of heterologous factor
VIII have been described in xenograft recipients.197 Because
every protein in a xenograft is a potential immunogen, identify-
ing the most common pathophysiologically vulnerable targets
could prove challenging but clinically significant. Although this
problem is likely to be idiosyncratic, it is best pursued in animal
models in which the importance of antibody binding to a specific
antigen can be distinguished from pathology caused by antibody
binding to any target and solutions, such as antigen specific tol-
erance, can be explored.

Pig-to-nonhuman primate xenotransplantation models offer
2 important advantages for investigation of elicited humoral
immune responses to transplantation. One advantage is the
high frequency of antibody-mediated rejection (compared to
clinical allografts) makes it easier to link B cell and antibody re-
sponses to the development of graft pathology. The other
advantage is the ready access to blood and tissue samples. The
main disadvantage is the relative paucity of information con-
cerning non-uman primate variable region genes and the mix-
ture of species (baboon and monkey) used as recipients.

The Impact of Immunity on Xenografts
Three distinct factors determine the impact of innate and
adaptive immunity on xenografts. These factors are: (1) the
source(s) of the blood vessels in the graft; (2) the intrinsic and
induced resistance of the graft to immune and inflammatory
injury (a condition we named accommodation); and (3) the
nature and kinetics of immunity directed at the graft. The
nature and kinetics of immunity to xenografts were discussed
above. But as important as the intensity of immunity may be,
the impact of immunity on a graft is to a large extent deter-
mined by the origin of blood vessels—whether derived from
the recipient by ingrowth or originating with the source (as in
organ grafts)—which determines the pathogenic processes
invoked by immunity (Figure 4). Intrinsic and induced resis-
tance to injury determines whether the immune-induced path-
ogenic pathways destroy the graft or allow repair and recovery
from immune assault.

Source of Blood Vessels in a Graft

We have long emphasized that the origin of blood vessels in a
xenograft determines the conditions potentially induced by the
immune response of the recipient.114,130 Organ xenografts, in
which blood vessels are mainly of donor origin, are susceptible
to conditions generated by the direct action of antibodies, com-
plement, and inflammatory cells on graft endothelium
(Figure 4). Cell and tissue xenografts (eg, pancreatic islet and
hepatocyte, respectively) in extravascular sites are not suscep-
tible to these conditions (hyperacute and acute antibody medi-
ated rejection) because all IgM and most IgG and complement
are retained within blood vessels. Cell and tissue xenografts
introduced via the blood (rather than injection into extravascu-
lar spaces) are susceptible to injury by antibodies and comple-
ment during the period of passage through the blood of the
recipient, but once engrafted, this susceptibility wanes.204,205

All xenografts are susceptible to cellular rejection because stim-
ulated lymphocytes and phagocytes migrate actively through
blood vessel walls.206,207

The pathology of ischemia and rejection of xenografts re-
flects the distinct assaults by immunity on blood vessels.30,126

Rapid activation of abundant amounts of complement and
assembly of terminal complement complexes cause endothe-
lium to lose functions (especially barrier and vasoregulatory
functions), eventuating immediately in the pathology of hyper-
acute rejection. Activation of smaller amounts of complement
or interaction of leukocytes (macrophages, NK cells, T cells)
changes the transcriptional program and physiology of
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Immunity
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from Source
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Figure 4 The type of xenograft determines the source of endothelium, which in

turn determines the impact of immunity on graft pathology. Organ xenografts

(top) contain blood vessels originating from the source of the xenograft.

Antibodies and complement directly attack the endothelial lining of organ xe-

nografts, causing hyperacute rejection (HAR) in minutes to a few hours. If HAR

is averted, acute vascular rejection (AVR) also called antibody-mediated rejec-

tion (AMR) and also caused by antibodies and complement, can ensue over the

next days, weeks, or months. Organ grafts are also susceptible to chronic rejec-

tion (CR), sometimes caused by antibodies and complement, developing over

months or years. Immunity also can induce changes in endothelium that ren-

der blood vessels and other cells resistant to injury (accommodation). These

resistive changes counter pathogenesis and allow function to persist in the face

of immunity to the transplant. Cell or tissue xenografts (bottom) contain blood

vessels and endothelium of the recipient. Recipient blood vessels are not

directly targeted by xenoreactive antibodies and hence are not susceptible to

HAR, AVR, and CR (usually). However, T cells and phagocytes actively penetrate

blood vessels, and hence cell and tissue grafts are susceptible to CMR. When

cell and tissue xenografts are introduced into blood vessels of the recipient (eg,

into the portal vein), antibodies and complement can attack the grafts, causing

“instant blood mediated inflammatory reaction” (IBMIR). Injury begun by IBMR

can persist after the grafts pass out of the circulation, but susceptibility to de

novo IBMR ceases once engraftment outside of blood vessels occurs. Studies in

cell culture systems suggest cell and tissue grafts, like organ grafts, may be pro-

tected by accommodation.
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endothelial cells, causing the cells to promote coagulation, leu-
kocyte activation, and migration, etc. and eventuating in coagu-
lation and intra- and perivascular inflammation. In allografts,
this condition is often called antibody-mediated rejection and
that term could be applied to xenografts. However, antibodies
do not necessarily mediate this condition, and therefore we
have preferred to use the term acute vascular rejection because
blood vessels are the target and the instrument of pathological
processes.30,126,208 Migration of activated T cells and macro-
phages through otherwise undamaged endothelium causes the
cellular infiltrates typical of cellular rejection and, perhaps
more importantly ,increases interstitial pressure and exposes
regional cells to cytokines, proteases etc., the clearance of
which is impaired.

Baseline and Induced Resistance to Injury
(Accommodation)

Allografts and xenografts exhibit a wide range of responses to
assault by ischemia and immunity. In part these differences
reflect the intensity of the ischemic insult and of the immune
response of the recipient directed at the transplant. Indeed, the
intensity of injury to the graft is often used as an index of
ischemia or immunity. Yet decades of investigation have estab-
lished that properties of target can govern the outcome of
inflammation and immunity.209,210 Thus, among pairs of recipi-
ents from the same renal transplant donors, up to 60% of early
and late outcome can be ascribed to the donor organ.211–213

Some graft-associated determinants of the outcome of trans-
plants (besides MHC) are inherited. In clinical transplantation,
the race of the donor influences early and possibly long-term
outcome. Among inherited factors in donors are polymorph-
isms encoding variants of APOL1, caveolin-1, ABCB1, and eNOS,
and donor-recipient pairing of certain alleles beyond MHC214

have a discernable impact as well.215,216

One property of grafts, especially xenografts, that deter-
mines outcome is the ability to resist and repair injury. We
refer to this ability as “accommodation.”30 Accommodation
was first observed in ABO-incompatible kidney transplants and
in heterotopic cardiac xenografts that continued to function
despite the presence of antibodies against the grafts in the
blood of the recipients.30 Accommodation in ABO-incompatible
transplants explained why in some circumstances antibodies
that can initiate devastating injury sometimes fail to do so and
why surveys of anti-graft antibodies in the blood of recipients
often revealed little or no relationship to the presence or sever-
ity of graft injury in ABO-incompatible transplants.217,218

Accommodation is also observed in conventional (ABO-com-
patible) organ allografts, but the frequency is unclear because
alloantibodies specific for HLA can be absorbed in and taken up
by organ transplants.199,219

Accommodation develops over a period of days, and estab-
lishment of that condition obviously requires sufficient base-
line resistance to injury. As a working hypothesis, we suggest
that baseline resistance to injury reflects some constitutive
properties of cells,210,220 and heightened expression of the pro-
ducts of “cytoprotective genes”221 allow cells, tissues, and or-
gans to repair initial damage and dispose of waste. More
enduring changes increase the efficiency of these processes,
restoring function and shifting the level of resistance to
cytotoxicity.137,222,223

Accommodation, sometimes referred to by other terms, has
been implicated in the cancer phenotype, responses to infec-
tion and physical injury, and autoimmunity.200,222,224,225 Efforts

to identify genes involved in accommodation in clinical set-
tings have met with limited success,226 in part because surveys
focused on “cytoprotective genes,” which are also expressed in
rejection. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) reveal re-
gions of the genome and heritable traits that confer resistance
to injury from infection227,228 and improved quality of meat.229

GWAS in models of tissue injury in pigs and transcriptional
profiling of human subjects with rejection reveal potential
involvement of tissue repair.230,231 Still, identifying the optimal
genetic background and understanding how expression of sets
of genes over time drives (or allows) accommodation to occur
will require a more incisive analysis, probably both GWAS and
dynamic gene expression.232,233

The more proximal consideration, however, is that pigs, like
humans, undoubtedly vary greatly in the levels of baseline and
induced resistance to immune and inflammatory injury.
Differences in genetic background thus may confound efforts
to compare efficacy of therapeutic regimens or genetic manipu-
lations of xenografts from distinct sources. Table 2 shows out-
comes of heart and kidney transplants with various genetic
manipulations performed in nonhuman primates. Some of the
variation in outcome reflects the efficacy of genetic manipula-
tions but some reflects differences in the background of the
transplants and some differences in immunity between recipi-
ents. There is a tendency to think that introduction of more
human genes that counter pathologic changes will improve re-
sults,34 but comparison of the outcomes of kidney xenografts
listed in Table 2 might suggest otherwise. This problem can be
addressed in part by cloning to make the genetic background of
the source homogeneous. However, cloning (or inbreeding)
potentially fixes in the background gene variants that under-
mine resistance to injury and restoration of function. A recent
report on the outcome of kidney transplants from “multi-trans-
genic” inbred mini-pigs (a1,3 GT KO, and combinations of
human CD55, Hu CD46, Hu CD59, and Hu CD39) in baboons re-
vealed little or no advantage of the transgenes and survival at
3–14 days.234 These results, disappointing compared to the re-
sults shown in Table 2, could reflect various aspects of the regi-
mens or transgenes used, but they could also reflect properties
of the genetic background of the source. Nor can one be certain
whether off-target effects of genetic manipulation have
affected physiology (the heart xenografts are mainly nonfunc-
tional heterotopic grafts, the kidney xenografts are functional).
Because the more dramatic barriers to xenotransplantation are
overcome and clinical application and long-term function are
prized, there will be much potentially to be gained by focusing
on function rather than survival and pathology and potentially
from optimizing the background of the sources through breed-
ing or engineering or both.

Physiological and Biochemical Barriers to
Xenotransplantation (Incompatibilities)
During the first half of the twentieth century, the forebears of
transplantation biology and immunology struggled to under-
stand why grafts of foreign tissue fail. One theory, put forward
by Leo Loeb, held that proteins produced by genetically-differ-
ent individuals and especially by individuals of disparate spe-
cies fail to support healthy and functional interactions between
cells from those different individuals.235 The differences
between proteins of different individuals might be assayed by
serologic methods, but the failure of grafts and attendant
pathology reflected the extent of incompatibility. Although
Loeb was recognized widely for his contributions,236 his theory
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of individuality obscured recognition of immunity as a cause of
allograft failure. However, the development of Loeb’s theory pre-
saged the challenges one inevitably faces in attempting to under-
stand why xenografts fail.

Because human cells can survive enduringly in immunode-
ficient mice99 and immune-competent pigs,93 whatever incom-
patibilities may exist between disparate species need not
preclude survival of xenografts. However, comparison of pro-
tein structure and physiology between species could suggest
that xenografts would likely fail to meet the physiologic needs
of recipients and incompatibilities of biochemical systems
could engender distinct toxicities,237,238 as first suggested by
Loeb. Obviously, the preeminent question for clinical applica-
tion of xenotransplantation is whether and to what extent bio-
chemical and physiologic incompatibility between species
diminish the value of xenotransplantation and whether the de-
fects can be overcome without converting the swine genome to
human. These questions have been addressed at least in part
by demonstration that xenografts of swine lungs, kidneys,
hearts, and pancreatic islets can temporarily support the life of
nonhuman primates.239–245 In contrast, orthotopic porcine liver
xenografts can engender life-threatening complications (eg,
thrombocytopenia), and some believe incompatibility of the
swine liver precludes successful xenotransplantation. However,
porcine liver xenografts do exhibit measurable function for a
period of days,246 and whole porcine livers247 and isolated por-
cine hepatocytes in liver assist devices248 can augment func-
tions in patients with acute liver failure, suggesting physiology
is not limiting. The observations on transplantation of porcine
tissues and organs other than liver into nonhuman primates
thus argue against Loeb’s idea that xenografts inevitably fail
because of incompatibilities generate lethal toxicity.235 The ob-
servations also argue against the proposition that incompatibil-
ities decrease the level or modify the nature of physiologic
support to the point where xenografts might not offer an
acceptable replacement for a failing tissue or organ.

The acceptable function of porcine xenografts in nonhuman
primates for periods of months or even years cannot be taken
as evidence of absence of significant incompatibilities between
species that would impair clinical utility. Regardless of the
extent of species-specific regulation of complement30,117,138,139

(or lack thereof140), experience during the past 20 years pro-
vides numerous examples of the benefit for xenograft function
and survival conferred by expression of human complement
regulators in swine tissues. This benefit indicates that, for
whatever reason, xenotransplantation effectuates a functional
deficiency of complement regulation. However, functional defi-
ciency or incompatibility are not necessarily apparent immedi-
ately but rather might appear months or years after birth (in
the case of inherited deficiencies) or transplantation. Some in-
dividuals with inherited deficiency (or nonfunction) of comple-
ment factor H, factor I, and CD46 (regulators of the alternative
complement pathway) develop thrombotic microangiopathy of
the kidney (atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome) but do so
years after birth or in adulthood.249,250 Some never develop this
condition. A xenotransplantation model functioning for
months or even years might very well fail to reveal clinical evi-
dence of some incompatibilities of complement regulation.

Xenotransplantation of swine organs in humans or nonhu-
man primates would generate incompatibility between the
coagulation system of the recipient and coagulation regulators,
particularly thrombomodulin, expressed in blood vessels of the
transplant.251,252 Thrombomodulin expressed in porcine blood
vessels is appreciably incompatible with human protein

C113,253,254 and that should eventuate in excess generation of
thrombin and coagulation and/or inflammation.255 This incom-
patibility sparked the development of transgenic pigs expres-
sing human thrombomodulin, among other modifications, and
testing with favorable results in pig-to-nonhuman primate
organ xenograft models.256,257 These and more recent results
encourage the view that generation of pigs expressing multiple
transgenes has advanced xenotransplantation toward clinical
application.3 Whether correct or not, the successes achieved by
expression of multiple transgenes, such as those listed in
Table 2, should not be taken as critical proof that the trans-
genes address key molecular incompatibilities. Using the
expression of human thrombomodulin as only one example,
the incompatibility of the human protein for swine has been
proved but the importance of the incompatibility has not.
Thrombotic microangiopathy, as observed in organ xenografts,
is characteristic of inherited defects in regulation of the alter-
native pathway of complement (eg, atypical hemolytic uremic
syndrome). In contrast, inherited deficiency of thrombomodu-
lin activity typically causes late-onset large vessel or coronary
thrombosis,258 if it causes any disease at all.259 That is not to
question the benefit of expressing human thrombomodulin in xe-
nografts. Transgenic expression of human thrombomodulin is
certainly more convenient and less toxic than administration of
anticoagulant agents (or correction of what we think might be the
more fundamental problem with complement regulation). Rather,
it argues that molecular incompatibilities may have less impact
than vitro experiments suggest. Inherited defects in regulation of
complement or coagulation (among other pathways) are not
immediately pathogenic because the system adjusts to increased
pathway activity. Such adjustment is likely to be found for count-
less biochemical or structural “incompatibilities.”

Infection Between Species as a Barrier to
Xenotransplantation
The possibility that xenotransplantation would convey or
heighten the risk of infection has been viewed as a significant
barrier to xenotransplantation.260–262 Accordingly, approaches
to prevention and surveillance and standards for microbiolog-
ical safety have been extensively discussed and recently re-
viewed.263–268 Although these approaches will continue to be
applied, dimensions of this barrier are now generally viewed as
“small”269 and “manageable.”3 Here we shall consider the gen-
eral nature of the biological barrier infection poses and the
extent to which current models can provide useful insights. For
reasons we shall mention, this consideration must remain a
matter of speculation until xenotransplantation enters clinical
practice.

Transplants of every type potentially convey infectious
agents, particularly viruses, to the recipient. That risk is great-
est when transplants originate from deceased donors because
only limited time can be devoted to screening and because
screening might fail to detect a recently acquired transmissible
infectious agent. When transplants originate from living
human donors, more time and resources can be devoted to
screening and clinicians can weigh the risks against potential
benefits if the donor has a transmissible virus. In xenotrans-
plantation, the potential for screening is greater because multi-
ple generations of source animals can be evaluated and risks
can be further decreased by isolation of source animals, breed-
ing, treatment, vaccination, or genetic engineering to eliminate
existing agents.270 Therefore, in principle, the risk transmitting
an infectious agent from a graft to a recipient should be lower
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in clinical xenotransplantation than in allotransplantation.
This risk is further decreased because some agents capable of
infecting pigs are not infectious for humans.

However, xenotransplantation does potentially engender
several risks distinct from those experienced in allotransplan-
tation. One such risk is that infectious agents harbored by the
graft, whether or not transferred to human cells, might be less
effectively controlled by human immunity, particularly T cells
and cytokines, and in this setting cause tissue or organ dam-
age. Porcine CMV has been found to be activated in xenotrans-
plants, capable of activating endothelial cells and associated
with thrombotic microangiopathy.271,272 It is possible that
immunity to the graft and rejection causes activation of the
virus as virus activation was seen in early rejection.273 But it is
also possible that this or some other virus underlies damage or
dysfunction observed over time in xenotransplants. On the
other hand, if the swine agent is controlled by the immune sys-
tem of the recipient, it is possible the agent could serve as a
source of peptide targeted by cell-mediated rejection.

Another risk of infection pertinent to xenotransplantation is
the possibility that innocuous retroelements or an endogenous
retrovirus of the pig could undergo activation and/or recombina-
tion to generate a novel virus transferable to the human recipient
and potentially more broadly in society. The porcine endogenous
retrovirus (PERV) has been thought potentially to be such an
agent.260 A gammaretrovirus, PERV can be activated and trans-
ferred to human cells in culture. Concern about PERV has fueled
efforts to eliminate elements from the porcine genome by selec-
tion and gene targeting.274 However, humans subjects exposed to
pigs in the workplace and subjects whose blood was perfused
through porcine livers for treatment of liver failure or through
porcine kidneys for kidney failure or recipients of porcine xeno-
grafts of skin or other tissues reveal no evidence of PERV trans-
mission to humans.275–278 Consequently, concern about potential
risk of PERV transmission has decreased substantially.3

Yet another “infectious” risk unique to xenotransplantation
involves the potential consequences of genetic recombination
caused by spontaneous fusion of swine and human cells.91,279

Although fusion of heterologous cells is probably rare, when it
occurs, the potential for recombination is increased by aberrant
hybridization and DNA breaks, among other events, and recom-
bination potentially generates novel genes.280–282 Cell fusion has
been considered mainly from the perspective of risks of onco-
genesis and tumor progression,282,283 but the same mechanism
potentially can underlie emergence or evolution of viruses, for
example, acquisition of a ligand for an existing cell surface
receptor.279 Although this mechanism might explain rare emer-
gence of new viruses by evolutionary leaps, we think the likeli-
hood that swine to human xenotransplantation would cause
emergence of new viruses by this mechanism is exceedingly low
because pigs and humans have lived in proximity for thousands
of years and blood is continuously exchanged on farms and
other settings (some of those engaged in agriculture could have
immunodeficiency or receive immunosuppressive agents). The
introduction of human genes in the swine genome at increasing
numbers of loci, however, does potentially increase the potential
for recombination in hybrids and that might warrant consider-
ation in the future.

On the other hand, because pigs and nonhuman primates
do not naturally share habitats and exchange flora, the use of
nonhuman primates as recipients of experimental xenografts
does potentially generate conditions that could increase the
rate of viral evolution. Although accelerated viral evolution is
probably not a unique risk of xenotransplantation, for reasons

mentioned above, these models potentially offer an opportu-
nity to investigate processes important for public health. As a
related consideration, however, experimental transplants of
tissues or organs from pigs into nonhuman primates probably
offer a poor (and exaggerated) model of the infectious risks of
clinical xenotransplantation. Not only are humans better
adapted than nonhuman primates to pig flora, but the sophisti-
cated diagnostic tools, range of therapeutic agents, and estab-
lished regimens and doses of antimicrobials in the clinical
setting, among many other factors, probably decrease the risk
and improve the outcome of infection in the clinical setting.

Concluding Remarks on Potential Limitations
of Current Models of Xenotransplantation for
Clinical Application
Advances in experimental xenotransplantation have generated
much excitement and the perception that xenotransplantation
is rapidly advancing toward clinical application.1,2,284 To a large
extent, this excitement and the perception of progress spring
from improvements in the survival, now sometimes exceeding
1 year, of porcine islets, hearts, and kidneys transplanted into
nonhuman primates. At this juncture, then, it would seem
appropriate to consider how well the preclinical models of
xenotransplantation are likely to predict the outcome of clinical
xenografts performed for treatment of disease. The questions
we think most timely are two. The first question is whether the
results in experimental models suggest that in a given condi-
tion and circumstance (eg, unavailability of an allogeneic
organ), a xenograft could provide a better option than alterna-
tive therapies. This question is frequently addressed by practi-
tioners and regulators and hence needs little comment here.
The second question, not adequately addressed in the litera-
ture, is whether and how pig-to-nonhuman primate models
depart systematically from what might be expected of pig-to-
human xenografts performed in the clinical setting.

We believe clinical xenografts might well perform better
than experimental xenografts discussed above. One reason for
this view is that the resources, expertise, fund of knowledge,
diagnostics, therapeutics, etc. that can be directed at the recipi-
ent of a clinical xenograft vastly exceed what can be directed at
recipients in animal models. Another reason for this view is
that much of the genetic modification of pigs for xenotrans-
plantation has gained expression of human genes, the products
of which (eg, CD46 and thrombomodulin) better regulate com-
plement and coagulation of humans than of nonhuman pri-
mates. Even if these proteins have normal function in isolation,
the proteins may interact aberrantly in complex networks, the
impact of which extends beyond complement and coagulation,
potentially influencing expression and function of a broad set
of genes,232,285,286 cellular functions, and signaling pathways,287

components of which can be physiologically discontinuous
between species.288 One extended network potentially perti-
nent here concerns coagulation and complement. Nearly all
components of the coagulation system vary greatly in the pop-
ulation, reflecting tuning by regulation,289 and modifying one
protein at one anatomic location changes the system in
others.290 Although nonhuman primates are used to model hu-
mans, individual proteins and complex systems of nonhuman
primates likely have some incompatibility with human pro-
teins and systems. Such incompatibilities might explain some
of the abnormal function of organs from nonhuman primates
transplanted into patients (Table 1). As a related concern, when
nonhuman primates are used as recipients of porcine organ
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xenografts, the nonhuman primates might develop immunity
to human proteins expressed as the products of transgenes in
pigs. Immune responses of nonhuman primates to human pro-
teins might thus limit the duration or level of action of the
human proteins in pig-to-nonhuman primate xenograft models.
Immunity to the human proteins would be far less likely to com-
promise the function porcine xenografts in human recipients.

The potential usefulness of xenotransplantation in clinical
settings remains a matter of speculation. Because nonhuman
primates do not model the diseases and pathophysiologies that
would be addressed by transplantation, it is impossible to accu-
rately compare the potential efficacy of xenotransplantation
against the efficacy of other therapies for most conditions. Only
clinical trials can be expected to test the efficacy for some
potential applications of xenotransplantation.

Two exceptions might be transplantation of islets for treat-
ment of diabetes and transplantation of hepatocytes for treat-
ment of acute liver failure. Both applications are limited at
least in part by availability of human tissues and in both set-
tings retransplantation could be performed if the initial trans-
plant failed. Xenotransplantation of hepatocytes for treatment
of severe acute liver failure might be especially compelling.
Orthotopic liver transplantation is the only life-saving treat-
ment currently available for most severely afflicted individuals.
Xenotransplantation might be considered if a human organ (or
an effective liver assist device) was not available. Orthotopic
liver xenotransplantation seems unlikely to provide a perma-
nent solution, although it might serve as a surgically intrusive
bridge to allotransplantation. Hepatocyte xenotransplantation,
on the other hand, might avoid removal of the native liver and
potentially allow the diseased liver to regenerate.291 Therefore,
the development of a model for acute liver failure in nonhu-
man primates292 is a timely advance.

Pig-to-nonhuman primate models for xenotransplantation
have proven essential for advancing xenotransplantation. The
models established the significance of immune and biochemical
barriers to xenotransplantation, especially the significance of
Galα1-3Gal as a target natural antibodies and defective control
of complement as a mechanism responsible heightened suscepti-
bility of xenografts to complement-mediated injury. Pig-to-
nonhuman primate models have been essential to testing physio-
logic incompatibility of xenogeneic blood vessels with primate
coagulation and thromboregulation. Finally, pig-to-nonhuman
primate models have proven essential to the testing of genetic
engineering as a central approach to addressing those barriers.
However, we also believe it is important now to consider the
limitations of pig-to-nonhuman primate models, especially as
the models are used to test genetic engineering. Little attention
has been devoted to incompatibilities between nonhuman pri-
mates and humans that might confound efforts to test more
subtle genetic manipulations. One consequence could be the
introduction of genes to solve problems that would not exist in
pig-to-human xenografts. Another might be that the models
underestimate the survival and function would be exhibited by
pig xenografts in humans. On the other hand, we also suspect
that once clinical trials are begun, barriers unappreciated in
pig-to-nonhuman primate models will be found and these
might well be addressed by introduction of further genetic
modifications in pigs and tested in nonhuman primates or per-
haps sometimes preferably in “humanized” mice101,293 to avert
limitations of nonhuman primate models.

Having commented extensively on the models used to
advance xenotransplantation toward clinical application, we
would be remiss not to add that a byproduct of the preclinical

investigation of xenotransplantation includes fundamental dis-
coveries. Fundamental discoveries will have value and affect
whether xenotransplantation becomes part of clinical practice.
These discoveries include the importance of endothelial cells
as the engine of changes in tissues targeted by immune re-
sponses, accommodation as a response by cellular targets of
immunity that subverts injury, rekindled interest in humoral
immunity as a determinant of the outcome of organ trans-
plants, including allotransplants, and an impetus for discover-
ies and applications at the nexus of developmental biology and
genetics.
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Abstract
Many different adjuvants are currently being developed for subunit vaccines against a number of pathogens and diseases.
Rational design is increasingly used to develop novel vaccine adjuvants, which requires extensive knowledge of, for
example, the desired immune responses, target antigen-presenting cell subsets, their localization, and expression of
relevant pattern-recognition receptors. The adjuvant mechanism of action and efficacy are usually evaluated in animal
models, where mice are by far the most used. In this review, we present methods for assessing adjuvant efficacy and
function in animal models: (1) whole-body biodistribution evaluated by using fluorescently and radioactively labeled vaccine
components; (2) association and activation of immune cell subsets at the injection site, in the draining lymph node, and the
spleen; (4) adaptive immune responses, such as cytotoxic T-lymphocytes, various T-helper cell subsets, and antibody
responses, which may be quantitatively evaluated using ELISA, ELISPOT, and immunoplex assays and qualitatively
evaluated using flow cytometric and single cell sequencing assays; and (5) effector responses, for example, antigen-specific
cytotoxic potential of CD8+ T cells and antibody neutralization assays. While the vaccine-induced immune responses in
mice often correlate with the responses induced in humans, there are instances where immune responses detected in mice
are not translated to the human situation. We discuss some examples of correlation and discrepancy between mouse and
human immune responses and how to understand them.

Key words: vaccine; adjuvant; immunogenicity assessment; biodistribution; antibody responses; cell mediated immune re-
sponses; cytotoxic T cell responses; in vivo tracking

Introduction: Adjuvants for Subunit Vaccines
Many vaccines currently licensed for human use are based on
whole, inactivated, or attenuated pathogens, of which some
have additionally been adjuvanted with aluminum salts. These
vaccines are very effective for prevention of disease with a
number of pathogens, for example, measles, mumps, and diph-
theria.1 Traditional vaccines mainly induce strong neutralizing
antibody responses, and the target pathogens do not change
their surface structure over time.1,2 However, novel vaccine for-
mulations are necessary to prevent or treat a number of diffi-
cult pathogen and disease targets, requiring complex immune

responses. Possible targets include pandemic influenza, chla-
mydia, tuberculosis, HIV, and cancers.1,2 For these, vaccines
inducing concomitant humoral and cell-mediated immune re-
sponses or cytotoxic T-lymphocytes are necessary. Such vac-
cines can be prepared by including appropriate vaccine
adjuvants designed to induce and control immune responses
against co-administered antigens.

The term adjuvant covers delivery systems and immunosti-
mulators, while some adjuvants possess both properties.3–5

Adjuvants can be designed based on the characteristics and
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localization of the identified target cells and the immunostimu-
lators required to induce the desired immune responses.
Several types of delivery systems are applied in vaccines for
humans or are being evaluated in preclinical and clinical stud-
ies, typically with the common feature of being particles, for
example, aluminum salts, emulsions, liposomes, and viro-
somes.6,7 The immunostimulators are introduced to induce the
required immune responses by acting as ligands for pattern
recognition receptors (PRRs), for example, Toll-like receptors
(TLRs), C-type lectin receptors, retinoic acid-inducible gene-I-
like receptors, and nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain
(NOD)-like receptors.8–11 Due to the diverse nature of the recep-
tors, the ligands also arise from diverse classes of molecules,
for example, lipids, proteins, peptides, sugars, DNA, and RNA,
and different formulation approaches are required to incorpo-
rate them into the delivery systems.12 The functionality and
development of both delivery systems and immunostimulators
as adjuvants are reviewed elsewhere.6,13–19

Aluminum-based adjuvants have been extensively used in
human vaccines for almost a century, and for most of that
period no other adjuvants were approved for human use.20 The
adjuvant effects of aluminum-based adjuvants were empiri-
cally discovered, while the exact mechanisms of action have
remained relatively obscure until recently.21,22 However, novel
vaccine adjuvants are increasingly tailored to induce specific
immune responses, which have been identified as critical for
the prevention of target diseases. We have at our laboratory de-
signed a palette of liposomal vaccine adjuvants capable of
inducing various immune response profiles. The ones most
advanced were made specifically to induce strong T-cell-
mediated immune responses; Th1-skewed CD4+ T-cell re-
sponses induced by CAF01 (dimethyldioctadecylammonium
bromide [DDA] and trehalose-6,6´-dibehenate) and CD8+ T-cell
responses induced by CAF09 (DDA, synthetic monomycoloyl
glycerol [MMG], and polyinosinic:polycytidylic acid [poly(I:
C)]).23,24 The adjuvants have been evaluated in vivo in different
animal models using a variety of immunization routes.24–26 Our
experience with these vaccines, including the evaluation of
their immunostimulatory and mechanistic profile, will be the
basis for the present review.

Rational Design of Vaccine Adjuvants
Progress has been made in guiding immunity through a
detailed mechanistic understanding of innate immune cell
biology and the response of professional antigen-presenting
cells (APCs) to various stimuli. Based on this, rational design
can be applied, taking into account antigen type, target cell
subsets and phenotype, and immunization routes, which guide
the choice of delivery system and immunostimulators. Rational
design basically means designing the vaccine to present suffi-
cient amounts of the right antigen in the right conformation to
the appropriate cell populations while supplying the right co-
stimuli for a sufficient amount of time. Choice of conformation
and dose of antigen are often handled by antigen discovery
programs with focus on specific disease targets. In this review,
we will focus on rational design of adjuvants, and thus immu-
nogen design will not be further discussed here. Targeting of
appropriate cell populations with the right co-stimuli and tim-
ing serve as guidance for rational design of novel adjuvants
and require knowledge of numerous aspects: (1) what is the
required immune response to prevent disease from a given
pathogen, (2) which innate immune cells are relevant to induce
said immune response, (3) where are these innate cell subsets

located, and (4) which PRRs do the cells express (Figure 1). The
questions can be answered by using animal models, as they
enable mapping the whole-body effects of vaccination.
Knowledge of the required immune responses, and the innate
cells and cytokines involved, and the localization in the body
can be acquired by evaluating stimulation and proliferation of
innate and effector cells upon administration of the vaccine via
a number of different assays as described below.

Evaluation of the Biodistribution and Cellular
Association of Adjuvanted Vaccines
Many vaccines have been developed without detailed knowl-
edge of the targeted cell populations. However, the biodistribu-
tion and cellular association patterns of adjuvanted vaccines
are of utmost importance for the induction of specific immune
responses. One such example is the CAF09 adjuvant that in-
duces strong CD8+ T-cell responses when given intraperitone-
ally (i.p.), but not upon subcutaneous (s.c.) or intramuscular (i.
m.) immunization. This is presumably due to the formation of
a persistent depot at the site of injection (SOI), which prevents
targeting of the innate immune cell subsets specialized in CD8+

T-cell induction.24,27 The adjuvanted vaccines will predomi-
nantly be actively transported or drain via the lymphatics, and
it is therefore of importance to know the draining lymph nodes
(LNs) from a given injection site.

In vivo evaluation of the draining pattern from various injection
sites can be performed by injection of fluorescently labelled parti-
cles followed by noninvasive imaging of the animal, allowing for
assessment of the biodistribution pattern of the injected particles
in the same animal over time (Figure 2a). For example, the draining
LNs following i.p. administration were evaluated in rats by injection
of near infra-red fluorescent quantum dots and human serum
albumin conjugated with IR-Dye800.28 The draining LNs and lymph
flow was identified by imaging the rats in intervals up to 24 hours
after i.p. administration, revealing primary and secondary draining
LNs.28 Alternatively, lymphatic mapping can be performed by using
a visible dye such as Evans Blue dye, which was used to visualize
the draining LNs following hind leg and lateral tail vein administra-
tion in mice.29 Mapping the biodistribution pattern of a vaccine
administered via a certain route provides important information
about which compartments are affected by the vaccine. Thus, it
may be possible to assess if the correct organs and cell types are
targeted to induce the desired immune response.

Vaccine Interaction with Innate Immune Cells

Localization of vaccine components in the organs, particularly
the LNs, has been illuminated by confocal microscopy
(Figure 2a). The spatial localization of the vaccine components
in the draining LNs was evaluated following s.c. immunization
with the emulsion-based adjuvant MF59 fluorescently labeled
with the lipid tracer dioctadecyl-tetramethylindodicarbocyanine
perchlorate and intrinsically fluorescent PE-antigen.30 The LNs
were stained for relevant expression markers (eg, the macro-
phage marker F4/80 and the germinal center [GC] marker GL7),
which made it possible to assess the co-localization of the vac-
cine components with specific LN compartments.30 In a study
evaluating the dependence of particle size on LN entry, red fluo-
rescent 20-nm and green fluorescent 1000-nm particles were co-
administered in the footpad of mice.31 The results showed that
the small particles likely entered the LNs freely, whereas the
large particles required trafficking by dendritic cells (DCs).31 In
another study, fluorescently labelled chicken egg ovalbumin
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(OVA) formulated in nanoparticles based on poly(lactide-co-hy-
droxymethylglycolic acid) was used to perform in vivo tracking
over 13 days following s.c. administration with concomitant
assessment of the levels of OVA at the SOI and in the draining
LNs.32

Cellular association of fluorescently labeled vaccine compo-
nents can be evaluated by flow cytometry, where cell subsets are
detected by staining with appropriate fluorescently labeled anti-
bodies.27,33 This approach was used to identify targeting of DCs in
the draining LNs by liposomal adjuvants (labeled with 7-nitro-2-
1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl or 3,3′-dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine per-
chlorate) administered via different administration routes.27,33

This allows for concomitant evaluation of the target lymphoid
tissues the antigen drains to and the phenotype and activation of
the targeted cell subsets (Figure 2b). Furthermore, the localization
of fluorescently labeled antigen and adjuvant can be investigated
by immunofluorescent staining and microscopy.

Using CAF09, we tracked fluorescently labeled antigen and
noticed that i.p. administration targeted the CD8+ T-cell priming
CD8α+ DCs in LNs and spleen while s.c. and i.m. administration

did not.27 Thus, s.c./i.m. administration of CAF09-adjuvanted
vaccines prevented efficient vaccine drainage to the intended
target cells. Based on this information, as an example of rational
vaccine design, we have recently demonstrated that reformulat-
ing the CAF09 adjuvant to limit the depot effect can be an effec-
tive means to obtain CD8+ T-cell responses after s.c./i.m.
immunization.34

Characterization of the association of the vaccine adjuvant
and antigen with specific innate cell subsets at the injection site
and in the lymphoid organs can be used to identify cell-
mediated transport to the injection site and give an insight into
the APC subsets priming the resulting immune response.35–37

The cellular association of the emulsion-based adjuvant MF59
was evaluated in the injected muscle and the draining LNs using
a flow cytometry panel of fluorescently labeled anti-Ly6C, -Ly6G,
-CD11b, -CD11c, -F4/80, and -MHC-II antibodies, the expression
patterns of which could be combined to identify neutrophils, eo-
sinophils, inflammatory monocytes, macrophages, and different
DC subsets.35 MF59 was found to be mainly associated with neu-
trophils and inflammatory monocytes in the muscle tissue,
which were thought to facilitate rapid cell-mediated transport to
the draining LNs.35 In another study, the liposome-based adju-
vant AS01 was shown to induce a transient influx of neutrophils
(SSChighCD11b+Ly6Ghigh) and monocytes (Ly6ChighCD11b+Ly6G-)
into the muscle injection site.36 Similar innate cell reactions
were observed in rhesus macaques immunized with HIV-1 enve-
lope protein adjuvanted with an aluminum-TLR7-ligand com-
plex or MF59. In this study, fluorescently labelled antigen was
found to associate with neutrophils, monocytes, and myeloid
DCs at the muscle injection site. Furthermore, the study showed
that priming of antigen-specific CD4+ T cells happened exclu-
sively in the draining LNs.37 Flow cytometry coupled with high-
throughput imaging of immunofluorescent staining, such as im-
agestream, represents a novel promising tool to investigate
innate immune cell targeting, uptake, and subcellular location.
For example, it was shown that the experimental adjuvant car-
bomer carbopol was located intracellularly in a number of differ-
ent innate immune cells and that many cells had taken up
multiple carbopol particles.38

Activation of DCs can be evaluated by assessing the increase
in expression of activation markers such as CD40, CD80, CD86,
and MHC-II using flow cytometry.33,39,40 Thus, it is the change of
surface marker expression on a single cell level that is evaluated,
typically measured as the mean fluorescence intensity, rather
than the number of cells expressing a certain cell marker. Mice
immunized with the 2-component adjuvant IC31 showed signifi-
cantly increased levels of CD40, CD80, and CD86 expression spe-
cifically on adjuvant-associated DCs in the LNs compared with
control mice and mice immunized with the TLR-9-ligand CpG.40

To investigate the heterogeneity of innate immune cells re-
sponding to vaccination, single cell sorting followed by RNA
sequencing is a powerful technique. It enables genome-wide
profiling of mRNA expression and has the potential to reveal the
heterogeneity of APCs, otherwise masked at the bulk cell level.41

Quantitative Assessment of Vaccine Biodistribution

Injection of radiolabeled vaccine particles is also used for quali-
tative and quantitative assessment of the biodistribution on
both organ and cellular levels (Figure 2a). Quantitative evalua-
tion of the biodistribution of an adjuvanted vaccine can be per-
formed by injection of radioactively labelled particles.27,42–46

The method enables quantitative assessment of injected vaccine
particles in separate excised organs, for example, the draining

Figure 1. Rational design of vaccine adjuvants. The required immune responses

are identified based on pathogen vaccinology and defined by the type of vac-

cine; different immune responses might be required for a prophylactic vaccine

preventing disease, and a therapeutic vaccine treating disease or preventing

clinical symptoms. Based on the required immune responses, the relevant

innate immune cells must be identified along with evaluation of their localiza-

tion within the body and PRR expression on target cells. Knowledge of these

factors can be used to design the delivery system and identify relevant immun-

ostimulatory molecules, respectively. The delivery systems are often

nanoparticle-based structures of diverse origin, for example, liposomes, emul-

sion, virosomes, or aluminum salts. The design choices of delivery systems

depend, amongst other things, on the location of the target innate cells, the

route of administration, the chosen immunostimulators, and association mode

of antigen. Relevant immunostimulators are often identified based on the PRR

expression of target innate cells subsets. These may be antigen-presenting cells

(eg, DCs and macrophages) or cells with bystander function. Antigen discovery

programs can, independently of adjuvant design programs, identify immuno-

genic antigens for a given pathogen and be used to develop recombinant anti-

gens that in combination with suitable adjuvants induce pathogen-specific

immune responses. The vaccine formulation (adjuvant + antigen) is tested

in vivo in relevant animal models to characterize the induced immune re-

sponses and, possibly, the response to a pathogen challenge.
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LNs, the spleen, and the SOI, typically calculated as the ratio of
the initial vaccine dose. One benefit of using radiolabeling of the
vaccine is the possibility of performing concomitant evaluation
of the levels of different components of the vaccine in various
organs. Individual labeling of a liposomal adjuvant and a protein
antigen with 1H-cholesterol and covalent linkage with 125I,
respectively, enabled separate assessment of the relative antigen
and adjuvant levels at the SOI and in the draining LNs.43,46 This
approach was used to evaluate the co-localization of antigen
and adjuvant at the SOI and in the draining LNs as a conse-
quence of protein and particle charge.43 After i.m. administra-
tion, a negatively charged antigen adjuvanted with a cationic
liposome remained at the SOI for a longer time than a positively
charged antigen (lysozyme) adjuvanted with the same cationic
liposome, while neutral liposomes also caused rapid drainage of
the negatively charged antigen from the SOI.43 In a study using
similar techniques, the lipid bilayer fluidity of the cationic lipo-
somal adjuvant was shown to be critical for the biodistribution

pattern.47 Thus, liposomes, which are in a rigid gel state at body
temperature, form a depot at the SOI over the 15-day study
period, whereas fluid liposomes do not form a depot at a SOI but
enter the draining LNs in appreciable amounts already 1 day
after administration.47 Evaluation of how vaccine adjuvants
associate with immune cells, locally and systemically, and how
these cells are activated can provide valuable knowledge of the
mechanism of action of the adjuvants. Furthermore, this knowl-
edge can aid the design of novel vaccine adjuvants as the con-
nection between activation of innate immune cells and the
induced immune responses may be determined.

Characterization of Immunostimulators That Activate
Target Cells

Identification of the optimal combination of immunostimula-
tors to be used for activating specific subsets of immune cells
requires knowledge of the expression of PRRs on the cells in

Figure 2. Evaluation of vaccines—from identification of target cells to desired immune response profile. A number of different assays can be utilized to assess adju-

vanted subunit vaccine function and efficacy. (A) Assays evaluating biodistribution and organ localization of vaccine components on a whole-body level are often

based on detection of fluorescently or radiolabeled adjuvants and antigens. (B) In target organs such as the injection site and draining lymph nodes, association of

vaccine components with innate immune cells and antigen-presenting cells can be evaluated using flow cytometry-based assays. These assays can be used to eluci-

date the mechanism of action for vaccine adjuvants and which antigen presenting cells that are activated by the adjuvant. (C) Qualitative and quantitative evaluation

of the adaptive immune responses to subunit vaccines is used to assess vaccine efficacy. Quantitative responses can be measured by ELISA, ELISPOT, and immuno-

plex assays, whereas flow cytometry-based assays and antibody avidity assays can be used to evaluate the qualitative immune responses. (D) Vaccine efficacy can be

assessed using alternative assays to pathogen challenge models. The cytotoxic potential of CD8+ T cells can be evaluated in antigen-specific lysis assays, while anti-

body functionality may be evaluated in neutralization assays or with methods to assess antibody Fc-dependent functionalities such as cytotoxicity, complement acti-

vation or phagocytosis.
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question. As an example, TLR3 is expressed on both LN-
resident CD8α+ and migratory CD103+ cross-presenting DCs,
and activation of TLR3 is required to induce cross-priming of
CD8+ T cells.48 Thus, TLR3 ligands are often used in adjuvant
formulations intended for induction of CD8+ T-cell responses.49

Advances in sequencing as well as systems and computational
immunology have provided the field with online databases
such as the Immunological Genome Project (Immgen), where
the PRR gene expression on a large number of immune cells
can be found for mouse and human (www.immgen.org). Such
databases can be used as a tool to identify possible immunosti-
mulators in the design phase of novel adjuvant formulations. It
should be noted that dependent on the activation signals, the
PRR expression profile may change. Thus, whereas Immgen
displays PRR expression in the unpertubed steady state, initial
activation by adjuvants may change the PRR profile of target
cells, possibly providing access to additional PRRs. Importantly,
gene expression analyses do not necessarily reflect actual pro-
tein expression. Protein expression of target PRRs should there-
fore be confirmed by such means as flow cytometry or by
proteomic approaches.

Due to the complexities of the immune system, which re-
quires interactions of several different cell subsets to induce
and maintain antigen-specific immune responses, functional
evaluations of vaccine candidates are preferably performed in
animal models. For example, antibody responses to T-cell-
dependent antigens require that antigen is complexed, for
example, via complement deposition, is transported/drained to
lymphoid tissue, and then taken up by specialized macrophage
and DC subsets and delivered to follicular B cells. At the same
time, T cells must be activated by DCs and form contact with
the B cells in the draining LN.

Immunostimulators are often evaluated in vitro to identify
the activation pathways in the target cells. Furthermore,
in vitro evaluation of the immunogenic effects of an immunos-
timulator on the chosen cell strain can indicate the effects
achieved upon in vivo administration. Correlation between
in vivo and in vitro studies has been shown for the TLR7/8-
ligand R848, which produced cytokines corresponding to a Th1-
skewed CD4+ T-cell response both in human-derived leuko-
cytes and following s.c. immunization in an o/w-emulsion.50 A
synergistic effect of co-administration of MMG and the TLR9-
ligand CpG was observed in vitro in J774 macrophages mea-
sured as secretion of IL-6.51 A similar synergistic effect was
observed following immunization of mice with H56-adjuvanted
CpG/DDA/MMG-liposomes with respect to IFN-γ and IL-17
secretion.51 The TLR3-ligand poly(I:C) formulated in poly-(L-
lysine)-microspheres stimulated in vitro CD8+ T-cell prolifera-
tion by monocyte-derived DCs and secretion of IL-6, IL-12p70,
and TNF-α.52 In vivo administration to mice of poly(I:C) formu-
lated with CAF01 similarly induced strong CD8+ T-cell re-
sponses but low levels of IL-6 and TNF-α.53 Thus, in vitro
studies can provide insights into early stimulation patterns by
immunostimulators but should not replace in vivo evaluation
of the complete vaccine adjuvant.

The complex interplay between the different cells of the
immune system may be the cause of the vastly different results
obtained with the synthetic MMG analogue MMG-6 in both
in vitro and in vivo studies, respectively.54,55 In the in vitro
studies, neat MMG-6 failed to stimulate monocyte-derived DCs,
whereas MMG-6 incorporated into DDA-based liposomes were
capable of inducing robust Th1-skewed CD4+ T-cell and total
IgG antibody responses in vivo.54,55 This illustrates the impor-
tance of evaluating the immunostimulators as part of the final

adjuvant, as the formulation might alter the configuration of
the molecules and the mode of presentation to the receptors.
Furthermore, in vitro studies often rely on the function of a sin-
gle cell subset, whereas in vivo studies enable simultaneous
activation of several types of cell subsets. Further, in vitro eval-
uation of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M.tb)-derived MMG
showed stimulation of the human Mincle receptor, which was
not induced in the murine Mincle receptor.56 However, MMG in-
duces strong immune responses when administered in combina-
tion with DDA-based liposomes in murine studies,57 indicating
that it either stimulates the immune response through unknown
receptors or adopts a conformation within the liposome, which
enables interaction with the Mincle receptor.

The signaling pathway of trehalose-6,6´-dibehenate has
been Investigated via both in vitro stimulation of bone marrow
macrophages and in vivo administration of CAF01.58,59 In vitro
stimulation of macrophages, measured as release of nitrites
and G-CSF, is dependent on cellular expression of the Mincle
receptor and independent on MyD88 expression.58 In contrast,
antigen-specific secretion of IFN-γ and IL-17 by draining LN-
isolated cells required expression of both MyD88 and Mincle.59

This illustrates that the signaling pathways in the in vivo situa-
tion may be different from those found in in vitro studies, pos-
sibly due to the interaction between several different immune
cell subsets in vivo. Furthermore, the cell lines or peripheral
blood mononuclear cells tested in in vitro studies may be vastly
different in composition compared with the cellular popula-
tions at the injection site.

Evaluation of Vaccine-Induced Adaptive
Immune Responses
Evaluation of Antibody Responses

The best-established correlate of protection against a number
of diseases is antibody responses.60 Antibody responses can be
measured as antibody titer by standard enzyme-linked immu-
nosorbent assay (ELISA)-based approaches or by more disease-
specific approaches, such as virus or bacterial neutralization
(Figure 2, c and d). Vaccination elicits B-cell activation in the
draining LNs, followed by formation of GCs in which affinity
maturation and antibody class-switching occurs.61 Adjuvants
may affect the magnitude of GC responses, which can be mea-
sured by flow cytometry or immunofluorescent staining and
confocal microscopy. Some spontaneous GC formation may
occur in naïve animals, and it may therefore be beneficial to
include a fluorescently labeled antigenic probe in the analy-
sis,62 thus enabling detection of antigen-specific GC responses.
It should be noted that the kinetics of GC responses might vary
with properties of the antigen and adjuvant used, thus requir-
ing kinetic studies to define the peak response for a given vac-
cine. The affinity maturation of the antibody response can also
be followed, using ELISA-based methods, such as limiting anti-
gen dilution or chaotrope methods. In the latter, the resistance
of the antigen-antibody complex to urea or NaSCN is evaluated
as a measure for antibody affinity. Antibody avidity may corre-
late with protection. For example, for a meningococcal vaccine,
serum antibody avidity significantly correlated with bacteri-
cidal titres.63 Other methods to measure the strength of
antigen-antibody interactions include surface plasmon reso-
nance.64 Ultimately, the GC B cells may undergo 1 of 2 produc-
tive fates, which are desired for all infections requiring
antibody-dependent protection: memory B cells or plasma cells.
It has recently become appreciated that early GCs have a
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preponderance for generating memory B cells, while plasma
cell formation requires more progressed GCs.65 An interesting
possibility would be to modify immunization protocols or adju-
vants to change GC persistence and thereby possibly alter the
plasma cell to memory B cell output ratio. Memory B cells are
circulatory and can be followed using flow cytometry. The phe-
notype of memory B cells is quite diverse and both class-
switched and IgM positive memory B cells exist.66,67 The best
way to quantify memory B cells is therefore to use a probe
(fluorescently labeled antigen) in combination with standard
memory B cell markers (eg, B220+, IgD+, CD38+ in mice).
Antigen-specific memory B cells can further be sorted by FACS
and used to provide information on B-cell receptor heavy- and
light-chain gene usage (variable, diversity, and joining genes)
after vaccination, or single-cell sorted and used for production
of antigen-specific monoclonal antibodies.68 For example, in
macaques immunized with HIV-1 Env, memory B cells were
single-sorted for CD4 binding site-reactivity using 2 fluorescent
probes and used to produce monoclonal CD4 binding site reac-
tive antibodies. This allowed for the further studies of vaccine-
induced antibody recombination events and CD4 binding site
specificities.69 B cell receptor sequencing may also be per-
formed to investigate how immunoglobulin sequence reper-
toire changes following vaccination70 or how the type of
vaccine or adjuvants may potentially influence B cell receptor
variable gene usage. For example, upon immunization with a
Plasmodium vivax antigen, including a TLR agonist expanded
the diversity of the variable region sequences in comparison
with the use of an oil-in-water emulsion adjuvant alone.71 It is
also possible to stimulate plasma cell formation from memory
B cells using B cell mitogens, such as the TLR7 agonist R848 or
the TLR9 agonist CpG B.72 The number of antibody secreting
cells can then be evaluated by enzyme-linked immunospot
(ELISPOT) or secreted antibodies can be measured by ELISA.
Dependent on the vaccine, plasma cells can be maintained for
lifetime. Long-lived plasma cells home to the bone marrow and
can be phenotypically characterized by flow cytometry and
their antibody secretion can be followed by ELISPOT.73 Tetanus-
specific plasma cells were evaluated 10 years post-vaccination
by ELISPOT from bone marrow samples.74

Standard evaluation of vaccine-induced antibody responses
include determination of antigen-specific serum IgG levels.
Dependent on the properties of the vaccine antigen, or the type
of adjuvant, different antibody isotypes may be elicited. For
example, in response to protein antigens, the CAF01 adjuvant
elicits a balanced Th1/Th2 profile, characterized by both IgG1
and IgG2a/c antibodies, while aluminum hydroxide induces
mainly IgG1 antibody responses to the same antigens in
mice.75 These antibody subclasses may (due to the structural
properties of the Fc region) differentially bind to Fc receptors
(FcR), which in turn may affect FcR-mediated antibody func-
tions such as antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity, comple-
ment activation, and phagocytosis.76,77 In humans, an ENV
GP120 vaccine (VAX003) elicited IgG4 antibodies that may have
outcompeted more functional Ig subclasses (IgG1 and IgG3),
and depletion of IgG4 gave higher antibody functional re-
sponses.78 An intriguing possibility is also that vaccines may
influence the antibody Fc region glycosylation patterns, which
may also affect Fc receptor binding and thus antibody FcR-
mediated functions.79 For example, it was found that an
aluminum-adjuvanted recombinant gp120 vaccine induced a
different antibody FC region glycan profile compared with an
adenovirus based HIV-1 envelope A vaccine.79 Dependent on
the disease target, it may therefore be important to broaden

the evaluation of antibody responses to include antibody avid-
ity as well as antibody isotypes and functional attributes. To
probe correlates of vaccine-induced immunity in more detail,
transcriptomics and metabolomics show great promise. For
example, evaluation of innate and adaptive immunity to
Herpes zoster vaccination in humans was supplemented with
metabolomics to reveal an interconnected immune network of
metabolic pathways that correlated with adaptive immune
responses.80

Evaluation of CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell Responses

Antigen-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells are important to pre-
vent or combat infectious diseases. Therefore, evaluation of
antigen-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells induced by novel vac-
cine formulations is an important measure of vaccine efficacy
(Figure 2c).

A well-established method for evaluating antigen-specific
CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell responses is stimulation of single-cell
suspensions from target organs with the subunit antigen and
minimal CD8 epitope peptides, respectively. Intracellular flow
cytometry can be applied to single cell suspensions stimulated
for a short amount of time to assess the production of cyto-
kines on a cellular level. Furthermore, harvested supernatants
of single cell suspensions stimulated for a longer time (typically
3–5 days) may be used to quantify the cytokine production on a
cell population level using ELISAs and multiplex assays such as
Luminex and Meso Scale Discovery.72,81,82

The CD8+ T-cell responses induced by immunization with
CAF09-adjuvanted M.tb.-antigen TB10.3 (as the whole protein
or the CD8 epitope-containing peptide, P1) were evaluated by
stimulating single cell suspensions of splenocytes with the
minimal CD8 epitope, IMYNYPAM.24 Subsequent fluorescent
antibody staining of the splenocytes permitted evaluation of
IFN-γ, IL-2, and TNF-α expression by CD4+ and CD8+ T cells
using flow cytometry.24 A similar flow cytrometry panel was
used to evaluate the CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell responses in spleno-
cytes of rhesus macaques immunized with the influenza vac-
cine Fluzone adjuvanted with the cationic lipid/DNA complex-
adjuvant JVRS-100. Immunization with the adjuvanted vaccine
resulted in higher levels of multifunctional CD4+ and CD8+ T
cells compared with macaques immunized with unadjuvanted
Fluzone.83 This assay evaluates the quantitative functionality
of the CD8+ T cells as the level of cytokine producing cells in
response to the stimulus. Furthermore, the levels of polyfunc-
tionality in the stimulated cells can be used to assess the
potential of a vaccine to induce lasting immune responses.
Thus, IFN-γ+,IL-2+,TNF-α+ CD8+ T cells are considered memory
T cells, which give rise to a long-lived immune response,
whereas a short-lived effector response may be defined as IFN-
γ+,TNF-α+ and IFN-γ+ CD8+ T cells.84

The repertoire of induced CD4+ T cells is critical for the
induced functional immune responses; Th1 responses induce
proinflammatory responses and help the induction and sus-
taining of CD8+ T-cell responses, whereas Th2 responses help
promote antibody class switching, and Th17 CD4+ T cells are
thought to be important for establishing mucosal immune re-
sponses.85 Intracellular staining and flow cytometry on single
cell suspensions stimulated with the antigen can also be used
for evaluation of CD4+ Th1-cell responses utilizing the IFN-γ+,
IL-2+, and TNF-α+ intracellular staining assay,83,84 which may
also include anti-IL-17-antibodies to assess the Th17-skewed
CD4+ T-cell response.85
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Flow cytometry has limitations to the number of antibodies
that can be analyzed at one time due to spectral overlap of the
fluorophores conjugated to the antibodies. An alternative
method for analysis of T-cell populations is cytometry by time-
of-flight (CyTOF), where the antibodies are conjugated to heavy
metal isotopes by metal chelating polymers rather than the
fluorophores used for flow cytometry assays.86 Staining of stim-
ulated cells with heavy metal isotope-conjugated antibodies
enables detection of the cells by using mass spectroscopy. Due
to little overlap between the heavy metal isotopes, the number
of antibodies used for each assay can be increased compared
with flow cytometry. However, the data acquisition rate is low
at 300 to 500 events/s compared with the acquisition rates of
flow cytometry at orders of magnitude at 103 to 105 events/
s.86,87 Thus, 36 different antibodies were used to identify subpo-
pulations of human CD8+ memory and effector T cells. The
functionality of subpopulations of CD8+ T cells were identified
by principal component analysis and combinatorial diversity
achieved by Boolean gating, which were distinct for different
virus-specific CD8+ T cells.88 These data analysis approaches
are suitable for simultaneous assessment of different immune
cell populations due the large amounts of data generated using
CyTOF.87 Thus, differences in cytokine and receptor expression
patterns of immune cell subsets (CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, B cells
and monocytes) were assessed for naïve and influenza-
vaccinated mice after influenza challenge.87 CyTOF has poten-
tial for assessing changes in type and functionality of immune
cell subsets after immunization with different subunit vaccine
adjuvants. It may be possible to identify correlates of protection
in disease challenge models or show differences between
different adjuvants. Furthermore, the method requires low
sample volumes enabling longitudinal studies using blood
samples.87

The cytokine levels in response to stimulation with antigen
can also be assessed by using ELISPOT, where the released cy-
tokines are captured by cytokine-specific antibodies adsorbed
to the well.89,90 This approach was used to quantify the expres-
sion of IFN-γ, IL-4, and IL-2 in mice immunized with virus-like
particles, which showed that concomitant co-stimulation with
poly(I:C) increased the cytokine responses.89 ELISPOT is also
very useful in other animal models where flow cytometry anti-
bodies are scarce. For example, to assess the IFN-γ responses in
splenocytes to different tetanus toxoid doses adjuvanted with
CAF09 in a study in Göttingen minipigs. The study showed that
low doses of tetanus toxoid (1 and 10 μg/dose) resulted in the
induction of IFN-γ responses, which were diminished when the
dose was increased to 100 μg.90 In one study, Luminex, ELISPOT,
and intracellular flow cytometry were used with antibody
ELISA assays to compare different adjuvants in a DNA plasmid
prime/adjuvanted protein boost regimen.91 The combination of
assays allowed the identification of adjuvants capable of
robustly boosting the primed immune responses, while provid-
ing detailed information on the differences in induced cytokine
levels and T-cell responses induced by the different adjuvants.
Thus, the results showed that MPLA, ISCOMATRIX, and QS-21-
based adjuvants were capable of inducing antibody responses
towards the antigen, though the cytokine profiles differed.91

Identification of CD4 and CD8 epitopes in novel protein- or
peptide-based antigens can be achieved by epitope-mapping,
where splenocytes from immunized mice are stimulated with
individual peptides spanning the entire protein. Assessment of
cytokine-producing T cells by intracellular flow cytometry in
response to the individual peptides serve to identify CD4+ and
CD8+ T-cell epitopes. This approach was used to elucidate the

induction of CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell responses following immu-
nization with recombinant NS3 protein antigen or the corre-
sponding peptide mix both adjuvanted with CAF09.92 The
epitope mapping revealed that immunization with the peptide
mix resulted in recognition of more CD4 epitopes compared
with the recombinant protein, whereas 2 CD8 epitopes were
induced by the peptide mix, while none were observed with the
NS3 protein.92

Pentamer/tetramer/dextramer-conjugated CD8 epitope-
loaded MHC-I molecules are used to assess the level of antigen-
specific CD8+ T cells in the relevant organs using flow cytome-
try. In a DC-based vaccine pulsed with the antigen TRP2 and
adjuvanted with soluble poly(I:C), the percentage of TRP2-
specific CD8+ T cells was assessed using a Kb/TRP2 tetramer
and an anti-CD8 antibody.93 The induction of CD8+ T-cell re-
sponses against the antigens TB10.3-P1, OVA, Gag p24, and E7
adjuvanted with CAF09, compared with using CAF01 as adju-
vant, were evaluated using the specific minimal CD8-epitopes
loaded onto the appropriate pentamer/dextramer-conjugated
MHC-I molecules. The cell subsets were identified by co-
staining with anti-CD8, -CD4, -CD19, and -CD44 antibodies.24

While assessment of the number of antigen-specific CD8+ T
cells give a good indication of the efficacy of the administered
vaccine, the results should be evaluated in combination with
functionality assays, for example, production of cytokines or
antigen-specific cytotoxicity assays as described below.

The proliferation of antigen-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells
upon therapeutic vaccination can be used as a measure of how
well the cells respond to vaccination. In the bromodeoxyuridine
(BrdU) assay, mice are fed BrdU in the drinking water, or by i.v.
or i.p. administration, for a few days prior to euthanization.
BrdU is incorporated into the DNA of proliferating cells and can
be imaged by fluorescent anti-BrdU antibodies in flow cytome-
try assays.94,95 In a study of therapeutic vaccination of mice in-
fected with chronic lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus, it was
shown that a low amount of antigen-specific CD8+ T cells pro-
liferated in presence of a chronic infection compared with non-
infected, preimmunized control mice.94 In another study, mice
were vaccinated with recombinant M.tb. antigen adjuvanted
with cationic liposomes for the prime and boosted as an adeno-
vector. Following M.tb. pulmonary challenge, proliferative
antigen-specific CD4+ T cells were recruited to the lungs to a
higher degree than antigen-specific CD8+ T cells.95

It may be of interest to investigate where vaccine-induced,
antigen-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells localize upon pathogen
challenge. Evaluation of tissue and circulatory localization of
immune cells can be performed by i.v. injection of fluorescently
labelled anti-CD45 antibodies a few minutes before killing.96

The antibodies bind to CD45-expressing lymphocytes in the
blood, thus enabling sorting of circulatory immune cells (CD45+)
from tissue resident immune cells (CD45−) in highly perfused
organs, such as the lungs.96,97 In a study of a M.tb. subunit vac-
cine, fluorescently labelled antigen-specific CD4+ T cells were
adoptively transferred from donor mice immunized with low
(5 μg) and high (50 μg) doses of adjuvanted antigen into M.tb-in-
fected mice. One day after adoptive transfer, the CD45-labelling
assay was used to evaluate the level of transferred antigen-
specific CD4+ T cells that homed to the lung parenchyma. It was
shown that CD4+ T cells from mice immunized with a low dose
of antigen homed most efficiently to the lung parenchyma.97 In
another study, the assay was used to evaluate how the immuni-
zation routes affected the levels of IgA+ B cells levels in the
lungs and vasculature.82 It was shown that a s.c. priming fol-
lowed by an intranasal booster vaccination with adjuvanted
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ScpA antigen induced higher levels of homing to the lung
parenchyma of IgA+ B cells compared with a subcutaneous
booster vaccination.82 There are several assays to assess the
CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell responses in animal models. The choice
of assay may depend on the animal model, as the use of flow cy-
tometry requires the access to antibodies, which organs are
being assayed, and whether information on an individual cellu-
lar, organ, or systemic level is required.

Evaluation of Antigen-Specific Cytotoxic Potential for
CD8+ T Cells

When assessing the efficacy of a subunit vaccine, it may be
desirable to use alternatives to disease challenge models for
evaluation of antigen-specific cytotoxicity of CD8+ T cells. The
study animals are spared from experiencing the target disease,
which may cause discomfort and pain. Furthermore, it enables
separation of adjuvant function and efficacy from immunity pre-
venting disease. Specifically, the latter may not be completely
elucidated, as is the case for M.tb infection, where for example a
strong pathogen-derived antigen-specific CD8+ T-cell response
was not preventive of disease in a mouse model.98

Several different assays exist to measure cell-mediated
cytotoxicity, where the 51Cr release assay is regarded as the
“golden standard.”99 Cell-mediated cytotoxicity is detected
when radioactive 51Cr is released from target cells, which were
initially pulsed with sodium chromate.99 The assay is per-
formed ex vivo, which enables selection of specific target cell
populations at different effector to target cell ratios.100 In a
mouse study of a cell-based vaccine against renal cell carci-
noma, this approach was used to show that the vaccine
induced tumor-specific cytotoxicity, with little lysis of tissue
control cells.100

One assay is measuring the specific lysis of i.v.-injected,
fluorescently labeled, minimal CD8 epitope-pulsed splenocytes
into immunized animals. A weakness of the assay is that the
transfer of epitope peptide-pulsed splenocytes to immunized
mice limits the results to encompass only the chosen epitopes.
Thus, synergistic (or opposing) immune responses involving
simultaneous antibody, CD4+, and CD8+ T-cell responses can-
not be evaluated using this method alone but must be done in
combination with ex vivo stimulation of target cells.

In the specific lysis assay, single cell suspensions of spleno-
cytes from naïve mice are pulsed with different concentrations
of the cellular dye carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (CFSE)
resulting in distinct populations, which can be further pulsed
with the minimal CD8+ epitopes of interest, always leaving one
population unpulsed. The pooled populations are injected i.v.
into recipient mice, and the specific lysis of the pulsed spleno-
cytes is determined typically after 24 hours by calculating the
ratio of peptide-pulsed to unpulsed splenocytes in relevant or-
gans in the recipient mice. In a study evaluating a CAF09-
adjuvanted pepmix vaccine against hepatitis C virus, the level
of specific lysis to 2 different peptides containing CD8 epitopes
was compared by i.v. injection of splenocytes labeled with 3 dif-
ferent concentrations of CFSE and 10 μg/mL of each peptide.92

A complex protocol involving up to 216 separately fluores-
cently stained splenocyte populations was developed by Quah
et al., intended for detailed in vivo assessment of CD8+ T-cell
avidity and concomitant evaluation of several CD8 epitopes.101

Splenocyte populations derived from naïve mice were stained
with 4-6 concentrations of the fluorescent dyes CFSE, celltrace
violet, and cell proliferation dye, including a nonstained popu-
lation, followed by pulsing with different concentrations of

minimal CD8 epitopes prior to injection into immunized mice.
Separation of donor and recipient cells was achieved by using
B6.CD45.1 donor mice, thus allowing selective fluorescent anti-
body staining of CD45.1 in the B6.CD45.2 recipient mice. The
avidity of induced antigen-specific CD8+ T cells was shown to
depend on the type of antigen, as SIINFEKL-specific CD8+ T cells
showed a high level of specific killing even at low peptide con-
centrations on donor cells. In contrast, the epitopes GP33
and NP68 resulted in lower avidities, with distinctly peptide-
concentration dependent specific lysis levels by antigen-
specific CD8+ T cells.101

Consideration for Use of Animal Models to
Predict Immunity in Humans
One big hurdle in vaccine development is to transfer novel vac-
cines and adjuvants from preclinical studies into clinical trials.
An important aspect here is obviously the need for animal
models that optimally reflect human (or target animal) vaccine-
induced immunity, toxicology, and prevention of disease against
the pathogens in question. The choice of animal model requires
that the relevant parts of the immune system are comparable
with the target species in receptor expression and cellular re-
sponses. By far, most in vivo vaccine efficacy studies are per-
formed on inbred mice. The structure of the immune system in
mice and humans is overall highly similar, but some character-
istics are different and should be taken into consideration when
using mouse models. Covering this issue in detail is not our
scope with this review, although it deserves some attention. We
have focused on a few important topics.

Innate Sensing

The innate immune system is conserved between all multicel-
lular organisms in some form in contrast to the adaptive
immune system, which is found in vertebrates only.102 There
are vast differences in the types, numbers, and functions of
TLRs, C-type lectin receptors, retinoic acid-inducible gene-I-like
receptors, and NOD-like receptors between species, which has
been reviewed elsewhere.102 Furthermore, there are differences
in the immune cell compositions and functions (eg, the ratio of
leukocytes and the responses to IFN-γ), and, importantly, resis-
tance is favored in humans, whereas tolerance is favored in
mice.103

TLR7 and TLR8 are often grouped as they are both activated
by single-stranded RNA and imidazoquinolines, such as R848
and 3M-052. However, the 2 TLRs respond very differently to
stimulation in mice and humans, with human TLR8 responding
to stimulation with single-stranded RNA, while no response is
raised by murine TLR8.104,105 It has been suggested that murine
TLR8 has no function, but it has been shown that TLR8-
deficient mice have an increased expression of TLR7 and
develop autoimmune diseases.106 Thus, preclinical testing of
R848 and 3M-052 as vaccine adjuvants in mice likely evaluates
the activation of TLR7, whereas in humans, both TLR7 and TLR8
have a function in the induction of an immune response.107,108

Humoral Immune Responses

In all higher vertebrates, the initial antibody response to immu-
nization is mainly produced by GC-independent plasmablasts
or early plasma cells in the draining LN and constitutes primar-
ily of IgM antibodies. This is followed by formation of GCs.109,110

The kinetics of the GC responses, and the overall phenotype of
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the main cellular subsets involved (follicular B cells, DCs, and T
follicular helper cells [Tfh]) are similar between species com-
monly used in vaccine research. However, there are well-
known differences in the Ig isotypes between the species. Mice
produce IgM, IgA, IgD, IgE, and 4 subtypes of IgG: IgG1, IgG2a/c,
IgG2b, and IgG3.111 The same applies to rat, but rat IgG2b corre-
sponds to mouse IgG2a/c and rat IgG2c to mouse IgG3. Pigs
have up to 6 different IgG subclasses and rabbits have only one.
Humans also express IgM and have 2 subtypes of IgA, IgA1 and
IgA2, in addition to IgD and IgE. In humans there are also 4 sub-
types of IgG (IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4), but these do not corre-
spond directly to those found in the rodents.111 A particularly
important aspect related to vaccine research is production of
IgG1. While this is related to an IL-4-driven Th2 response in
mice and is often paralleled by concomitant IgE production, the
same does not apply to humans, where IL-4 can instead drive
IgG4 production. Vaccination with protein antigens generally
induces IgG1, IgG2b, and IgG2a/c in mice, while IgG3 is mostly
produced in response to T-independent antigens, such as TLR
ligands or polysaccharides.112,113 In humans, protein antigens
stimulate mostly IgG1 and IgG3, and polysaccharides stimulate
IgG2.114 IgG4 is typically produced in chronic infections and
may be stimulated with repeated immunizations using high
antigen doses, which is utilized in allergen immunotherapy.115

Notably, there is no mouse equivalent to human IgG4,116 and
the mice may therefore be suboptimal as a model for potential
IgG4-mediated allergen immunotherapy.

Mucosal immune responses show some additional distinct
features between mouse and man. Thus, while the primary
mucosal antibody produced is IgA in both species, mice mainly
produce dimeric IgA both in serum and in mucosal sites. In hu-
mans the secretory IgA is mainly dimeric or polymeric,
whereas serum IgA is mainly monomeric, making it easy to dis-
tinguish between locally produced and serum IgA.117,118

Secretory IgA is transported across epithelial cells via the poly-
meric Ig receptor (pIgR). In mice, large amounts of pIgA are
cleared from plasma and transported to bile by pIgR-expressing
hepatocytes. In contrast, in humans, biliary epithelial cells
express pIgR and perform the pIgA secretion into bile. This
means that in humans there is much less circulating pIgA
transported into bile and that most IgA in bile is secretory IgA
produced by local plasma cells.117 Pigs may be a better model
for elucidating mucosal IgA responses, as porcine IgA is more
homologous to human IgA than mouse or rat IgA.117 Mucosal
immune responses can also be evaluated in pigs by measuring
mucosal pIgR levels. Another limitation of mouse models in
mucosal immune responses is the lack of FcαR, which is other-
wise conserved in mammals.119

The functional attributes of antibodies are largely deter-
mined by their Fc properties and, similar to the differences in
antibody classes and subclasses, FcR expression varies between
species used for vaccine evaluation. Both mice and humans
express the FcR for IgM (FcμR or TOSO).120 However, in contrast
to humans, mice lack FcαRI. Humans express the Fc receptors
for IgG, FcγRI, FcγRIIA, FcγRIIC, and hFcγRIIIA, which are activat-
ing, and FcγRIIB, which is inhibitory.111 Human IgGs can bind to
all the FcγR receptors, except IgG2, which cannot bind FcγRI.
FcRn, which is used for transport of Igs, can also bind to all IgG
subclasses111 and also exists in mice.121 In addition, mice
express FcγRI, FcγIIB, FcγRIII, and FcγRIV.122 Similar to humans,
FcγRIIB is inhibitory, whereas the rest of the FcγRs are activat-
ing.122 Notably, mice, but not humans, express FcγRIV, which
can only bind mouse IgG2a/b/c and not IgG1.111,123 Since FcγRIV
may function by mediating ADCC,124 IgG2 antibodies may be

more efficient to perform this function in mice. It should also
be noted that great differences in expression pattern between
mouse and human FcγR exist. For example, the expression of
human FcγRIIIA is restricted to NK and monocytic cells,
whereas this is not the case in mice.111

Cell-Mediated Immune Responses

The biggest challenges when it comes to correlating vaccine-
induced, cell-mediated immune responses between species is
that these responses are most often measured in cells derived
from lymphoid organs or tissues, whereas the same analysis in
humans is almost exclusively derived from blood samples. The
two most well-described CD4+ T-cell subsets, Th1 and Th2, are
well characterized in humans, and a clinical trial with CAF01
showed good correlation between mouse and man regarding
these subsets.125 Correlates of induction of other subsets like
Th17, Treg, and Tfh cells on the other hand are still lacking
behind.

Th17 CD4+ T cells are thought to be critical for mucosal pro-
tection against pathogen entry and are identified by their abil-
ity to produce the cytokine IL-17. For example, the populations
of Th17 CD4+ T cells vary with M.tb infection status in humans,
that is, recently infected, latently infected, and active dis-
ease.126 It has also been shown that people with impaired IL-17
function often suffer from chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis,
recurrent or persistent symptomatic infection of the nails, skin,
and mucosae by Candida albicans.127–129 Subunit vaccines adju-
vanted with CAF01 have been shown to induce robust Th17
CD4+ T-cell responses in both spleen and lungs in mice.82,85

However, attempts to detect IL-17 induction in human blood
samples after vaccinations using CAF01 have so far failed.125

The reasons for this can be multiple. The mechanism of induc-
tion of Th17 CD4+ T-cell responses have not been completely
elucidated. Thus, though there are similarities between human
and murine Th17 CD4+ T cells, it is not certain that they are
induced via similar pathways and that Th17 is in fact induced
by CAF01 in humans. Maybe more likely, the amount of Th17
cells in blood samples is below detection level with the com-
monly used techniques like IL-17 cytokine ELISA/ELISPOT and
flow cytometry. Th17 is induced and detectable but not with
the biomarkers currently used for detection. IL-17-producing
cells were detected in the blood in a recent study evaluating an
oral enterotoxigenic Eschericia coli vaccine, ETVAX, with or with-
out dmLT adjuvant.130 This vaccine was found to induce the
appearance of activated T cells with a Th17 and gut-homing
phenotype in peripheral blood.130 So far, similarly to Th17 cells,
detection of Tfh responses in humans has been hampered by
the difficulty to obtain the relevant tissue. However, a subset of
circulating Tfh cells has been identified in mice and humans,
which shares functional properties with GC Tfh cells.130–132

The primary function of Treg is to maintain immunological
homeostasis and prevent excessive inflammation. Consequently,
Treg might also interfere with vaccine-induced immunity. In a
recent clinical study, the ability of 4 commonly used antiviral
vaccines to induce human CD4+ Treg responses was investigated.
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells obtained from healthy volun-
teers that had been vaccinated with either trivalent influenza
vaccine with or without the addition of adjuvant MF59 (Fluad or
Agrippal), a HBV subunit vaccine (Engerix-B) or a live attenuated
yellow fever vaccine (Stamaril).133 At several days post vaccina-
tion, the frequency and phenotype of CD4+ Treg subpopulations
in peripheral blood was examined by flow cytometry. For com-
parison, mice were vaccinated with influenza and hepatitis B
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vaccines and the Treg frequency was analyzed in draining LNs
and spleen at several days post vaccination. Overall, the study
showed that vaccination with vaccines with an already estab-
lished safe profile have only minimal impact on frequencies and
characteristics of Treg over time. However, it also showed that
the systemic changes in Treg frequency found in mice were not
identical to the human data. The authors suggest that this may
be caused by the fact that the human systemic Treg frequency
was determined in blood and that of mice in the spleen, or that
there are differences in Treg definitions between species.133

The induction and evaluation of CD8+ T-cell responses in
humans is relatively well described. However, most successful
CD8 T-cell-inducing vaccines are based on viral vectors, the
reason most probably being that priming of antigen-specific
CD8+ T-cell responses by adjuvanted peptide-/protein-based
vaccines requires presentation of a CD8 epitope on MHC-I on
specialized cross-priming DCs.134 In humans, the CD141+CLEC9A+

DCs have been identified as a superior cross-priming DC subset
compared with other DC subsets,135 which correspond to the
cross-priming CD8α+ and CD103+ DC subsets characterized in
mice.136,137 These DC subsets are genetically closely related
between the species138 and share expression of the receptors
TLR3 and XCR1, which are important for the cross-priming func-
tionality.135,139 Thus, the mouse can generally be considered a
suitable animal model for evaluating adjuvants for their ability to
induce cross-priming and subsequent CD8+ T-cell responses.

Conclusion
The use of mice to evaluate vaccine immunogenicity, and espe-
cially adjuvant mechanism, is highly relevant, albeit one has to
take a few aspects into consideration when trying to predict
the function in humans. Does the target receptor specificity,
cell distribution, and functionality in mice reflect that in hu-
mans, and does the injection route commonly used in mice
result in the same immune responses as the one intended to be
used in humans? In addition, one has to reflect on whether the
immune responses evaluated in mouse organs like LNs, spleen,
lungs, intestines, skin, genital tract, etc. can also be detected in
blood samples, which is often the only accessible sample mate-
rial from humans. Therefore, when performing preclinical stud-
ies, it should be considered to do the same analysis in blood as
done on other tissues to counteract setbacks in clinical
development.
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Abstract
Influenza is a viral respiratory disease having a major impact on public health. Influenza A virus (IAV) usually causes mild
transitory disease in humans. However, in specific groups of individuals such as severely obese, the elderly, and individuals
with underlying inflammatory conditions, IAV can cause severe illness or death. In this review, relevant small and large
animal models for human IAV infection, including the pig, ferret, and mouse, are discussed. The focus is on the pig as a
large animal model for human IAV infection as well as on the associated innate immune response. Pigs are natural hosts for
the same IAV subtypes as humans, they develop clinical disease mirroring human symptoms, they have similar lung
anatomy, and their respiratory physiology and immune responses to IAV infection are remarkably similar to what is
observed in humans. The pig model shows high face and target validity for human IAV infection, making it suitable for
modeling many aspects of influenza, including increased risk of severe disease and impaired vaccine response due to
underlying pathologies such as low-grade inflammation. Comparative analysis of proteins involved in viral pattern
recognition, interferon responses, and regulation of interferon-stimulated genes reveals a significantly higher degree of
similarity between pig, ferret, and human compared with mice. It is concluded that the pig is a promising animal model
displaying substantial human translational value with the ability to provide essential insights into IAV infection,
pathogenesis, and immunity.

Key words: animal model; antiviral; inflammation; influenza A virus; innate immune response; microRNA; translational
value; validity
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Introduction
Influenza A virus (IAV) infection is a leading cause of morbidity
and mortality in the human population, with estimates of annual
epidemics resulting in 3 to 5 million cases of severe disease and
290000 to 650 000 deaths worldwide.1 While substantial progress
has been made toward understanding viral evolution, transmis-
sion, and pathogenicity, multiple aspects such as the involvement
of host factors in pathogenesis, control, and clearance of the infec-
tion remain to be fully understood. Disease severity varies
markedly among individuals and can be ascribed to differences in
genetically determined susceptibility and in the level and type of
immune responses between individual hosts. In otherwise healthy
individuals, influenza is a transient disease and the patient will
usually recover within 1 to 2 weeks. However, vulnerable popula-
tion groups such as pregnant women, infants, the elderly, and
severely obese individuals, as well as individuals with chronic
inflammatory or autoimmune conditions including diabetes melli-
tus, are at higher risk of increased morbidity and mortality from
IAV infections.2–6 Furthermore, these high-risk groups tend to have
more prolonged and invasive forms of IAV infections, and are like-
wise at higher risk of selection for drug-resistant IAV populations
during treatment due to the prolonged infection and delayed viral
clearance.7–10 Also, vaccination, which remains the most effective
method for prevention of IAV infection and reduction of IAV
related disease, varies substantially in efficiency between indivi-
duals; a pronounced decrease in IAV vaccine responsiveness has
been found in the high-risk groups including the elderly and
severely obese individuals, often associated with immunosenes-
cence or low-grade chronic inflammation.11,12 Antiviral agents are
available for treatment and prevention of IAV infections in immu-
nocompromised patients, including matrix-2 (M2) protein inhibi-
tors and neuraminidase (NA) inhibitors. However, resistance to
both groups of antiviral drugs has been described and the number
of resistant strains seems to be increasing.13–15 Characterization of
the impact of viral and host mechanisms respectively, on the
course of disease is therefore paramount for the development of
more broadly effective vaccines and antiviral therapies.

IAVs are enveloped, single-stranded, negative-sense RNA
viruses of the family Orthomyxoviridae. This family comprises a
number of genera, including Influenza A, B, and C. IAVs are further
classified into subtypes based on the antigenic surface glycopro-
teins hemagglutinin (HA) and NA. Currently, 16 HA (H1–H16) and
9 NA (N1–N9) subtypes are found in the aquatic bird reservoir.16

IAVs enter the respiratory system of the host through inhaled
droplets or aerosols before they infect pulmonary epithelial cells
through binding of viral HA surface glycoprotein to sialic acid
(SA) containing receptors found on the host cell surface in the
upper respiratory tract in humans. Even though the type of SA
linkage is not the sole determinant of viral host and tissue tro-
pism, the tissue distribution of α-2,3 and α-2,6-linked SA receptors
is important for viral binding and infectivity.17 Within the cell
nucleus, genomic RNA of IAV is replicated and progeny IAVs are
formed when the particles bud off from the plasma membrane.
Newly synthesized IAVs are released from the cell by cleavage of
the HA-SA binding by NA surface glycoproteins. Due to their seg-
mented genomes, IAVs may undergo reassortment where new
subtypes are generated by new combinations of gene segments
(antigenic shift). Additionally, the mutation rate of the IAV RNA
genome is high, leading to amino acid changes in important viral
epitopes (antigenic drift). Combined, antigenic shift and drift
causes the development of new virus variants that may escape
previously acquired host immunity and give rise to new epi-
demics or even pandemics. Thus, the continuous evolution of

new IAV subtypes evading antiviral drugs and previously
acquired immunity by vaccines, together with the inter-
individual variability in host responses towards IAV, stresses the
need for reliable and valid animal models for development of
novel anti-IAV therapeutics and prophylactic agents, thereby
serving as a bridge for the translational gap to the clinic.18

In this review, we aim to summarize relevant characteristics
of well-established animal models, including ferret and mouse
models, in relation to IAV infection, all of which have provided
extensive knowledge on the basic immunology, pathology, and
transmission of IAV.19 Furthermore, the validity of the models
in relation to IAV infection will be evaluated; however, the
main focus will be on the utility and relevance of the pig as a
large animal model for human IAV infection. The pig is a well-
established animal model in many areas of biomedical research
and excels as a highly reliable translational model for human
IAV infection and disease.

Animal Models for Study of IAV Infection
Although several animal species have been used for IAV
research, including rodents, ferrets, pigs, and nonhuman pri-
mates,20 the most frequently used animal model is the mouse.
This is likely due to the low per animal costs, modest housing
requirements, wide availability of immunological reagents, and
ease of creating and obtaining specifically genetically modified
mouse strains. Even though the mouse model has provided
extensive knowledge regarding fundamental immunology of
IAV infections, major differences in clinical manifestations and
in the anatomy of the respiratory system compared with hu-
mans emphasize the urgent need for improved translational
models. As summarized in Table 1, mice are not naturally in-
fected with human IAV strains nor do they show clinical signs
similar to humans such as fever, nasal secretion, and coughing
after IAV infection.21,25 The majority of IAV strains require
adaptation to effectively replicate and cause disease in mice.
These adaptations include mutations in the receptor-binding
site of the viral HA and NA proteins, loss of glycosylation sites,
and other changes that may affect viral host and tissue tro-
pism.50,51 Evidently, mutations introduced in the IAV genome
during adaptation to a murine host could result in changes in
phenotypic traits that are important for pathogenesis in hu-
mans. Other animal species are therefore being increasingly
used for IAV studies, including pigs and ferrets. These species
are susceptible to infection with human IAV, show clinical
signs resembling those seen in humans, and generally reflect
the human anatomy and pathogenesis more faithfully than
mouse models (Table 1). Pig breeds of different sizes are avail-
able, and a study comparing the clinical signs upon experimen-
tal IAV infection in differently sized pigs showed no differences
in clinical manifestation.52 Additionally, infected pigs and fer-
rets can readily transmit the virus to naïve animals while
transmission from infected to naïve mice is inefficient.21,53

Table 1 summarizes some of the most relevant features of pig,
ferret, and mouse models, highlighting their strengths and
weaknesses in relation to their applicability for the study of
human IAV infection. Seronegative pigs, ferrets, and mice are
available. However, in contrast to the mouse, pig and ferret ani-
mal models are outbred, like humans, with an inherently larger
inter-individual biological variation and therefore a higher
number of animals are required to obtain adequate statistical
power for these species compared with inbred mouse animal
models. The influence of underlying inflammatory conditions
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on IAV infection can be studied by administration of bacterial
lipopolysaccharide (LPS); however, the sensitivity to the toxic
effects of LPS differs remarkably between animal species.
While mice are highly insensitive to LPS compared with hu-
mans, pigs are more comparable to the LPS sensitivity of hu-
mans.54,55 The number of studies on LPS administration in
ferrets is limited, and in most of the studies LPS is adminis-
tered through the respiratory tract56–58 except from a study on
5-day-old ferrets, where LPS was i.p. injected.59 The study de-
signs as well as the limited number of studies makes it difficult
to compare the sensitivity of LPS in ferrets with human.

Host Defense Against IAV Infection
The mammalian antiviral innate defense system is multifacto-
rial, encompassing a variety of cell types and cellular and
secreted proteins working in concert to prevent viral invasion
and replication and to control and fine-tune inflammatory and
immune responses. Every factor must play its role at the right
time and place to ensure a balanced and efficient immune
response resulting in the ultimate clearance of the virus with a
minimal degree of collateral host tissue damage.

Upon IAV infection, as summarized in Figure 1, the pulmo-
nary host immune response is initiated by a rapid and tran-
sient induction of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines, type I
and type III interferons (IFNs), and IFN-Stimulated Genes (ISGs),
establishing an antiviral state in the infected and neighboring
host cells.60,61,66–68 With a slightly later onset, the noncoding
microRNA (miRNA) response sets in (Figure 1). These miRNAs
are involved in posttranscriptional regulation of antiviral target
genes, and a subpopulation of miRNAs persists throughout the
infection and even after the virus has been cleared.65,69 The
number of natural killer (NK) cells increases from the beginning
of infection and reaches its peak as the viral load is declin-
ing.62,70 Within a week after influenza virus infection, IAV-
specific antibodies emerge simultaneously with the clearance
of the infection accomplished mainly by the innate immune
response in cases of uncomplicated disease (Figure 1).

Intrinsic and Innate Barriers Against IAV Infection in
Humans, Pigs, Ferrets, and Mice

To successfully infect and replicate within a host, IAV has to
traverse several physiological and chemical barriers. The first
challenge facing IAV upon host contact is the intrinsic respira-
tory mucus layer, a complex, viscous gel-like fluid secreted
from goblet cells and submucosal glands of the conducting air-
ways.71 The distribution of goblet cells varies significantly
between species. As shown in Figure 2, the distribution of gob-
let cells in the upper respiratory tract of humans, pigs, and fer-
rets is relatively similar, whereas mucus-secreting goblet cells
are rare in the upper respiratory tract of mice.40,72–76 The 2
secreted mucins (MUC) MUC5B and MUC5AC are major compo-
nents of the human and pig upper respiratory mucus layer, and

Figure 1 Schematic representation of different aspects of the antiviral host

immune response against influenza. The x-axis shows the temporal progres-

sion of infection (days) and the y-axis denotes the relative magnitude of the dif-

ferent responses. The figure is based on data from several publications60–64 and

modified from62 as well as our own work65.

Table 1 Comparison of clinical signs after IAV infection, morphology of the respiratory tract, and experimental requirements between
mammalian models of human IAV infection

Human Pig Ferret Mouse References

Naturally infected with human IAV Yes Yes Yes No (Requires
adaptation)

21–24

Fever Present Present Present Absent 21,24–33

Nasal secretion Present Present Present Absent 21,24,26–28

Coughing Present Present Present Absent 21,26–28,30,32,34,35

Possesses tonsils Yes Yes Yes No 36–39

Nature of pulmonary pleura Thick Thick Thin Thin 40–43

Nature of pulmonary connective
tissue

Extensive and
interlobular

Extensive and
interlobular

Little Little, if any 41–43

Alveolar macrophages Constitutive
phagocytic cells

Constitutive
phagocytic cells

Constitutive
phagocytic cells

Constitutive
phagocytic cells

44–46

Pulmonary intravascular
macrophages

Induced phagocytic
cells

Constitutive
phagocytic cells

Induced phagocytic
cells

Induced phagocytic
cells

47,48

Availability of species-specific
immunological reagents

High Moderate;
increasing

Low High –

Housing requirements – Large Medium Small –

Experimental costs – Moderate/high Moderate/high Low –

Modified from.49 Characteristics highlighted in bold differ from those observed in humans.
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other important components include membrane-associated
MUC1, pulmonary surfactants such as surfactant protein type
D (SP-D), lysozyme, and lactoferrin.77–79 The respiratory human
and pig mucus also contains SA that can function as “decoy re-
ceptors” binding to HA surface proteins of the invading virus
and thus hindering interaction with the underlying epithelial
cells.80,81 Mucociliary clearance by ciliated epithelial cells en-
sures that inhaled and entrapped pathogens are continuously
removed and swallowed. The percentage of ciliated respiratory
epithelial cells varies among mice and other animal models
(Figure 2). Similarly to humans, pigs and ferrets have a larger
proportion of ciliated respiratory epithelial cells at the tracheal
surface compared with mice.74,75,82–84

SP-D is a soluble, SA-containing constituent of the respiratory
mucus layer and an important porcine defense lectin that with
varying success has been demonstrated to reduce infection in
MDCK cells by H1N1, H3N2, and H5N1 of human, swine, and
avian origin.85 Whereas SP-D has been found to be an important
antiviral lectin in the mouse,86 it has recently been shown not to
play a major role in inhibition of different types of IAV in fer-
rets.87,88 We have recently found the SP-D gene (SFTPD) to be
constitutively expressed but not induced in the porcine lung
during swIAV (H1N2) infection (Brogaard et al., unpublished
work), suggesting that SP-D is an intrinsic pulmonary antiviral
factor in pigs. After breaching the mucus layer, the viral HA
binds to the terminal SA residues linked to host cell surface gly-
coproteins. Several factors, including local host proteases and
the distribution of α-2,3 and α-2,6-linked SA receptors, are impor-
tant for viral binding and infectivity. As indicated in Figure 2, the

distribution of SAα-2,3 and SAα-2,6 receptors in the nasal cavity,
trachea, and lung differs considerably between mice and hu-
mans, whereas less variation is seen between humans, pigs, and
ferrets.17,89–93 This might explain the difference in the location of
respiratory infection caused by influenza virus, which in mice lo-
cates in the lower respiratory tract rather than in the upper
respiratory tract as observed in humans, pigs, and ferrets during
uncomplicated infections.25 A study comparing the SA-
containing receptor distribution in 2 differently sized pig breeds
demonstrated the distribution to be similar.52

Comparison of Proteins Involved in Innate Antiviral
Defense Between Animal Models

The human and mouse genomes were sequenced 15 years
ago94–96 and are now considered complete. Since the original
sequencing was completed, each has undergone 38 major
builds (assemblies of constructed sequences). In contrast, build
11.1 of the porcine genome was released in January 2017, and
preliminary analysis indicates that it is almost complete (98%)
but still contains a number of significant sequence and annota-
tion errors (H. Dawson, personal communication). A draft ver-
sion of build 1.0 of the ferret genome was published in 2014.97

Although the size and number of genes are consistent with
other mammalian species, the presence of sequence or annota-
tion errors has not been reported.

A comprehensive literature search was conducted to iden-
tify human, pig, ferret, and mouse proteins involved in
immune responses to IAV infections. Gene annotations for
these proteins can be found in the porcine translational
research database.98 A comparative analysis of 91 antiviral
proteins, where 1:1 orthology could be established between the
4 species,98 is summarized in table 2. Orthologous sequences
originate from a common ancestor and are inherited through
speciation, and the functional specificity of such proteins is
therefore assumed to be conserved. The proteins were divided
into the categories Retinoic acid-Inducible Gene 1 (RIG-I)/
Melanoma Differentiation-Associated protein 5 (MDA5), Toll-
Like Receptor (TLR) and signaling, IFN and receptors, ISGs,
DEAD/DEAH-box family, Inflammasome-associated proteins,
and Miscellaneous antiviral proteins (Table 2). The amino acid
sequences of all pig and ferret antiviral proteins included in
the table were statistical significantly more similar (82.9 % and
81.9 %, respectively) to equivalent human proteins than were
the mouse protein sequences (78.4 %). Pig and ferret proteins
classified as or being involved in RIG-I/MDA5 signaling, IFN
and Receptors, and ISGs (Table 2; Supplemental Table 1) exhib-
ited statistical significantly greater human similarities than
the corresponding mouse proteins. Furthermore, pig proteins
classified as TLR or as being involved in TLR signaling (Table 2;
Supplemental Table 1) had significantly greater similarity to
orthologous human proteins than both ferret and mouse. No
statistically significant differences in similarity to human
orthologs were found between the 3 species with regards to
the highly conserved DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide
and DEAH (Asp-Glu-X-His) box polypeptide RNA helicases and
proteins involved in inflammasome function (Table 2;
Supplemental Table 1). Analysis of the 91 full-length ferret pro-
teins (Table 2; Supplemental Table 1) required the use of 2
alternative gene sequences (IFNG, TLR8) and reassembly of one
gene (KDM1A) due to the incomplete genome sequence.

For a number (24) of proteins associated with anti-IAV response,
1:1 orthology could not be established among all 4 species (Table 3).
Mice have 12 and 3 times more nonorthologous genes than ferrets

Figure 2 Schematic illustration of the distribution of α-2,3 and α-2,6-linked sialic

acid (SA) containing receptors in the nasal cavity, trachea, and lung. Squares

indicate α-2,6-linked SA containing receptors and triangles indicate α-2,3-linked
SA containing receptors. The relative sizes of squares and triangles indicate the

relative proportion of the SA receptors at each of the three locations in the

respiratory tract. Question mark indicates that no literature reporting on exam-

ination of the specific tissues was found. Distribution and proportion of respira-

tory ciliated epithelial cells (red) and mucus producing goblet cells (yellow) in

humans, pigs, ferrets, and mice are shown in the trachea.
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and pigs, respectively. Notable differences between the 4 species
were found in the following antiviral gene families: Oligoadenylate
synthetase (OAS), IFN-induced protein with tetratricopeptide re-
peats (IFIT), and IFN-induced transmembrane protein (IFITM)
(Table 3). OAS constitutes a family of anti-viral proteins that are
important for controlling infections caused by IAV and other

viruses. The enzyme initiates the degradation of viral RNA via syn-
thesis of 2′,5′-oligoadenylates, which activates a latent ribonuclease
(RNase L) leading to the degradation of viral RNA and inhibition of
viral replication.100,101 The human OAS family consists of 3 genes
encoding active OAS enzymes (OAS1-3) and an OAS-Like (OASL)
gene encoding an inactive protein. All 4 are induced by type I IFNs.
Although all 3 OAS isoforms display 2-5As synthetic activity in vari-
ous models, human OAS3 plays a dominant role in RNase L activa-
tion in response to poly (rI):poly (rC) as well as in response to
infection of human cells with multiples viruses including IAV.102

Ferrets and mice but not pigs have OAS3 orthologs.103 We ecently
found porcine OAS1 and OASL to be highly upregulated in lung tis-
sue 1 to 3 days after experimental infection with IAV H1N2.65

Human and mouse IFIT1 proteins have no antiviral activity against
IAV,104 but porcine IFIT1, IFIT2, and IFIT3 reportedly inhibit the rep-
lication of swine influenza virus in vitro.105 Humans have 5 IFITM
family members (IFITM1, IFITM2, IFITM3, IFITM5, and IFITM10).
Mice also carry these in addition to Ifitm6 and Ifitm7. All studied
human and mouse IFITM proteins can restrict IAV with the excep-
tion of IFITM6/Ifitm6.106 Ferret orthologs have been identified for all
human IFITM family members except for IFITM2. Pigs have ortho-
logs of all 5 human genes as well as 3 additional paralogs,
IFITM1L1, IFITM1L2, and IFITM1L3. The functions of the 3 IFITM1
paralogs are unknown; however, they are variably induced during
porcine viral infections.107 Porcine IFITM1 and IFITM3 were recently
found to be moderately upregulated 1 to 3 days after experimental
infection with IAV H1N2.65 Several genes with diverse antiviral
functions are missing from one or more of the species reviewed
here. The human natural cytotoxicity triggering receptors NKp44
(NCR2)108 and NKp46 (NCR1)109 bind to IAV HA. This binding is
required for NK cell-mediated lysis of IAV-infected cells. Pigs and
ferrets, but not mice, have NCR2110 (Table 3), and T cells expressing
NCR1, NCR2 and NCR3 have been found in the lungs of IAV infected
pigs.111

In contrast to the mouse model, a higher degree of protein
sequence similarity compared with human is observed in the
pig and ferret models with regards to important antiviral pro-
tein families. Likewise, the mouse displays more nonortholo-
gous antiviral genes compared with the other 3 species and has
also previously been shown to carry greatly expanded PRR gene
families relative to both pigs and humans.112 This serves to
emphasize the relevance of the pig as a model with high target
validity and thereby higher translational value compared with
the mouse model.

Table 2 Comparison of protein similarity of antiviral proteins between humans and pig, ferret, and mouse

(mean % protein similarity ± SD)

Classification N Pig Ferret Mouse

RIG-I/MDA5 and signaling 13 80.9a ± 11.0 81.8a ± 10.6 76.5b ± 11.8
TLR and signaling 9 90.4a ± 9.2 91.2ab ± 6.7 88.9b ± 10.3
IFN and receptors 9 65.2a ± 7.3 63.9a ± 6.3 53.1b ± 7.3
ISGs 25 73.7a ± 9.5 72.0a ± 11.6 67.5b ± 10.9
DEAD/DEAH-box family 8 81.0a ± 4.0 81.8a ± 8.6 76.5a ± 8.6
Inflammasome-associated proteins 3 78.3a ± 16.3 76.0a ± 18.7 74.0a ± 21.9
Miscellaneous antiviral proteins 24 88.7a ± 13.2 87.2ab ± 16.7 86.1b ± 15.6

Overall 91 82.9a ± 14.0 81.9a ± 15.1 78.4b ± 16.8

Analyses were performed using data obtained from the Porcine Translational Research Database, the NCBI reference protein database, and predicted sequences and

NCBI blastp suite. 1:1 orthology of protein coding genes were determined by protein sequence similarity (best reciprocal BLAST hit to the human protein) and the

presence of a corresponding gene in the syntenic region of the pig, ferret, and/or mouse genome. The values are calculated as the mean value of sequence identity

shown in Supplemental Table 1. Means with different superscripts are significantly different at a level of P < 0.05 by matched paired ANOVA (JMP 12.2.0 SAS Institute

Inc.). The type I interferon alpha superfamily was not compared because of previously noted difficulties establishing 1:1 orthology for these genes.99

Table 3 Nonorthologous genes associated with an anti-IAV response
in humans, pigs, ferrets, and mice

Gene Human Pig Ferret Mouse

OAS3 X X X
Oas1b X
Oas1c X
Oas1d X
Oas1e X
Oas1f X
Oas1g X
Oas1h X
Oasl2 X
IFIT5 X X X
ITIT1B X X X
Ifit1bl2 X
IFIT1L1 X
Ifit3b X
IFIT5L X
Ifitm6 X
Ifitm7 X
IFITM1L1 X
IFITM1L2 X
IFITM1L3 X
IFITM2 X X X
NCR2 X X X
NCR3 X X X
HERC5 X X X

Sum of nonorhologous genes – 4 1 12

X indicates presence of the gene for one of the 24 proteins involved in anti-

viral immune response where 1:1 orthology could not be established. The total

number of nonorthologous genes for each species is summed at the bottom,

showing that mice have 12 times and 3 times more nonorthologous genes

than ferrets and pigs, respectively. Analyses were performed using data ob-

tained from the Porcine Translational Research Database and NCBI reference

protein database and blastp suite.
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Pig Models for the Study of IAV Infection
Pulmonary Host Response in Porcine Models of IAV
Infection

After breaching the mucus layer and infecting the respiratory
epithelial cells of the host, the receptor-mediated innate antivi-
ral immune response takes over. For obvious reasons, respira-
tory epithelial tissue from patients with mild influenza virus
infection is scarce, and characterization of the host response in
IAV-infected human lung has only been reported from fatal
cases after infection with, for example, the 2009 pandemic
H1N1 or highly pathogenic avian H5N1 strains.113–116 While
these case studies are of great importance for elucidation of the
mechanisms responsible for fatal outcomes of IAV infection,
they may be less relevant for characterization of the host
innate response to seasonal IAV infection. Instead, in vivo
experimental IAV infection in pigs as well as in sophisticated
porcine ex vivo cultured respiratory tissue using endemic
strains of both human and swine origin have provided insight
into the induction of the antiviral innate immune response at
the site of viral infection and replication61,65,117–123.

High-throughput methods like microarray technology, RNA
sequencing, and microfluidic qPCR have been applied in several
studies to obtain comprehensive transcriptional characterization
of porcine respiratory tissue after IAV challenge. By identifying
pathway enrichment for differentially expressed genes, these
studies commonly report genes involved in viral recognition,
pro-inflammatory responses by means of cytokine induction,
chemotaxis and immune cell recruitment, apoptosis, and IFN
and ISG responses to be centrally involved in the host response
to IAV challenge.117–119,123 Transcription of important viral path-
ogen recognition receptors such as TLR3, TLR7, RIG-I (DDX58),
and MDA5 (IFIH1) is upregulated in pig lungs (in vivo, ex vivo) in
response to swH1N1 and swH1N2 infections.61,65,117,121 In vivo
studies likewise report a strong chemokine response, dominated
by CXCL10,61,65,117 accompanied by a balanced pro- and anti-
inflammatory cytokine response exemplified by the upregula-
tion of IL1B, IL6, IL1RN, and IL10.61,65 As described above, little is
known about the local pulmonary response to low pathogenic
IAV infection in humans. However, the abovementioned chemo-
kines and inflammatory cytokines found to be regulated in por-
cine models have likewise been found to be highly expressed in
human lung tissue samples of fatal cases, caused by the 2009
H1N1 or avian H5N1.113,115

The major hallmark of innate antiviral immunity is the IFN
response. Accordingly, transcriptional studies of the porcine
respiratory system after IAV infection consistently report the
induction of IFNs and ISGs (Table 4) such as ISG15, PKR (EIF2AK2),
MX1, OAS1, OASL, and IFITM1 and IFITM3.61,65,117,120–122 A marked
type I IFN response is commonly reported in porcine transcrip-
tional studies of IAV-infected lung tissue with IFNB1 gene expres-
sion being the primary constituent (Table 4)61,65,118 while
knowledge of type III IFN expression in the infected lung is
sparse. Type III IFNs, or IFN-λ (Table 4), are the most recently
identified family of IFNs and have been shown to induce a cellu-
lar antiviral state via ISGs that are remarkably similar to those
activated by type I IFNs.120,122,151 A study has reported on type III
IFN gene expression in porcine lung tissue after IAV challenge,
demonstrating a massive induction of IL28B, the porcine gene en-
coding IFN-λ3.65 Another study has demonstrated ex vivo upregu-
lation of IL29 (encoding porcine IFN-λ1) in precision-cut porcine
lung slices after swH3N2 infection.120 Both studies showed that

IFN-λ expression was accompanied by upregulation of IFNB1 as
well as a multitude of antiviral ISGs. In vitro investigation of the
human type III IFN response to IAV has similarly demonstrated
upregulation of both IFNL1 and IFNL2 in human alveolar type II
epithelial cells after infection with human H1N1 or H3N2135

(Table 4). Type III IFNs thus appear to be important contributors
to the innate immune response in the IAV-infected lung, but
additional studies are needed to elucidate the temporal dynamics
of type I and III IFN expression and the interplay between these 2
important components of the antiviral immune response.

Systemic Host Response in Porcine Models of IAV
Infection

In contrast to the local pulmonary response, the systemic tran-
scriptional response to IAV infection in humans has been stud-
ied extensively, often with the aim to elucidate blood-based
IAV-specific (or respiratory virus-specific) biomarker “signa-
tures” or “classifiers.”67,152–156 Such a signature might prove a
valuable diagnostic tool to determine disease etiology and
intervention. Importantly, a substantial overlap of genes found
to be upregulated in circulating leukocytes in pigs and humans,
including the pathogen recognition receptors DDX58 (RIG-I),
IFIH1 (MDA5), TLR7, NOD1, the ISGs MX1, IFITM3, and OASL,
has recently been reported.49 As such, the transcriptional sys-
temic response to IAV infection is found to mirror pulmonary
observations. IFN-α serum protein levels have been found to
be elevated in pigs after swH1N1 infection,138 mirroring our
own observations of transcriptional upregulation of IFNA1 in
circulating leukocytes from swH1N2-infected pigs.49 More
comprehensive investigations of serum cytokine levels have
been carried out in human patients with mild disease after
pandemic H1N1 (2009) infection, with results likewise support-
ing our findings of transcriptional upregulation of IFNA1,
CXCL10, IL1RN, IL10, and CCL2 in the circulation of pigs in-
fected with IAV.49,157

MicroRNA as a Possible Component of the Antiviral
Response in Pigs and Humans

Host-encoded miRNAs are most commonly described as
endogenous regulators of cellular protein translation, but sev-
eral reports also describe the interaction between host-
encoded miRNAs and viral RNA of the IAV.158–161 Some DNA
viruses and retroviruses encode their own miRNAs, as dem-
onstrated by the annotated viral miRNAs included in the
online miRNA repository, miRBase.162 No influenza virus-
encoded miRNAs can be found in miRbase, and the IAV
genome has not been shown to contain any canonical
miRNAs. miRNAs are evolutionarily highly conserved across
species, making it likely that the study of host miRNA in the
pig model will have great translational value for induction
and function of miRNAs in settings of human disease.

Host-encoded miRNA regulation of the innate antiviral
response after IAV infection has received some attention in
recent years. We recently presented results suggesting that
ssc-miR-15a, ssc-miR-18a, ssc-miR-21, ssc-miR-29b, and hsa-
miR-590-3p are associated with the regulation of genes
involved in viral pattern recognition, apoptosis, and inflam-
masome function in the lungs of pigs challenged with
swH1N2.65 Several of these, as well as other miRNAs found to
be differentially expressed in pig lungs after IAV challenge,
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Table 4 Overview of key features of the host pulmonary intrinsic and innate antiviral response to IAV infection

Factor/characteristic Human Pig Ferret Mouse

Genes/
regulation

IAV strain,
experimental model

Genes/regulation IAV strain,
experimental
model

Genes/
regulation

IAV strain, experimental
model

Genes/
regulation

IAV strain,
experimental model

Pattern recognition receptors
TLR genes TLR1-TLR10 TLR1-TLR10 TLR1-TLR8, TLR10 Tlr1-Tlr9, Tlr11-Tlr13
Expression of

antiviral TLRs
↑ TLR3
– TLR7

huH1N1, alveolar
epithelial cells
(in vitro)124

↑ TLR3, TLR7 swH1N2, lung
(in vivo)61,65

– TLR3 huH1N1pdm09, lung
(in vivo)125,126

↑ TLR3 huH3N2, pulmonary
epithelial cells127

↑ TLR3, TLR7 huH1N1, alveolar
macrophages
(in vitro)128

↑ TLR3, TLR7 swH3N2, alveolar
macrophages
(in vitro)129

↑ TLR3 huH1N1, nasal
epithelium
(in vivo)130

↑ TLR3 huH1N1, alveolar
epithelial cells,
whole lung
(in vivo)131

↑ TLR3, TLR7 swH1N1pdm09,
huH1N1pdm09, lung
(in vivo)132

RLR genes DDX58, IFIH1, DHX58 DDX58, IFIH1, DHX58 DDX58, IFIH1, DHX58 Ddx58, Ifih1, Dhx58
Expression of

antiviral RLRs
↑ DDX58 huH1N1, alveolar

epithelial cells
(in vitro)124

↑ DDX58, IFIH1 swH1N2, lung
(in vivo)61,65

– DDX58 huH1N1pdm09, lung
(in vivo)126

↑ Dhx58, Ifih1 huH1N1, lung
(in vivo)133

↑ DDX58,
IFIH1

huH1N1, alveolar
macrophages
(in vitro)128

↑ DDX58, IFIH1 swH3N2, alveolar
macrophages
(in vitro)129

↑ Ddx58, Ifih1 huH1N1, nasal
epithelium
(in vivo)130

↑ Ddx58, Ifih1 huH1N1, alveolar
epithelial cells,
whole lung
(in vivo)131

↑ Ddx58, Ifih1,
Dhx58

swH1N1pdm09,
huH1N1pdm09, lung
(in vivo)132

Type I and III interferons
Commonly

investigated type I
IFN genes

IFNA, IFNB IFNA, IFNB IFNA, IFNB Ifna, Ifnb

Type I IFN expression ↑ IFNA1,
IFNB1

huH1N1, alveolar
macrophages
(in vitro)128

↑ IFNB1
– IFNA1

swH1N2, lung
(in vivo)61,65

↑ IFNA1, IFNB1 huH3N2, huH1N1pdm09,
upper respiratory tract
(in vivo)134

↑ Ifnb1 huH1N1, alveolar
epithelial cells,
whole lung
(in vivo)131
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Table 4 Continued

Factor/characteristic Human Pig Ferret Mouse

Genes/
regulation

IAV strain,
experimental model

Genes/regulation IAV strain,
experimental
model

Genes/
regulation

IAV strain, experimental
model

Genes/
regulation

IAV strain,
experimental model

↑ IFNB1 huH1N1, alveolar
epithelial cells
(in vitro)135

↑ IFNA1, IFNB1 swH3N2, alveolar
macrophages
(in vitro)129

– IFNA1, IFNB1 huH3N2, huH1N1pdm09,
lung (in vivo)134

↑ IFN-β huH1N1,
bronchoalveolar
lavage fluid136

↑ IFNB1 huH1N1, huH3N2,
airway epithelial
cells (in vitro)137

↑ IFN-α swH1N1, BALF
and lung
(in vivo)138

↑ IFN-α, IFN-β huH1N1,
bronchoalveolar
lavage fluid66

↑ IFN-α swH1N1, lung
(in vivo)99

Type III IFN genes IFNL1, IFNL2, IFNL3, IFNL4 IL29 (IFN-λ1), IL28B (IFN-λ3) IFNL1, IFNL3 Ifnl2, Ifnl3
Type III IFN

expression
↑ IFNL1, IFNL2 huH1N1, alveolar

epithelial cells
(in vitro)135

↑ IL28B swH1N2, lung
(in vivo)65

Uncharacterized ↑ IFN-λ2/3 huH1N1,
bronchoalveolar
lavage fluid66

↑ IFNL1, IFNL2 huH1N1, alveolar
macrophages
(in vitro)128

↑ IFN-λ2/3 huH1N1,
bronchoalveolar
lavage fluid139

↑ IFNL2 huH1N1, huH3N2,
airway epithelial
cells (in vitro)137

Interferon-stimulated genes
Commonly

investigated
antiviral ISGs

EIF2AK2, MX1, ISG15, RNASEL, OAS1,
OASL, IFITM1, IFITM3

EIF2AK2, MX1, ISG15, RNASEL, OAS1, OASL,
IFITM1, IFITM3

EIF2AK2, MX1, ISG15, RNASEL, OAS1, OASL Eif2ak2, Mx1, Isg15, Rnasel, (OAS1
genes: Oas1a†, Oas1b, Oas1c, Oas1d,
Oas1e, Oas1f, Oas1g†, Oas1h), (OASL
genes: Oasl1, Oasl2), Ifitm1, Ifitm3

ISG expression ↑ MX1, ISG15,
OAS1,
OASL,
IFITM1

huH3N2, bronchial
epithelial cells
(in vitro)140

↑ EIF2AK2, MX1, ISG15,
RNASEL, OAS1, OASL,
IFITM1, IFITM3

swH1N2, lung
(in vivo)65

↑ EIF2AK2,
ISG15, OAS1,
OASL

huH1N1pdm09, lung
(in vivo)141

↑ Mx1, Rnasel,
Isg15,
Oas1a,
Oas1g

swH1N1pdm09,
huH1N1pdm09, lung
(in vivo)132

↑ MX1, IFITM1 huH1N1, alveolar
macrophages
(in vitro)128

↑ EIF2AK2,
ISG15, OAS1

huH1N1, lung (in vivo)141 ↑ Mx1, Isg15,
Oas1a,
Oas1f, Oasl1

huH1N1pdm09, lung
(in vivo)142

Cytokines and chemokines
Commonly

investigated
cytokines and
chemokines

IL1B, IL6, IL10, IL18, TNF IL1B, IL6, IL10, IL18, TNF IL1B, IL6, IL10, IL18, TNF Il1b, Il6, Il10, Il18, Tnf
CXCL8 (IL-8), CXCL10, CCL2 CXCL8 (IL-8), CXCL10, CCL2 CXCL8 (IL-8), CXCL10, CCL2 Cxcl10, Ccl2 (MCP-1)

Cytokine and
chemokine
expression

↑ IL-6, IL-8,
CCL2

huH1N1, alveolar
epithelial cells
(in vitro)135

↑ IL1B, IL6, IL10, CCL2 swH1N2, lung
(in vivo)61,65

↑ IL1B, TNF,
CCL2

huH1N1pdm09, lung
(in vivo)141

↑ Il1b, Il6, Tnf huH1N1pdm09, lung
(in vivo)142

↑ IL6, TNF huH1N1, pharyngeal
epithelial cells
(in vitro)143

↓ IL18 swH1N2, lung
(in vivo)65

↑ IL6, TNF,
CXCL8, CCL2

huH1N1pdm09, lung
(in vivo)126

↑ Il-1β, Il-6,
Tnf

huH1N1, lung
(in vivo)144
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have likewise been found to be regulated in human lung epi-
thelial A549 cells after H1N1 infection.163 However, other stud-
ies of IAV-infected A549 cells demonstrated little or no
overlap of the differentially expressed miRNAs found in pig
lungs after IAV challenge.65,164,165 This calls for caution when
interpreting miRNA expression results; their highly complex
regulation likely causes their expression to be very sensitive
to different experimental setups.

Recently, porcine ssc-miR-204 and ssc-miR-4331 were dem-
onstrated to target HA and NS encoding gene segments of IAV
(swH1N1) and inhibit viral replication in trachea cells isolated
from newborn pigs.161 ssc-miR-4331 has furthermore been
shown to be upregulated in vivo in porcine pulmonary alveo-
lar macrophages166 as well as in total lung tissue of IAV-
vaccinated pigs after swH1N2 challenge (Brogaard et al.,
unpublished work). However, host miRNA-IAV RNA interac-
tions identified for one IAV strain are not necessarily applica-
ble to other strains or subtypes due to the high mutation rate
and risk of losing a miRNA binding site through antigenic
drift. It would be of great interest to generate a “consensus
genome” from a selection of IAVs of interest and identify host
miRNA binding sites in the highly conserved portion of the
IAV genome. Such an approach would help determine if host
miRNA-IAV RNA interaction is a defining factor for virulence,
transmissibility, or host range.

Systemic miRNAs are frequently ascribed great potential as
biomarkers for various conditions due to their stability and
availability in circulation.167 As such, systemic miRNA expres-
sion after IAV infection has received some attention in pigs49

as well as humans,168–170 and importantly, around 70% of the
miRNAs found to be regulated in porcine leukocytes after
experimental IAV infection have likewise been reported to
show altered expression in circulation of human patients after
IAV infection.49 So not only does the pig display a local antiviral
immune response at the sites of IAV infection that parallels the
corresponding responses in the human host, but there is also a
substantial overlap in the systemic transcriptional response of
protein coding and noncoding genes.

Validity of Porcine Models
The validity of animal models can be divided into face, target,
and predictive validities.171,172 In influenza research, face valid-
ity specifies how well the animal model mirrors human clinical
condition and symptoms after IAV infection. Target validity
concerns the similarity and homology of, for example, a spe-
cific signaling pathway or a protein critically important for the
establishment and/or propagation of IAV infection in humans
as compared with the animal model. Predictive validity refers
to how accurately an animal model reflects the pharmacologi-
cal effects of an antiviral drug or vaccine or other treatments in
the human host.173 Animal models with high face validity for
studies of IAV pathogenesis and the involvement of host
immunity, as well as models with high predictive validity for
testing of vaccines and antiviral therapies, must be priori-
tized.173,174 Mouse models for human IAV infection have low
face validity due to the low similarity of clinical manifestations
between human and mouse. Pig models, however, have high
face validity due to the high similarity of clinical manifesta-
tions in humans and pigs such as fever, increased nasal secre-
tion, and cough and similar clinical signs in pig breeds of
different sizes have been observed.52 However, a high face
validity does not necessarily ensure high target validity, that is,
that the underlying pathogenic mechanisms of the disease are
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similar. In the case of IAV infection, the innate immune mecha-
nisms directed against the viral infection plays a central role in
shaping the pathogenesis of the infection and need to be taken
into account when assessing the optimal target validity com-
pared to the human counterpart. This in turn ensures high pre-
dictive validity. As described above, genome and transcriptome
comparison of immune- and inflammation-related gene fami-
lies and protein sequences, including orthologous and non-
orthologous proteins with antiviral properties, strongly
supports the use of the pig as an animal model with optimal
target validity for human IAV infection and disease.

Conclusion
Several factors warrant caution when applying the mouse as a
model for human IAV infection, including its low face validity,
the high number of unique (nonorthologous) murine genes
compared with the human genome, the low murine antiviral
protein sequence similarity to human proteins, and the need
for adapted IAV strains. Pigs play an important role in cross-
species transmission and epidemiology and are readily suscep-
tible to infection with human IAV strains without the need for
viral adaptation. Pigs and ferrets display higher sequence simi-
larity to humans than mice with respect to a wide range of
antiviral proteins. Upon infection with IAV, these 2 species
present clinical signs and transcriptional immune responses,
which closely mirror corresponding human responses. Using
the pig as a model for IAV infections allows for the investiga-
tion of the local pulmonary immune response at the site of
viral infection; this sample material is of great importance for
the elucidation of pulmonary innate and adaptive antiviral
immunity towards respiratory infections,175,176 however not
practically accessible in humans. Both ferret and pig models of
IAV infection have extensive face and target validity; however,
in-depth knowledge of the ferret innate and adaptive immune
responses to IAV infections is currently limited weakening the
proven target validity of ferret-based models. Last but not least,
the pig is a suitable model for the study of IAV infection and
impaired vaccine response in settings of underlying patholo-
gies involving the innate immune system such as low-grade
inflammation associated with obesity and aging, as this state is
well characterized in the pig.177–181 The pig is of great transla-
tional value in IAV research, and it will continue to provide
essential insights into this important infection.
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Abstract
Enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC) is the major etiological agent causing acute watery diarrhea that is most frequently
seen in young children in lower-income countries. The duration of diarrheal symptom may be shortened by antibiotic
treatment, but ETEC is relative refractory to common antibiotics. Burgeoning evidence suggests bioactive components that
naturally occur in human milk (e.g., lysozyme and oligosaccharides) and plants (e.g., nondigestible carbohydrates and
phytochemicals) contain antimicrobial functions are promising preventive measures to control ETEC infection. Although the
exact protective mechanisms may vary for each compound and are still not completely understood, they generally act to (1)
competitively inhibit the binding of pathogenic bacteria and toxins to gut epithelium; (2) directly kill pathogens; and (3)
stimulate and/or enhance host mucosal and systemic immune defense against pathogenic microorganisms. An appropriate
ETEC-challenge animal model is critical to evaluate the effect and unveil the mechanism of bioactive compounds in
prevention of enteric infection. Despite wide application in biomedical research, rodents do not usually manifest typical
clinical signs of enteric infections. The remarkable differences in digestive physiology, immune response, and gut
microbiota between rodents and human beings necessitate the use of alternative animal models. Pigs are closely related to
humans in terms of genomes, physiology, anatomy of gastrointestinal tracts, digestive enzymes, components of immune
system, and gut microbiota. Like human infants and young children, nursing and nursery piglets are more susceptible to
ETEC infection and reproduce the clinical signs as observed in humans. Hence, the ETEC-challenge piglet represents a
valuable translational model to study pathogenesis and evaluate dietary factors (e.g., milk bioactive compounds,
nondigestible carbohydrates, and phytochemicals) as preventive measures for ETEC infection in pediatrics.

Key words: bioactive compounds; diarrhea; enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli; pig

Introduction
Infectious diarrhea disease has long been one of the leading
causes of morbidity and mortality in children living in develop-
ing countries.1,2 Based on WHO UNICEF 2017 data, children in
low-income countries experience on average 3 episodes of diar-
rhea each year. Even though the mortality has halved since
2000, diarrhea-caused under-5 deaths still account for 477 293
deaths in 2016.3 One of the most common infectious agents
causing diarrhea is Escherichia coli (E. coli), which includes 6 dif-
ferent categories: enteropathogenic E. coli, enterotoxigenic E.
coli (ETEC), enteroinvasive E. coli, enterohemorrhagic E. coli,

diffusely adherent E. coli, and enteroaggregative E. coli.4 In a sys-
temic review of pathogens involved in diarrhea, enteropatho-
genic E. coli, ETEC, and enteroaggregative E. coli are responsible
for 30% to 40% of all prolonged infections in children who live
in low- and middle-income countries.5 In another study con-
ducted in Bangladesh, ETEC accounted for 19.5% cases of diar-
rhea in children under 2 years old, representing the most
common pathogen followed by rotavirus.6 Young children who
live in areas with limited public healthcare and poor sanitation
are the population most susceptible to ETEC infection.7 ETEC
strains colonize the small intestines and produce enterotoxins
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that produce diarrhea in both humans and animals.8 ETEC is a
noninvasive bacterium, and the pathogenesis mainly relies on
2 major virulent factors: colonization factors that are fimbrial
structures on the bacterial surface, and the secretion of entero-
toxins. Fimbriae help bacteria adhere to the small intestinal
epithelial cells. Then the colonized ETEC produce one or more
enterotoxins, such as heat-labile (LT), heat-stable (ST), or shiga
toxins. These internalized enterotoxins in epithelial cells acti-
vate adenylate cyclase, which results in increased intracellular
accumulation of cAMP that stimulates chloride secretion in the
crypt cells, inhibits neutral sodium chloride in the villus, and
consequently renders water loss, leading to dehydration and
acidosis.9–11 In this step, other components, including capsular
polysaccharides, cell wall lipopolysaccharide (LPS), and iron-
binding proteins, may also be involved in the pathogenicity of
these bacteria in the host.12 LPS and shiga toxin induce dis-
eases through stimulating cytokine release or directly killing
cells.13,14 ETEC infection may activate host innate immune
response and induce intestinal inflammation. This is supported
by the detection of increased proinflammatory cytokines (e.g.,
IL-8, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-1RA, and IFN-γ) and leukocytes in fecal sam-
ples from children and adult travelers who were infected by
ETEC.15–17 The release of inflammatory mediators and recruit-
ment of immune cells (e.g., neutrophil) are critical mechanisms
for destroying and eliminating microorganisms; meanwhile,
such inflammatory responses are deleterious to epithelium
integrity and, in the case of chronic infection, impede repair of
the epithelial barrier.8 Neutrophil migration occurs through
physical disruption of tight junctions between intestinal epi-
thelial cells, which has been reported to increase paracellular
permeability.18 Despite broad understanding of the pathogene-
sis of ETEC infection, effective measures to enhance host resil-
ience and prevent infection are still wanting.

Exclusive breastfeeding during infancy has been identified
as the most effective intervention against infectious diarrheal
disease in early childhood.19–21 The protective effect of mater-
nal milk is presumably attributed to an array of bioactive com-
ponents such as secretory antibodies, bactericidal enzyme (e.g.,
lysozyme), oligosaccharides, and lactoferrin. Meanwhile, a
growing number of phytochemicals derived from food plants
were reported for their bactericidal and immune-stimulating
functions and have been increasingly used as natural alterna-
tives to antibiotics in animal feeds to prevent enteric infec-
tions.22 Their application in pediatric nutrition is largely
hampered by the concern or lack of understanding on the
potential adverse effects. Nevertheless, due to the risk and ethi-
cal concern, it is extremely difficult or impossible to test the
effectiveness of milk- or plant-derived bioactive compounds as
prevention of infectious diarrhea in pathogen-challenge clinical
trials with human subjects, especially young children.

A translatable pathogen-challenge animal model may serve
as anvaluable approach to study the impact of pediatric nutri-
tion on host resilience to enteric infections.23,24 The animal
model should not only resemble humans in terms of anatomy,
gastrointestinal development, and digestive physiology, but
also display similar symptoms and pathogenicity after infec-
tions and respond with comparable immune defense as young
children. Rodent models are an important tool in biomedical
research. Particularly, genetically modified mice are more read-
ily available than any other model animals and are therefore
extremely valuable and still going to be the predominant ani-
mal models in basic research.25,26 Nevertheless, the remarkable
differences between mice and human beings should also be

mentioned, including their genomes, organ size, phases of
development, lifestyle, behavior, and so forth.27,28 The range of
differences in the immune system between mice and humans
is also very extensive and has been completely reviewed by
other research groups.29,30 A few researchers have applied
small ruminants as comparative models for studies with
mucosa immune function, but the model is highly restricted to
research in the upper gastrointestinal tract.31 Nonhuman pri-
mates are currently considered to be the most representative
animal model for human research because of their irrefutable
similarities to human; however, the ethical consideration,
expensive raising and maintainance costs, and the high level of
biosecurity requirement restricts the use of primates as
research objects.32,33 The comparisons of different animal mod-
els have been fully summarized by Jiminez et al.28 The focus of
this review is to highlight the suitability and significance of the
pig model to explore the mechanisms of nutritional supple-
ments on gut health with the emphasis on resistance to enteric
ETEC infections.

Advantages and Limitations of using Domestic
Piglet as a Model for Human Enteric Infectious
Disease
Domestic pig (Sus scrofa) is a promising animal model that pro-
vides a number of translational advantages in the study of
human nutrition and gastrointestinal pathophysiology.24,34,35

They are readily available and very comparable to humans in
genomics,34 digestive physiology,36,37 and immune system.38

Use of pigs for biomedical research is also ethically more
acceptable compared with nonhuman primates.28,39 Pigs, likes
humans, are omnivorous and have a glandular stomach lined
with cardiac, gastric, and pyloric mucosa.40 In comparison, the
majority portion of stomach in rats is nonglandular.41 The
intestinal epithelial structure (the crypt-villus axis) and func-
tions are very comparable between pigs and human beings,
including absorption of nutrients and identification of self and
non-self antigens.36 As the major fermentation site, the colon
of both pigs and humans are sacculated in comparison with a
nonsacculated structure in rodents.41 Our understanding about
the modulatory role of gut microbiota on host metabolism has
been significantly improved in the past several years. The
intestinal microflora are broadly similar between pigs and
human beings, whereas the majority (~85%) of gut microbiota
of the mouse was not present in humans.42 Furthermore,
because pigs are omnivorous and precocious, they could be
rapidly adapted to artificial feeding shortly after birth. It is fea-
sible to manipulate the composition and feeding regimen of
their liquid and solid diet at neonatal age for nutritional stud-
ies. Collectively, the domestic pig is an excellent model for
translational research of pediatric nutrition.36,43,44

Pigs are also equipped with the whole innate and adaptive
immune system, of which most effector clusters could match
with their human counterparts. Additionally, the relevant fea-
tures of the intestinal mucosal immunity between pigs and hu-
mans are very similar, including the distribution of Peyer’s
patches in the distal ileum and the pattern of intra-epithelial
lymphocytes in the mucosal surfaces.37 It has been implicated
that the pig immune response resembles that of humans for
80% of analyzed parameters, whereas mice are similar in less
than 10%.45,46 There was remarkable improvement in genomic
database and functional annotation of porcine immune-related
homologenes compared with those identified in humans and
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rodents.46,47 Hence, findings in pig immune response under
various pathological states are translatable to humans and ro-
dents. Pigs are naturally susceptible to many pathogens that
are either identical or closely related to those infecting hu-
mans, such as Rotavirus, influenza, E. coli, and Salmonella. As we
discussed above, ETEC-caused diarrhea is a huge disease bur-
den in young children who live in areas with poor sanitary in-
frastructures. In swine production, ETEC also impose immense
threat to nursing and nursery piglets.48 However, rodents (mice
and rats) are not normally susceptible to ETEC, and experimen-
tal challenges with the pathogen hardly reproduce clinical
signs (e.g., diarrhea and dehydration) associated with ETEC,
which is, at least partially, due to insufficient pathogen attach-
ment to the mucosa of small intestine.49 It was reported that
strains of human ETEC and porcine K88 (F4)+ strains cross-bound
to isolated small intestinal cells from either humans or pigs,
whereas the ETEC strain (K99+) that prevalently infects calves and
lambs failed to bind both human and pig small intestinal cells
under the same conditions.50 Consistently, gnotobiotic piglets
challenged with the ETEC strain with the expression of porcine
enterotoxins (pLT or pSTa) displayed equivalent colonization of
pathogens and identical signs of disease as piglets inoculated
with the isogenic ETEC strain constructed with human enterotox-
ins (hLT or hSTa).51 Domestic piglets thus may be a superior
model to study pediatric ETEC infection.

Despite the aforementioned advantages of pigs as a transla-
tional model, it is also important to recognize the differences
between the 2 species in anatomy of gastrointestinal tracts,
immunity, and gut microbiota. Compared with humans, pigs
have bigger gastric capacity, longer absolute length of intestine,
and a greater proportion of the large intestine.41 Additionally,
the cecum, the ascending and transverse colon, and the proxi-
mal section of descending colon are arranged in spiral coils,
which structurally differs from that of humans.52 As the pig pla-
centa has 6 layers, the embryo is separated from the sow’s blood
supply during the intrauterine period. Piglets lack transplacental
transfer of immunoglobins; therefore, colostral immunoglobulin
intake is essential for their efficient immune function.53 “Gut
closure” for the macromolecule uptake occurs within 24 to 48
hours after birth.54 During this period, colostral immunoglobu-
lins are transported into piglets via enterocytes.53,55 In addition
to this major difference in passive immunity, other differences
include the inversion of lymph nodes, types of Peyer’s patches,
and cluster of differentiation. Cell-surface proteins that allow
the identification and characterization of various immune
cells vary across species (human vs pig) have been thoroughly
described by Brandtzaeg56, Mair et al.57, Rothkötter53, and
Summerfield and McCullough58. Although the majority of
human intestinal microbiota are present in pigs, there were
marked differences in relative abundance of gut bacteria at
the phyla level between neonatal piglets and human infants.35

In piglets, the predominant phyla are Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes
(rather than Bifidobacteria), which represents more than 50% of
16S rRNA sequence in human neonates.35 Given the important
role of gut microbiota in modulation of host immune response,
such innate differences between the neonates of the 2 species
impose challenges using piglets for the study of pediatric enteric
infections. Cautious explanation is warranted when translating re-
sults from piglets to human infants.

ETEC Challenge Piglet Model

Pigs are naturally susceptible to postweaning diarrhea, which is
another reason that the pig is a very suitable model to study

diarrhea or other environmentally acquired enteric infectious
diseases. Postweaning E. coli diarrhea in pigs, characterized as
anorexia, depression, rapid dehydration, decreased growth per-
formance, and increased mortality, remains a major cause of
loss for the pig industry.59 E. coli that express F18 and F4 (K88)
fimbria are the predominant strains that cause diarrhea in
postweaning and preweaning pigs.60 Several published studies
thoroughly investigated the influences of F18 and F4 E. coli on
gut morphology and immunity and systemic immunity of
newly weaned pigs.22,61–63 Other literature also reviewed the
pathogenesis of K88 E. coli infection, which shares similarity
and differences with the pathogenesis of F18 E. coli.64–66 Both
strains have been explored to use for E. coli challenge studies in
pigs. As we mentioned above, 2 important virulence factors are
involved in E. coli infection: fimbriae and toxins. The F4 and F18
receptors are located on different porcine chromosomes and
are genetically determined by autosomal dominate genes.67,68

It has been observed that the colonization of F4 E. coli in the
small intestine may be quicker than that of F18 E. coli.69 The
peak excretion of F4 E. coli from feces was observed 2 days post-
infection, whereas the peak excretion of F18 E. coli from feces
was 1 to 3 days later than F4 E. coli infection.69 Many factors
could influence their adhesion, including the amount of fim-
briae expressed by E. coli, the strength of their binding, and
environmental factors in intestinal lumen that could impact the
interaction of bacteria and their receptors.69–71 F18 E. coli infec-
tion is more commonly observed in postweaning pigs (3 to
6 weeks of age) and may be the result of lack of expression of re-
ceptors in the small intestinal enterocytes of piglets for F18 fim-
briae.60 Different immune responses were also observed in F4+
and F18+ E. coli, depending on the toxins they expressed.69,72,73

In this review section, we will focus only on the description
of F18 E. coli infection. In this disease challenge model, the F18
E. coli that was used for inoculation was derived from a field
disease outbreak by the University of Illinois Veterinary
Diagnostic Laboratory (isolate no.: U.IL-VDL #05-27242) and ex-
pressed LT, STb, and Shiga-like toxin 2. The inoculums were
provided at 1010 cfu per dose per day in phosphate buffer saline
for 3 consecutive days. It has been observed that F18 E. coli
inoculation with the dose described above consistently induced
moderate diarrhea (yellow to brown scours), as the peak of
diarrhea was around 5 to 6 days postinoculation and most pigs
recovered around 11 to 12 days after the first inoculation.22,62,63

The fecal culture results were in agreement with the observa-
tions of diarrhea trend, as indicated that the majority of E. coli
in feces were F18 E. coli on day 5 or 6 postinoculation, then the
percentage of F18 E. coli in total coliforms gradually decreased
after day 5 or 6.22,63 Toxins (LT and STb) produced by E. coli are
able to induce partial villus atrophy in young pigs.74 In this dis-
ease challenge model, it was also observed that F18 E. coli infec-
tion reduced villus height in jejunum and ileum.22 The villus
volume is highly related to the nutrient absorptive capacity of
the small intestine.75 Therefore, the villus atrophy could induce
decreased nutrient absorption, reduced feed intake, and finally
reduced growth performance, which was also confirmed in this
disease challenge model. The clinical signs observed in the
E. coli challenge model with pigs are pretty similar to young
children, including loss of appetite, watery diarrhea, severe
dehydration, or potential growth retardation.76

In the F18 E. coli disease challenge model, it was also
observed that F18 E. coli infection induced systemic inflamma-
tion, as indicated by the gradually increased total white blood
cells, neutrophils, and lymphocytes postinoculation.22,62,63

Consistent with this, several proinflammatory cytokines
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(i.e., TNF-α) and acute phase proteins (C-reactive protein and
haptoglobin) in pig serum were also elevated by E. coli infection.
Lymphocytes and neutrophils are the most abundant circulat-
ing immune cells in humans and play a fundamental role in
the immune response. There is limited information about the
nature of immune responses of ETEC in general, with the
exception that the antibody responses against different viru-
lence factors were determined in children or adult patients
who were infected with ETEC.77–79 Examination of white blood
cells and neutrophils is particularly prevalent in patients with
bacterial infection, and a similar trend is also observed in in-
fected patients or clinical trials.80 Therefore, data reflectinh sys-
temic immunity confirmed that the E. coli disease challenge
model with newly weaned pigs could provide a valuable tool to
examine the immune responses of bacterial infection in young
children.

As the first line of defense, the mucosal layer of the intes-
tine is in direct contact with luminal contents; thus, mucosal
immunity is very important for the immune defense against
pathogens.81 In the F18 E. coli challenge model, we also
observed that E. coli infection enhanced specific local inflamma-
tion, as indicated by the increased neutrophil and macrophage
recruitment in the distal ileum of weaned pigs.22 During
inflammatory responses, neutrophils are the first cells to
migrate into infected tissues and then secret monocyte che-
moattractants, which will contribute to the recruitment of
other immune cells, such as macrophages.82 The recruited neu-
trophils and macrophages in the infected sites will phagocytose
bacteria and their particles, release large amounts of inflamma-
tory mediators, and facilitate the resolution of inflammation.
To characterize the effects of F18 E. coli infection on the expres-
sion of immune-related genes in ileal mucosa of weaned pigs, a
porcine genome array was performed for the ileal mucosa sam-
ples collected from E. coli-infected pigs at day 5 postinocula-
tion.83 In summary, E. coli infection altered the expression of
418 of 5168 genes in the ileal mucosa. Within this, E. coli infec-
tion altered the expression level of genes related to LPS activa-
tion, cytokine and chemokine production, complement
cascades, receptors and co-stimulators, heat stress, antigen
presentation, cell apoptosis, and endoplasmic reticulum stress.

Although the effects of E. coli infection on mucosa immunity
have been well evaluated with mice or rat models, the results
from this pig model provide more valuable information on the
regulation of mucosal immune response against bacterial infec-
tion due to the intestinal similarities of pigs and humans.

Milk and Plant-derived Bioactive Compounds on Enteric
ETEC Infection

Accumulating evidence has confirmed the importance of nutri-
tional interventions, including modified feeding strategies and
nutrient supplements, in the control of diarrheal diseases and
prevention of enteric infection (Table 1).84,85 For example, pro-
biotics are probably the most popular supplements recom-
mended to be used to treat or prevent infant diarrhea.86–89

Supplementation with micronutrients, such as zinc, also
showed a protective effect in both well-nourished and mal-
nourished children with diarrhea.90 To explore the novel nutri-
tional strategies and decipher the underlying mechanisms,
animal models are highly preferred prior to clinical trials with
humans. In the F4 or F18 E. coli challenge pig model described
above, the effects of different dietary factors or nutrient supple-
ments on diarrhea, disease resistance, physiology, and immu-
nity of newly weaned pigs could be assessed. Many nutritional
strategies and/or feed additives have been applied to improve
health and maximize the production of weaned pigs.91–93 Those
strategies target different aims: (1) improvement of nutrient
digestion and absorption, (2) regulation of gut microbiota to
more favorable bacterial species, and (3) immune modulation
to enhance disease resistance of weaned pigs. In this review,
we will focus only on a few milk- and plant-derived bioactive
compounds, such as phytochemicals, oligosaccharides, and ly-
sosomes, as examples to introduce novel interventions on
enteric infection of young children using pigs as a model.

Phytochemicals
Phytochemicals are secondary plant metabolites and can be ob-
tained naturally from plant materials. Phytochemicals can be
used in solid powder form or as crude or concentrated extracts.

Table 1 Dietary Factors on Enteric Infection of Weaned Pigs

Pathogensa Dietary Supplements Outcome Reference

ETEC, K88 Milk from human lysozyme transgenic goats Reduced diarrhea, reduced bacterial translocation in mesenteric
lymph nodes

172,182,183

ETEC, K88 Chito-oligosaccharide Reduced diarrhea 184

ETEC, K88 Combination of raw potato starch and
probiotic E coli strains

Reduced diarrhea, enhanced gut microbial diversity 185

ETEC, K88 Probiotics: Pediococcus acidilactici,
Sacharomyces cerevisiae boulardii

Reduced ETEC attachment to ileal mucosa, upregulated inflammatory
responses in gut

186

ETEC, K88 Saccharomyces cerevisiae fermented products Enhanced appetite and ileal digesta bacteria richness, reduced ETEC
adhering to the mucosa and colonic ammonia

187,188

ETEC, K88 Probiotics: Lactobacillus plantarum CJLP243 Enhanced growth performance, reduced diarrhea, reduced gut
inflammation, enhanced gut barrier function

189,190

ETEC, K88 Phytogenics Enhanced growth performance 191

ETEC, K88 Nucleotides Enhanced growth performance and nutrient digestibility, reduced
diarrhea

192

ETEC, F18 Clays (smectite, zeolite, kaolinite) Reduced diarrhea, enhanced gut integrity 61,63

ETEC, F18 Phytochemicals (capsicum oleoresin, garlic
botanical, turmeric, oleoresin)

Reduced diarrhea, enhanced gut morphology, decreased systemic and
gut mucosal inflammation

22,83

ETEC, F18 β-Glucan Enhanced gut barrier function, reduced systemic inflammation 62

aETEC = enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli.
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Depending on the process used to derive the active ingredients,
the extracts can be classified as essential oils that are volatile
lipophilic substances obtained by cold extraction or distillation
and oleoresins that are derived by nonaqueous solvents.94 The
major bioactive compounds in phytochemicals are polyphe-
nols, terpenoids, alkaloids, and sulfur-containing compounds.
The composition and concentration of bioactive compounds
vary according to the plants, parts of the plant, geographical
origins, harvesting season, environmental factors, storage con-
ditions, and processing techniques.95 Phytochemicals have
been largely applied for human nutrition and improvement of
human health due to their potential biological functions, such
as, antiviral, antimicrobial, antioxidant, and antiinflammatory
effects (Table 2).96–99 It has been reported that various phyto-
chemicals exhibit a wide spectrum of antibacterial activities
against gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria100–102 with
several general modes of action. First, owing to the lipophilic
nature, many essential oils exert their antibacterial effect
through increasing permeability and fluidity of plasma mem-
branes that cause leaking of intracellular materials (e.g., ions,
proton).103–105 Second, phytochemicals contain a high percent-
age of phenolic compounds, which possess strong antibacterial
properties.106,107 Third, the active components in phytochem-
icals could interfere with the enzyme system of bacteria, then
block the microbe’s virulence.108 Fourth, certain bioactive
components in phytochemicals may prevent the development
of virulent structures in bacteria, such as flagella that is criti-
cal for bacterial adhesion.109 Fifth, certain plant polyphenols
could inhibit ETEC adhesion and toxin binding in vitro.110 A
low dose of phytochemicals has been recommended to serve
as a potential natural antimicrobial in reconstituted infant
rice cereal.111

The antiinflammatory effects of phytochemicals have been
widely reported with in vitro cell culture models. Essential oils
from clove, tea, garlic, cinnamon, and others have potential
antiinflammatory activities because they are able to suppress
the production of TNF-α, IL-1β, and nitric oxide from LPS-
induced mouse and porcine macrophages.99,112–114 In addition,
Lang et al.112 reported that garlic extract also can inhibit intesti-
nal epithelial cell secretion of several chemokines, including IL-
8, IP-10, and MIG, which mediate the inflammatory response by
recruitment of various circulating leukocytes into the inflamed
tissue. The modes of action for the antiinflammatory activities
of phytochemicals are not clear, but evidence suggests that
these effects are partially mediated by blocking the NF-κB acti-
vation pathway.113,115,116 For example, curcumin can block
cytokine-induced NF-κB DNA binding activity, RelA nuclear
translocation, IκBα degradation, IκB serine 32 phosphorylation,
and IκB kinase activity.115

In an ETEC challenge model with weaned pigs, it has been
observed that dietary supplementation of 10 mg/kg of capsicum
oleoresin, 20 mg/kg of garlic botanical, or 10 mg/kg of turmeric
oleoresin alleviated signs of diarrhea in ETEC-infected pigs.22

Capsicum and turmeric are extracted from oleoresins, which
were standardized to 6% capsaicin and dihydrocapsaicin and
98% curcuminoides, respectively. Garlic botanical is stan-
dardized to 40% propyl thiosulfonates. Although the supple-
mentation of those phytochemicals reduced diarrhea of
ETEC-infected pigs, the proportions of β-hemolytic coliforms
in feces were not affected, indicating that the dose of phyto-
chemicals was probably too low to have a antimicrobial
effect. Thus, the reduction of diarrhea may be due to other
potential mechanisms instead of antimicrobial effects. The
analysis of gene expression patterns by microarray showed

Table 2 Several Commonly Used Phytochemicals and Their Main Components Exhibiting Different Biological Activities

Common Name Scientific Name Main Components General Modes of Actiona

Cinnamon Cinnamomum verum J. Presl Cinnamaldehyde 1. Antimicrobial effect105,193–204

• Increase permeability and depolarize cytoplasmic membrane
• Inhibit membrane-bound ATPase activity and impair ATP production
• Inhibit bacterial thiol-containing enzymes and other enzymes involved

in acetyl-CoA synthesis
• Alter cellular metabolism
• Compromise cellular antioxidant defense of bacterium
• Downregulate transcription of virulence genes
• Inhibit bacterial cytokinesis
2. Effect on host cells
• Antioxidant
• Antiinflammatory (suppress NF-κB expression/signaling pathway;

inhibit TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6, IP-10, MIG, and PGE2 production; suppress
iNOS and COX-2 expression)

Cinnamomum osmophloeum
Clove Eugenia caryophyllus

Spreng.
Eugenol

Eugenia caryophylata Thunb
Syzygium aromaticum (L.)

Fennel Eugenia caryophyllata Anethol
Foeniculum vulgare Eugenol
Funicular vulgare

Garlic Allium saticum Allicin
Ginger Zingiber officinale Curcumin

Gingerol
Oregano Thyme Origanum vulgare spp. Carvacrol

Origanum onites
Origanum minutiflorum

Pepper Capsicum Capsaicin
Pomegranate Punica granatum Ellagic acid
Rutaceae Zanthoxylum schinifolium Citronellal

β-Phellandrene
Thyme Thymus vulgaris L. Thymol

CarvacrolThymbra spicata
Terpinene

Modified from Liu 2011.66

COX-2 = cyclooxygenase-2; IL = interleukin; iNOS = inducible nitric oxide synthase; IP-10 = interferon gamma-induce protein 10; NF- κB = nuclear factor kappa-light-

chain-enhancer of activated B cells; MIG =monokine induced by gamma interferon; PGE2 = prostaglandin E2; TNF-α = tumor necrosis factor.
aThe general modes of action were listed in the table, because many studies tested on essential oil containing a number of compounds rather than pure compound.

The exact mode of action of each compound is not completely clear.
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that dietary phytochemicals affected the expression of genes
related to mucin, membrane structure, and function in ileal
mucosa of weaned pigs,83 indicating consumption of phyto-
chemicals may enhance gut mucosal health of E. coli-infected
pigs.

Moreover, feeding those phytochemicals also reduced neu-
trophil and macrophage recruitment in the ileum of E. coli-in-
fected pigs compared with pigs fed the control diet.22 During the
inflammatory response, neutrophils are the first cells to migrate
into the infected gut as part of the host defense system.82 The
recruitment of other immune cells, such as macrophages, was
activated by the secretion of monocyte chemoattractants from
neutrophils in the infected tissues. Both neutrophils and macro-
phages can facilitate resolution of inflammation by phagocytiz-
ing bacteria and their particles and release large amounts of
mediators. But excessive recruitment of those activated immune
cells in the infected area will induce the excessive production of
inflammatory mediators and then exacerbate gut inflammation.
The reduced recruitment of immune cells suggests that weaned
pigs supplemented with those phytochemicals actually had less
gut inflammation compared with infected control. The microar-
ray analysis also confirmed the reduced gut inflammation by
feeding those phytochemicals to weaned pigs.83 Compared with
the ETEC-infected control pigs, feeding capsicum oleoresin, gar-
lic botanical, or turmeric oleoresin altered the expression of
52 genes (18 up and 34 down), 117 genes (34 up and 83 down), or
84 genes (16 up and 68 down), respectively, often counteracting
E. coli infection. The overall findings from this ETEC challenge
study22,83 indicate that supplementation of low-dose phyto-
chemicals could enhance disease resistance and stimulate the
recovery of young pigs from ETEC infection by modulating gut
immunity and barrier functions.

Previous studies also demonstrated that perfusion of F4 E.
coli-infected jejunal segments with black or green tea extract
reduced net fluid and electrolyte losses, suggesting the antidiar-
rheal activity of those tea extracts.117 Supplementation of 1 g/L
of cranberry extract in drinking water remarkably reduced diar-
rhea of F18 E. coli-challenged piglets.118 The use of herbal medic-
inal products and supplements has grown rapidly across the
world over the past decades. There are more than 80% of people
worldwide, representing the majority in the developing coun-
tries, relying on herbal medicines as primary healthcare.119,120 A
wide variety of herbal extracts are employed to treat diarrhea,
especially in the developing world.121–123 Although many prom-
ising potential benefits were observed in a good number of
herbal products, many of them remain untested and their
modes of action and potential side effects are not clear. A valu-
able animal model (i.e., pigs) will absolutely help us overcome
the wide range of challenges of utilization of phytochemicals as
medicine or nutritional therapy for fighting diarrhea in young
children.

Prebiotics and Nondigestible Functional Carbohydrates
Prebiotics are a category of nutritional compounds that may not
share similar structures but have the ability to improve the
growth of beneficial microorganism in the gastrointestinal tract.
It is important that prebiotics are resistant to hydrolysis by mam-
malian enzymes in humans and animals in the small intestine
and preferentially utilized by Lactobacilli and Bifidobacteria in the
large intestine, which confers benefit to gut health through com-
petitive inhibition of pathogenic bacterial species.124–126 Gibson
et al.126 offered a definition of prebiotics, which contains 3 key as-
pects: resistance to digestion, fermentation by the large intestinal

microbiota, and a selective effect on the microbiota associated
with health-promoting effects.

Many dietary fibers exhibit some prebiotic activity, but other
nonfiber dietary components may be classified as prebiotics if they
meet the requisite functional criteria. The number of potential pre-
biotic substances has grown beyond those that are naturally occur-
ring, such as inulin found in chicory products, to include a large
number of chemically/enzymatically manufactured prebiotics, the
most notable of which is galacto-oligosaccharides (GOS), produced
from lactose by β-galactosidase. The most well-characterized
prebiotics are nondigestible oligosaccharides, such as inulin,
fructo-oligosaccharides (FOS), GOS, lactulose, polydextrose, xylo-
oligosaccharides, transgalactooligosaccharides, pyrodextrins, and
isomalto-oligosaccharides.127 Inulin, oligofructose, and FOS are
considered inulin-type prebiotics, which have been commonly
used in the pig industry and human foods.128 GOS also have at-
tracted interest, mainly because these are the compounds in
human milk that have been associated with the improved
colonic health of breast-fed infants.129 Owing to the beneficial
effect of human milk oligosaccharides, the use of prebiotics is
encouraged in infant formula with the intention to simulate the
effects of human milk oligosaccharides. A few other nondigesti-
ble carbohydrates not categorized as prebiotics, however, mani-
fest health-promoting functions. For example, β-glucan is linear
and branched polysaccharides that are produced by bacteria and
are also found in cereals, algae, and fungi.130 The use of β-glucan
has drawn growing interest in the food industry due to its immu-
nomodulatory effects as demonstrated in animal and hu-
mans.131,132 In vitro study supports a prebiotic effect of nondairy
bacterial origin β-glucan on 3 strains from Lactobacillus genus.133

Oat β-glucan has been allowed to use to fortify cereals for young
children (ages 1–3 years old) in the European Union. Clinical
research on fermentation characters of β-glucan is still in scant.

The most notable effect of prebiotics is their modification of
the balance of the microbiota, both in the lumen and at the muco-
sal surface. They can specifically stimulate growth of a limited
number of beneficial microorganisms, generally Bifidobacteria and
Lactobacilli, which suppress the growth of potentially pathogenic
microorganisms such as E. coli by various means described below
and therefore reduce the adverse effects caused by bacterial infec-
tion. For example, the desired bacteria produce short-chain fatty
acids and lactic acid, which may indirectly and specifically kill or
inhibit the growth of pathogens.134 The reduction of the pH of the
intestinal environment through production of acids creates an
environment unsupportive of the growth of several pathogens.135

The desired bacteria may produce antimicrobial compounds such
as bacteriocins or antibiotics, although regulatory agencies try to
avoid production of antibiotics.136 The desired bacteria compete
for the available nutrients against pathogens.137

More potential mechanisms are involved in the benefits of pre-
biotic supplements. For instance, the beneficial bacteria induced
in the gastrointestinal tract by prebiotics could also inhibit the
attachment of pathogens to the intestine by competing for bind-
ing sites on the intestinal wall,138 by producing acids that may
reduce pathogen binding,135 by stimulating mucin production,139

or by strengthening gut barrier functions.140,141 Some prebiotics
may contact with mucus to directly compete for intestinal binding
sites.142 In addition, some prebiotics and their subsequent increase
in short-chain fatty acids appear to have direct immunomodula-
tory properties.143–145 The most common studies in prebiotics and
nondigestible carbohydrates and their potential modes of action
are briefly summarized in Table 3.

Limited research has been published on the impacts of pre-
biotics on infectious diseases in young pigs, especially in GOS
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and transgalactooligosaccharides due to their relatively high
cost. In a K88 ETEC challenge model with weaned pigs, it has
been observed that supplementation of 8% inulin reduced the
incidence and severity of postweaning diarrhea, probably by
increasing short-chain fatty acid production in the cecum and
proximal colon.146 It has been also reported that the addition of
FOS could prevent mortality and morbidity of weaned pigs in-
fected with K88 ETEC.147 Supplementation of β-glucan origi-
nated from different sources (yeast or algae) could enhance the
resistance of pigs against ETEC infection.62,148 The likely rea-
sons may include enhanced gut integrity and health and
reduced paracellular permeability,149 reduced colonization of
the small intestine with ETEC,148 and boosted host immune
response against ETEC infection.62 Both dectin-1 and CR3 ex-
pressed on several immune cells (i.e., macrophages, neutro-
phils) are highly involved in the immuno-modulatory effects of
β-glucan,150 which need to be further elucidated.

Multiple studies have also evaluated the different combina-
tions of oligosaccharides in pediatric research, suggesting that
the preventive use of prebiotics could reduce the rate of acute
infectious diseases requiring antibiotic therapy in infants and
children younger than 2 years old.151–153 Supplementation of
prebiotic oligosaccharides to infant formula has also been
shown to modify gut microflora of formula-fed infants closer to
the flora in breast-fed infants.154 Although a large amount of
studies have been published to explore the potential benefits of
prebiotics on human health and modes of action, the majority
of research was done with in vitro cell culture models or labo-
ratory animal models. The use of the pig model with ETEC chal-
lenge will provide more supportive data to validate the efficacy
of different combinations of prebiotic carbohydrates against
intestinal infection in young children and to help explore the
potential mechanisms they may have.

Lysozyme
Lysozyme is an antimicrobial enzyme naturally present in
body fluids (e.g., tears, saliva, and milk) of all mammalian
species.155–157 Its muramidase activity catalyzes the hydrolysis
of the peptidoglycan layer of the bacterial cell wall that leads to
cell lysis. Gram-positive bacteria is thus susceptible to the
enzymatic degradation of lysozyme.158 However, lysozyme also
displayed bactericidal activity against a variety of Gram-
positive and Gram-negative species through the mechanism
that is independent of its enzymatic function.158–160

Particularly, lysozyme has been found to act synergistically
with lactoferrin in killing gram-negative bacteria.155,157,161 It
has also been reported for its antiinflammatory property that
was mediated through inhibiting neutrophil migration.162

Early research reported that human milk contains an aver-
age of 390 mg/L lysozyme.163 Based on data from 4 studies,
Lönnerdal et al.164 recently reported that the median concen-
tration of lysozyme was 320 mg/L in human colostrum, peaked
at 1100 mg/L in the second month of lactation, and decreased
to 850 mg/L in the following month, whereas data of lysozyme
concentration after 90 days in lactation were unavailable. The
lysozyme concentration is remarkably low in milk of most live-
stock species (cow, sow, and goat). For instance, the lysozyme
content of cow milk ranged from 0.18 to 0.45 mg/L across 5
dairy breeds,165 whereas the lysozyme concentration is approx-
imately 0.25 mg/L in goat milk and 0.065 mg/L in sow
milk.166,167 Deficiency in antimicrobial proteins in cow milk pre-
sumably contributes to the difference in gut microbiota profiles
observed between breast-fed and formula-fed infants. For
instance, breast-fed infants harbor fecal microbiota of more
uniformity that is predominated by bifidobacteria168. In con-
trast, the microbiota of formula-fed newborns demonstrated
greater diversity and higher prevalence of clostridia,

Table 3 Prebiotics and Nondigestible Carbohydrates and Their Potential Mechanisms of Action

Prebiotics/Nondigestible
Carbohyrates

Major Sources Mechanisms of Action62,126,128,129,134–146,205

Chito-oligosaccharides Chitin 1. Inhibit pathogens by increasing population of desired bacteria
• Increase production of short chain fatty acids and lactic acid
• Reduce pH of intestinal environment
• Stimulate production of antimicrobial compounds
• Compete for available nutrients

Cyclodextrins Potato or maize starch
Dextrins Potato or maize starch
Fructo-oligosaccharides (FOS) Fruits and vegetables
Galacto-oligosaccharides (GOS) Human milk
Genti-oligosaccharides Glucose 2. Inhibit pathogen attachment to intestine

• Desired bacteria may compete for binding sites on intestinal wall
• Prebiotics may contact mucus to compete for intestinal binding

sites
• Acid production may reduce pathogen binding
• Stimulate mucin production, strengthen tight junctions, and

enhance gut barrier function

Gluto-oligosaccharides Saccarose, maltose
Inulin Chicory root
Isomalto-oligosaccharides (IMO) Maltose, sucrose
Lactose Milk, milk products

Lactulose Milk, milk products 3. Reduce expression of virulence gene
Levans Fructans and soybean mucilage 4. Immunomodulatory properties

• Modulate several types of immune cells
• Modulate levels of immunoglobulins
• Short chain fatty acids have immunomodulatory properties

Maltodextrins Potato or maize starch
Oligofructose Chicory root, wheat, onions, leeks
Pectic-oligosaccharides Pectin
Pyrodextrins Potato or maize starch
Resistant starch Grains, cereals, legumes, seeds, nuts 5. Direct effects on host

• Short chain fatty acids as energy supply for enterocytes
• Decrease production of toxic amine
• Increase mineral absorption because of lower pH and higher

expression of mineral binding proteins or active carriers
• Some desired bacteria may secrete digestive enzymes, enhancing

nutrient digestion
• Increase intestinal morphology

Soybean oligosaccharides (SOS) Soybean
Trans-galactooligosaccharides

(TOS)
Human milk

Xylo-oligosaccharides (XOS) Xylan
β-Glucan Algae, seaweed, yeast, grains
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streptococci, and E. coli.169,170 In a clinical trial, children hospi-
talized with acute diarrhea had faster recovery and a lower
relapse rate by receiving an oral rehydration solution supple-
mented with human lysozyme and human lactoferrin.171 It has
not been evaluated whether dietary supplementation of lyso-
zyme per se could modulate microbiota and enhance host
resistant to enteric infections in young children. The question
has been addressed by a research group at the University of
California, Davis (Drs. Elizabeth Maga and James Murray) and
others through a translational model using milk from trans-
genic goats expressing human lysozyme at 68% of the level
found in human milk, and young pigs as feeding subject.172,173

Six-week-old crossbred domestic pigs were artificially reared
and fed milk from either nontransgenic control goat or human
lysozyme transgenic goat for 14 days. Consumption of
lysozyme-rich milk significantly increased the proportion of
Bacteroidetes and decreased the proportion of Firmicutes
(Clostridia) in fecal microbial.173 Within phyla, there was an
enrichment in the abundance of Bifidobacteriaceae and
Lactobacillaceae, families known for their health-promoting
function in lower GI tract, whereas the abundance of bacteria
(Mycobacteriaceae, Streptococcaceae, Campylobacterales) associated
with diseases were underrepresented in response to consump-
tion of lysozyme milk.173 In another trial, after 14 days of feed-
ing lysozyme milk, pigs were orally inoculated with porcine-
specific ETEC (O149:F4 strain) at 2 × 107 total CFU for 4 times at
12-hour intervals.172 Fecal score decreased from 24 to 96 hours
post-ETEC inoculation, suggesting successful induction of diar-
rhea. The lowest score was observed at 24 to 48 hours postinoc-
ulation. In comparison with pigs that consumed control goat
milk, feeding lysozyme-rich milk alleviated the severity of diar-
rhea and reduced total bacteria translocation into the mesen-
teric lymph nodes by 83%, which corresponded to a tendency
of reduced fecal Enterobacteriaceae in pigs fed lysozyme-rich
milk. Because many prevalent enteric pathogens such as E. coli
and Salmonella belong to the family of Enterobacteriaceae, this
possibly explained the dampened signs of diarrhea.172

A line of transgenic pigs that expresses high levels of recom-
binant human lysozyme (approximately 1300 mg/L) in their
milk was also generated at China Agricultural University by Dr.
Li’s group.174 Consumption of human lysozyme-rich milk
reduced diarrhea, increased survival rate, and facilitated the
recovery of neonatal pigs from F4 E. coli infection.175 The
observed benefits are likely due to the increase in the abun-
dance of intestinal Lactobacillus as well as enhanced intestinal
integrity and mucosa immunity of neonatal pigs consumed
lysozyme.175

Further Applications and Conclusions
The pediatric population is especially vulnerable to ETEC infec-
tion. The tremendous infectious disease burden requires con-
tinued and extensive studies aimed at exploring more
therapeutic/preventive interventions to improve young chil-
dren’s health/survival and to alleviate bacterial infection.
Young pigs have demonstrated their potential as a new animal
model for pediatric research. The translational features of the
piglet model in terms of anatomy of the gastrointestinal tract,
digestive physiology, components of the immune system,
dynamics of neurodevelopment, and morphological structure
of CNS foretells its broad applications for mechanistic research
in human nutrition, immunity, and neurodevelopment in early
life.176–178 Considering that enteric infections are the leading
causes of morbidity and mortality in early childhood, a well-

characterized pig model incorporating enteric pathogen chal-
lenges presented by our group (bacterial infection) and others
(viral infection)179,180 is promising in preclinical studies to
uncover the mechanism of pathogenesis and evaluate the ef-
fects of nutraceutical interventions in youth. The underlying
mechanisms will be further explored by combining both func-
tional measurements (i.e., gut permeability, feed efficiency,
nutrient digestibility, etc.) and descriptive analysis (i.e., gut
morphology and gut barrier function, etc.). The important roles
of the gut microbiota in host resistance against invading patho-
gens in the small intestine should not be negligible.181 The pro-
tective effects of gut microbiota against pathogenic bacterial
infection could be deeply approached with this pig challenge
model by investigating metagenomics and the changes of bac-
terial metabolites. Last but not least, this translational model
could also be expanded to different pathogens, for instance, dif-
ferent strains of E. coli, Salmonella, other infectious agents, or
combinations.

It is also important to keep in mind that each animal species
shows some similarity to the physiology of humans and there-
fore provides valuable insights from different angles on the
research of nutritional intervention in pediatric enteric infec-
tion. The purpose of this review is not to compare different ani-
mal models with their pros and cons. The overall objective is to
highlight another potential model that could serve as a power-
ful tool for pediatric research.
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Abstract
Ocular inflammatory diseases, such as dry eye and uveitis, are common, painful, difficult to treat, and may result in vision
loss or blindness. Ocular side effects from the use of antiinflammatory drugs (such as corticosteroids or nonsteroidal
antiinflammatories) to treat ocular inflammation have prompted development of more specific and safer medications to
treat inflammatory and immune-mediated diseases of the eye. To assess the efficacy and safety of these new therapeutics,
appropriate immune-relevant animal models of ocular inflammation are needed. Both induced and naturally-occurring
models have been described, but the most valuable for translating treatments to the human eye are the animal models of
spontaneous, immunologic ocular disease, such as those with dry eye or uveitis. The purpose of this review is to describe
common immune-relevant models of dry eye and uveitis with an overview of the immuno-pathogenesis of each disease
and reported evaluation of models from small to large animals. We will also review a selected group of naturally-occurring
large animal models, equine uveitis and canine dry eye, that have promise to translate into a better understanding and
treatment of clinical immune-relevant ocular disease in man.

Key words: animal models; dry eye; immune-relevant; inflammatory; naturally-occurring; ocular; uveitis

Introduction
Blindness or low vision affects approximately 1 in 28 Americans
older than 40 years of age, the underlying causes of which are
commonly noninfectious immune-mediated diseases, including
dry eye and uveitis.1–3 Dry eye symptoms are experienced by 20%
of adults over 45 years old, and uveitis is a leading cause of blind-
ness in the United States.1–6 Dry eye and uveitis are also common
causes of blindness in domestic animals, and uveitis is the lead-
ing cause of blindness in horses worldwide.7–12 There are no
known cures for immune-mediated ocular diseases, and current
treatment regimens are costly, require multiple daily applica-
tions, are poorly effective, and have adverse side effects.
Therefore, new treatments to address these diseases are needed
and for further development, there is a need for accurate and
translatable immune-relevant models of ocular disease.

The eye, like the brain and the uterus in pregnancy, is con-
sidered an immune privileged site.13,14 An active suppression of
the immune response to endogenous and exogenous antigens oc-
curs in the eye, as overt inflammation may compromise vision.
The relative lack of antigen-presenting and MHC II-expressing
cells and natural tissue barriers (i.e., the blood–ocular barrier) that
physically separate ocular tissues from the systemic immune
response contribute to the immune tolerance in the eye.15 With
dry eye and uveitis, the normal ocular tolerance is lost (from sev-
eral initiating causes) and the physical barriers become disrupted,
allowing an influx of inflammatory cells. In addition, proinflam-
matory mediators induce T-helper cells to proliferate, activate
antigen-presenting cells, expand auto-reactive B and T cell popu-
lations, and ultimately release proinflammatory and proapoptotic
peptides.16,17 Current treatments for dry eye and uveitis are
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nonspecific and require frequent use of topical medications that
may have severe ocular and systemic side effects.18–20

Furthermore, these medications are life-long therapies and
patient compliance is commonly poor, leading to treatment fail-
ures, worsening of disease, and in some cases, blindness.21

When testing effectiveness of therapeutics on models of ocu-
lar disease, there are two separate but important testing goals.
The first question is whether the drug is effective in the ocular
disease state that is being studied. For this goal, usually rats or
mice are evaluated and dosed by a nonocular route, for example,
orally, subcutaneously, or intraperitoneally. These studies help
determine pathogenesis of disease-drug mechanisms; therefore,
the wide array of reagents and genetically modified mice and rats
are a major asset. Determination of the appropriate dose (i.e.,
dose ranging studies) is usually also performed in these first sets
of studies. The second goal is to determine if an appropriate dose
can reach the ocular target tissue and be effective in the eye using
a dosing route and frequency that is clinically feasible. These
studies would determine the pharmacokinetics and pharmacody-
namics of a specific route of administration of a drug, typically in
a normal eye, then repeated using the optimal dosing and routes
in eyes of models of the disease state. For this second group of
studies to be clinically valid in most instances, the animal models
would have to have eyes anatomically similar to the target spe-
cies and in the case of humans, use of the rabbit, dog, pig, or pri-
mate eye would be most appropriate. Finally, when selecting the
appropriate animal model, the target tissue and disease state has
to be paired with the most appropriate route of therapy. This
determination is important for pharmacokinetic, toxicologic, and
efficacy studies.

Although there are many disease conditions of the human eye
thought to have an immunologic pathogenesis, including allergic
conjunctivitis, corneal transplant rejection, and age-related macu-
lar degeneration, as examples, the purpose of this review is to
describe common immune-relevant models of dry eye and uveitis
with an overview and assessment of models from small to large
animals. We will also review a selected group of naturally-
occurring large animal models, equine uveitis and canine dry eye,
which have promise to translate into a better understanding and
treatment of clinical immune-relevant ocular disease in man.

Review of Commonly Used Animal Models
in Inflammatory Ocular Disease
Ocular Surface Disease Immune-Relevant Models

Dry Eye Disease
Dry eye disease (DED) is one of the most common ocular abnor-
malities and has multiple underlying causes. Dry eye is a disease
of the tear film and ocular surface that results in symptoms of dis-
comfort and visual disturbance with potential damage to the ocu-
lar surface.22 In one study, nearly one-half of patients claimed to
have symptoms of dry eye with a negative effect on quality of life,
including ocular pain, decreased activities requiring visual atten-
tion (e.g., reading, driving), and reduced productivity in the work-
place.21 Dry eye develops from a deficiency of the aqueous portion
of the tear fluid as a result of reduced lacrimal aqueous tear secre-
tion or a result of increased evaporation of tears, such as the result
of Meibomian gland deficiencies.23 Decreased aqueous production
of the tears results in an increase of tear electrolytes (i.e.,
increased tear osmolality), proteins, and inflammatory mediators,
resulting in damage to the surface ocular tissues, decreased visual
acuity, and ocular discomfort. The relative decrease in aqueous

tears on the ocular surface in patients with DED causes chronic
irritation to ocular surface that disrupts the normal ocular
immune tolerance.24 With breakdown of ocular surface tolerance
and immune-homeostasis, autoimmunity develops through acti-
vation of NK cells and Toll-like receptors, followed by release of
proinflammatory factors such as interleukin (IL)-1α, IL-1β, tumor
necrosis factor α, and IL-6. These mediators amplify, activating
antigen-presenting cells, which internalize autoantigens and
migrate to the draining cervical lymph node where autoreactive
Th1 cells, Th17 cells, or B cells (i.e., in Sjogren’s syndrome)
undergo expansion. Efferent trafficking of these autoreactive T
cells to the ocular surface is directed by adhesion molecules (e.g.,
LFA-1) and chemokine receptors. Autoreactive T-cells in ocular
surface tissues potentiate the chronic autoimmune response, re-
sulting in epithelial cell apoptosis, reduced goblet cell density, and
squamousmetaplasia of epithelium.17,24,25

Current treatments for DED rely on frequently applied artifi-
cial tears, punctal plugs, topical tetracycline antibiotic, and
omega fatty acids, all of which provide only temporary relief of
dry eye.26 Chronic DED is commonly treated with antiinflamma-
tory medications and immunosuppressants, the latter being the
mainstay of treatment in the United States.27,28 Topical cyclo-
sporine, an immunosuppressant, used with or without corticos-
teroids, is effective in DED through inhibition of T-cell activation
and reduction of proinflammatory cytokines.29 A recently
approved topical immunosuppressive for treatment of DED, lifi-
tegrast, is an integrin inhibitor that prevents binding of LFA-1 to
ICAM-1, which is upregulated in DED. Lifitegrast thus blocks T-
cell efferent recruitment to ocular tissues and reduces inflam-
matory cytokines.30–32 However, both cyclosporine and lifitegrast
must be administered indefinitely twice daily by the patient and
are associated with burning sensation after application, leading
to reduced patient compliance and hence poor treatment effi-
cacy and success. Therefore, an effective, long-term, well-
tolerated, and convenient therapy for DED is needed.

There are numerous models of ocular surface disease and dry
eye, but to be immune relevant, there needs to be evidence of an
immuno-pathogenesis in the disease process. There are several
mouse models of dry eye disease, the most common of which is a
model induced by low humidity and high air flow environments,
with or without the additional use of scopolamine (Table 1).33–35

The extended environmental irritation to the surface of the eye of
these mice disrupts the normal ocular immune tolerance and im-
munohomeostasis,24 as described previously. These mice models
have been used to study the immuno-pathogenesis of dry eye and
the initial evaluation of therapeutics. Another described model is
the use of repeated application of topical benzalkonium chloride
to the mouse or rabbit eye. This produces chronic irritation that
may develop immunopathology and chronic ocular surface dis-
ease.36,37 Other induced models of DED in rodents, which may be
less immunopathologic in origin, include lacrimal gland excision
or injections of toxins or antigens such as botulinum toxin38 or
concanavalin A.39 Genetic models, such as the MRL/lpr mouse,
manifest multiple autoimmune disorders and can be helpful to
study diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus and
Sjorgren’s syndrome (Table 1).40 Another example of genetic DED
are neurturin-deficient mice, which may develop dry eye and
serve asmodels for neurotrophic keratoconjunctivitis sicca, since
this model lacks lacrimal innervation (Table 1).41 There are
numerous other knockout and transgenic mice strains that are
commonly studied that may develop DED; however, many of
these models do not develop clinical signs of DED observed in
large animal models, but instead develop histologic or other fea-
tures characteristic of human DED.42
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In rats, the most commonly described dry eye model is the ex-
traorbital lacrimal gland excision model (with or without use of
scopolamine).48,49 Like other models of induced dry eye, this rat
lacrimal-excision model likely does not develop, substantially, an
immunologic pathogenesis and therefore may not be as effective
for evaluation of immunosuppressive therapies as naturally-
occurring models of dry eye.33,49 All of these rodent models of dry
eye are similar in that they can be used to determine proof of prin-
cipal of therapeutic response to a drug, but all have similar disad-
vantages of having orbital and lacrimal anatomy and eye size that
differs from the human eye. Rabbit or dog models are more com-
monly used to evaluate dry eye signs and response to therapy,
because they have easily measured decreased tear production and
develop ocular surface changes.42 Therefore, larger animal dry eye
models are needed (see later description of canine dry eye).

Rabbits are commonly used as models of ocular disease and
for pharmacokinetic studies because of their relatively large eye,
compared to rodents, while still being a common and economical
laboratory animal. However, there are few true immune-relevant
models of DED in rabbits. Most described models induce dry eye
signs, but not likely an immunopathogenesis, by use of a topical
irritant, such as benzalkonium chloride, or by short-term reduc-
tion in lacrimal secretion using parasympathomimetic drug, such
as atropine.37,52,53 A very promising model of autoimmune da-
cryoadenitis in rabbits that produces a Sjögren’s-like keratocon-
junctivitis is created by an intra-lacrimal or subcutaneous
injection of autologous peripheral blood lymphocytes activated by
purified rabbit lacrimal epithelial cells.54,55 This rabbit autoim-
mune dacryoadenitis model has been used to effectively evaluate
immunomodulatory treatments for dry eye, including topical cyclo-
sporine and lacrimal gland adeno-associated virus (AAV) mediated-
IL-10 gene therapy.50,56

Naturally-Occurring Keratoconjunctivitis Sicca in Canines
Domestic canines develop spontaneous dry eye that clinically and
immunopathologically is similar to dry eye in humans (Table 1).10

Not only do dogs spontaneously develop dry eye symptoms of
ocular discomfort, conjunctival hyperemia, and corneal scarring,
these symptoms correlate directly with reduced aqueous tear pro-
duction, a reduction readily measured using a standard Schirmer
tear test strip (Figure 1). Furthermore, dogs with dry eye have a
reduced tear breakup time and increased corneal staining, all
abnormalities also observed in humans with DED.10 Like humans,
canine dry eye is typically bilateral, develops in middle age, is
more common in female dogs and in certain breeds, such as the
American Cocker spaniel, Bulldog, and West Highland white ter-
rier.57 The pathogenesis of dry eye in dogs appears similar to that
of humans, where an apparent immunologic inflammation occurs
with progressive lymphocytic infiltration and damage to the lacri-
mal gland with subsequent decreased production of the aqueous
tear film.58,59 With chronicity, the ocular surface becomes pro-
gressively more dessicated and inflamed, the cornea vascu-
larizes and scars, and ultimately the dog may lose vision.9,57

Initial proof of concept of commonly used immunosuppressive
eye drops was first demonstrated to be effective in this sponta-
neous dog model, including topical cyclosporine, tacrolimus,
and LTF-1 inhibitors.9,10,12,60,61

Uveitis Disease Models

Uveitis is inflammation of the iris, ciliary body, and choroid and
is associated with both infectious and noninfectious causes.
Uveitis is estimated to be the third leading cause of preventableT
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blindness worldwide.62 In the United States, the incidence of
uveitis was estimated to be approximately 58 to 69 cases/100,000
people;1,6 however, another study estimated that the rate of uve-
itis, especially anterior uveitis, was approximately 3 times higher
and it increased with increasing age of patients.4 The most com-
mon causes of uveitis in humans are human leukocyte antigen
(HLA)-B27 related uveitis, acute anterior uveitis in herpes zoster
disease, toxoplasmosis, sarcoidosis, and pars planitis.63

Uveitis results from several causes. The uveal tract supplies
blood to the eye and is in direct contact with peripheral vascula-
ture; therefore, diseases of the systemic circulation (e.g., septicemia,
bacteremia, infection, activated lymphocytes, immune diseases,
etc.) will disrupt the blood-ocular barrier.64,65 The blood-ocular bar-
rier prevents large molecules and cells from entering the eye and
thus limits the immune response to intraocular antigens. With
trauma or inflammation, this barrier can be disrupted, allowing
blood products and cells to enter the eye, resulting in the clinical
signs typical of uveitis, such as flare, cell accumulation, and vitre-
ous haze. Disruption of the barrier enables activation of various
host immune responses, including antibody production to self-
antigens that are not normally recognized by the immune system,
as well as antibody production to foreign antigens inside the eye.

As a result of the blood-ocular barrier, lack of lymphatics, and
the presence of limited numbers of resident leukocytes, the eye is
considered to have immune privilege. Naïve T cells cannot cross
the normal blood-retinal barrier due to the lack of fenestration in
the retinal vessels and the lack of appropriate adhesion mole-
cules.66 Expression of chemokines in inflammation and activated T
cells in the ciliary epithelium may play a role in recruitment and
activation of leukocytes in diseased eyes.67 As in other autoim-
mune disorders, infections may trigger events, either by antigenic
mimicry with a pathogen’s antigen or as a bystander effect due to
the general systemic or local immune stimulation by the pathogen.

Uveitogenic retinal proteins documented in experimental animals
include retinal arrestin, interphotoreceptor retinoid-binding pro-
tein (IRBP), rhodopsin, recoverin, phosducin, and retinal pigment
epithelium derived RPE-65.62,68–70 Irrespective of the eliciting anti-
gen, available experimental evidence suggests that the immuno-
logical mechanisms driving the resultant disease are similar.16

Following disruption of the blood-ocular barrier, large amounts of
predominantly CD4+ T cells enter the eye and secrete proinflam-
matory cytokines such as IL-2 and interferon γ.71 Auto-reactive
effector CD4+ T cells have been associated with the pathogenesis
of inflammatory and autoimmune disorders including uveitis.
Naıve CD4+ T cells differentiate into effector subsets depending
on the nature of the environment in which exposure to the anti-
gen occurs.66 Several T cell effector phenotypes have been
defined, known as T helper 1 (TH1), TH2, or TH17. Early studies
suggested that the interferon-γ-producing TH1 and IL-17-
releasing TH17 subsets are responsible for the pathology of uve-
itis, with the latter being associated with development of autoim-
mune disease.16 Additionally, clinical uveitis frequently develops
spontaneous recurrent or relapsing bouts of inflammation, likely
from T cells recognizing additional autoantigens in the ocular tis-
sue.72 Resolution of uveitis is dependent on the presence of T reg-
ulatory cells (Tregs) that are labeled as CD4+Foxp3+ cells. When
Foxp3+ T cell percentages in uveitis increase to approximately
10% of the total CD4+ cells, the acute inflammation rapidly re-
solves. Therefore, Foxp3+ Tregs are important to induce sponta-
neous resolution and in maintaining remission of uveitis.73

Multiple models have been developed to evaluate the
immuno-pathogenesis of uveitis and recurrent uveitis, includ-
ing identification of autoantigens. Most of these models are
rodent based. Other models, including those that are acute,
chronic, and recurrent in nature, have been developed to evalu-
ate therapeutics (Table 2). Large animal models, such as uveitis
induced in rabbits and pigs, have been evaluated to test thera-
peutics in larger eyes to help translate these treatments to hu-
mans (Table 2).

Rodent Models of Uveitis
Endotoxin-induced uveitis A commonly used model of induced
uveitis in rodents is the endotoxin-induced uveitis (EIU) model
(Table 2).74,75,89 The uveitis in this model is primarily an acute
anterior uveitis (i.e., iris, ciliary body) that is thought to be
driven by the innate immune system (Table 2).16,76 Following
intraparentoneal, subcutaneous, or hind footpad injection of
endotoxin (lipopolysaccharide; 100 μg or 500 μg) in Lewis or
Sprague-Dawley rats or various mouse strains (C3H),16 ocular
inflammation develops within hours of injection characterized
by a breakdown of the blood-aqueous barrier and the develop-
ment of clinical disease. Clinical and histopathologic abnormal-
ities peak at 24 hours and resolve by 48 to 72 hours.74,75

Experimental autoimmune uveitis (or uveoretinitis) Experimental
autoimmune uveitis (EAU) is a primarily posterior uveitis (or pa-
nuveitis [i.e., inflammation of the iris, ciliary, and choroid]) that is
induced by immunizing susceptible rodents with retinal antigens
(e.g., S-antigen [S-ag], IRBP, recoverin, rhodopsin/opsin); while
experimental melanin–protein induced uveitis, a predominantly
anterior uveitis, is elicited by immunization with melanin (from
RPE) or tyrosinase-related proteins 1 and 2 (Table 2).16 The pre-
dominant animal model is the Lewis rat, but other animals such
as the guinea pig or mice have also been described.76,90 Injection
of autoantigens into rodents, combined with bacterial adjuvants,
results in EAU; EAU does not develop without the use of adju-
vants. The use of complete Freund’s adjuvant (Mycobacterium cell

A

B

Figure 1 Naturally-occurring dry eye in a dog. (A) Moderate dry eye disease in a

dog resulting in conjunctival hyperemia, corneal vascularization, and corneal

opacity. (B) Chronic dry eye disease in a dog with mucopurulent ocular dis-

charge, hyperpigmented cornea, and conjunctival hyperemia.
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Table 2. Models of uveitis

Type of uveitis Species/Strains Agents Type of inflammation Advantages Disadvantages Reference

Rodent
EIU Lewis rat: Harlan

Sprague Dawley
Mice: (C3H and

other strains)

Endotoxin Anterior uveitis Rapid onset, predictable Nonimmunologic 74,75

EAU Rat Melanin from bovine RPE
Tyrosinase-related proteins

1 and 3

Anterior uveitis Immunologic 76

Experimental autoimmune
uveoretinitis

Mice
Rat

Retinal arrestin (S-Ag), IRBP,
recoverin, phosducin,
rhodopsin/opsin

Posterior segment Immunologic 73,77–79

Spontaneous Mice RBP T cell receptor
transgenic mice (R161H)

Autoimmune Regulator
(AIRE)(−/−) mice

Adoptive transfer

Retinal degeneration and persistent
cellular infiltrates and lymphoid
aggregation, multi-focal infiltrates
and severe choroidal
inflammation.

77,79

Rabbit
EIU NZW

Dutch belted
Endotoxin Anterior and posterior segment Rapid onset, predictable Nonimmunogenic 80,81

Recurrent uveitis NZW Mycobacterium tuberculosis
H37Ra antigen

Ovalbumin

Anterior (intracameral) or posterior
(intravitreal) segment

Immunologic and
recurrent

82–85

Cytokine induced uveitis NZW IL-1
TNF-alpha

Acute onset (6 hours) Nonimmunologic 80,86

Porcine
EIU Various Endotoxin Posterior Large eye Nonimmunogenic 87

Horse
Recurrent uveitis Various Spontaneous Anterior and posterior Large eye; immunologic;

recurrent
Nonstandard research animal
Cost

7,68,88

EAU, experimental autoimmune anterior uveitis; EIU, endotoxin-induced uveitis; IL, interleukin; NZW, Zealand White.
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wall product) or pertussis toxin is necessary to stimulate the
innate immune response and develop inflammation73,76,78 that
ultimately generates activated antigen-presenting cells capable of
presenting the injected autoantigen with the coactivation factors
required to activate T cells capable of recognizing the antigen.
Severe EAU was induced in B6 mice by adoptive transfer of IRBP-
specific T cells.79

Most of the rodent experimental models of uveitis are not
recurrent. They often elicit a single, albeit chronic course of uveitis
that eventually resolves. Therefore, the immunologic pathways
involved in the development of these rodent models may not be
the same as in naturally occurring uveitis. Spontaneous uveitis
has been observed in various mouse models, including IRBP T cell
receptor transgenic mice (R161H) and autoimmune regulator
(AIRE)(-/-) mice.78 These mouse models have a gradual onset of
chronic ocular inflammation that ultimately leads to retinal
degeneration.78

Despite limitations, these rodent experimental models offer
great insight into the pathogenesis and immunopathogenesis
of uveitis. These models have been critical in evaluation of
therapies, particularly broader immunosuppressive therapies,
for treating uveitis.

Rabbit Models of Uveitis
Two rabbit models of uveitis have been most commonly evalu-
ated, including the acute uveitis induced by injection of endo-
toxin84,91–93 and the recurrent uveitis induced by tuberculosis
antigen.82,84,94 Other uveitis models in rabbits include those fol-
lowing intravitreal injection of human interleukin 1 alpha,86

TNF-alpha,80 or ovalbumin in animals previously ovalbumin-
immunized,85 among others (Table 2).

An advantage of rabbit models of uveitis over rodent models
is that the rabbit eye is more similar in size to the human eye,
and therefore, more pharmacologically valid when evaluating
routes of therapy. In the endotoxin-induced uveitis, after 10 to
100 ng of LPS is injected intracamerally92 or intravitreally,80,81

aqueous flare and iridal hyperemia develop within 6 hours,
suggesting rapid disruption of the blood–aqueous barrier.91 The
LPS induces inflammation by activating a Toll-like receptor 4-
initiated signaling cascade. The inflammatory response peaks
at approximately 24 hours after injection, then rapidly de-
clines.92 Like the rat model of EIU, this endotoxin rabbit model
of uveitis is not considered to have a predominantly
immunopathogenesis.

Experimental uveitis can be induced by unilateral intravi-
treal or intracameral injection of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
H37Ra antigen (50 μg; 1 μg/L) in preimmunized rabbits, typically
7 to 14 days after initial subcutaneous injection.82–84,95 To simu-
late chronic recurrent inflammation, eyes are re-challenged
with intravitreal antigen every 14 to 21 days.96 This model has
advantages similar to the endotoxin model; however, it is pre-
dominantly a T-cell lymphocyte-mediated uveitis that can be
induced to be recurrent and therefore, more closely simulate
endogenous human uveitis.95

Porcine Models of Uveitis
The pig has been used as a large animal model of uveitis
(Table 2), which, similar to the rabbit model, has an eye similar
in size to the human eye; however, unlike the rabbit, it has a
retinal vascular anatomy similar to humans.97 An acute model
of uveitis has been used in the pig to evaluate novel therapeu-
tics and routes of administration. In this model, similar to
endotoxin uveitis in rabbits, endotoxin is injected intravitreally

and the eye is monitored for up to 72 hours following injec-
tion.87 Like rodent EIU and endotoxin uveitis in rabbits, the
endotoxin porcine model of uveitis is not considered to have
an immunopathogenesis.

Naturally-Occurring Uveitis Models
Equine Recurrent Uveitis Horses spontaneously develop severe,
immunologic uveitis called equine recurrent uveitis (ERU) that is
frequently recurrent and chronic (Figure 2).98 ERU is the most
common cause of blindness in horses.7,8,98 Spontaneous bouts of
uveitis develop and blindness may occur after multiple recurrent
episodes of uveitis. The immunopathology of ERU has been
extensively studied and has demonstrated that T cells are the
predominant mononuclear inflammatory cells infiltrating ocular
tissues in horses with naturally occurring chronic uveitis, with a
significant number of CD4+ cells.71,72,99 Recruitment of proinflam-
matory cells as well as autoreactive lymphocytes may be in part
driven by the expression of the chemokine RANTES in the ciliary
body.67

Study of this common, spontaneous uveitis in horses has
helped understand the pathogenesis of uveitis in humans, espe-
cially the identification of autoantigens and how recurrence of
uveitis develops immunologically.7,69,70,72,100–103 Several poten-
tial autoantigens have been identified in horses that could play a
role in the development of autoimmune uveitis. T cells isolated
from the eyes of horses with ERU proliferate in response to two
common autoantigens in rodents: retinal S-Ag and IRBP.69 In
addition, several additional potential autoantigens were identi-
fied by analyzing antibodies in the sera of ERU horses that re-
acted with retinal proteins. These include recoverin, cellular
retinaldehyde-binding protein, and malate dehydrogenase.101

While all these potential autoantigens are capable of inducing
experimental uveitis in rodent models, only cellular retinaldehyde-
binding protein and IRBP consistently produce uveitis in outbred
horses.70,100

Additionally, studies of horses with ERU have also helped elu-
cidate how Leptospira infections induce immunological uveitis,
specifically autoimmune uveitis.104–106 Field studies of horses in
the 1950s after an outbreak of acute leptospirosis caused by L. in-
terrogans serogroup Pomona demonstrated that one of the six
horses (17%) developed intraocular inflammation during acute
leptospiral disease, and all horses developed ERU 18 to 24 months
after the initial infection. Subsequent studies demonstrated
cross-reactivity between equine ocular tissues and Leptospira
antigens,104,105 and horses with uveitis associated with Leptospira
interrogans infections had high levels of IgA and IgG in their intra-
ocular fluids that reacted to two Leptospira lipoproteins, LruA and
LruB.106,107 These antibodies were also subsequently discovered
in the serum of human leptospiral uveitis patients.108

Studies of spontaneous ERU have helped elucidate the immuno-
pathogenesis of recurrent uveitis. In autoimmune disease, several
autoantigens, or epitopes, participate in the immunopathogenesis;
epitope spreading is accountable for disease induction, progres-
sion, and inflammatory relapses.72 Epitope spreading is defined
as the diversification of epitope specificity from the initial
focused, dominant, epitope-specific immune response, directed
against a self or foreign protein to cryptic epitopes on that pro-
tein (intramolecular spreading) or other proteins (intermolecular
spreading).72 The shifts in immunoreactivity, or epitope spread-
ing, have been documented in ERU and are thought to be respon-
sible for the recurring character of ERU.72

ERU, as a model of spontaneous immune-mediated uveitis,
has also led to the study of promising therapeutics. For
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example, several sustained release ocular implants have shown
much promise in the treatment of ERU.109,110 Evaluation of drug
delivery to the suprachoroidal space has been shown to control
ERU and prevent recurrences.111,112 Triamcinolone injections
into the suprachoroidal space are currently under development
for treatment of human uveitis.113 Further study of ERU and its
treatment will translate well to improving the understanding
and treatment of human autoimmune uveitis.

Next Steps
As further therapeutics are developed that more specifically tar-
get immune-mediated diseases, evaluation of these treatments in
spontaneous or naturally-occurring models of ocular disease will
be needed to provide proof of concept and help translate these
therapies to humans. Excellent examples of developing, targeted
therapies include gene therapy (especially gene addition therapy)
and stem cell therapy. Our laboratory and collaborators at the
Gene Therapy Center at the University of North Carolina have
developed AAV delivery of immunosuppressive proteins, such as
HLA-G, for suppression of ocular surface inflammation and vas-
cularization.114 Target ocular surface diseases for AAV-HLA-G
gene therapy are DED and for prevention of corneal graft
rejection.114

Autologous stem cell therapy, or use of stem cell supernatant
extracts, also shows much promise for immunomodulation in
the eye. Effectiveness of topical ocular mesenchymal stem cell
therapy was initially demonstrated in dry eye models in mice.39

Locally injected fat-derived mesenchymal stem cells near the lac-
rimal glands of dogs with advanced dry eye demonstrated clinical
improvement and increased tear production.115 These results in a
naturally-occurring model provides evidence of possible clinical
translation to humans with severe dry eye.
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